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preferred over those with lower average SNR; SCS/antennas with lower SNR variance are

preferred to those with higher SNR variance; and SCS/antennas with a faster SNR rate of

change.atthe on-set ofthe transmission are preferred to those with a slowerrate of change.

The weighting applied to each of these criteria may be adjusted by the operatorofthe

Wireless Location System to suit the particular design of each system.

The candidate list of SCS’s 10 and antennas 10-1 are selected using a predeterminedset of

criteria based, for example, upon knowledgeofthe typesofcell sites, types of antennas at
the cell sites, geometry of the antennas, and a weighting factor that weights certain

antennas morethan other antennas. The weighting factor takes into account knowledge of

the terrain in which the Wireless Location System is operating, past empirical data on the

contribution of each antenna has made to goodlocation estimates, and other factors that

maybe specific to each different WLSinstallation. In one embodiment, for example, the

Wireless Location System mayselect the candidate list to include all SCS's 10 up to a

maximum numberofsites (max_number_of_sites) that are closer than a predefined

maximum radius from the primary site (max_radius_from_primary). For example, in an

urban or suburban environment, where there may bea large numberofcell sites, the

max_number_of_sites may be limited to nineteen. Nineteen sites would includethe

primary,the first mng of six sites surrounding the primary (assuming a classic hexagonal
distribution ofcell sites), and the next ring of twelve sites surroundingthefirst ring. This

is depicted in Figure 9. In another embodiment, in a suburban or rural environment,

max_radius_from_primary maybeset to 40 miles to ensure that the widest possible set of

candidate SCS/antennas is available. The Wireless Location System is provided with

meansto limit the total numberofcandidate SCS’s 10 to a maximum number

(max_number_candidates), although each candidate SCS maybe permitted to choose the

best port from amongits available antennas. This limits the maximum time spent by the

Wireless Location System processing a particular location. Max_number_candidates may

be set to thirty-two, for example, which meansthatin a typical three sector wireless

communications system with diversity, up to 32*6 = 192 total antennas could be

considered for location processing for a particular transmission. In orderto limit the time

spent processing a particular location, the Wireless Location System is provided with
meansto limit the numberofantennas usedin the location processing to
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max_number_antennas_processed. Max_number_antennas_processedis generally less

than max_number_candidates, andis typically set to sixteen.

While the Wireless Location System is provided with the ability to dynamically determine

the candidate list of SCS’s 10 and antennas based uponthe predeterminedsetofcriteria

described above,the WirelessLocation System can also store a fixed candidate list in a
table. Thus, for each cell site and sector in the wireless communications system,the

Wireless Location System has a separate table that defines the candidate list of SCS’s 10

and antennas 10-1 to use whenever a wireless transmitter initiates a transmission in that

cell site and sector. Rather than dynamically choose the candidate SCS/antennas each time

a location requestis triggered, the Wireless Location System reads the candidatelist

directly from the table when location processingis initiated.

In general, a large number of candidate SCS’s 10 is chosen to provide the Wireless

Location System with sufficient opportunity and ability to measure and mitigate multipath.

On any given transmission, any one or moreparticular antennas at one or more SCS’s 10

may receive signals that have been affected to varying degrees by multipath. Therefore,it

is advantageousto provide this means within the Wireless Location System to

dynamically select a set of antennas which may havereceived less multipath than other

antennas. The Wireless Location System uses various techniques to mitigate as much

multipath as possible from any received signal; howeverit is frequently prudent to choose

a set of antennas that contain the least amount ofmultipath.

Choosing Reference and Cooperating SCS/Antennas

in choosingthe set of SCS/antennas to use in location processing, the Wireless Location

System orders the candidate SCS/antennas using severalcriteria, including for example:

average SNR over the transmission interval used for location processing, the variance in
the SNR over the sameinterval, correlation of the beginning of the received transmission

against a pure pre-cursor(i.e. for AMPS,the dotting and Barker code) and/or demodulated -

data from the primary SCS/antenna, the time of the on-set of the transmissionrelative to

the on-set reported at the SCS/antenna at which the transmission was demodulated, and

the magnitude andrate of change of the SNR from just before the on-set of the
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transmission to the on-set of the transmission, as well as other similar parameters. The

average SNR is typically determined at each SCS,and for each antennain the candidate

list either over the entire length of the transmission to be used for location processing, or

over a shorterinterval. The average SNR overthe shorter interval can be determined by

performing a correlation with the dotting sequence and/or Barker code and/or sync word,

depending on the particular air interface protocol, and over a short range oftime before,

during, and after the timestamp reported by the primary SCS10. The time range may

typically be +/- 200 microsecondscentered at the timestamp, for example. The Wireless

Location System will generally order the candidate SCS/antennas using the following

criteria, each of which may be weighted when combiningthecriteria to determine the final
decision: average SNR for a given SCS/antenna mustbe greater than a predetermined

threshold to be used in location processing; SCS/antennas with higher average SNR are

preferred over those with lower average SNR; SCS/antennas with lower SNR variance are

preferred to those with higher SNR variance; SCS/antennas with an on-set closerto the

on-set reported by the demodulating SCS/antennaare preferred to those with an on-set

moredistant in time; SCS/antennas with a faster SNR rate of change are preferred to those

with a slowerrate of change; SCS/antennas with lower incremental weighted GDOPare

preferred over those with higher incremental weighted GDOP,where the weighting is

based upon estimated path loss from the primary SCS. The weighting applied to each of

these preferences may be adjusted by the operator of the Wireless Location System to suit

the particular design of each system. The numberofdifferent SCS’s 10 used in the

jocation processing 1s maximized up to a predetermined limit; the number of antennas
used at each SCS 10 in limited to a predeterminedlimit; and the total number of

SCS/antennas usedis limited to max_number_antennas_processed. The SCS/antenna with

the highest ranking using the above described processis designated as the reference

SCS/antennafor location processing.

Best Port Selection Within an SCS 10

Frequently, the SCS/antennas in the candidate list or in thelist to use in location

processing will include only one or two antennas at a particular SCS 10. In these cases, the

Wireless Location System may permit the SCS 10 to choosethe “best port” from all or

someofthe antennas at the particular SCS 10. For example, if the Wireless Location
: 93
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Systemchoosesto use only one antennaata first SCS 10,then thefirstSCS 10 mayselect

thebest antenna port from the typical six antennaports that are connected to that SCS 10,
or it may choosethe bestantenna port from amongthe two antennaports ofjust one sector

of the cell site. The best antenna port ischosen by using the same process and comparing
the same parameters as described above for choosing the set of SCS/antennas to use in

location processing, except that all of the antennas being considered for best port are all in

the same SCS10. In comparing antennas.for best port, the SCS 10 mayalso optionally

divide the received signal into segments, and then measure the SNR separately in each

segmentofthe received signal. Then, the SCS 10 can optionally choose the best antenna
port with highest SNR either by(i) using the antenna port with the most segments with the
highest SNR, (ii) averaging the SNR in all segments and using the antenna port with the
highest average SNR, or(iii) using the antenna port with the highest SNR in any one

segment.

Detection and Recovery From Collisions
Because the Wireless Location System will use data from many SCS/antenna ports in

location processing, there is a chance that the received signal at one or more particular

SCS/antenna ports contains energy that is co-channelinterference from another wireless
transmitter (i.e. a partial or full collision between two separate wireless transmissions has

occurred). There is also a reasonable probability that the co-channel interference has a

much higher SNR than the signal from the target wireless transmitter, and if not detected

by the Wireless Location System, the co-channel interference may cause an incorrect

choice of best antenna port at an SCS 10, reference SCS/antenna, candidate SCS/antenna,

or SCS/antennato be used in location processing. The co-channel interference mayalso

cause poor TDOAand FDOAresults, leading to a failed or poor location estimate. The

probability of collision increases with the density of cell sites in the host wireless

communications system, especially in dense suburban or rural environments where the

frequencies are re-used often and wireless usage by subscribersis high.

Therefore, the Wireless Location System includes meansto detect and recover from the

types of collisions described above. For example, in the process of selecting a bestport,

reference SCS/antenna, or candidate SCS/antenna, the Wireless Location System
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determines the average SNR ofthe received signal and the variance of the SNR overthe

interval of the transmission; when the variance of the SNR is above a predetermined

threshold, the Wireless Location System assigns a probability that a collision has occurred.

If the signal received at an SCS/antenna has increased or decreased its SNR in a single

step, and by an amount greater than a predetermined threshold, the Wireless Location
System assigns a probability that a collision has occurred.-Further, if the average SNR of

the signal received at a remote SCSis greater than the average SNR that would be

predicted by a propagation model, given the cell site at which the wireless transmitter

initiated its transmission and the known transmit powerlevels and antenna patterns of the

transmitter and receive antennas, the Wireless Location System assigns a probability that a

collision has occurred. If the probability that a collision has occurred is above a

predetermined threshold, then the Wireless Location System performsthe further

processing described below to verify whether and to what extent a collision may have

impaired the received signal at an SCS/antenna. The advantage of assigning probabilities
is to reduce or eliminate extra processing for the majority of transmissions for which

collisions have not occurred. It should be noted that the threshold levels,. assigned

probabilities, and other details of the collision detection and recovery processes described

herein are configurable, i.e., selected based on the particular application, environment,

system variables,etc., that wouldaffect their selection.

For received transmissions at an SCS/antenna for which the probability of a collision is

above the predetermined threshold and before using RF data from a particular antenna port

in a reference SCS/antenna determination, best port determination or in location

processing, the Wireless Location System preferably verifies that the RF data from each

antennaport is from the correct wireless transmitter. This is determined, for example, by

demodulating segmentsof the received signal to verify, for example, that the MIN, MSID,

or otheridentifying informationis corrector that the dialed digits or other message

characteristics match those received by the SCS/antennathat initially demodulated the

transmission. The Wireless Location System mayalso correlate a short segmentofthe

received signalat an antennaport with the signal received at the primary SCS 10 to verify

that the correlation result is above a predetermined threshold. If the Wireless Location

System detects that the variance in the SNR overthe entire length of the transmission is _
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above a pre-determined threshold, the Wireless Location System may divide the

transmission into segments and test each segment as described herein to determine

whether the energy in that segmentis primarily from the signal from the wireless
transmitter for which location processing has been selected or from an interfering
transmitter.

The Wireless Location System may chooseto use the RF data from a particular

- §CS/antennain location processing even if the Wireless Location System has detected that

a partial collision has occurred at that SCS/antenna.In these cases, the SCS 10 uses the

means described abovetoidentify that portion of the received transmission which
represents a signal from the wireless transmitter for which location processing has been

selected, and that portion of the received transmission which contains co-channel

interference. The Wireless Location System may commandthe SCS 10 to send or use only

selected segments of the received transmission that do not contain the co-channel

interference. When determining the TDOA and FDOAfora baseline using only selected

segments from an SCS/antenna, the Wireless Location System uses only the

corresponding segmentsof the transmission as received at the reference SCS/antenna. The

Wireless Location System may continueto use all segments for baselines in which no .

collisions were detected. In many cases, the Wireless Location System is able to complete

location processing and achieve an acceptable location error using only a portion ofthe

transmission. This inventive ability to select the appropriate subset of the received

transmission and perform location processing on a segment by segment basis enables the
Wireless Location System to successfully complete location processing in cases that might

have failed using previous techniques.

Multiple Pass Location Processing

Certain applications may require a very fast estimate of the general location of a wireless
transmitter, followed by a more accurate estimate of the location that can be sent

subsequently. This can be valuable, for example, for E9-1-1 systems that handle wireless

calls and must makea call routing decision very quickly, but can wait a little longer for a

more exactlocation to be displayed upon the E9-1-1 call-taker’s electronic map terminal.
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The Wireless Location System supports these applications with an inventive multiple pass

location processing mode.

In manycases, location accuracy is enhanced by using longer segments ofthe

transmission and increasing the processing gain through longerintegration intervals. But

longer segments of the transmission require longer processing periods in the SCS 10 and

TLP 12, as well as longer time periods for transmitting the RF data across the

communications interface from the SCS 10 to the TLP 12. Therefore, the Wireless

Location System includes meansto identify those transmissionsthat require a fast but

rough estimate of the location followed by more complete location processing that

producesa better location estimate. The Signal of Interest Table includesaflag for each

SignalofInterest that requires a multiple pass location approach. This flag specifies the
maximum amountoftime permitted by the requesting location application for the first

estimate to be sent, as well as the maximum amountof time permitted by the requesting

location application forthe final location estimate to be sent. The Wireless Location

System performsthe rough location estimate by selecting a subset of the transmission for

whichto perform location processing. The Wireless Location System may choose, for

example, the segmentthat was identified at the primary SCS/antenna with the highest

average SNR.After the rough location estimate has been determined, using the methods

described earlier, but with only a subset of the transmission, the TLP 12 forwardsthe
locationestimate to the AP 14, which then forwards the rough estimate to the requesting

application with a flag indicating that the estimate is only rough. The Wireless Location

System then performsits standard location processing using all of the aforementioned

methods, and forwardsthis location estimate with a flag indicatingthefinal statusofthis

location estimate. The Wireless Location System may perform the roughlocation estimate
andthe final location estimate sequentially on the same DSP in a TLP 12, or may perform |

the location processing in parallel on different DSP’s. Parallel processing may be

necessary to meet the maximum time requirements of the requesting location applications.

The Wireless Location System supports different maximum time requirements from

different location applications for the same wireless transmission.
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Very Short Baseline TDOA

The Wireless Location System is designed to operate inurban, suburban,andruralareas.
In rural areas, when there are not sufficient cell sites available from a single wireless

carrier, the Wireless LocationSystem can be deployed with SCS’s 10 located at the cell

sites of other wireless carriers or at other types of towers, including AM or FM radio

station, paging, and two-way wireless towers. In these cases, rather than sharing the
existing antennas ofthe wireless carrier, the Wireless Location System mayrequire the

installation of appropriate antennas,filters, and low noise amplifiers to match the

frequency bandofthe wireless transmitters of interest to be located. For example, an AM

radio station tower may require the addition of 800 MHz antennas to locate cellular band

transmitters. There may be cases, however, where no additional towers of any type are

available at reasonable cost and the Wireless Location System must be deployed onjust a

few towersof the wireless carrier. In these cases, the Wireless Location System supports

an antenna mode known as very short baseline TDOA.This antenna mode becomesactive

whenadditional antennas are installed on a single cell site tower, whereby the antennas are

placed at a distance of less than one wavelength apart. This may require the addition of

just one antennapercell site sector such that the Wireless Location System uses one

existing receive antennain a sector and one additional antenna that has been placed next to

the existing receive antenna. Typically, the two antennas in the sector are oriented such

that the primary axes,orline ofdirection, of the main beamsareparallel and the spacing

betweenthe two antenna elements is known with precision.In addition, the two RF paths

from the antenna elements to the receivers in the SCS 10 are calibrated.

In its normal mode,the Wireless Location System determines the TDOA and FDOAfor

pairs of antennathat are separated by many wavelengths. For a TDOAona baseline using

antennas from two differencecell sites, the pairs of antennas are separated by thousands of

wavelengths. Fora TDOAona baseline using antennas at the samecellsite, the pairs of

antennas are separated by tens of wavelengths. In either case, the TDOA determination

effectively results in a hyperbolic line bisecting the baseline and passing through the

location of the wirelesstransmitter. When antennas are separated by multiple wavelengths,

the received signal has taken independent paths from the wireless transmitter to each

antenna, including experiencing different multipath and Doppler shifts. However, when
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two antennas are closer than one wavelength, the two received signals have taken

essentially the same path and experienced the same fading, multipath, and Dopplershift.

Therefore, the TDOA and FDOAprocessing of the Wireless Location System typically

produces a Doppler shift of zero (or near-zero) hertz, and a time difference on the order of
zero to one nanosecond.A time difference that short is equivalent to an unambiguous

phase difference between the signals received at the two antennas on the very short

baseline. For example, at 834 MHz, the wavelength of an AMPSreverse control channel

transmission is about 1.18 feet. A time difference of 0.1 nanosecondsis equivalent to a

received phase difference of about 30 degrees. In this case, the TDOA measurement

producesa hyperbolathat is essentially a straightline, still passing through the location of

the wireless transmitter, and in a direction that is rotated 30 degrees from the direction of

the parallel lines formed by the two antennas on the very short baseline. Whenthe results

of this very short baseline TDOAatthe single cell site are combined with a TDOA

measurementon a baseline between twocell sites, the Wireless Location System can —

determinea location estimate using only twocell sites.

Bandwidth Monitoring Method For Improving Location Accuracy

AMPScellular transmitters presently comprise the large majority of the wireless

transmitters used in the U.S. and AMPSreverse voice channel transmissions are generally

FM signals modulated by both voice and a supervisory audio tone (SAT). The voice

modulation is standard FM,andis directly proportional to the speaking voice of the person

using the wireless transmitter. In a typical conversation, each person speaksless that 35%
of the time, which meansthat mostofthe time the reverse voice channelis not being

modulated due to voice. With or without voice, the reverse channel is continuously

modulated by SAT,which is used by the wireless communications system to monitor

channel status. The SAT modulationrate is only about 6 KHz. The voice channels support

in-band messagesthat are used for hand-off control and for other reasons, such as for

establishing a 3-waycall, for answering a second incomingcali while already ona first

call, or for responding to an ‘audit’ message from the wireless communications system.

All of these messages, though carried on the voice channel, have characteristics similar to

the control channel messages. These messagesare transmitted infrequently, and location
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systems have ignored these messages and focused on the more prevalent SAT

transmissions as the signalofinterest.

In view ofthe above-described difficulties presented by the limited bandwidth of the FM

voice and SAT reverse voice channel signals, an object of the present inventionis to

provide an improved method by which reverse voice channel (RVC)signals may be

utilized to locate a wireless transmitter, particularly in an emergency situation. Another

object of the invention is to provide alocation methodthat allows the location system to

avoid makinglocation estimates using RVC signals in situations in whichit is likely that

the measurementwill not meet prescribed accuracy andreliability requirements. This

saves system resources and improvesthe location system’s overall efficiency. The

improved method is based upon two techniques. Figure 10A is a flowchart ofa first

method in accordance with the present invention for measuring location using reverse

voice channel signals. The method comprises the followingsteps:

(i) It is first assumed that a user with a wireless transmitter wishes to be located, or

wishesto have his location updated or improved upon. This maybethe case, for

example, if the wireless user has dialed “911” and is seeking emergencyassistance.

It is therefore also assumed that the user is coherent and in communication with a

centrally located dispatcher.

(ii) Whenthe dispatcherdesires a location update for a particular wireless transmitter,

the dispatcher sends a location update command with the identity of the wireless

transmitter to the Wireless Location System over an application interface.

(iii) The Wireless Location System respondsto the dispatcher with a confirmation that

the Wireless Location System has queried the wireless communications system and

has obtained the voice channel assignmentfor the wireless transmitter.

(iv) The dispatcherinstructs the wireless user to dial a 9 or more digit number and then

the “SEND”button. This sequence may be somethinglike “123456789”or

“911911911”. Two functions happen to the reverse voice channel whenthe

wireless user dial a sequenceofat least 9 digits and then the “SEND”button.First,

especially for an AMPScellular voice channel, the dialing of digits causes the

sending of dual tone multi-frequency (DTMF) tones over the voice channel. The
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modulation index ofDTMF tonesis very high and during the sending of each digit

in the DTMF sequencewill typically push the bandwidth ofthe transmitted signal

beyond +/- 10 KHz. The second function occurs at the pressing of the “SEND”

button. Whether or not the wireless user subscribes to 3-way calling or other

special features, the wireless transmitter will send a message overthe voice using a

“blank and burst” mode where the transmitter briefly stops sending the FM voice

and SAT,and instead sends a bursty message modulated in the same manner as the

control channel (10 Kbits Manchester). If the wireless user dials less than 9 digits,

the messagewill be comprised of approximately 544 bits. If the wireless user dials

9 or moredigits, the message is comprised of approximately 987bits.

(v) After notification by the dispatcher, the Wireless Location System monitors the

bandwidth of the transmitted signal in the voice channel. As discussed earlier,

when only the SAT is being transmitted, and even if voice and SAT are being

transmitted, there maynotbe sufficient bandwidth in the transmitted signal to

calculate a high quality location estimate. Therefore, the Wireless Location System

conserves location processing resources and waits until the transmitted signal

exceeds a predetermined bandwidth. This may be, for example, set somewhere in

the range of 8 KHz to 12 KHz. When the DTMF dialed digits are sent or when the

bursty messageis sent, the bandwidth would typically exceed the predetermined

bandwidth.In fact, if the wireless transmitter does transmit the DTMF tones during

_ dialing, the bandwidth would be expected to exceed the predetermined bandwidth

multiple times. This would provide multiple opportunities to perform a location

estimate. If the DTMF tonesare not sent during dialing, the bursty messageisstill

sent at the time of pressing “SEND”, and the bandwidth would typically exceed the

predetermined threshold.

(vi) Only when the transmitted bandwidth of the signal exceeds the predetermined

bandwidth, the Wireless Location System initiates location processing.

Figure 10B is a flowchart of another method in accordancewith the present invention for

measuring location using reverse voice channel signals. The method comprises the

following steps:
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(i) It is first assumed that a user with a wireless transmitter wishes to be located, or

wishesto have their location updated or improved upon. This maybethecase, for

example, if the wireless user has dialed “911” and is seeking emergencyassistance.

It is assumed that the user may not wish to dial digits or may notbeable to dial any

5 digits in accordance with the previous method.

(ii) When the dispatcher desires a location update for a particular wireless transmitter

user, the dispatcher sends a location update commandto the Wireless Location

System over an application interface with the identity of the wireless transmitter.

(iil) The Wireless Location System responds to the dispatcher with a confirmation.

10 (iv) The Wireless Location System commands the wireless communications system to
makethe wireless transmitter transmit by sending an “audit”or similar message to

the wireless transmitter. The audit message is a mechanism by whichthe wireless

communications system can obtain a response from the wireless transmitter

without requiring an action by the end-user and without causing the wireless

15 transmitter to ring or otherwisealert. The receipt of an audit message causes the

wireless transmitter to respond with an “audit response” message on the voice

channel.

(v) After notification by the dispatcher, the Wireless Location System monitors the

bandwidth of the transmitted signal in the voice channel. As discussedearlier,

20 whenonly the SATis being transmitted, and even ifvoice and SATare being

transmitted, there may notbe sufficient bandwidth in the transmitted signal to

calculate a high quality location estimate. Therefore, the radio location conserves

location processing resources and waits until the transmitted signal exceeds a
predetermined bandwidth. This may be, for example, set somewherein the range

25 of 8 KHz to 12 KHz. Whenthe audit response messageis sent, the bandwidth

would typically exceed the predetermined bandwidth.

(vi) Only when the transmitted bandwidth ofthe signal exceeds the predetermined
bandwidth, the Wireless Location System initiates location processing.

30 Estimate Combination Method For Improving Location Accuracy

The accuracy ofthe location estimate provided by the Wireless Location System may be

improved by combining multiple statistically-independent location estimates made while
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the wireless transmitter is maintaining its position. Even when a wireless transmitteris

perfectly stationary, the physical and RF environment around a wireless transmitteris

constantly changing. For example, vehicles may changetheir position or another wireless

transmitter which had caused a collision during one location estimate may have stopped

transmitting or changedits position so as to no longercollide during subsequent location
estimates. The location estimate provided by the Wireless Location System will therefore

changefor each transmission, even if consecutive transmissions are made within a very

short period of time, and each location estimateis statistically independentofthe other

estimates, particularly with respect to the errors caused by the changing environment.

Whenseveral consecutive statistically independent location estimates are made for a

wireless transmitter that has not changedits position, the location estimates will tend to

cluster aboutthe true position. The Wireless Location System combinesthe location

estimates using a weighted averageor other similar mathematical construct to determine

the improved estimate. The use of a weighted averageis aided by the assignmentof a

quality factor to each independentlocation estimate. This quality factor may be based
upon, for example, the correlation values, confidenceinterval, or other similar

measurements derived from the location processing for each independent estimate. The

Wireless Location System optionally uses several methodsto obtain multiple independent
transmissions from the wireless transmitter, including(i) usingits interface to the wireless

communications system for the Make Transmit command;(ii) using multiple consecutive

burstsfrom a time slot basedair interface protocol, such as TDMA or GSM;or (iii)

dividing a voice channel transmission into multiple segmentsover a period of time and

performinglocation processing independently for each segment. As the Wireless Location

System increases the number of independentlocation estimates being combinedinto the

final location estimate, it monitorsa statistic indicating the quality of the cluster. If the

statistic is below a prescribed threshold value, then the Wireless Location System assumes
that the wireless. transmitter is maintainingits position.If the statistic rises above the

prescribed threshold value, the Wireless Location System assumethat the wireless

transmitter is not maintaining its position and therefore ceases to perform additional

location estimates. Thestatistic indicating the quality of the cluster maybe, for example, a
standard deviation calculation or a root mean square (RMS)calculation for the individual
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location estimates being combined together and with respect to the dynamically calculated

combinedlocation estimate. When reporting a location record to a requesting application,

the Wireless Location System indicates, using a field in the location record, the number of

independentlocation estimate combined together to produce the reported location

estimate.

Another exemplary process for obtaining and combining multiple location estimates will
now be explained with reference to Figures 11A-11D. Figures 11A, 11B and 11C

schematically depict the well-known "origination", "page response," and "audit" sequences

of a wireless communications system. As shown in Figure 11A,the origination sequence

(initiated by the wireless phone to makea call) may require two transmissions from the

wireless transmitter, an "originate" signal and an "order confirmation"signal. The order

confirmation signalis sent in response to a voice channel assignment from the wireless

communications system (e.g., MSC). Similarly, as shown in Figure 11B, a page sequence
mayinvolve two transmissions from the wireless transmitter. The page sequenceis

initiated by the wireless communications system, e.g., when the wireless transmitteris

called by another phone. After being paged, the wireless transmitter transmits a page

response; and then, after being assigned a voice channel, the wireless transmitter transmits

an order confirmation signal. The audit process, in contrast,elicits a single reverse

transmission, an audit response signal. An audit and audit response sequencehas the

benefit of not ringing the wireless transmitter which is responding.

The mannerin which these sequences maybeusedto locate a phone with improved

accuracy will now be explained. Accordingto the presentinvention, for example, a stolen

phone, or a phone withastolen serial number,is repeatedly pinged with an auditsignal,

whichforcesit to respond with multiple audit responses, thus permitting the phoneto be

located with greater accuracy. To use the audit sequence, however, the Wireless Location

System sends the appropriate commandsusingits interface to the wireless

communications system, which sends the audit messageto the wireless transmitter. The

Wireless Location System can alsoforce a call termination (hang up) andthen call the

wireless transmitter back using the standard ANI code. Thecall can be terminated either

by verbally instructing the mobile user to disconnect the call, by disconnecting thecall at
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the landline end ofthe call, or by sending an artificial over-the-air disconnect message to

the basestation. This over-the-air disconnect message simulates the pressing of the "END"

button on a mobile unit. The call-back invokes the above-described paging sequence and

forces the phoneto initiate two transmissionsthat can be utilized to make location

estimates.

Referring now to Figure 11D, the inventive high accuracy location method will now be

summarized.First, an initial location estimate is made. Next, the above-described audit or

“hang up and call back" process is employedto elicit a responsive transmission from the

mobile unit, and then a secondlocation estimate is made. Whether the audit or "hang up

and call back" process is used will depend on whether the wireless communications

system and wireless transmitter have both implementedthe audit functionality. Steps

second andthird steps are repeated to obtain however many independentlocation

estimates are deemed to be necessary or desirable, and ultimately the multiple statistically-

independentlocation estimates are combined in an average, weighted average,or similar

mathematical construct to obtain an improved estimate. The use of a weighted averageis

aided by the assignmentof a quality factor to each independentlocation estimate. This

quality factor may be based upona correlation percentage, confidenceinterval, or other
similar measurements derived from the location calculation process.

Bandwidth Synthesis Method For Improving Location Accuracy

The Wireless Location System is further capable of improving the accuracy of location

estimates for wireless transmitters whose bandwidthis relatively narrow using a technique ~
of artificial bandwidth synthesis. This technique can applied, for example, to those

transmitters that use the AMPS, NAMPS, TDMA,and GSMairinterface protocols and for

whichthere are a large numberofindividual RF channels available for use by the wireless

transmitter.For exemplary purposes, the following description shall refer to AMPS-
specific details; however,the description can beeasily altered to apply to other protocols.

This methodrelies on the principle that each wireless transmitter is operative to transmit

only narrowbandsignals at frequencies spanning a predefined wide band offrequencies

that is wider than the bandwidth ofthe individual narrowbandsignals transmitted by the
wireless transmitter. This method also relies on the aforementionedinterface between the
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Wireless Location System and the wireless communications system over which the WLS

can command the wireless communications system to make a wireless transmitter handoff
or switch to another frequency or RF channel. By issuing a series of commands,the

Wireless Location System can force the wireless transmitter to switch sequentially and in a

controlled mannerto a series of RF channels, allowing the WLSeffectively to synthesize a

wider band received signal from the series of narrowband transmitted signals for the

purpose of location processing.

In a presently preferred embodimentofthe invention, the bandwidth synthesis means

includes meansfor determining a wideband phase versus frequency characteristic of the

transmissions from the wireless transmitter. For example, the narrowbandsignals typically

have a bandwidth of approximately 20 KHz and the predefined wide band of frequencies

spans approximately 12.5 MHz, which in this example, is the spectrum allocated to each

cellular carrier by the FCC. With bandwidth synthesis, the resolution of the TDOA

measurements can be increased to about 1/12.5 MHz;i.e., the available time resolution is

the reciprocal of the effective bandwidth.

A wireless transmitter, a calibration transmitter (ifused), SCS’s 10A, 10B and 10C, anda

TLP 12 are shown in Figure 12A. The location of the calibration transmitter and all three

SCS’s are accurately knownapriori. Signals, represented by dashed arrows in Figure

12A, are transmitted by the wireless transmitter and calibration transmitter, and received at

SCS’s 10A, 10B and 10C, and processed using techniques previously described. During

the location processing, RF data from one SCS(e.g. 10B) is cross-correlated (in the time

or frequency domain) with the data stream from another SCS(e.g. 10C) separately for

each transmitter and for each pair of SCS’s 10 to generate TDOAestimates TDOA2; and
TDOA}3. An intermediate outputofthe location processingis a set of coefficients .

representing the complex cross-poweras a function of frequency(e.g., R23).

For example, ifX(f) is the Fourier transform ofthe signal x(t) received at a first site and

Y(f) is the Fourier transform ofthe signal y(t) received at a secondsite, then the complex

cross-power R(f)=X(f)Y*(f), where Y* is the complex conjugate of Y. The phase angle of

R(f) at any frequency f equals the phase ofX(f) minus the phase ofY(f). The phase angle
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ofR(f) maybecalled the fringe phase.In the absenceofnoise, interference, and other

errors, the fringe phaseis a perfectly linear function of frequency within a (contiguous)

frequency band observed; and slope ofthe line is minusthe interferometric group delay, or

TDOA,;the interceptofthe line at the band center frequency, equal to the average value of

the phase ofR(f), is called "the" fringe phase of the observation whenreferenceis being

madeto the whole band. Within a band,the fringe phase maybe considered to be a

function of frequency.

The coefficients obtained for the calibration transmitter are combined with those obtained

for the wireless transmitter and the combinationsare analyzedto obtain calibrated TDOA

measurements TDOA23 and TDOA);, respectively. In the calibration process, the fringe

phase ofthe calibration transmitter is subtracted from the fringe phaseofthe wireless

transmitter in order to cancel systematic errors that are commonto both. Since each

original fringe phaseisitself the difference between the phasesof signals received at two

SCS’s 10, the calibration processis often called double-differencing and the calibrated

result is said to be doubly-differenced. TDOA estimate T-ij is a maximum-likelihood

estimate of the time difference of arrival (TDOA), betweensites i and j, of the signal

transmitted by the wireless transmitter, calibrated and also corrected for multipath

propagation effects on the signals. TDOAestimates from different pairs ofcell sites are

combined to derive the location estimate. It is well known that more accurate TDOA

estimates can be obtained by observing a wider bandwidth.It is generally not possible to

increase the "instantaneous" bandwidth ofthe signal transmitted by a wireless transmitter,

butit is possible to commanda wireless transmitter to switch from one frequency channel
to anotherso that, in a short time, a wide bandwidth can be observed.

In a typical non-wireline cellular system, for example, channels 313-333 are control

channels and the remaining 395 channels are voice channels. The center frequency of a

wireless transmitter transmitting on voice RF channel number 1 (RVC 1) is 826.030 MHz

and the center-to-center frequency spacing of successive channels of 0.030 MHz. The

numberofvoice channels assigned to each cell of a typical seven-cell frequency-reuse

block is about57 (i.e., 395 divided by 7) and these channels are distributed throughout the
395-channel range, spaced every 7 channels. Note then that each cell site used in an
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AMPSsystem has channels that span the entire 12.5 MHz bandallocated bythe FCC.If,

for example, we designate cells of each frequencyset in a re-use pattern as cells "A"

through "G", the channel numbers assigned to the "A" cell(s) might be 1, 8, 15, 22,...,
309; the numbers of the channels assigned to the "B"cells are determined by adding 1 to

the "A" channel numbers;and so on through G.

The method begins when the wireless transmitter has been assigned to a voice RF channel,

and the Wireless Location System has triggered location processing for the transmissions

from the wireless transmitter. As part of the location processing, the TDOA estimates

TDOA\3 and TDOA23 combined mayhave, for example, a standard deviation error of 0.5

microsecond. The method combining measurements from different RF channels exploits
the relation between TDOA, fringe phase, and radio frequency. Denote the "true" value of

the group delay or TDOA,i.e., the value that would be observed in the absenceofnoise,

multipath, and any instrumentalerror, by 1; similarly, denote the true value of fringe phase

by 9; and denote the radio frequency byf. The fringe phase9 is related to t and fby:

o =-ft+n (Eq. 1)

where $ is measured in cycles, f in Hz and t in seconds; andnis an integer representing
the intrinsic integer-cycle ambiguity of a doubly-differenced phase measurement. The
value ofn is unknownapriori but is the same for observationsat contiguous frequencies,

i.e., within any one frequency channel. The value of n is generally different for

observations at separated frequencies. t can be estimated from observations in a single
frequency channelis, in effect, by fitting a straight line to the fringe phase observed as a

function offrequency within the channel. Theslopeofthe best-fitting line equals minus

the desired estimate oft. In the single-channelcase, n is constant and so Eq. 1 can be
differentiated to obtain:

do/df= -t (Eq. 2).
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Independent estimates of t are obtainable bystraight-line fitting to the observationsof

vs. f separately for each channel, but when two separate (non-contiguous) frequency

channels are observed, a singlestraight line will not generally fit the observationsof 6 vs.

f from both channels because, in general, the integer n has different values for the two
channels. However, undercertain conditions,it is possible to determine and remove the

difference between these twointeger values and thento fit a single straight line to the

entire set ofphase data spanning both channels. Theslopeofthis straight line will be

much better determined becauseit is based on a wider range of frequencies. Undercertain

conditions, the uncertainty of the slope estimate is inversely proportionalto the frequency
span.

In this example, supposethat the wireless transmitter has been assigned to voice RF
channel 1. The radio frequency difference between channels 1 and 416 is so great that

initially the difference between the integers n; and n4i¢ corresponding to these channels

cannot be determined. However, from the observations in either or both channels taken _

separately, an initial TDOA estimate to can be derived. Now the Wireless Location

System commandsthe wireless communications system to make the wireless transmitter

to switch from channel 1 to channel8. The wireless transmitter’s signal is received in

channel 8 and processedto updateorrefine the estimate to. From to, the "theoretical"

fringe-phase $9 as a function of frequency can be computed, equalto (-fto). The difference

betweenthe actually observed phase andthe theoretical function $9 can be computed,

where the actually observed phase equals the true phase within a very small fraction,

typically 1/50th, of a cycle:

$-$0 = -f (t-to} + n: or ng, depending on the channel (Eq. 3)
or

Ag = -Aft-n, or ng, depending on the channel (Eq. 4)

where Ad = 6—$o and At = t—to. Equation (4) is graphed in Figure 12B, depicting the

difference, Ad, between the observed fringe phase $ and the value $9 computed from the
initial TDOA estimate to, versus frequency f for channels 1 and 8.
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For the 20 KHz-wideband of frequencies corresponding to channel 1, a graph ofAd vs. f

is typically a horizontal straight line. For the 20 KHz-wide bandoffrequencies |
corresponding to channel8, the graph of Ad vs.f is also horizontal straight line. The

slopes of these line segments are generally nearly zero because the quantity (fAt) usually

does not vary by a significant fraction of a cycle within 20 KHz, because At is minus the

error of the estimate to. The magnitudeofthis error typically will not exceed 1.5

microseconds (3 times the standard deviation of 0.5 microsecondsin this example), and
the product of 1.5 microseconds and 20 KHz is under 4% of a cycle. In Figure 12B, the

graph of Ad for channel 1 is displaced vertically from the graph ofAd for channel 8 by a

relativelylarge amount because the difference between n, and ng can bearbitrarily large.

This vertical displacement, or difference between the average values of Ad for channels 1

and 8, will (with extremely high probability) be within +0.3 cycle of the true value of the

difference, n, and ng, because the product of themaximum likely magnitude ofAt (1.5

microseconds) and the spacing of channels 1 and 8 (210 KHz) is 0.315 cycle. In other -

words,the difference n, - ng is equal to the difference between the average values of Ad

for channels 1 and 8, roundedto the nearest integer. After the integer difference n, - ng is

determined by this rounding procedure, the integer Ad is added for channel8 or subtracted

from A@ for channel 1. The difference between the average values of Ad for channels 1

and 8 is generally equalto the errorin the initial TDOAestimate, to, times 210 KHz. The

difference between the average values of Ad for channels 1 and 8 is divided by 210 KHz

and the result is added to to to obtain an estimate of t, the true value of the TDOA;this

new estimate can be significantly more accurate than To.

This frequency-stepping and TDOA-refining method can be extended to more widely

spaced channels to obtain yet more accurate results. If t; is used to represent the refined

result obtained from channels 1 and 8, to can be replaced by t; in the just-described

method; and the Wireless Location System can commandthe wireless communications

system to makethe wireless transmitter switch, e.g., from channel 8 to channel 36; then 7

can be used to determinethe integer difference ng - n3g anda TDOA estimate canbe __

obtained based on the 1.05 MHz frequency span between channels 1 and 36. The
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estimated can be labeled t2; and the wireless transmitter switched,e.g., from channel 36 to

112, and so on. In principle, the full range of frequencies allocated to the cellular carrier
can be spanned. The channel numbers (1, 8, 36, 112) used in this example are, of course,

arbitrary. The general principle is that an estimate of the TDOA based on a small

frequency span (starting with a single channel) is used to resolve the integer ambiguity of

the fringe phase difference between more widely separated frequencies. Thelatter

frequency separation should not betoolarge;it is limited by the uncertainty of the prior

estimate of TDOA.In general, the worst-case errorin the prior estimate multiplied by the

frequency difference may not exceed 0.5 cycle.

If the very smallest (e.g., 210 KHz) frequency gap between the most closely spaced .

channels allocated to a particular cell cannot be bridged because the worst-case

uncertainty of the single-channel TDOAestimate exceeds 2.38 microseconds (equal to 0.5

cycle divided by 0.210 MHz), the Wireless Location System commandsthe wireless

communications system to force the wireless transmitter hand-off from onecell site to

another (e.g. from one frequency group to another), such that the frequency step is smaller.

Thereis a possibility of misidentifying the integer difference between the phase

differences (Ag’s) for two channels, e.g., because the wireless transmitter moved during

the handoff from one channelto the other. Therefore, as a check, the Wireless Location

System may reverse each handoff(e.g., after switching from channel 1 to channel 8,

switch from channel8 back to channel 1) and confirm that the integer-cycle difference

determined has precisely the same magnitude and the opposite sign as for the "forward"

hand-off. A significantly nonzero velocity estimate from the single-channel FDOA
observations can be used to extrapolate across the time interval involved in a channel

change. Ordinarily this time interval can be held to a small fraction of 1 second. The

FDOAestimation error multiplied by the time interval between channels must be small in

comparison with 0.5 cycle. The Wireless Location System preferably employs a variety of
redundancies and checksagainst integer-misidentification.

Directed Retry for 911

Another inventive aspect of the Wireless Location System relates to a "directed

retry" method for use in connection with a dual-mode wireless communications
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system supportingat least a first modulation method and a second modulation

method. In such a situation, the first and second modulation methods are assumedto

be used on different RF channels (i.e. channels for the wireless communications

system supporting a WLSandthe PCSsystem,respectively). It is also assumed that

the wireless transmitter to be located is capable of supporting both modulation

methods, i.e. is capable ofdialing "911" on the wireless communications system

having Wireless Location System support.

For example, the directed retry method could be used in a system in whichthere are

an insufficient numberofbasestations to support a Wireless Location System,but

whichis operating in a region served by a Wireless Location System associated with

another wireless communications system. The “first" wireless communications

system could be a cellular telephone system and the "second" wireless

communications system could be a PCS system operating within the sameterritory
as the first system. According to the invention, when the mobile transmitter is

currently using the second (PCS) modulation method and attemptsto originatea call

to 911, the mobile transmitter is caused to switch automatically to the first

modulation method, and then to originate the call to 911 using the first modulation

method on oneofthe set of RF channels prescribed for use bythefirst wireless

communications system. In this manner, location services can be providedto

customers of a PCSorlike system that doesis not served by its own Wireless

Location System.

Conclusion

The true scopethe present inventionis not limited to the presently preferred embodiments

disclosed herein. For example, the foregoing disclosure ofa presently preferred

embodiment of a Wireless Location System uses explanatory terms, such as Signal

Collection System (SCS), TDOA Location Processor (TLP), Applications Processor (AP),

and thelike, which should not be construedsoas to limit the scope of protection of the

following claims, or to otherwise imply that the inventive aspects of the Wireless Location

System are limited to the particular methods and apparatus disclosed. Moreover, as will be

understood bythoseskilled in the art, many of the inventive aspects disclosed herein may
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be applied in location systems that are not based on TDOAtechniques. For example, the

processes by which the Wireless Location System uses the Tasking List,etc. can be

applied to non-TDOAsystems. In such non-TDOAsystems, the TLP's described above

would not be required to perform TDOAcalculations. Similarly, the invention is not

5 limited to systems employing SCS's constructed as described above,nor to systems

employing AP's meetingall of the particulars described above. The SCS's, TLP's and AP's

are, in essence, programmable data collection and processing devices that could take a -

variety of forms without departing from the inventive concepts disclosed herein. Given the

rapidly declining cost of digital signal processing and other processing functions,it is

10 easily possible, for example, to transfer the processing for a particular function from one

of the functional elements (such as the TLP) described herein to another functional

element(such as the SCS or AP) without changingthe inventive operation of the system.

In manycases, the place of implementation(i.e. the functional element) described herein

is merely a designer’s preference and not a hard requirement. Accordingly, except as they

18 may be expressly so limited, the scope of protection of the following claimsis not

intendedto be limited to the specific embodiments described above.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method for use in a Wireless Location System in locating a mobile transmitter,
comprising the stepsof:

(a) monitoring the bandwidth of a reverse voice channel (RVC)signal;

(b) determining whether said bandwidth exceeds a predetermined threshold; and

(c) caicuiating the location of said mobile transmitter if and only if said bandwidth

exceeds said predetermined threshold.

2. A methodas recited in claim 1, wherein said mobile transmitteris carried by a user, the

method further comprisesthe step of, prior to step (c) and after determining in step (b) that

said bandwidth does not exceed said threshoid, taking an action to cause the mobile

transmitter to transmit an RVC signal with a larger bandwidth.

3. A methodas recited in claim 2, further comprising asking said user to dial a number of

at least 9 digits.

4. A methodas recited in claim 2, further comprising asking an emergencydispatcher to

instruct said user to dial a numberofat least 9 digits.

5. A methodas recited in claim 1, wherein said predetermined threshold is within the

range of approximately & to 12 KHz.

6. A methodas recited in claim 5, wherein said predetermined threshold is approximately
10 KHz.

7. A methodas recited in claim 5, wherein said mobile transmitter is carried by a user and

the method further comprisesthe step of, prior to step (c) and after determining in step (b)

that said bandwidth does not exceed said threshold, taking an action to cause the mobile

transmitter to transmit an RVCsignal of increased bandwidth.
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8. A methodas recited in claim 2, wherein the method further comprises sending an audit

message to the mobile transmitter.

9. A methodas recited in claim 8, wherein the audit message is sent automatically to the

mobile transmitter upon commandfrom the wireless location system.

10. A methodfor use in a Wireless Location System in locating a mobile transmitter in an

emergencysituation, comprising the steps of:

(a) upon determining that said emergencysituation exists, monitoring a bandwidth of a

reverse voice channel (RVC)signal transmitted by said mobile transmitter;

(b) determining whether said bandwidth exceeds a predetermined threshold;

(c) if said bandwidth exceeds said predetermined threshold, measuring the location of

said mobile transmitter; and

(d) if said bandwidth does not exceed said predetermined threshold, performing a

predetermined action to increase said bandwidth and subsequently measuring the
location of said mobile transmitter.

11. A method as recited in claim 10, wherein said mobile transmitteris carried by a user

and said predetermined action compmises requesting the user to take an action to cause the

mobile transmitter to transmit an RVC signal comprising a prescribed numberofbits.

12. A methodasrecited in claim 11, wherein said predetermined action comprises asking
said user to a numberofat least 9 digits.

13. A method as recited in claim 11, wherein said predetermined action comprises asking

an emergencydispatcherto instructsaid user to dial a numberofat least 9 digits.

14. A methodas recited in claim 10, wherein said predetermined threshold is within the

range of approximately 8 to 12 KHz.

15. A methodas recited in claim 14, wherein said predeterminedthresholdis

approximately 10 KHz.
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16. A methodas recited in claim 12, wherein said mobile transmitter is carried by a user

and said predetermined action comprises requesting the user to take an action to cause the

mobile transmitter to transmit an RVC signal comprising a prescribed numberofbits.

17. A methodas recited in claim 16, wherein said predetermined action comprises asking

said user to dial a 9-digit number.

18. A methodas recited in claim 16, wherein said predetermined action comprises asking

an emergencydispatcherto instruct said user to dial a 9-digit number.

19. A methodas recited in claim 10, wherein said predetermined action comprises sending

an audit message to the mobile transmitter.

20. A methodas recited in claim 19, wherein the audit message is sent automatically to the

mobile transmitter upon command from the wireless location system.

21. A wireless location system, comprising:

(a) means for monitoring the bandwidth of a reverse voice channel (RVC) signal from

a mobile transmitter;

(b) means for determining whether said bandwidth exceeds a predetermined threshold;
and

(c) meansfor calculating the location of said mobile transmitter if and only if said

bandwidth exceeds said predetermined threshold.

22. A system as recited in claim 21, wherein said mobile transmitteris carried byauser,

the system further comprising meansfor taking an action to cause the mobile transmitter
to transmit an RVCsignal with a larger bandwidth.

23. A system as recited in claim 22, further comprising means for askingsaid userto dial a

numberofat least 9 digits.
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24. A system as recited in claim 22, further comprising means for asking an emergency

dispatcherto instruct said user to dial 2 numberofat least 9 digits.

25. A system as recited in claim 21, wherein said predetermined threshold is within the

range of approximately 8 to 12 KHz.

26. A system as recited in claim 25, wherein said predetermined threshold is

approximately 10 KHz.

27. A system as recited in claim 25, wherein said mobile transmitter is carried by a user

and the system further comprises meansfor taking an action to cause the mobile

transmitter to transmit an RVC signal of increased bandwidth.

28. A system as recited in claim 22, wherein the system further comprises meansfor

sending an audit messageto the mobile transmitter.

29. A system as recited in claim 28, comprising meansfor sendingthe audit message

automatically to the mobile transmitter upon command.

30. A methodfor use in a wireless location system for locating a mobile transmitter

transmitting a signal with a bandwidth, comprising: monitoring the bandwidth,

determining whether the bandwidthexceeds a predeterminedthreshold, and calculating
location only if the bandwidth exceeds the threshold.

31. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the mobile transmitteris carriedby a user,

and further comprising taking an action to cause the mobile transmitter to transmit a

reverse voice channel (RVC)signal with a larger bandwidth.

32. A methodas recited in claim 31, wherein the action comprises asking the userto dial
at least 9 digits.
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33. A methodas recited in claim 31, wherein the action comprises asking an emergency

dispatcherto instruct the userto dial 9 digits.

34. A methodas recited in claim 31, wherein the action comprises causing the sending of

an audit message to the mobile transmitter.

35. A methodas recited in claim 34, wherein the audit message is sent automatically upon

commandfrom the wireless location system.

36. A methodas recited in claim 30, wherein the predeterminedthreshold is within the

range of 8 KHz to 12 KHz.

37. A methodas recited in claim 36, wherein the predetermined threshold is approximately
10 KHz.

38. A methodas recited in claim 37, wherein the mobile transmitter is carried by a user,

and further comprising taking an action to cause the mobile transmitter to transmit a

reverse voice channel (RVC)signal with a larger bandwidth.

39. A methodfor use in a wireless location system for locating a mobile transmitter,

comprising: determining that an emergencysituation exists; monitoring the bandwidth of a

reverse voice channel] (RVC)signal from the mobile transmitter; determining whether the

bandwidth exceeds a predetermined threshold; measuring the location of the mobile

transmitter if the bandwidth does exceed the threshold; and, if the bandwidth is less than

the threshold, performing a predetermined action to increase the bandwidth and then

measuring the location of the mobile transmitter.

40. A methodas recited in claim 39, wherein the mobile transmitteris carried byauser,
and further comprising taking an action to cause the mobile transmitter to transmit a

reverse voice channel (RVC)signal with a prescribed numberofbits.
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41. A methodas recited in claim 40, wherein the action comprises asking the userto dial

at least 9 digits.

42. A methodas recited in claim 40, wherein the action comprises asking an emergency

5 dispatcherto instructthe userto dial 9 digits.

43. A method as recited in claim 40, wherein the action comprises causing an audit

message to be sent to the mobile transmitter.

10 44. A method as recited in claim 43, wherein the audit messageis sent automatically upon

commandfrom the wireless location system.

45. A methodas recited in claim 39, wherein the predetermined threshold is within range
of 8 KHz to 12 KHz.

46. A methodas recited in claim 45, wherein the predetermined threshold is approximately
10 KHz.

47. A methodas recited in claim 46, wherein the mobile transmitter is carried by a user,

20 and further comprising taking an action to cause the mobile transmitter to transmit a

reverse voice channel (RVC)signal with a larger bandwidth.
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ARCHITECTURE FOR A SIGNAL COLLECTION SYSTEM

OF A WIRELESS LOCATION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. __ (attorney docket ACOM-

0091), filed on January 8, 1999, entitled "Calibration for Wireless Location System."

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to methods and apparatus for locating wireless

transmitters, such as those used in analog or digital cellular systems, personnel
communications systems (PCS), enhanced specialized mobile radios (ESMRs), and other

types of wireless communications systems. Thisfield is now generally known as wireless

location, and has application for Wireless E9-1-1, fleet management, RF optimization, and

other valuable applications.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Early work relating to the present invention has been described in U.S. Patent Number.

3,327,144, July 5, 1994, "Cellular Telephone Location System," which discloses a system

for locating cellular telephones using novel time difference of arrival (TDOA)techniques.

Further enhancements of the system disclosed in the '144 patentare disclosedin U.S.

Patent Number 5,608,410, March 4, 1997, "System for Locating a Source ofBursty

Transmissions." Both patents are owned bythe assignee of the current invention, and both

are incorporated herein by reference. The present inventors have continued to develop
significant enhancementsto the original inventive concepts and have developed
techniquesto further improve the accuracy of Wireless Location Systems while

significantly reducing the cost of these systems.

Overthe past few years, the cellular industry has increased the numberofair interface

protocols available for use by wireless telephones, increased the number of frequency
bandsin which wireless or mobile telephones may operate, and expanded the number of

termsthat refer or relate to mobile telephonesto include “personal communications
92 66,

services”, “wireless”, and others. Theair interface protocols now include AMPS,N-
1
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AMPS, TDMA, CDMA, GSM,TACS, ESMR,and others. The changesin terminology and
increases in the numberofair interfaces do not changethe basic principles and inventions
discovered and enhanced bythe inventors. However,in keeping with the current
terminology ofthe industry, the inventors now call the system described herein a Wireless
Location System.

The inventors have conducted extensive experiments with the Wireless Location System
technology disclosed herein to demonstrate both the viability and value of the technology.
For example, several experiments were conducted during several months of 1995 and

1996in thecities ofPhiladelphia and Baltimore to verify the system’sability to mitigate
multipath in large urban environments. Then, in 1996 the inventors constructed a system
in Houston that was usedtotest the technology’s effectiveness inthat area andits ability
to interface directly with E9-1-1 systems. Then, in 1997, the system was tested in a 350
square mile area in New Jersey and was usedto locate real 9-1-1 calls from real people in
trouble. Since that time, the system test has been expanded to include 125 cell sites

covering an area of over 2,000 square miles. Duringall of these tests, techniques discussed
and disclosed herein weretested for effectiveness and further developed, and the system
has been demonstrated to overcomethe limitations ofother approachesthat have been
proposedfor locating wireless telephones. Indeed, as of December, 1998, no other
Wireless Location System has beeninstalled anywhereelse in the world that is capable of
locating live 9-1-1 callers. The innovation of the Wireless Location System disclosed
herein has been acknowledgedin the wireless industry by the extensive amount of media
coverage given to the system’s capabilities, as well as by awards. For example, the
prestigious Wireless Appy Award was granted to the system by the Cellular Telephone
Industry Association in October, 1997, and the Christopher Columbus Fellowship
Foundation and Discover Magazine found the Wireless Location System to be oneofthe
top 4 innovations of 1998 out of 4,000 nominations submitted.

The value and importance of the Wireless Location System has been acknowledged by the
wireless communications industry. In June 1996, the Federal Communications
Commission issued requirements for the wireless communications industry to deploy
location systemsfor use in locating wireless 9-1-1 callers, with a deadline of October

2
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2001. Thelocation of wireless E9-1-1 callers will save response time, save lives, and save

enormouscosts because of reduced use of emergency responsesresources. In addition,

numerous surveys and studies have concluded that various wireless applications, such as

location sensitivebilling, fleet management, and others, will have great commercial values
in the coming years.

Background on Wireless Communications Systems

There are many different types ofair interface protocols used for wireless communications
systems. These protocols are used in different frequency bands, both in the U.S. and

internationally. The frequency band doesnot impact the Wireless Location System’s
effectiveness at locating wireless telephones.

All air interface protocols use two types of “channels”. Thefirst type includes control
channels that are used for conveying information aboutthe wireless telephone or
transmitter, for initiating or terminatingcalls, or for transferring bursty data. For example,
Sometypes of short messagingservicestransfer data overthe control channel. In different

air interfaces, control channels are known by different terminology, but the use of the
control channels in eachair interface is similar. Control channels generally have
identifying information about the wireless telephoneortransmitter contained in the
transmission.

The second type includes voice channels that are typically used for conveying voice
communications overthe air interface. These channels are only used after a call has been
set up using the control channels. Voice channels will typically use dedicated resources
within the wireless communications system whereas control channels will use shared
resources. This distinction will generally make the use of control channels for wireless

location purposes morecosteffective than the use of voice channels, although there are
some applications for which regular location on the voice channelis desired. Voice

channels generally do not have identifying information about the wireless telephone or
transmitter in the transmission. Someofthe differences in the air interface protocols are
discussed below:
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AMPS- Thisis the originalair interface protocol used for cellular communicationsin the

U.S. In the AMPSsystem, separate dedicated channels are assigned for use by control
channels (RCC). According to the TIA/ELA Standard IS-553A,every control channel
block must begin at cellular channel 333 or 334, but the block maybe ofvariable length.
In the U.S., by convention, the AMPScontrol channelblock is 21 channels wide, but the
use of 2 26-channel block is also known. A reverse voice channel (RVC) may occupy any
channelthat is not assigned to a control channel. The control channel modulation is FSK

(frequency shift keying), while the voice channels are modulated using FM (frequency
modulation).

N-AMPS-—This air interface is an expansion of the AMPSair interface protocol, and is
defined in ELA/TIA standard IS-88. The control channels are substantially the same as for
AMPS,however,the voice channels are different. The voice channels occupyless than 10
KHzofbandwidth, versus the 30 KHz used for AMPS,and the modulation is FM.

TDMA—Thisinterface is also known D-AMPS,andis defined in ELA/TIA standard IS-
136. This air interface is characterized by the use of both frequency and time separation.
Control channels are known as Digital Control Channels (DCCH)andare transmitted in
bursts in timeslots assigned for use by DCCH.Unlike AMPS, DCCH may beassigned
anywherein the frequency band, although there are generally some frequency assignments
that are moreattractive than others based uponthe use of probability blocks. Voice
channels are known as Digital Traffic Channels (DTC). DCCH and DTC may occupy the
same frequency assignments, but not the sametimeslot assignmentin a given frequency
assignment. DCCH and DTCusethe same modulation scheme, known as 1/4 DQPSK-
(differential quadrature phaseshift keying). In the cellular band, a carrier may use both the
AMPSand TDMAprotocols,as long as the frequency assignmentsfor eachprotocol are
kept separated.

CDMA- Thisair interface is defined by EIA/TIA standard IS-95A.This air interface is
characterized by the use ofboth frequency and codeseparation. However, because
adjacentcell sites may use the same frequency sets, CDMA isalso characterized by very
careful powercontrol. This careful powercontrol leads to a situation knownto those

4
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skilled in the art as the near-far problem, which makeswireless location difficult for most

approachesto function properly. Control channels are known as Access Channels, and

voice channels are known as Traffic Channels. Access and Traffic Channels mayshare the
same frequency band,but are separated by code. Access and Traffic Channels use the

same modulation scheme, known as OQPSK.

GSM- This air interface is defined by the international standard Global System for Mobile

Communications. Like TDMA, GSMis characterized by the use ofboth frequency and
time separation. The channel bandwidth is 200 KHz, which is wider than the 30 KHz used

for TDMA.Control channels are known as Standalone Dedicated Control Channels

(SDCCH), and are transmitted in bursts in timeslots assigned for use by SDCCH. SDCCH
maybe assigned anywhere in the frequency band. Voice channels are known as Traffic

Channels (TCH). SDCCH and TCH may occupy the same frequency assignments, but not
the sametimeslot assignmentin a given frequency assignment. SDCCH and TCH usethe
same modulation scheme, known as GMSK.

Withinthis specification the reference to any one ofthe air interfaces shal] automatically
refer to all of the air interfaces, unless specified otherwise. Additionally, a reference to
control channels or voice channels shall refer to all types of control or voice channels,
whateverthe preferred terminologyfor a particular air interface. Finally, there are many
moretypes ofair interfaces used throughoutthe world, and thereis no intent to exclude

any air interface from the inventive concepts described within this specification. Indeed,
thoseskilled in the art will recognize other interfaces used elsewhere are derivatives of or
similar in class to those described above.

The preferred embodimentsofthe inventions disclosed herein have many advantages over
other techniques for locating wireless telephones. For example, someofthese other

techniques involve adding GPS functionality to telephones, which requires that significant
changes be madeto thetelephones. The preferred embodimentsdisclosed herein do not
require any changesto wireless telephones, and so they can be used in connection with the
current installed base of over 65 million wireless telephones in the U.S. and 250 million
wireless telephones worldwide.
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SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Thepresent invention relates to an improvedsignal collection system (SCS)architecture

for use in a Wireless Location System (WLS). The present invention provides reduced

cost and improved performance in comparison to prior systems, such as those disclosed in

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,327,144 and 5,608,410. Aspects of the present invention include

wideband energy detection and reporting, a protocol forefficiently setting levels for

wideband energy detection, DSP sharing within an SCS,and recursive location processing

using progressively greater bandwidth (i.e., more bits) from temporarily stored wideband

data.

The SCS's are designed to be reliable, efficient, and adaptable to meet the needs of a

specific Wireless Location System implementation.In a presently preferred embodiment

of the invention, each SCS comprises an antenna unit including one or more.antennas, a

widebandreceiver, a wideband energy detection unit, a memory for temporarily storing
digital samples of received signals, a digital drop receiver, demodulation and

normalization processors, a communications and controlprocessor, and a high stability
frequency reference.

The SCS operates to receive transmissions from mobile transmitters at unknown locations.

Today's wireless communications systems typically employthree sectored cell sites with

two antennae installed on each sector to provide for diversity against Rayleigh fading and

multipath, and the SCS architecture supports this antenna configuration. Each SCS uses

digital receivers to convert the RF transmissions from all antennas into separate digital

representations that are stored in memory. Energy detection is performed to determinethe

presenceofa transmitted signal in the channels monitored by the SCS. Such energy
detection is performeddigitally (using algorithmsin the digital signal processors) by

periodically forming a map of the RCC spectrum and using channel energy estimates to
determine when to demodulate signals within selected RCC's. The spectral mapis

forwarded to a TDOAlocation processor (TLP). Each SCSalso forwards identifying
information about its received signals to an associated TLP and only forwardsdigital
copies of signals that are of interest. When the TLP has determinedthat a signal of interest

‘5
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is present in a particular channel from a particular antenna, it requests RF data for the

appropriate channel and time period from the temporary memory associated with that

antenna. The digital drop receiver within each SCS accesses the memory within that SCS,

reads the requested RF data and extracts only the channel selected by the TLP.

The demodulation and normalization processors perform two principal operations on the

digital data output by the digital drop receiver: (1) demodulation of signals on selected

RCC's, so that the sampled bits are reduced in number(e.g., to provide a messageofless

than about 150 bits and containing the mobile transmitter's MIN, ESN, messagetype,

dialed digits, and channel number); and (2) reduction of the numberofbits per sample
from the higher resolution of the receiver to the lower resolution required by the TLP.

The communications processor queues,prioritizes, and transmits traffic from the SCS to a

TLP,thetraffic including channel energy data, demodulated messages for selected RCC's,

and RF data from the normalization processing.

The memory comprises a multi-port memory that can be read from at a higherrate than it

is written to. This technique allows the SCS to use a commonset ofdigital signal

processors to perform the digital drop receiver, energy detection, demodulation, and

normalization functions for all channels, all wideband receivers, and all antennae.

In addition, in the preferred embodiment the communications processor includes means

for companding signals forwarded to the. TLP, which permits the numberofbits employed

to represent values within a predetermined dynamic rangeto be reduced. Normally, a
dynamic range of 84 dB requires 14 bits to fully represent and report eachlevel. Using the

companding technique, a predetermined dynamic range may be quantized, e.g., into 16

levels that are encodedinto4 bits, and the 4 bits may be assigned so as to optimize the

performance of the system by maximizing the use of the available bandwidth. Further, the

' values for the companding may be automatically adjusted.

The many advantages offered by the present invention will be apparentto those skilled in

the wireless location art. The described architecture represents an extremely low cost
7
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architecture because of the use of commoncircuitry and processingto service all antennas

and channel types (control and voice)at a particular antennaeorcell site. In addition to the

commonprocessing circuitry, all receivers receive a commontiming clock so that the

samesignal received on multiple antennae of an SCSare mixedusinga clock ofidentical

frequency and phase. This aids in later combiningthe signals at the SCS or the TLP for

multipath processing. In this architecture, the TLP has the ability to request multiple
copies of the samesignal from multiple antennae at an SCSsince each signal is separately
stored.

Otherdetails of the invention are described below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figures 1 and 1A schematically depict a Wireless Location System in accordance with the
present invention.

Figure 2 schematically depicts a Signal Collection System (SCS) 10 in accordance with
the present invention.

Figure 2A schematically depicts a receiver module 10-2 employed by the Signal
Collection System. .

Figures 2B and 2C schematically depict alternative waysofcoupling the receiver
module(s) 10-2 to the antennas 10-1.

Figure 2C-1 is a flowchart of a process employedby the Wireless Location System when
using narrowband receiver modules.

Figure 2D schematically depicts a DSP module 10-3 employed in the Signal Collection
System in accordance with the presentinvention.

Figure 2E is a flowchart of the operation of the DSP module(s) 10-3, and Figure 2E-1 isa
flowchart of the process employed by the DSP modules fordetecting active channels.

8
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Figure 2F schematically depicts a Control and Communications Module 10-5 in

accordance with the present invention.

Figures 2G-2J depict aspects of the presently preferred SCS calibration methods. Figure
2G is a schematicillustration of baselines and error values used to explain an external
calibration method in accordance with the present invention. Figure 2H is a flowchart of
an internal calibration method. Figure 21 is an exemplary transfer function of an AMPS
control channel and Figure 2J depicts an exemplary combsignal.

Figures 2K and 2L are flowcharts of two methods for monitoring performance of a
Wireless Location System in accordance with the present invention.

Figure 3 schematically depicts a TDOA Location Processor 12 in accordance with the
present invention.

Figure 3A depicts the structure of an exemplary network map maintained by the TLP
controllers in accordance with the present invention.

Figures 4 and 4A schematically depict different aspects of an Applications Processor 14 in
accordance with the present invention.

Figure 5 is a flowchart ofa central station-based location processing method in accordance
with the present invention.

Figure 6 is a flowchart of a station-based location processing method in accordance with
the present invention.

Figure 7 is a flowchart of a method for determining, for each transmission for which a
location is desired, whether to employ centralor station-based processing.
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Figure 8 is a flowchart of a dynamic process used to select cooperating antennas and

SCS’s 10 used in location processing.

Figure 9 is diagram that is referred to below in explaining a method for selecting a

candidate list of SCS’s and antennas using a predeterminedsetofcriteria.

Figures 10A and 10Bare flowcharts of alternative methods for increasing the bandwidth

of a transmitted signal to improve location accuracy.

Figures 11A-11C are signal flow diagrams and Figure 11D is a flowchart, and they are

used to explain an inventive method for combining multiplestatistically independent

location estimates to provide an estimate with improved accuracy.

Figures 12A and 12B are a block diagram andagraph,respectively, for explaining a
bandwidth synthesis method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The Wireless Location System (Wireless Location System) operates as a passive overlay
to a wireless communications system, such as a cellular, PCS, or ESMR system, although
the concepts are not limited to just those types of communications systems. Wireless
communications systemsare generally not suitable for locating wireless devices because

the designs of the wireless transmitters andcell sites do not include the necessary
functionality to achieve accurate location. Accurate location in this application is defined
as accuracy of 100 to 400 feet RMS (root mean square). This is distinguished from the

location accuracy that can be achievedbyexisting cell sites, which is generally limited to
the radius ofthe cell site. In general, cell sites are not designed or programmed to
cooperate between and amongthemselvesto determine wireless transmitterlocation.

Additionally, wireless transmitters such as cellular and PCS telephones are designed to be
low cost and therefore generally do not have locating capability built-in. The Wireless
Location System is designed to be a low cost addition to a wireless communications

system that involves minimal changesto cell sites and no changesat all to standard

wireless transmitters. The Wireless Location System is passive becausethe it does not
, 10
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contain transmitters, and therefore cannotcauseinterferenceofany kindto the wireless

communications system. The Wireless Location System uses only its own specialized
receiversat cell sites or other receiving locations.

Overview of Wireless Location System (Wireless Location System)
Asshown in Figure 1, the Wireless Location System has four major kinds of subsystems:
the Signal Collection Systems (SCS’s) 10, the TDOA Location Processors (TLP’s) 12, the
Application Processors (AP’s) 14, and the Network Operations Console (NOC) 16, Each
SCSis responsible for receiving the RF signals transmitted by the wireless transmitters on

both control channels and voice channels. In general, each SCSis preferably installed at a
wireless carrier’s cell site, and therefore operatesin parallel to a base station. Each TLP 12

is responsible for managing a network of SCS’s 10 and for providing a centralized pool of
digital signal processing (DSP) resourcesthat can be usedin the location calculations. The

SCS’s 10 and the TLP’s 12 operate together to determine the location ofthe wireless

transmitters, as will be discussed more fully below. Digital signal processing is the
preferable mannerin whichto processradio signals because DSP's are relatively low cost,
provide consistent performance, and are easily re-programmable to handle many different
tasks. Both the SCS’s 10 and TLP’s 12 contain a significant amount of DSP resources, and
the software in these systems can operate dynamically to determine where to perform a
particular processing function based upontradeoffs in processing time, communications

time, queuing time, and cost. Each TLP 12 exists centrally primarily to reduce the overall
cost of implementing the Wireless Location System, although the techniques discussed-
herein are not limited to the preferred architecture shown. That is, DSP resources can be

relocated within the Wireless Location System without changing the basic concepts and
functionality disclosed.

The AP’s 14 are responsible for managing all of the resourcesin the Wireless Location
System, includingall of the SCS’s 10 and TLP’s 12. Each AP 14 also contains a

specialized databasethat contains “triggers”for the Wireless Location System. In orderto
conserveresources, the Wireless Location System can be programmedto locate only
certain pre-determined types of transmissions. When a transmission of a pre-determined
type occurs, then the Wireless Location System is triggered to begin location processing.
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Otherwise, the Wireless Location System may be programmedto ignore the transmission.
Each AP 14 also contains applications interfaces that permit a variety of applications to
securely access the Wireless Location System. These applications may, for example,
accesslocation recordsin real time or non-real time, create or delete certain type of
triggers, or cause the Wireless Location System to take other actions. Each AP 14 is also
capable ofcertain post-processing functionsthat allow the AP 14 to combine a numberof

location records to generate extended reports or analyses useful for applications such as.
traffic monitoring or RF optimization.

The NOC16is a network management system that provides operators of the Wireless
Location System easy accessto the programming parameters of the Wireless Location
System. For example, in somecities, the Wireless Location System may contain many
hundreds or even thousands of SCS’s 10. The NOCis the most effective way to manage a
large Wireless Location System, using graphical userinterface capabilities. The NOCwill
also receive real timealerts if certain functions within the Wireless Location System are
not operating properly. Thesereal time alerts can be used by the operatorto take
corrective action quickly and prevent a degradationoflocation service. Experience with
trials of the Wireless Location System showthat the ability of the system to maintain good
location accuracy overtimeis directly related to the operator’s ability to keep the system
operating within its predetermined parameters.

Readers of U.S. Patents 5,327,144 and 5,608,410 andthis specification will note
similarities between the Tespective systems. Indeed, the system disclosed herein is
significantly based upon andalso significantly enhanced from the system described in
those previouspatents. For example, the SCS 10 has been expanded and enhanced from
the Antenna Site System described in 5,608,410. The SCS 10 now hasthe capability to
support many moreantennas at a single cell site, and further can support the use of
extended antennas as described below. This enables the SCS 10 to operate with the
sectoredcell sites now commonly used. The SCS 10 can also transfer data from multiple
antennasat a cell site to the TLP 12 instead of always combiningdata from multiple
antennas before transfer. Additionally, the SCS 10 can support multiple air interface
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protocols thereby allowing the SCS 10 to function even as a wireless carrier continually
changes the configurationofits system.

The TLP 12 is similar to the CentralSite System disclosed in 5,608,410, but has also been
expanded and enhanced. For example, the TLP 12 has been madescaleable so that the

amount of DSP resources required by each TLP 12 can be appropriately scaled to match
the number oflocations per second required by customers of the Wireless Location

System.In order to support scaling for different Wireless Location System capacities, a
networking schemehas been added to the TLP 12 sothat multiple TLP’s 12 can cooperate
to share RF data across wireless communication system network boundaries. Additionally,
the TLP 12 has been given control meansto determine the SCS’s 10, and more
importantly the antennas at each of the SCS’s 10, from which the TLP 12is to receive data
in orderto processa specific location. Previously, the Antenna Site Systems automatically
forwardeddata to the Central Site System, whetherrequested or not by the CentralSite
System. Furthermore,the SCS 10 and TLP 12 combined have been designed with
additional means for removing multipath from the received transmissions.

The Database Subsystem ofthe Central Site System has been expanded and developed
into the AP 14. The AP 14 can support a greater variety of applications than previously
disclosed in 5,608,410, includingthe ability to post-process large volumesoflocation
records from multiple wireless transmitters. This post-processed data can yield, for
example, very effective mapsfor use by wireless carriers to improve and optimize the RF
design of the communications systems. This can be achieved, for example, by plotting the
locationsofall of the callers in an area andthe received signal strengths at a numberof
cell sites. The carrier can then determine whethereach cell site is, in fact, serving the exact
coverage area desired bythe carrier. The AP 14 can also nowstore location records

anonymously, that is, with the MIN and/orother identity information removed from the
location record, so that the location record can be used for RF optimizationortraffic
monitoring without causing concerns aboutan individual user’s privacy.

Asshown in Figure 1A, a presently preferred implementation of the Wireless Location
System includesa plurality of SCS regions each of which comprises multiple SCS's 10.
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For example, "SCS Region |" includes SCS's 10A and 10B (and preferably others, not
shown)thatare located at respective cell sites and share antennas with thebasestationsat

thosecell sites. Drop and insert units 11A and 11B are used to interface fractional T1/E1

lines to full T1/E1 lines, which in turn are coupled to a digital access and control system
(DACS) 13A. The DACS 13A and another DACS 13Bare used in the manner described

more fully below for communications between the SCS's 10A, 10B,etc., and multiple
TLP's 12A, 12B, etc. As shown, the TLP's are typically collocated and interconnected via
an Ethernet network (backbone) and a second, redundant Ethernet network. Also coupled
to the Ethemet networks are multiple AP's 14A and 14B, multiple NOC's 16A and 16B,
and a terminal server 15. Routers 19A and 19B are used to couple one Wireless Location
System to one or more other Wireless Location System(s).

Signal Collection System 10

Generally,cell sites will have one of the following antenna configurations:(i) an
omnidirectional site with 1 or 2 receive antennas or (ii) a sectored site with 1, 2, or 3
sectors, and with 1 or 2 receive antennasusedin each sector. As the number of cell sites

has increased in the U.S. and internationally, sectored cell sites have becomethe

predominant configuration. However,there are also a growing numberofmicro-cells and

pico-cells, which can be omnidirectional. Therefore, the SCS 10 has been designed to be
configurable for any ofthese typical cell sites and has been provided with mechanismsto
employ any numberofantennasatacellsite.

The basic architectural elements of the SCS 10 remain the same as for the AntennaSite
System described in 5,608,41 0, but several enhancements have been madeto increase the

flexibility of the SCS 10 and to reduce the commercial deploymentcost of the system. The
mostpresently preferred embodimentof the SCS 10 is described herein. The SCS 10, an
overview of whichis shown in Figure 2, includes digital receiver modules 10-2A through
10-2C; DSP modules 10-3A through 10-3C; a serial bus 10-4, a control and

communications module 10-5; a GPS module 10-6; and a clock distribution module 10-7.
The SCS 10 has the following external connections: power, fractional T1/E1
communications, RF connections to antennas, and a GPS antenna connection for the

timing generation (or clock distribution) module 10-7. The architecture and packaging of
14
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the SCS 10 permitit to be physically collocated with cell sites (which is the most common

installation place), located at other types of towers (such as FM, AM,two-way emergency
communications,television, etc.), or located at other building structures (such as rooftops,
silos, etc.).

Timing Generation

The Wireless Location System depends upon the accurate determination oftimeatall

SCS’s 10 contained within a network. Several different timing generation systems have
been described in previous disclosures, howeverthe most presently preferred embodiment
is based upon an enhanced GPSreceiver 10-6. The enhanced GPSreceiver differs from

mosttraditional GPSreceivers in that the receiver contains algorithms that remove some

of the timinginstability of the GPS signals, and guaranteesthat any two SCS’s 10
contained within a network can receivetiming pulses that are within approximately ten
nanosecondsof each other. These enhanced GPSreceivers are now commercially
available, and further reduce someofthe time referencerelated errors that were observed
in previous implementations ofwireless location systems. While this enhanced GPS

receiver can producea very accurate time reference, the output of the receiver maystill
have an unacceptable phase noise. Therefore, the output of the receiver is input to a low
phasenoise,crystal oscillator-driven phase locked loop circuit that can now produce 10
MHzand onepulse per second (PPS) reference signals with less than 0.01 degrees RMS
of phase noise, and with the pulse output at any SCS 10 in a Wireless Location System
network within ten nanoseconds of any other pulse at another SCS 10. This combination

of enhanced GPSreceiver, crystal oscillator, and phase locked loop is now the most
preferred method to producestable time and frequency reference signals with low phase
noise.

The SCS 10 has been designed to support multiple frequency bands and multiple carriers
with equipmentlocated at the samecell site. This can take place by using multiple
receivers internal to a single SCS chassis, or by using multiple chassis each with separate
receivers. In the eventthat multiple SCS chassis are placed at the samecell site, the SCS’s
10 can sharea single timing generation/clock distribution circuit 10-7 and thereby reduce
overall system cost. The 10 MHz and one PPS output signals from the timing generation
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circuit are amplified and buffered internal to the SCS 10, and then madeavailable via

external connectors. Therefore a second SCS can receiveits timing from a first SCS using
the buffered output and the external connectors. These signals can also be madeavailable
to base station equipmentcollocated at the cell site. This might be useful to the base
station, for example, in improving the frequencyre-use pattern ofa wireless
communications system.

Receiver Module 10-2 (Wideband Embodiment)
Whena wireless transmitter makes a transmission, the Wireless Location System must
receive the transmission at multiple SCS’s 10 located at multiple geographically dispersed
cell sites. Therefore, each SCS 10 has the ability to receive a transmission on any RF
channel on which the transmission may originate. Additionally, since the SCS 10 is
capable of supporting multipleair interface protocols, the SCS 10 also supports multiple
types of RF channels. Thisis in contrast to most current base station receivers, which
typically receive only one type of channelandare usually capable of receiving only on
select RF channels at each cell site. For example, a typical TDMA basestation receiver
will only support 30 KHz wide channels, and each receiveris programmedto receive
signals on only a single channel whose frequency does not change often (i.e. there is a
relatively fixed frequency plan). Therefore, very few TDMAbasestation receivers would
receive a transmission on any given frequency. As another example, even though some
GSMbasestation receivers are capable of frequency hopping,the receiversat multiple
basestations are generally not capable of simultaneously tuning to a single frequency for
the purpose ofperforminglocation processing. In fact, the receivers at GSM basestations
are programmedto frequency hopto avoid using an RF channelthatis being used by
another transmitter so as to minimize interference.

The SCSreceiver module 10-2 is preferably a dual wideband digital receiver that can
receive the entire frequency band and all of the RF channels of an air interface. For
cellular systems in the U.S., this receiver moduleis either 15 MHz wide or 25 MHz wide
so that all of the channels of a single carrierorall of the channels of both carriers can be
received. This receiver module has manyofthe characteristics of the receiver previously
described in Patent Number 5,608,410, and Figure 2A is a block diagram ofthe currently
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preferred embodiment. Each receiver module contains an RF tunersection 10-2-1 , a data
interface and control section 10-2-2 and an analog to digital conversion section 10-2-3.

The RF tunersection 10-2-1 includes two full independent digital receivers (including
Tuner #1 and Tuner #2)that convert the analog RF input from an external connectorinto a

digitized data stream. Unlike most basestation receivers, the SCS receiver module does

not perform diversity combining or switching. Rather, the digitized signal from each
independentreceiver is made available to the location processing. The present inventors
have determined that there is an advantageto the location processing, and especially the
multipath mitigation processing, to independently process the signals from each antenna
rather than perform combining on the receiver module.

The receiver module 10-2 performs,or is coupled to elements that perform,the following
functions: automatic gain control (to support both nearbystrong signals and far away weak
signals), bandpassfiltering to remove potentially interfering signals from outside of the RF
band ofinterest, synthesis of frequencies needed for mixing with the RF signals to create
an IF signal that can be sampled, mixing, and analog to digital conversion (ADC) for
sampling the RF signals and outputting a digitized data stream having an appropriate
bandwidth andbit resolution. The frequency synthesizer locks the synthesized frequencies
to the 10 MHzreference signal from the clock distribution/timing generation module 10-7
(Figure 2). All of the circuits used in the receiver module maintain the low phasenoise
characteristics of the timing reference signal. The receiver module preferably has a
spurious free dynamic rangeofat least 80 dB.

The receiver module 10-2 also containscircuits to generate test frequencies and calibration
signals, as well as test ports where measurements can be madeby technicians during
installation or troubleshooting. Various calibration processesare describedin further detail
below. The internally generated test frequencies andtest ports provide an easy methodfor
engineers and technicians to rapidly test the receiver module and diagnose any suspected
problems. This is also especially useful during the manufacturingprocess.

Oneofthe advantagesof the Wireless Location System described herein is that no new
antennas are required at cell sites. The Wireless Location System can use the existing
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antennas alreadyinstalled at most cell sites, including both omni-directional and sectored

antennas. This feature can result in significant savingsin the installation and maintenance

costs of the Wireless Location System versus other approaches that have been described in

the prior art. The SCS’sdigital receivers 10-2 can be connectedto the existing antennas in

two ways, as shown in Figures 2B and 2C,respectively. In Figure 2B, the SCS receivers

10-2 are connected to the existing cell site multi-coupler or RF splitter. In this manner, the

SCS 10 usesthecell site’s existing low noise pre-amplifier, bandpassfilter, and multi-_

coupleror RF splitter. This type of connection usually limits the SCS 10 to supporting the

frequency band ofa single carrier. For example, an A-side cellular carrier will typically

use the bandpassfilter to block signals from customers of the B-side carrier, and vice
versa.

In Figure 2C,the existing RF pathatthe cell site has been interrupted, and a new pre-

amplifier, band pass filter, and RF splitter has been added as part of the Wireless Location

System. The new bandpassfilter will pass multiple contiguous frequency bands,such as

both the A-side and B-side cellular carriers, thereby allowing the Wireless Location

System to locate wireless transmitters using both cellular systems but using the antennas

from a single cell site. In this configuration, the Wireless Location System uses matched

RF componentsateachcell site, so that the phase versus frequency responses are

identical. This is in contrast to existing RF components, which maybe from different

manufacturers or using different model numbersat variouscellsites. Matching the
response characteristics of RF components reducesa possible source oferror for the

location processing, although the Wireless Location System has the capability to
compensate for these sourcesoferror. Finally, the new pre-amplifier installed with the

Wireless Location System will have a very low noisefigure to improve the sensitivity of
the SCS 10 at a cell site. The overall noise figure of the SCSdigital receivers 10-2 is

dominated bythe noise figure of the low noise amplifiers. Because the Wireless Location

System can use weak signals in location processing, whereas the basestation typicaily
cannot process weak signals, the Wireless Location System can significantly benefit from

a high quality, very low noise amplifier.
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In order to improvethe ability of the Wireless Location System to accurately determine

TDOAfor a wireless transmission, the phase versus frequency responseofthecell site’s

RF components are determinedat the timeofinstallation and updated at other certain

times and then stored in a table in the Wireless Location System. This can be important
because, for example, the band passfilters and/or multi-couplers made by some

manufacturers have a steep and non-linear phase versus frequency response near the edge

of the pass band.If the edge of the pass bandis very near to or coincident with the reverse

control or voice channels, then the Wireless Location System would makeincorrect

measurements of the transmitted signal’s phase characteristics if the Wireless Location

System did not correct the measurements using the stored characteristics. This becomes
even more importantif a carrier has installed multi-couplers and/or band pass filters from

more than one manufacturer, because the characteristics at each site may be different. In

addition to measuring the phase versus frequency response, other environmentalfactors

may cause changesto the RF path prior to the ADC.Thesefactors require occasional and
sometimesperiodic calibration in the SCS 10.

Alternative Narrowband EmbodimentofReceiver Module 10-2

In addition or as an alternative to the wideband receiver module, the SCS 10 also supports
a narrowband embodimentofthe receiver module 10-2. In contrast to the wideband

receiver module that can simultaneouslyreceive all of the RF channels in use by a wireless

communications system, the narrowbandreceiver can only receive one or a few RF

channels at a time. For example, the SCS 10 supports a 60 KHz narrowbandreceiver for

use in AMPS/TDMA systems, covering two contiguous 30 KHz channels. This receiveris

still a digital receiver as described for the wideband module, however the frequency
synthesizing and mixingcircuits are used to dynamically tune the receiver module to

various RF channels on command. This dynamic tuning can typically occur in one

millisecond or less, and the receiver can dwell on a specific RF channelfor as long as
required to receive and digitize RF data for location processing.

The purpose of the narrowbandreceiveris to reduce the implementation cost of a Wireless

Location System from the costthat is incurred with wideband receivers. Ofcourse, there is

someloss ofperformance,butthe availability of these multiple receivers permits wireless
19
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carriers to have morecost/performance options. Additional inventive functions and

enhancements have been addedto the Wireless Location System to support this new type
of narrowbandreceiver. When the widebandreceiveris being used, all RF channels are
received continuously at all SCS’s 10, and subsequentto the transmission, the Wireless
Location System can use the DSP’s 10-3 (Figure 2) to dynamically select any RF channel
from the digital memory. With the narrowband receiver, the Wireless Location System
must ensure a priori that the narrowband receivers at multiple cell sites are simultaneously
tuned to the same RF channelsothatall receivers can simultaneously receive, digitize and
store the same wireless transmission.Forthis reason, the narrowbandreceiveris generaily
used only for locating voice channel transmissions, which can be known a priori to be
makinga transmission. Since control channel transmissions can occur asynchronously at
any time, the narrowbandreceiver maynot be tunedto the correct channel to receive the
transmission.

Whenthe narrowbandreceivers are used for locating AMPS voice channel transmissions,
the Wireless Location System has the ability to temporarily change the modulation
characteristics of the AMPSwireless transmitter to aid location processing. This may be
necessary because AMPSvoice channels are only FM modulated with the addition of a
low level supervisory tone known as SAT. Asis known in the art, the Cramer-Rao lower
bound ofAMPS FM modulation is significantly worse than the Manchester encoded FSK
modulation used for AMPSreverse channels and “blank and burst” transmissions on the
voice channel. Further, AMPSwireless transmitters may be transmitting with significantly
reduced energyif there is no modulating inputsignal(i-e., no oneis speaking). To improve
the location estimate by improving the modulation characteristics without depending on
the existence or amplitude of an input modulating signal, the Wireless Location System
can cause an AMPSwireless transmitter to transmit a “blank and burst” messageat a point
in time whenthe narrowbandreceiversat multiple SCS’s 10 are tuned to the RF channel
on which the message will be sent. This is further describedlater.

The Wireless Location System performsthe following steps when using the narrowband
receiver module (see the flowchart of Figure 2C-1):
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a first wireless transmitter is a priori engaged in transmitting on a particular RF
channel;

the Wireless Location System triggers to makea location estimate ofthe first wireless
transmitter (the trigger may occur either internally or externally via a
command/responseinterface);

the Wireless Location System determinesthecell site, sector, RF channel, timeslot,
long code mask, and encryption key (all information elements may not be
necessary forall air interface protocols) currently in use by the first wireless
transmitter;

the Wireless Location System tunes an appropriate first narrowbandreceiverat an

appropriate first SCS 10 to the RF channel and timeslot at the designated cell site
and sector, where appropriate typically means both available and collocated or in
closest proximity;

the first SCS 10 receives a time segment of RF data, typically ranging from a few
microsecondsto tens of milliseconds, from the first narrowbandreceiver and

evaluates the transmission’s power, SNR, and modulation characteristics;
if the transmission’s power or SNR is below a predetermined threshold, the Wireless

Location System waits a predetermined length of time and then returns to the

abovethird step (where the Wireless Location System determinesthecell site,
sector, etc.);

if the transmission is an AMPSvoice channel transmission and the modulation is
below a threshold, then the Wireless Location System commandsthe wireless
communications system to send a commandtothefirst wireless transmitter to
cause a “blank and burst” on the first wireless transmitter; .

the Wireless Location System requests the wireless communications system to prevent
hand-off of the wireless transmitter to another RF channel for a predetermined
length of time;

the Wireless Location System receives a response from the wireless communications
system indicating the time period during which thefirst wireless transmitter will be

prevented from handing-off, and if commanded,the time period during which the
wireless communications system will send a commandto the first wireless
transmitter to cause a “blank and burst’;
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the Wireless Location System determines thelist of antennas that will be used in

location processing (the antennaselection process is described below);

the Wireless Location System determinesthe earliest Wireless Location System
timestamp at which the narrowbandreceivers connected to the selected antennas

are available to begin simultaneously collecting RF data from the RF channel

currently in use bythefirst wireless transmitter;

based uponthe earliest Wireless Location System timestamp andthe time periods in
the response from the wireless communications system, the Wireless Location

System commands the narrowbandreceivers connected to the antennasthatwill be

used in location processing to tuneto the cell site, sector, and RF channel currently
in use by thefirst wireless transmitter and to receive RF data for a predetermined
dwell time (based upon the bandwidth ofthe signal, SNR, and integration
requirements);

the RF data received by the narrowbandreceivers are written into the dual port
memory;

location processing on the received RF data commences, as described in Patent Nos.
5,327,144 and 5,608,410 and in sections below;

the Wireless Location System again determines thecell site, sector, RF channel,
timeslot, long code mask, and encryption key currently in use by the first wireless
transmitter;

if the cell site, sector, RF channel, timeslot, long code mask, and encryption key
currently in use bythe first wireless transmitter has changed between queries(i.e. -
beforeand after gathering-the RF data) the Wireless Location System ceases
location processing, causes an alert messagethat location processing failed because
the wireless transmitter changed transmissionstatus during the period oftime in
which RF data was being received, and re-triggers this entire process;

location processing on the received RF data completes in accordance with the steps
described below.

The determination ofthe information elements including cell site, sector, RF channel,
timeslot, long code mask, and encryption key(all information elements may not be
necessary forall air interface protocols) is typically obtained by the Wireless Location
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System through a command/ responseinterface between the Wireless Location System
and the wireless communications system.

The use of the narrowbandreceiver in the mannerdescribed above is known as random

tuning because the receivers can be directed to any RF channel on command from the

system. One advantage to random tuningis that locations are processed only for those
wireless transmitters for which the Wireless Location System is triggered. One

disadvantage to random tuningis that various synchronization factors, including the
interface between the wireless communications system and the Wireless Location System
and the latency times in scheduling the necessary receivers throughoutthe system, can
limit the total location processing throughput. For example, ina TDMA system, random
tuning used throughout the Wireless Location System will typically limit location
processing throughput to about 2.5 locations per second percell site sector.

Therefore, the narrowbandreceiver also supports another mode, known as automatic

sequential tuning, which can perform location processing at a higher throughput. For
example, ina TDMA system,using similar assumptions about dwell time and setup time
as for the narrowbandreceiver operation described above, sequential tuning can achieve a
location processing throughput of about 41 locations per secondpercell site sector,
meaningthat all 395 TDMA RF channels can be processed in about 9 seconds. This

increased rate can be achievedby taking advantage of, for example, the two contiguous
RF channels that can be received simultaneously, location processing all three TDMA
timeslots in an RF channel, and eliminating the need for synchronization with the wireless

communications system. When the Wireless Location System is using the narrowband
receivers for sequential tuning, the Wireless Location System has no knowledgeofthe
identity of the wireless transmitter because the Wireless Location System does not wait for
a trigger, nor does the Wireless Location System query the wireless communications

system for the identity informationpriorto receiving the transmission. In this method, the
Wireless Location System sequences through every cell site, RF channel andtimeslot,
performslocation processing, and reports a location record identifying a time stamp,cell
site, RF channel, timeslot, and location. Subsequentto the location record report, the
Wireless Location System and the wireless communications system match the location
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recordsto the wireless communications system’s data indicating which wireless
transmitters were in useat the time, and whichcell sites, RF channels, and time slots were
used by each wireless transmitter. Then, the Wireless Location System can retain the
location records for wireless transmitters of interest, and discard those location records for
the remaining wireless transmitters.

Digital Signal Processor Module 10-3

The SCSdigital receiver modules 10-2 outputa digitized RF data stream having a
specified bandwidth andbit resolution. For example, a 15 MHz embodimentofthe

wideband receiver may outputa data stream containing 60 million samples per second,at
a resolution of14 bits per sample. This RF data stream wil] contain all of the RF channels

that are used by the wireless communications system. The DSP modules 10-3 receive the
digitized data stream, and can extract any individual RF channel through digital mixing
andfiltering. The DSP’s can also reducethebit resolution upon commandfrom the
Wireless Location System, as needed to reduce the bandwidth requirements between the
SCS 10 and TLP 12. The Wireless Location System can dynamically select the bit
resolution at which to forward digitized baseband RF data, based upon the processing
requirements for each location. DSP’s are used for these functions to reduce the systemic
errors that can occur from mixing and filtering with analog components. The use of DSP’s
allows perfect matching in the processing between any two SCS’s 10.

~ A block diagram of the DSP module 10-3.is shown is Figure 2D,and the operation ofthe
DSP module is depicted by the flowchart ofFiigure 2E. As shown in Figure 2D, the DSP
module 10-3 comprises the following elements: a pair of DSP elements 10-3- 1A and 10-3-
1B, referred to collectively as a "first" DSP;serial to parallel converters 10-3-2; dualport
memory elements 10-3-3; a second DSP 10-3 -4; a parallel to serial converter; a FIFO
buffer; a DSP 10-3-5 (including RAM)for detection, another DSP 10-3-6 for
demodulation, and another DSP 10-3-7 for normalization and control; and an address
generator 10-3-8. In a presently preferred embodiment, the DSP module 10-3 receives the
widebanddigitized data stream (Figure 2E, step S1), and uses the first DSP (10-3-1A and
10-3-1B)to extract blocks of channels (step S2). For example, a first DSP programmedto
operate as a digital drop receiver can extract four blocks of channels, where each block
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includesat least 1.25 MHz ofbandwidth. This bandwidth can include 42 channels of

AMPSor TDMA,6 channels of GSM,or 1 channel of CDMA. The DSPdoesnot require
the blocks to be contiguous, as the DSP can independently digitally tune to any set of RF
channels within the bandwidth of the wideband digitized data stream. The DSPcan also

perform widebandor narrow band energy detection on all or any of the channels in the

block, and report the powerlevels by channelto the TLP 12 (step S3). For example, every
10 ms, the DSP can perform wideband energy detection and create an RF spectral map for
all channels for all receivers (see step S9). Becausethis spectral map can be sent from the
SCS 10 to the TLP 12 every 10 msvia the communications link connecting the SCS 10
and the TLP 12, a significant data overhead could exist. Therefore, the DSP reduces the
data overhead by compandingthe data into a finite numberoflevels. Normally, for
example, 84 dB of dynamic range could require 14 bits. In the companding process
implemented by the DSP,thedata is reduced, for example, to only 4 bits by selecting 16
important RF spectral levels to send to the TLP 12. Thechoice ofthe numberoflevels,
and therefore the numberofbits, as well as the representation ofthe levels, can be

automatically adjusted by the Wireless Location System. These adjustments are performed
to maximize the information value of the RF spectral messagessent to the TLP 12 as well
as to optimize the use of the bandwidth available on the communications link between the
SCS 10 and the TLP 12.

After conversion, each block ofRF channels (each at least 1.25 MHz) is passed through
serial to parallel converter 10-3-2 and then stored in dual port digital memory 10-3-3 (step
S4). The digital memory is a circular memory, which meansthat the DSP module begins
writing data into the first memory address and then continues sequentially until the last
memory address is reached. Whenthelast memory address is reached, the DSP returns to

the first memory address and continues to sequentially write data into memory. Each DSP
moduletypically contains enough memory to store several seconds of data for each block
of RF channels to support the latency and queuingtimesin the location process.

In the DSP module, the memory address at which digitized and converted RF data is
written into memory is the time stamp used throughoutthe Wireless Location System and
whichthe location processing references in determining TDOA.In order to ensure that the
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time stampsare aligned at every SCS 10 in the Wireless Location System, the address
generator 10-3-8 receives the one pulse per secondsignal from the timing generation/clock

distribution module 10-7 (Figure2). Periodically, the address generatoratall SCS’s 10 in
a Wireless Location System will simultaneously reset themselves to a known address. This
enables the location processing to reduce or eliminate accumulated timingerrors in the
recording of time stamps for each digitized data element.

The address generator 10-3-8 controls both writing to and reading from the dual port
digital memory 10-3-3. Writing takes places continuously since the ADCis continuously
sampling and digitizing RF signals and the first DSP (10-3-1A and 10-3-1B)is
continuously performingthe digital drop receiver function. However, reading occurs in
bursts as the Wireless Location System requests data for performing demodulation and
location processing. The Wireless Location System mayeven perform location processing
recursively on a single transmission, and therefore requires access to the same data
multiple times. In order to service the many requirements of the Wireless Location
System,the address generator allows the dual port digital memory to bereadat a rate
faster than the writing occurs. Typically, reading can be performedeight times faster than
writing.

The DSP module 10-3 uses the second DSP 10-3-4 to read the data from the digital
memory 10-3-3, and then performs a second digital drop receiver function to extract
baseband data from the blocks of RF channels (step S5). For example, the second DSP can
extract any single 30 KHz AMPS or TDMAchannel from any block of RF channels that

have been digitized and stored in the memory. Likewise, the second DSP can extract any
single GSM channel. The second DSPis not required to extract a CDMA channel, since
the channel bandwidth occupiesthe full bandwidth ofthe stored RF data. The combination
of the first DSP 10-3-1A, 10-3-1B and the second DSP 10-3-4 allows the DSP module to
select, store, and recover any single RF channel in a wireless communications system. A
DSP module typically will store four blocks of channels. In a dual-mode AMPS/TDMA
system, a single DSP module can continuously and simultaneously monitor up to 42
analog reverse control channels, up to 84 digital control channels, and also be tasked to
monitor and locate any voice channeltransmission. A single SCS chassis will typically
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support up to three receiver modules 10-2 (Figure 2), to coverthree sectors of two

antennas each, and up to nine DSP modules (three DSP modules per receiver permits an
entire 15 MHz bandwidth to be simultaneously stored into digital memory). Thus, the SCS
10 is a very modular system than can beeasily scaled to match any type ofcell site
configuration and processing load.

The DSP module 10-3 also performs other functions, including automatic detection of
active channels used in each sector (step S6), demodulation (step $7), and station based
location processing (step S8). The Wireless Location System maintains an active map of
the usage of the RF channels in a wireless communications system (step S9), which
enables the Wireless Location System to manage receiver and processing resources, and to
rapidly initiate processing whena particular transmissionofinterest has occurred. The
active map comprises a table maintained within the Wireless Location System thatlists for
each antenna connected to an SCS 10 the primary channels assigned to that SCS 10 and
the protocols used in those channels. A primary channel is an RF control channel assigned
to a collocated or nearby base station which the basestation uses for communicationswith -
wireless transmitters. For example, in a typical cellular system with sectoredcell Sites,
there will be one RF control channel frequency assigned for use in each sector. Those
control channel frequencies would typically be assigned as primary channels for a
collocated SCS 10.

The same SCS 10 mayalso be assigned to monitor the RF control channels of other
nearby basestations as primary channels, even if other SCS’s 10 also have the same
primary channels assigned.In this manner, the Wireless Location System implements a
system demodulation redundancythat ensuresthat any given wireless transmission has an
infinitesimal probability ofbeing missed. When this demodulation redundancyfeatureis
used, the Wireless Location System will receive, detect, and demodutlate the same wireless
transmission two or more times at more than one SCS 10. The Wireless Location System
includes meansto detect whenthis multiple demodulation has occurred andto trigger
location processing only once. This function conservesthe processing and
communications resources of the Wireless Location System, andis further described
below.This ability for a single SCS 10 to detect and demodulate wireless transmissions
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occurring atcell sites not collocated with the SCS 10 permits operators of the Wireless

Location System to deploy moreefficient Wireless Location System networks. For

example, the Wireless Location System may be designed such that the Wireless Location

System uses much fewer SCS’s 10 than the wireless communications system has base
stations.

In the Wireless Location System, primary channels are entered and maintained in the table

using two methods:direct programming and automatic detection. Direct programming
comprises entering primary channel datainto the table using one of the Wireless Location

System user interfaces, such as the Network Operations Console 16 (Figure 1), or by
teceiving channel assignmentdata from the Wireless Location System to wireless
communications system interface. Alternatively, the DSP module 10-3 also runs a

backgroundprocess known as automatic detection in which the DSP uses spare or
scheduled processing capacity to detect transmissions on various possible RF channels and

then attempt to demodulate those transmissions using probable protocols. The DSP .
module can then confirm that the primary channels directly programmed are correct, and
can also quickly detect changes made to channelsat base station and send an alert to the
operator of the Wireless Location System.

The DSP module performs the following steps in automatic detection (see Figure 2E-1):
for each possible control and/or voice channel which may be used in the coverage area

of the SCS 10, peg counters are established (step S7-1);

_ at the start of a detection period,all peg countersare reset to zero (step S7-2);
each timethat a transmission occurs in a specified RF channel, and the received power

level is above a particular pre-set threshold, the peg counterfor that channelis
incremented (step S7-3);

each time that a transmission occurs in a specified RF channel, and the received power
level is above a second particular pre-set threshold, the DSP module attempts to
demodulate a certain portion ofthe transmission usinga first preferred protocol (step
S7-4);

ifthe demodulationis successful, a second peg counterfor that channelis incremented
(step S7-5);
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if the demodulation is unsuccessful, the DSP module attempts to demodulate a portion
of the transmission using a second preferred protocol (step S7-6);

if the demodulation is successful, a third peg counter for that channel is incremented
(step S7-7);

at the end of a detection period, the Wireless Location System readsall peg counters
(step S7-8); and

the Wireless Location System automatically assigns primary channels based upon the
peg counters (step S7-9).

Theoperator of the Wireless Location System can review the peg counters and the
automatic assignmentofprimary channels and demodulation protocols, and override any
settings that were performed automatically. In addition, if more than two preferred
protocols maybe used bythe wireless carrier, then the DSP module 10-3 can-be

downloaded with softwareto detect the additional protocols. The architecture of the SCS
10, based upon widebandreceivers 10-2, DSP modules 10-3, and downloadable software
permits the Wireless Location System to support multiple demodulation protocols in a
single system. Thereis a significantcost advantage to supporting multiple protocols within
the single system, as only a single SCS 10 is required ata cell site. This is in contrastto
many basestation architectures, which may require different transceiver modules for
different modulation protocols. For example, while the SCS 10 could support AMPS,
TDMA, and CDMA simultaneously in the same SCS10, there is no base station currently
available that can support this functionality.

Theability to detect and demodulate multiple protocols also includes the ability to
independently detect the use of authentication in messages transmitted over the certain air
interface protocols. Theuseofauthentication fields in wireless transmitters started to
becomeprevalent within the last few years as a meansto reduce the occurrence offraud in
wireless communications systems. However, notall wireless transmitters have
implemented authentication. When authentication is used, the protocol generally inserts an
additional field into the transmitted message. Frequently this field is inserted between the
identity of the wireless transmitter and the dialed digits in the transmitted message. When
demodulating a wireless transmission, the Wireless Location System determines the
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numberoffields in the transmitted message, as well as the messagetype(i.e. registration,

origination, page response,etc.). The Wireless Location System demodulatesall fields and

if extra fields appear to be present, giving consideration to the type of message

transmitted, then the Wireless Location System tests all fields for a trigger condition. For

example, if the dialed digits “911” appear in the proper place in a field, and the field is
located either in its proper place without authentication orits proper place with

authentication, then the Wireless Location System triggers normally. In this example, the

digits “911” would be required to appear in sequenceas “911”or “*911”, with no other

digits before or after either sequence. This functionality reduces or eliminates a false

trigger causedbythedigits “911” appearingas part of an authentication field.

The support for multiple demodulation protocols is important for the Wireless Location

System to successfully operate because location processing must be quickly triggered

when a wireless caller has dialed “911”. The Wireless Location System can trigger

location processing using two methods: the Wireless Location System will independently
demodulate control channel transmissions, and trigger location processing using any
number ofcriteria such as dialed digits, or the Wireless Location System mayreceive |

triggers from an external source suchas the carrier’s wireless communications system.
The present inventors have found that independent demodulation by the SCS 10 results in

the fastest time to trigger, as measured from the momentthat a wireless user presses the
“SEND”or “TALK”(or similar) button on a wireless transmitter.

Control and Communications Module 10-5

The control and communications module 10-5, depicted in Figure 2F, includes data
buffers 10-5-1, a controller 10-5-2, memory 10-5-3, a CPU 10-5-4 and a TI1/E1

communications chip 10-5-5. The module has manyofthe characteristics previously
described in Patent Number 5,608,410. Several enhancements have been addedin the

present embodiment. For example, the SCS 10 now includes an automatic remotereset

capability, even if the CPU onthe control and communications module ceases to execute

its programmed software. This capability can reduce the operating costs of the Wireless
Location System because technicians are not required to travelto a cell site to reset an

SCS 10 if it fails to operate normally. The automatic remote reset circuit operates by
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monitoring the communicationsinterface between the SCS 10 and the TLP 12 fora
particular sequenceofbits. This sequenceofbits is a sequencethat does not occur during
normal communications between the SCS 10 and the TLP 12. This sequence, for example,
mayconsist of an all ones pattern. Theresetcircuit operates independently of the CPU so
that even if the CPU has placed itself in a locked or other non-operatingstatus, the circuit
can still achieve the reset of the SCS 10 and return the CPU to an operating status.

This module nowalso has the ability to record and report a wide variety of statistics and
variables used in monitoring or diagnosing the performanceof the SCS 10. For example,
the SCS 10 can monitorthe percent capacity usage of any DSPorotherprocessorin the
SCS 10, as well as the communications interface between the SCS 10 and the TLP 12.
These values are reported regularly to the AP 14 and the NOC 16, and are used to
determine whenadditional processing and communications resources are required in the
system. For example, alarm thresholds maybeset in the NOCto indicate to an operatorif
any resourceis consistently exceeding a preset threshold. The SCS 10 can also monitor the
numberof times that transmissions have been successfully demodulated, as well as the
numberoffailures. This is useful in allowing operators to determine whetherthe signal
thresholds for demodulation have been set optimally.

This module, as well as the other modules, can also self-report its identity to the TLP 12.
As described below, many SCS’s 10 can be connected to a single TLP 12. Typically, the
communications between SCS’s 10 and TLP’s 12 is shared with the communications
betweenbasestations and MSC’s.It is frequently difficult to quickly determine exactly
which SCS’s 10 have been assignedto particular circuits. Therefore, the SCS 10 contains
a hard coded identity, which is recorded at the time ofinstallation. This identity can be
read and verified by the TLP 12 to Positively determine which SCS 10 has been assigned
by a carrier to each ofseveral different communicationscircuits.

The SCS to TLP communications supports a variety ofmessages, including: commands
and responses, software download, status and heartbeat, parameter download, diagnostic,
spectral data, phase data, primary channel demodulation, and RF data. The

communications protocolis designed to optimize Wireless Location System operation by
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minimizing the protocol overhead and theprotocolincludes a message priority scheme.
Each messagetypeis assigneda priority, and the SCS 10 and the TLP 12 will queue
messagesby priority such that a higher priority message is sent before a lower priority
messageis sent. For example, demodulation messages are generally set at a high priority
because the Wireless Location System must trigger location processing on certain types of -
calls (i.e., E9-1-1) without delay. Although higher priority messages are queued before
lowerpriority messages,the protocol generally does not preempt a message that is already
in transit. That is, a message in the process ofbeing sent across the SCS 10 to TLP 12
communications interface will be completed fully, but then the next message to be sent
will be the highestpriority message with theearliest time stamp. In order to minimize the
latency ofhigh priority messages, long messages, such as RF data,are sent in segments.
For example, the RF data for a full 100-millisecond AMPS transmission may be separated
into 10-millisecond segments. In this manner,a high priority message may be queued in
between segments ofthe RF data.

Calibration and Performance Monitoring

Thearchitecture of the SCS 10 is heavily based upondigital technologies including the
digital receiver and the digital signal processors. Once RF signals have been digitized,
timing, frequency, and phase differences can be carefully controlled in the various
processes. More importantly, anytiming, frequency, and phase differences can be
perfectly matched between the various receivers and various SCS’s 10 usedin the
Wireless Location System. However, prior to the ADC,the RF signals pass through a
numberofRF components, including antennas, cables, low noise amplifiers, filters,
duplexors, multi-couplers, and RF splitters. Each of these RF components has
characteristics important to the Wireless Location System, including delay and phase
versus frequency response. When the RF and analog components are perfectly matched
betweenthe pairs of SCS’s 10, such as SCS 10A and SCS 10B in Figure 2G,then the
effects of these characteristics are automatically eliminated in the location processing. But
whenthe characteristics of the components are not matched, then the location processing
can inadvertently include instrumentalerrors resulting from the mismatch. Additionally,
many of these RF components can experienceinstability with power, time, temperature, or
other factors that can add instrumental errors to the determination oflocation. Therefore,
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several inventive techniques have been developed to calibrate the RF components in the
Wireless Location System and to monitor the performanceofthe Wireless Location

System on a regular basis. Subsequent to calibration, the Wireless Location System stores
the values of these delays and phases versus frequency response(i.e. by RF channel
number) in a table in the Wireless Location System forusein correcting these
instrumental errors. Figures 2G-2J are referred to below in explaining these calibration
methods.

External Calibration Method

Referring to Figure 2G,the timing stability of the Wireless Location System is measured
along baselines, where each baseline is comprised of two SCS’s, 10A and 10B,and an
imaginary line (A - B) drawn between them. In a TDOA / FDOAtype of Wireless
Location System,locations ofwireless transmitters are calculated by measuring the
differences in the times that each SCS 10 records for the arrival of the signal from a
wireless transmitter. Thus,it is importantthat the differences in times measured by SCS’s
10 along any baseline are largely attributed to the transmission timeofthe signal from the
wireless transmitter and minimally attributed to the variations in the RF and analog
components of the SCS’s 10 themselves. To meet the accuracy goals of the Wireless
Location System,the timingstability for any pair of SCS’s 10 are maintained at much less
than 100 nanoseconds RMS(root mean square). Thus, the components of the Wireless
Location System will contribute less than 100 feet RMSofinstrumentation error in the
estimation ofthe location of a wireless transmitter. Some ofthis erroris allocated to the
ambiguity of the signal used to calibrate the system. This ambiguity can be determined
from the well-known Cramer-Rao lower bound equation. In the case of an AMPSreverse
control channel, this error is approximately 40 nanoseconds RMS. The remainderofthe

error budgetis allocated to the components of the Wireless Location System, primarily the
RF and analog componentsin the SCS 10.

In the external calibration method, the Wireless Location System uses a network of
calibration transmitters whosesignal characteristics match those of the target wireless
transmitters. These calibration transmitters maybe ordinary wireless telephones emitting
periodic registration signals and/or page response signals. Each usable SCS-to-SCS
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baseline is preferably calibrated periodically using a calibration transmitter that has a
relatively clear and unobstructed path to both SCS’s 10 associated with the baseline. The
calibration signal is processed identically to a signal from a target wireless transmitter.
Since the TDOAvalues are known a priori, any errors in the calculations are due to
systemic errors in the Wireless Location System. These systemic errors can then be
removed in the subsequentlocation calculations for target transmitters.

Figure 2Gillustrates the external calibration method for minimizing timing errors. As
shown,a first SCS 10A ata point “A” and a second SCS 10A ata point “B” have an
associated baseline A-B. A calibration signal emitted at time Ty by a calibration
transmitter at point “C”will theoretically reach first SCS 10A at time To+ Tac. Tacisa
measure of the amountoftime requiredfor the calibration signalto travel from the
antenna on the calibration transmitter to the dual port digital memory inadigital receiver.
Likewise, the same calibration signal will reach second SCS 10B ata theoretical time Ty +
Tac. Usually, however, the calibration signal will not reach the digital memory and the
digital signal processing components of the respective SCS’s 10 at exactly the correct
times. Rather, there will be errors el and e2 in the amountoftime (Tac, Tac) it takes the
calibration signal to propagate from the calibration transmitter to the SCS’s 10,
respectively, such that the exact times ofarrival are actually Tp + Tac + el and Ty + Tac +
e2. Such errors will be due to someextent to delays in the signal propagation through the
air, i.e., from the calibration transmitter’s antenna to the SCS antennas; however, the
errors will be due primarily to time varying characteristics in the SCSfront end

components. The errors el and e2 cannot be determined per se because the system does
not know the exact time (To) at which thecalibration signal was transmitted. The system
can, however, determinetheerror in the difference in thetime ofarrival of the calibration
signal at the respective SCS’s 10 of any given pair of SCS’s 10. This TDOAerrorvalueis
defined as the difference between the measured TDOA value and the theoretical TDOA
value to, where to is the theoretical differences between thetheoretical delay values Tac
and Tc. Theoretical TDOAvalues for each pair of SCS’s 10 and each calibration
transmitter are known because the positions of the SCS’s 10 and calibration transmitter,
and the speed at which the calibration signal propagates, are known. The measured TDOA
baseline (TDOA,_3) can be represented as TDOAa.p = to + €, where € =el - e2.Ina
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similar manner, a calibration signal from a secondcalibration transmitterat point “D”will
have associated errors e3 and e4. The ultimate value of € to be subtracted from TDOA

measurements for a target transmitter will be a function (e.g., weighted average) of the

€ values derived for oneor morecalibration transmitters. Therefore, a given TDOA

measurement (TDOAnmeasurea) for a pair of SCS’s 10 at points ““X” and “Y”and a target
wireless transmitter at an unknown location will be corrected as follows:

TDOAx.y TDOAhneasured - €

klel+k2e2+....kNeN,
€

where k1, k2, etc., are weighting factors and €1, €2, etc., are the errors determined by
subtracting the measured TDOAvaluesfrom thetheoretical values for each calibration

transmitter. In this example, error value €1 maythe errorvalue associated with the

calibration transmitter at point “C”in the drawing. The weighting factors are determined
by the operator of the Wireless Location System, and inputinto the configuration tables
for each baseline. The operator will take into consideration the distance from each

calibration transmitter to the SCS’s 10 at points “X” and “y”, the empirically determined
line ofsight from each calibration transmitter to the SCS’s 10 at points ““X”’ and “Y”’’, and
the contribution that each SCS “X”and “Y” would have madetoalocation estimate of a

wireless transmitter that might belocated in the vicinity of each calibration transmitter. In

general, calibration transmitters that are nearer to the SCS’s 10 at points “X”and “Y”will
be weighted higherthan calibration transmitters that are farther away, and calibration
transmitters with better line of sight to the SCS’s 10 at points “X” and “Y” will be

weighted higher than calibration transmitters with worseline ofsight.

Each error componentel, e2,etc., and therefore the resulting error component e€, can vary
widely, and wildly, over time because someofthe error componentis due to multipath
reflection from the calibration transmitter to each SCS 10. The multipath reflection is very
much path dependent andtherefore will vary from measurement to measurement and from

path to path.It is not an object of this method to determine the multipath reflection for
these calibration paths, but rather to determine the portion of the errors that are attributable
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to the components of the SCS’s 10. Typically, therefore, error values e] and e3 will havea

common componentsince they relate to the samefirst SCS 10A. Likewise, error values e2

and e4 will also have a common componentsincethey relate to the second SCS 10B.It is
known that while the multipath componentscan vary wildly, the componenterrors vary
slowly and typically vary sinusoidally. Therefore, in the external calibration method, the

error values ¢ arefiltered using a weighted, time-basedfilter that decreases the weight of

the wildly varying multipath components while preserving the relatively slow changing |
error componentsattributed to the SCS’s 10. One such exemplary filter used in the
external calibration methodis the Kalman filter.

The period betweencalibration transmissions is varied dependingontheerrordrift rates

determined for the SCS components. Theperiod ofthe drift rate should be much longer
than the periodofthe calibration interval. The Wireless Location System monitors the

period ofthe drift rate to determine continuously the rate of change, and mayperiodically
adjust the calibration interval, if needed. Typically, the calibration rate for a Wireless
Location System such as one in accordancewith the presentinvention is between 10 and

30 minutes. This corresponds well with the typical time period forthe registration rate in a
wireless communications system. If the Wireless Location System were to determinethat

the calibration interval must be adjusted to a rate faster than the registration rate of the
wireless communications system, then the AP 14 (Figure 1) would automatically force the
calibration transmitter to transmit by pagingthe transmitter at the prescribedinterval. Each
calibration transmitter is individually addressable and therefore the calibration interval
associated with eachcalibration transmitter can be different.

Since the calibration transmitters used in the external calibration methodare standard
telephones, the Wireless Location System must have a mechanism to distinguish those
telephonesfrom the other wireless transmitters that are being located for various
application purposes. The Wireless Location System maintainsa list of the identities of the

calibration transmitters, typically in the TLP 12 and in the AP 14. Ina cellular system, the
identity of the calibration transmitter can be the Mobile Identity Number, or MIN. When
the calibration transmitter makes a transmission, the transmission is received by each SCS
10 and demodulatedbythe appropriate SCS 10. The Wireless Location System compares
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the identity of the transmission with a pre-stored tasking list of identities ofall calibration
transmitters. If the Wireless Location System determinesthat the transmission was a
calibration transmission, then the Wireless Location System initiates external calibration
processing.

Internal Calibration Method

In addition to the external calibration method,it is an object of the present invention to
calibrate all.channels of the wideband digital receiver used in the SCS 10 of a Wireless

Location System. The externalcalibration method will typically calibrate only a single
channel of the multiple channels used by the widebanddigital receiver. This is because the
fixed calibration transmitters will typically scan to the highest-powercontrol channel,
which will typically be the same control channeleach time. The transfer function of a
widebanddigital receiver, along with the other associated components, does not remain
perfectly constant, however, and will vary with time and temperature. Therefore, even
though the external calibration method can successfully calibrate a single channel,there is
no assurance that the remaining channels will also be calibrated.

Theinternal calibration method, represented in the flowchart ofFigure 2H,is particularly
suited for calibrating an individualfirst receiver system (1.e., SCS 10) that is characterized
bya time- and frequency-varying transfer function, wherein the transfer function defines
how the amplitude and phase of a received signal will be altered by the receiver system
and the receiver system is utilized in a location system to determine the location of a

wireless transmitter by, in part, determining a difference in time of arrival of a signal
transmitted by the wireless transmitter and received by the receiver system to be calibrated
and another receiver system, and wherein the accuracy ofthe location estimateis

dependent, in part, upon the accuracy of TDOA measurements made by the system. An
example of a AMPS RCCtransfer function is depicted in Figure 21, which depicts how the
phaseofthetransfer function varies across the 21 control channels spanning 630 KHz.

Referring to Figure 2H, the internal calibration method includesthe steps of temporarily
and electronically disconnecting the antenna used by a receiver system from the receiver
system (step S-20); injecting an internally generated widebandsignal with known and
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stable signalcharacteristics into the first receiver system (step S-21); utilizing the
generated widebandsignalto obtain an estimate of the mannerin whichthe transfer

function varies across the bandwidth ofthefirst receiver system (step S-22); and utilizing
the estimate to mitigate the effects of the variation ofthe first transfer function on the time

and frequency measurements madebythefirst receiver system (step S-23). One example
of a stable widebandsignal used for internal calibration is a comb signal, which is

comprised of multiple individual, equal-amplitude frequency elementsat a known spacing,
such as 5 KHz. An example of such a signal is shown in Figure 21.

The antenna must be temporarily disconnected during the internalcalibration process to
prevent external signals from entering the wideband receiver and to guarantee that the
receiveris only receiving the stable wideband signal. The antennais electronically
disconnected only for a few milliseconds to minimizethe chance ofmissing too much of a
signal from a wireless transmitter. In addition, internalcalibration is typically performed
immediately after external calibration to minimize the possibility that the any component
in the SCS 10 drifts during the interval between external and internal calibration. The
antenna is disconnected from the wideband receiver using two electronically controlled RF
relays (not shown). An RF relay cannot provide perfect isolation between input and output
even whenin the “off” position, but it can provide up to 70 dB of isolation. Two relays
may be used inseries to increase the amountofisolation and to further assure that no

signal is leaked from the antenna to the wideband receiver during calibration. Similarly,
whenthe internal calibration function is not being used,the internalcalibration signalis
tumed off, and the two RF relays are also tured off to prevent leakageofthe internal
calibration signals into the wideband receiver when the receiveris collecting signals from
wireless transmitters.

The externalcalibration method provides an absolute calibration of a single channel and
the internal calibration method thencalibrates each other channelrelative to the channel
that had been absolutely calibrated. The comb signalis particularly suited as a stable
wideband signal becauseit can be easily generated using a stored replica of the signal and
a digital to analog converter.
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External Calibration Using WidebandCalibration Signal
The external calibration method described next maybe used in connection with an SCS 10

receiver system characterized by a time- and frequency-varying transfer function, which
preferably includesthe antennas,filters, amplifiers, duplexors, multi-couplers, splitters,
and cabling associated with the SCS receiver system. The method includes the step of
transmitting a stable, known widebandcalibration signal from an external transmitter. The
widebandcalibration signal is then used to estimate the transfer function across a

prescribed bandwidth of the SCSreceiver system. The estimate of the transfer functionis
subsequently employedto mitigate the effects of variation of the transfer function on

subsequent TDOA/FDOA measurements. The external transmission is preferably of short
duration and low powerto avoid interference with the wireless communications system
hosting the Wireless Location System.

In the preferred method, the SCS receiver system is synchronized with the external

transmitter. Such synchronization may be performed using GPS timing units. Moreover,
the receiver system may be programmed toreceive and process the entire wideband ofthe
calibration signal onlyat the timethat the calibration signal is being sent. The receiver
system will not perform calibration processing at any time other than whenin

synchronization with the externalcalibration transmissions. In addition, a wireless
communications link is used between the receiver system and the external calibration
transmitter to exchange commandsand responses. The external transmitter mayuse a
directional antennato direct the wideband signal only at the antennas of the SCS receiver
system. Suchas directional antenna may be a Yagi antenna(i.e. linear end-fire array). The
calibration methodpreferably includes making the external transmission only when the
directional antennais aimed at the receiver System’s antennas andtherisk ofmultipath
reflection is low.

Calibrating for Station Biases

Anotheraspect of the present invention concerns a calibration methodto correctfor station
biases in a SCSreceiver system. The“station bias”is definedas the finite delay between
whenan RF signalfrom a wireless transmitter reaches the antenna and whenthat same
signal reached the wideband receiver. The inventive method includes the step of
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measuring the length ofthe cable from the antennas tothefilters and determining the
corresponding delays associated with the cable length. In addition, the method includes

injecting a known signalinto thefilter, duplexor, multi-coupler, or RF splitter and
measuring the delay and phase response versus frequency response from the input of each
device to the widebandreceiver. The delay and phase values are then combined and used

to correct subsequent location measurements. When used with the GPS based timing
generation described above, the method preferably includes correcting for the GPS cable

lengths. Moreover, an externally generated reference signal is preferably used to monitor
changesin station bias that may arise due to aging and weather.Finally, the station bias by
RF channel and for each receiver system in the Wireless Location System is preferably
stored in tabular form in the Wireless Location System for use in correcting subsequent
location processing.

Performance Monitoring

The Wireless Location System uses methodssimilar to calibration for performance
monitoring on a regular and ongoing basis. These methodsare depicted in the flowcharts
of Figure 2K and 2L. Two methods ofperformance monitoring are used: fixed phones and
drive testing of surveyed points. The fixed phone method comprises the following steps
(see Figure 2K):

standard wireless transmitters are permanently placed at various points within the
coverage area of the Wireless Location System (these are then known as the fixed
phones)(step S-30);

the points at which the fixed phoneshave been placed are surveyed so that their
location is precisely known to within a predetermined distance, for example ten feet
(step S-31);

the surveyed locationsare stored in a table in the AP 14 (step S-32);
the fixed phonesare permitted to register on the wireless communications system,at

the rate andinterval set by the wireless communications system for all wireless
transmitters on the system (step S-33):

at each registration transmission by a fixed phone, the Wireless Location System
locates the fixed phone using normallocation processing (as with the calibration
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transmitters, the Wireless Location System can identify a transmission as being
fromafixed phonebystoring the identities in a table) (step S-34);

the Wireless Location System computes an error between the calculated location
determinedby the location processing andthe stored location determined by survey
(step S-35);

the location,the error value, and other measured parameters are stored along with a
time stamp in a database in the AP 14 (step S-36);

the AP 14 monitors the instanterror and other measured parameters (collectively
referred to as an extended location record) and additionally computes various
statistical valuesof the error(s) and other measured parameters (step S-37); and

if any ofthe error or other values exceed a pre-determinedthreshold ora historical
Statistical value, either instantaneously orafter performingstatistical filtering over a
prescribed numberoflocation estimates, the AP 14 signals an alarm to the operator
of the Wireless Location System (step S-38).

The extended location record includes a large number ofmeasured parameters usefully for
analyzing the instant andhistorical performance of the Wireless Location System. These
parameters include: the RF channel used by the wireless transmitter, the antenna port(s)
used by the Wireless Location System to demodulate the wireless transmission, the
antennaports from which the Wireless Location System requested RF data, the peak,
average, and variance in powerofthe transmission overthe interval used for location
processing, the SCS 10 and antenna port chosenas the reference for location processing,
the correlation value from the cross-spectra correlation between every other SCS 10 and
antenna used in location processing and the reference SCS 10 and antenna,the delay value
for each baseline, the multipath mitigation parameters, and the residual values remaining
after the multipath mitigation calculations. Anyofthese measured parameters can be
monitored by the Wireless Location System for the purpose of determining how the
Wireless Location System is performing. One example ofthe type of monitoring
performed by the Wireless Location System maybethe variance betweenthe instant value
of the correlation on a baseline and the historical rangeofthe correlation value. Another
maybethe variance betweentheinstant value of the received powerat a particular
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antenna and the historical range of the received power. Manyotherstatistical values can
be calculated andthislist is not exhaustive.

The numberoffixed phonesplacedinto the coverage area of the Wireless Location

System can be determined based uponthe density ofthecell sites, the difficulty of the
terrain, and the historical ease with which wireless communications systems have
performedin the area. Typically the ratio is about one fixed phoneforevery six cell sites,
howeverin someareasaratio of one to one may be required. The fixed phones provide a
continuous meansto monitor the performanceofthe Wireless Location System, as well as
the monitor any changesin the frequencyplan that the carrier may have made. Many
times, changes in the frequency plan will cause a variation in the performanceofthe
Wireless Location System and the performance monitoring ofthe fixed phonesprovide an
immediate indication to the Wireless Location System operator.

Drive testing of surveyed pointsis very similar to the fixed phone monitoring. Fixed
phonestypically can only be located indoors where access to poweris available (i.e. the
phones must be continuously powered on to be effective). To obtain a more complete
measurement of the performanceofthe location performance, drive testing of outdoortest
points is also performed. Referring to Figure 2L, as with the fixed phones, prescribed test
points throughoutthe coverage area of the Wireless Location System are surveyed to
within ten feet (step S-40). Each test point is assigned a code, where the code consists of
either a “*” or a “#”, followed by a sequence number(step S--41). For example, “*1001”
through “*1099” may be a sequence of 99 codesusedfortest points. These codes should
be sequences, that whendialed, are meaningless to the wireless communications system
(i.e. the codes do not cause a feature or other translation to occur in the MSC, except for
an intercept message). The AP 14 stores the code for each test point along with the
surveyed location (step S-42). Subsequent to theseinitial Steps, any wireless transmitter
dialing any of the codes will be triggered and located using normallocation processing
(steps S-43 and S-44). The Wireless Location System automatically computes an error
betweenthe calculated location determined by the location processing andthe stored
location determined by survey, and the location and the error value are stored along with a
time stamp in a database in the AP 14 (steps S-45 and S-46). The AP 14 monitors the
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instant error, as well as varioushistorical statistical valuesof the error. If the error values
exceed a pre-determined thresholdor a historicalstatistical value, either instantaneously or
after performingstatistical filtering over a prescribed numberoflocation estimates, the AP
14 signals an alarm tothe operator of the Wireless Location System (step S-47).

TDOALocation Processor (TLP)

The TLP 12, depicted in Figures 1, 1A and 3, is a centralized digital signal processing
system that manages manyaspects of the Wireless Location System, especially the SCS’s
10, and provides control overthe location processing. Because location processing is DSP
intensive, one of the major advantages of the TLP 12 is that the DSP resources can be
shared amonglocation processing initiated by transmissionsat any of the SCS’s 10 ina
Wireless Location System. Thatis, the additional cost of DSP’s at the SCS’s 10 is reduced
by having the resource centrally available. As shown in Figure 3, there are three major
components of the TLP 12: DSP modules 12-1, T1/E1 communications modules 12-2 and
a controller module 12-3.

The T1/E1 communications modules 12-2 provide the communicationsinterface to the
SCS’s 10 (T1 and El are standard communications speeds available throughoutthe
world). Each SCS 10 communicates to a TLP 12 using one or more DSO’s (which are
typically S6Kbps or 64 Kbps). Each SCS 10 typically connectsto a fractional Tl or El
circuit, using, e.g., a drop andinsert unit or channel bank atthe cell site. Frequently, this
circuit is shared with the base station, which communicates with the MSC. At a central
site, the DSO’s assigned to thebasestation are separated from the DS0’s assigned to the
SCS’s 10. This is typically accomplished external to the TLP 12 using a digital access and
control system (DACS) 13A that not only separates the DSO’sbutalso grooms the DSO’s
from multiple SCS’s 10 onto full T1 or El circuits. Thesecircuits then connect from the
DACS 134Ato the DACS 13B andthen to the T1/E1 communications module on the TLP
12. Each T1/E1 communications module containssufficient digital memory to buffer
packets of data to and from each SCS 10 communicating with the module. A single TLP
chassis may support one or more T1/E1 communications modules.
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The DSP modules 12-1 provide a pooled resource for location processing. A single
module may typically contain two to eightdigital signal processors, each of which are

equallyavailable for location processing. Two types of location processing are supported:
central based andstation based, which are described in further detail below. The TLP

controller 12-3 manages the DSP module(s) 12-1 to obtain optimal throughput. Each DSP
module containssufficient digital memory to store all of the data necessary for location

processing. A DSPis not engaged until all of the data necessary to begin location
processing has been moved from each of the involved SCS’s 10 to the digital memory on
the DSP module. Only then is a DSP given the specific task to locate a specific wireless
transmitter. Using this technique, the DSP’s , which are an expensive resource, are never
kept waiting. A single TLP chassis may support one or more DSP modules.

The controller module 12-3 provides the real time managementofall location processing
within the Wireless Location System. The AP 14 is the top-level managemententity
within the Wireless Location System, howeverits databasearchitecture is not sufficiently
fast to conductthereal time decision making whentransmissions occur. The controller
module 12-3 receives messages from the SCS’s 10, including: status, spectral energy in
various channels for various antennas, demodulated messages, and diagnostics. This
enables the controller to continuously determine events occurring in the Wireless Location
System, as well as to send commandsto take certain actions. When a controller module
receives demodulated messages from SCS’s 10, the controller module decides whether
location processingis required for a particular wireless transmission. The controller
module 12-3 also determines which SCS’s 10 and antennas to use in location processing,
including whetherto use central based or station based location processing. The controller
module commands SCS’s 10 to return the necessary data, and commandsthe

communications modules and DSP modules to sequentially perform their necessary roles
in location processing. These Steps are described below in furtherdetail.

The controller module 12-3 maintains a table known asthe Signal of Interest Table
(SOIT). This table containsall ofthecriteria that maybe usedtotrigger location
processing ona particular wireless transmission. Thecriteria may include, for example,
the Mobile Identity Number, the Mobile Station ID,the Electronic Serial Number, dialed
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digits, System ID, RF channel number,cell site numberor sector number, type of

transmission, and other types of data elements. Someofthe trigger events may have

higher orlowerpriority levels associated with them for use in determining the order of

processing. Higherpriority location triggers will always be processing before lower

priority location triggers. However, a lowerpriority trigger that has already begun location

processing will complete the processing before beingassigned to a higher priority task.

The master Tasking List for the Wireless Location System is maintained on the AP 14,

and copies of the Tasking List are automatically downloaded to the Signal ofInterest
Table in each TLP 12 in the Wireless Location System. The full Signal of Interest Tableis

downloaded to a TLP 12 when the TLP 12 is resetorfirst starts. Subsequent to those two
events, only changes are downloaded from the AP 14 to each TLP 12 to conserve

communications bandwidth. The TLP 12 to AP 14 communications protocol preferably
contains sufficient redundancy anderror checkingto prevent incorrect data from ever

being enteredinto the Signal of Interest Table . When the AP 14 and TLP 12 periodically
have spare processing capacity available, the AP 14 reconfirmsentries in the Signal of
Interest Table to ensurethat all Signal of Interest Table entries in the Wireless Location

System are in full synchronization.

Each TLP chassis has a maximum capacity associated with the chassis. For example, a
single TLP chassis may only havesufficient capacity to support between 48 and 60 SCS’s

10. When a wireless communications system is larger that the capacity of a single TLP
chassis, multiple TLP chassis are connected together using Ethernet networking. The
controller module 12-3 is responsible for inter-TLP communications and networking, and
communicates with the controller modules in other TLP chassis and with Application
Processors 14 over the Ethernet network. Inter-TLP communicationsis required when
location processing requires the use of SCS’s 10 that are connectedto different TLP

chassis. Location processing for each wireless transmission is assigned to a single DSP
modulein a single TLP chassis. The controller modules 12-3 in TLP chassisselect the

DSP module on which to perform location processing, and then routeall of the RF data

used in location processing to that DSP module.IfRF datais required from the SCS’s 10 :

connected to more that one TLP 12, then the controller modulesin all necessary TLP
chassis communicate to move the RF data from all necessary SCS’s 10 to their respective
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connected TLP’s 12 and then to the DSP module and TLP chassis assigned to the location

processing. The controller module supports twofully independent Ethernet networks for

redundancy. A break orfailure in any one network causesthe affected TLP’s 12 to
immediately shift all communications to the other network.

The controller modules 12-3 maintain a complete network map of the Wireless Location

System, including the SCS’s 10 associated with each TLP chassis. The network map is a
table stored in the controller module containing a list of the candidate SCS/antennas that

maybeusedin location processing, and various parameters associated with each of the

SCS/antennas. Thestructure of an exemplary network mapis depicted in Figure 3A. There
is a separate entry in the table for each antenna connected to an SCS 10. When a wireless

transmission occursin an area that is covered by SCS’s 10 communicating with more than
one TLPchassis, the controller modules in the involved TLP chassis-determine which TLP

chassis will be the “master” TLP chassis for the purpose of managing location processing.
Typically, the TLP chassis associated with the SCS 10 that has the primary channel
assignment for the wireless transmission is assigned to be the master. However, another
TLP chassis may be assignedinstead if that TLP temporarily has no DSPresources
available for location processing, or if most of the SCS’s 10 involvedin location

processing are connected to another TLP chassis and the controller modulesare

minimizing inter-TLP communications. This decision making processis fully dynamic,
but is assisted by tables in the TLP 12 that pre-determine the preferred TLP chassis for
every primary channel assignment. Thetables are created by the operator of the Wireless
Location System, and programmedusing the Network Operations Console.

The networking described herein functions for both TLP chassis associated with the same

wireless carrier, as well as for chassisthat overlap or border the coverage area between
two wirelesscarriers. Thusit is possible for a TLP 12 belongingto a first wireless carrier
to be networked and therefore receive RF data from a TLP 12 (and the SCS’s 10

associated with that TLP 12) belonging to a second wireless carrier. This networkingis
particularly valuable in rural areas, where the performance of the Wireless Location
System can be enhanced by deploying SCS’s 10 at cell sites ofmultiple wireless carriers.
Since in manycases wireless carriers do notcollocatecell sites, this feature enables the
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Wireless Location System to access more geographically diverse antennas than might be

available if the Wireless Location System used only the cell sites from a single wireless

carrier. As described below,the proper selection and use of antennas for location

processing can enhancethe performance of the Wireless Location System.

The controller module 12-3 passes many messages, including location records, to the AP

14, many ofwhich are described below. Usually, however, demodulated data is not passed

from the TLP 12 to the AP 14. If, however, the TLP 12 receives demodulated data froma

particular wireless transmitter and the TLP 12 identifies the wireless transmitter as being a

registered customerof a second wireless carrier in a different coverage area, the TLP 12

may pass the demodulated data to the first (serving) AP 14A. This will enable the first AP

14A to communicate with a second AP 14B associated with the second wireless carrier,

and determine whetherthe particular wireless transmitter has registered for any type of

location services. If so, the second AP 14B mayinstructthe first AP 14A to place the

identity of the particular wireless transmitter into the Signal of Interest Table so that the

particular wireless transmitter will be located for as long as the particular wireless

transmitter is in the coveragearea ofthe first Wireless Location System associated with

the first AP 14A. Whenthefirst Wireless Location System has detected that the particular

wireless transmitter has not registered in a time period exceeding a pre-determined

threshold, the first AP 14A mayinstruct the second AP 14Bthat the identity of the

particular wireless transmitter is being removed from the Signal of Interest Table for the

reason Of no longerbeing presentin the coverage area associated with the first AP 14A:

Diagnostic Port

The TLP 12 supports a diagnostic port that is highly useful in the operation and diagnosis

of problems within the Wireless Location System. This diagnostic port can be accessed

either locally at a TLP 12 or remotely over the Ethernet network connecting the TLP’s 12

to the AP’s. The diagnostic port enables an operator to write to a file all of the

demodulation and RF data received from the SCS’s 10, as well as the intermediate and

final results of all location processing. This data is erased from the TLP 12 after

processingalocation estimate, and therefore the diagnostic port provides the meansto

save the data for later post-processing andanalysis. The inventor’s experiencein operating
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large scale wireless location systemsis that a very small numberoflocation estimates can
occasionally have very largeerrors, and these large errors can dominate the overall

operating statistics of the Wireless Location System over any measurementperiod.
Therefore, it is important to provide the operator with a set of tools that enable the

Wireless Location System to detect and trap the cause of the very large errorsto diagnose
and mitigate those errors. The diagnostic port can be set to save the above information for
all location estimates, for location estimates from particular wireless transmittersor at

particular test points, or for location estimates that meet a certain criteria. For example, for
fixed phonesor drive testing of surveyed points, the diagnostic port can determine the
errorin the location estimate in real time and then write the above described information
only for those location estimates whoseerror exceeds a predetermined threshold. The
diagnostic port determinestheerrorin real time by storing the surveyedlatitude, longitude
coordinate of each fixed phone and drivetest point in a table, and then calculating a radial
error whenalocation estimate for the correspondingtest point is made.

Redundancy

The TLP’s 12 implement redundancyusing several inventive techniques, allowing the
Wireless Location System to support an M plus N redundancy method. M plus N
redundancy means that N redundant (or standby) TLP chassis are used to provide full
redundant backup to M online TLPchassis. For example, M may be ten and N may be
two.

First, the controller modules in different TLP chassis continuously exchangestatus and
“heartbeat” messagesat pre-determinedtimeintervals between themselves and with every
AP 14 assigned to monitor the TLP chassis. Thus, every controller module has continuous
and full status of every other controller module in the Wireless Location System. The
controller modules in different TLP chassis periodically select one controller module in
one TLP 12 to be the master controller for a group of TLP chassis. The master controller
may decideto place a first TLP chassisinto off-line status if the first TLP 12A reports a
failed or degraded conditioninits status message,or if the first TLP 124Afails to report
any status or heartbeat messageswithinits assigned and pre-determined time. If the master
controller places a first TLP 12Ainto off-line status, the master controller may assign a
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second TLP 12B to perform a redundant switchover and assumethe tasks ofthe off-line

first TLP 12A. The second TLP 12B is automatically sent the configuration that had been
loadedinto the first TLP 12A;this configuration may be downloaded from either the

master controller or from an AP 14 connected to the TLP’s12. The master controller may
be a controller module on any one of the TLP’s 12 thatis not in off-line status, however
there is a preference that the master controller be a controller module in a stand-by TLP
12. When the master controller is the controller module in a stand-by TLP 12, the time
required to detect a failed first TLP 12A, place the first TLP 12Ainto off-line status, and
then perform a redundant switchover can be accelerated.

Second,all of the T1 or E1 communications between the SCS’s 10 and each of the TLP

T1/E1 communications modules 12-2 are preferably routed through a high-reliability
DACSthat is dedicated to redundancy control. The DACS 13B is connected to every
groomed T1/E1 circuit containing DS0’s from SCS’s 10 andis also connected to every
T1/E1 communications module 12-2 of every TLP 12. Every controller module at every
TLP 12 contains a map of the DACS 13Bthatdescribes the DACS’ connectionlist and
port assignments. This DACS 13B is connectedtothe Ethemet network described above
and can be controlled by any of the controller modules 12-3 at any of the TLP’s 12. When
a second TLP 12 is placedinto off-line status by a master controller, the master controller

sends commands to the DACS 13Bto switch the groomed T1/E1 circuit communicating
with the first TLP 12A to a second TLP 12B which had been in standbystatus. At the
same time, the AP 14 downloadsthe complete configurationfile that was being used by
the second (and nowoff-line) TLP 12Bto the third (and now online) TLP 12C.The time
from thefirst detection ofa failed first TLP chassis to the complete switch-over and
assumptionofprocessing responsibilities by a third TLP chassisis typically less than few
seconds. In manycases, no RF datais lost by the SCS’s 10 associated with the failed first
TLPchassis, and location Processing can continue withoutinterruption. At the time of a
TLP fail-over whena first TLP 12A is placed into off-line status, the NOC 16 creates an
alert to notify the Wireless Location System operator that the event has occurred.

Third, each TLP chassis contains redundant power supplies, fans, and other components.
A TLPchassiscan also support multiple DSP modules, so that the failure of a single DSP
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module or even a single DSP on a DSP module reduces the overall amount ofprocessing
resourcesavailable but does not causethe failure of the TLP chassis. In all of the cases

describedin this paragraph,the failed component of the TLP 12 can be replaced without

placing the entire TLP chassis into off-line status. For example, if a single power supply
fails, the redundant powersupply has sufficient capacity to singly support the load ofthe

chassis. The failed power supply contains the necessary circuitry to removeitself from the

load of the chassis and not cause further degradation in the chassis. Similarly, a failed DSP
modulecan also removeitself from the active portions of the chassis, so as to not cause a

failure of the backplane or other modules. This enables the remainderof the chassis,
including the second DSP module, to continue to function normally. Of course, thetotal
processing throughputofthe chassis is reduced buta total failure is avoided.

Application Processor (AP) 14

The AP 14 is a centralized database system, comprising a numberofsoftware processes
that managethe entire Wireless Location System, provide interfaces to external users and

applications, store location records and configurations, and support various application-
related functionality. The AP 14 uses a commercial hardware platform thatis sized to.
match the throughput of the Wireless Location System. The AP 14 also uses a commercial

relational database system (RDBMS), which has been significantly customized to provide
the functionality described herein. While the SCS 10 and TLP 12 preferably operate
together on a purely real time basis to determine location and create location records, the
AP 14 can operate on both a real time basis to store and forward location records and a

non-real time basis to post-process location records and provide access and reporting over
time. The ability to store, retrieve, and post-processlocation records for various types of
system and application analysis has proven to be a powerful advantageofthe present
invention. The main collection of software processes is known as the ApCore, whichis
shown in Figure 4 and includesthe following functions:

The AP Performance Guardian (ApPerfGuard) is a dedicated software processthatis
responsiblefor starting, stopping, and monitoring most other ApCore processes as well as
ApCore communications with the NOC 16. Uponreceiving a configuration update
command from the NOC, ApPerfGuard updates the database andnotifies all other
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processes of the change. ApPerfGuardstarts and stops appropriate processes when the

NOCdirects the ApCore to enter specific run states, and constantly monitors other

software processes scheduledto be running to restart them if they have exited or stopping

and restarting any processthat is no longer properly responding. ApPerfGuardis assigned

to one of the highest processing priorities so that this process cannot be blocked by another

process that has “run away”. ApPerfGuardis also assigned dedicated memory thatis not

accessible by other software processes to prevent any possible corruption from other

software processes.

The AP Dispatcher (ApMnDsptch)is a software processthat receives location records

from the TLP’s 12 and forwardsthe location records to other processes. This process

contains a separate thread for each physical TLP 12 configured in the system, and each

thread receives location records from that TLP 12. For system reliability, the ApCore |
maintainsa list containing thelast location record sequence numberreceived from each

TLP 12, and sends this sequence numberto the TLP 12 uponinitial connection.

Thereafter, the AP 14 and the TLP 12 maintain a protocol whereby the TLP 12 sends each

location record with a uniqueidentifier. ApMnDsptch forwardslocation recordsto

multiple processes, including Ap911, ApDbSend, ApDbRecvLoc, and ApDbFileRecv.

The AP Tasking Process (ApDbSend) controls the Tasking List within the Wireless

Location System. The Tasking List is the masterlist of all of the triggercriteria that

determines which wireless transmitters will be located, which applications created the

criteria, and whichapplications can receive location record information. The ApDbSend
process contains a separate thread for each TLP 12, over which the ApDbSend
synchronizes the Tasking List with the Signal of Interest Table on each TLP 12.

ApDbSend doesnot send application informationto the Signal of Interest Table , only the
trigger criteria. Thus the TLP 12 does not know whya wireless transmitter must be

located. The Tasking List allows wireless transmitters to be located based upon Mobile
Identity Number (MIN), Mobile Station Identifier (MSID), Electronic Serial Number

(ESN)andother identity numbers,dialed sequencesofcharacters and/ ordigits, home
System ID (SID), originating cell site and sector, originating RF channel, or message type.
The TaskingList allows multiple applications to receive location records from the same
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wireless transmitter. Thus, a single location record fromawireless transmitter that has

dialed “911” can be sent, for example, to a 911 PSAP,a fleet managementapplication, a
traffic managementapplication, and to an RF optimization application.

The TaskingList also contains a variety offlags andfield for each trigger criteria, some of
whichare described elsewherein this specification. One flag, for example, specifies the
maximum time limit before which the Wireless Location System must provide a rough or
final estimate of the wireless transmitter. Another flag allows location processing to be
disabled fora particular trigger criteria such as the identity of the wireless transmitter.

Another field contains the authentication required to make changesto the criteria for a

particular trigger; authentication enables the operator of the Wireless Location System to
specify whichapplications are authorized to add, delete, or make changesto anytrigger
criteria and associated fields or flags. Anotherfield contains the Location Grade of Service
associated with thetriggercriteria; Grade of Service indicates to the Wireless Location

System the accuracylevel and priority level desired for the location processing associated
with a particular trigger criteria. For example, some applications maybesatisfied with a
rough location estimate (perhaps for a reduced location processing fee), while other
applications maybesatisfied with low priority processing that is not guaranteed to

complete for any given transmission (and which maybe pre-empted for highpriority
processing tasks). The Wireless Location System also includes meansto support the use of
wildcardsfor triggercriteria in the Tasking List. For example, a triggercriteria can be

entered as “MIN = 215555****”. This will cause the Wireless Location System to trigger
location processing for any wireless transmitter whose MIN begins with the six digits
215555 and ends with any following four digits. The wildcard characters can be placed:
into anyposition inatrigger criteria. This feature can save on the number of memory
locations required in the Tasking List and Signal of Interest Table by grouping blocks of
related wireless transmitters together.

ApDbSend also supports dynamic tasking. For example, the MIN, ESN, MSID,or other
identity of any wireless transmitter that has dialed “911” will automatically be placed onto
the Tasking List by ApDbSendfor onehour. Thus, any further transmissions by the
wireless transmitter that dialed “911” will also be located in case of further emergency.
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For example, if a PSAP calls back a wireless transmitter that had dialed 911” within the

last hour, the Wireless Location System will trigger on the page response message from
the wireless transmitter, and can makethis new location record available to the PSAP.

This dynamic tasking can beset for any interval of timeafter an initiation event, and for
any type oftrigger criteria. The ApDbSendprocessis also a server for receiving tasking
requests from other applications. These applications, such as fleet management, can send
tasking requests via a socket connection, for example. These applications can either place
or remove triggercriteria. ApDbSend conducts an authentication process with each
application to verify that that the application has been authorizedto place or remove
trigger criteria, and each application can only changetriggercriteria related to that
application.

The AP 911 Process (Ap911) manages eachinterface between the Wireless Location
System and E9-1-1 network elements, such as tandem switches, selective routers, ALI.
databases and/or PSAPs. The Ap911 process contains a separate thread for each
connection to a E9-1-1 network element, and can support more than onethread to each
network element. The Ap911 process can simultaneously operate in many modes based
upon user configuration, and as described herein. The timely processing ofE9-1-1 location
recordsis one of the highest processing priorities in the AP 14, and therefore the Ap911
executes entirely out of random access memory (RAM)to avoid the delay associated with
first storing and then retrieving a location record from any type of disk. When
ApMnDsptch forwardsa location record to Ap911, Ap911 immediately makes a routing
determination and forwards the location record over the appropriate interface to a E9-1-1
network element. A separate process, operatingin parallel, records the location record into
the AP 14 database.

The AP 14, through the Ap911 process and other processes, supports two modes of
providing location records to applications, including E9-1-1: “push”and “pull” modes.
Applications requesting push modereceive a location record as soonasit is available from
the AP 14. This modeis especially effective for E9-1-1 which has a very timecritical need
for location records, since E9-1-1 networks must route wireless 9-1-1 calls to the correct
PSAP within a few secondsafter a wireless caller has dialed “911”. Applications
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requesting pull mode do not automatically receive location records, but rather must send a

query to the AP 14 regarding a particular wireless transmitter in orderto receive the last,

or any otherlocation record, about the wireless transmitter. The query from the application

can specify the last location record, a series of location records,or all location records

meeting a specific time or othercriteria, such as type of transmission. An example of the

use ofpull modein the case of a “911”call is the E9-1-1 networkfirst receiving the voice
portion of the “911”call and then querying the AP 14 to receive the location record

associated with that call.

When the Ap911 process is connected to many E9-1-1 networks elements, Ap911 must

determine to which E9-1-1 network element to push the location record (assuming that

“push” modehas been selected). The AP 14 makes this determination using a dynamic
routing table. The dynamic routing table is used to divide a geographic region into cells.

Eachcell, or entry, in the dynamic routing table containsthe routinginstructionsforthat

cell. It is well known that one minuteoflatitude is 6083 feet, which is about 365 feet per
millidegree. Additionally, one minute of longitudeis cosine(latitude) times 6083 feet,

which for the Philadelphia area is about 4659 feet, or about 280feet per millidegree. A
table of size one thousand by one thousand,or one million cells, can contain the routing
instructions for an area that is about 69 miles by 53 miles, which is larger than the area of

Philadelphia in this example, and each cell could contain a geographic area of 365 feet by
280 feet. The numberofbits allocated to each entry in the table must only be enoughto
support the maximum numberofrouting possibilities. For example,if the total number of

routing possibilities is sixteen or less, then the memory for the dynamicroutingtable is
one million times four bits, or one-half megabyte. Using this scheme,an area the size of

Pennsylvania could be containedin a table of approximately twenty megabytes or less,
with ample routing possibilities available. Given the relatively inexpensivecost of

memory, this inventive dynamic routing table provides the AP 14 with a meansto quickly
push the location records for “911”calls only to the appropriate E9-1-1 network element.

The AP 14 allowseach entry in dynamicrouting to be populated using manualor
automated means. Using the automated means,for example, an electronic map application
can create a polygon definition of the coveragearea of a specific E9-1-1 network element,
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such as a PSAP.The polygon definition is then translated into a list of latitude, longitude
points contained within the polygon. The dynamicroutingtable cell corresponding to each

latitude, longitude pointis then given the routing instruction1 for that E9-1-1 network
elementthatis responsible for that geographic polygon.

When the Ap911 processreceives a “911” location record for a specific wireless

transmitter, Ap911 convertsthe latitude, longitude into the addressof a specific cell in the
dynamic routing table. Ap911 then queries the cell to determine the routing instructions,
which may be pushorpull modeandthe identity of the E9-1-1 network element

responsible for serving the geographic area in whichthe “91 1” call occurred. If push mode
has been selected, then Ap911 automatically pushes the location record to that E9-1-1

network element. Ifpull mode has been selected, then Ap911 places the location record

into a circular table of “911” location records and awaits a query.

The dynamic routing means described aboveentails the use of a geographically defined
database that may be applied to other applications in addition to 911, and is therefore |

supported by other processesin addition to Ap911. For example, the AP 14 can

automatically determinethe billing zone from which a wireless call was placed for a

Location Sensitive Billing application. In addition, the AP 14 may automatically send an
alert when a particular wireless transmitter has entered or exited a prescribed geographic
area defined by an application. Theuse of particular geographic databases, dynamic

routing actions, any other locationtriggered actions are defined in the fields and flags
associated with eachtriggercriteria. The Wireless Location System includes meansto

easily manage these geographically defined databases using an electronic map that can
create polygons encompassinga prescribed geographic area. The Wireless Location

System extracts from the electronic mapa tableoflatitude, longitude points contained
with the polygon. Each application can use its own set ofpolygons, and can define a set of
actions to be taken whena location record for a triggered wireless transmission is
contained within each polygonin theset.

The AP Database Receive Process (ApDbRecvLoc) receivesall location records from

ApMnDsptch via shared memory,andplacesthe location records into the AP location
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database. ApDbRecvLocstarts ten threads that each retrieve location records from shared

memory, validate each record before inserting the records into the database, and then

inserts the recordsinto the correct location record partition in the database. To preserve

integrity, location records with any type oferror are not written into the location record

database butare instead placed into an errorfile that can be reviewed by the Wireless

Location System operator and then manually entered into the database after error

resolution. If the location database has failed or has been placed into off-linestatus,
location records are written to a flat file where they can be later processed by
ApDbFileRecv.

The AP File Receive Process (ApDbFileRecv) readsflat files containing location records

andinserts the records into the location database.Flat files are a safe mechanism used by

the AP 14 to completely preserve the integrity of the AP 14 in all cases except a complete

failure of the hard disk drives. There are several different typesofflat files read by

ApDbFileRecv, including Database Down, Synchronization, Overflow, and Fixed Error.

Database Down flatfiles are written by the ApDbRecvLocprocessif the location database

is temporarily inaccessible; this file allows the AP 14 to ensure that location records are

preserved during the occurrence ofthis type of problem. Synchronizationflat files are

written by the ApLocSyncprocess (described below) whentransferring location records

between pairs of redundant AP systems. Overflowflat files are written by ApMnDsptch

whenlocation records are arriving into the AP 14 at a rate faster than ApDbRecvLoc can

process and insert the records into the location database. This may occur during very high

peak rate periods. The overflow files prevent any records from beinglost during peak
periods. The Fixed Errorflat files contain location records that had errors but have now

been fixed, and can now beinserted into the location database.

Because the AP 14 has a critical centralized role in the Wireless Location System, the AP

14 architecture has been designedto be fully redundant. A redundant AP 14 system

includes fully redundant hardwareplatforms, fully redundant RDBMS, redundant disk

drives, and redundant networksto each other, the TLP’s 12, the NOC’s 16, and external

applications. The software architecture of the AP 14 has also been designed to support

fault tolerant redundancy. The following examplesillustrate functionality supported bythe
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redundant AP’s. Each TLP 12 sendslocation records to both the primary and the
redundant AP 14 when both AP’sare in an onlinestate. Only the primary AP 14 will
process incoming tasking requests, and only the primary AP 14 will accept configuration
change requests from the NOC 16. The primary AP 14 then synchronizes the redundant

AP 14 undercareful control. Both the primary and redundant AP’s will acceptbasic
Startup and shutdown commands from the NOC.Both AP’s constantly monitor their own
system parameters and application health and monitor the corresponding parameters for
the other AP 14, and then decide which AP 14 will be primary and which will be

redundant based upon a composite score. This composite score is determined by compiling
errors reported by various processes to a shared memory area, and monitoring swap space
and disk space. There are several processes dedicated to supporting redundancy.

The AP Location Synchronization Process (ApLocSync) runs on each AP 14 and detects
the need to synchronize location records between AP’s, and then creates “sync records”
thatlist the location records that need to be transferred from one AP 14 to another AP 14.
The location records are then transferred between AP’s using a socket connection.
ApLocSync comparesthe location record partitions andthe location record sequence .
numbersstored in each location database. Normally, if both the primary and redundant AP
14 are operating properly, synchronization is not needed because both AP’s are receiving
location records simultaneously from the TLP’s 12. However, if one AP 14 fails or is
placed in an off-line mode, then synchronization will later be required. ApLocSyncis
notified whenever ApMnDsptch connects to a TLP 12 so it can determine whether
synchronization is required.

The AP Tasking Synchronization Process (ApTaskSync) runs on each AP 14 and
synchronizes the tasking information between the primary AP 14 and the redundant AP
14. ApTaskSync on the primary AP 14 receives tasking information from ApDbSend,and
then sendsthe tasking information to the ApTaskSyncprocess on the redundant AP 14. If
the primary AP 14 wereto fail before ApTaskSync had completed replicating tasks, then
ApTaskSyncwill perform a complete tasking database synchronization when the failed
AP 14is placedbackinto an onlinestate.
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The AP Configuration Synchronization Process (ApConfigSync) runs on each AP 14 and
synchronizes the configuration information between the primary AP 14 and the redundant
AP 14. ApConfigSync uses a RDBMSreplication facility. The configuration information
includesall information needed by the SCS’s 10, TLP’s 12, and AP’s 14 for proper
operation of the Wireless Location System in a wireless carrier’s network.

In addition to the core functions described above, the AP 14 also supports a large number
ofprocesses, functions, and interfaces useful in the operation of the Wireless Location
System,as well as useful for various applications that desire location information. While
the processes, functions, and interfaces described herein are in this section pertaining to
the AP 14, the implementation of many of these processes, functions, and interfaces
permeates the entire Wireless Location System andtherefore their inventive value should
be not read as being limited only to the AP 14.

Roaming

The AP 14 supports “roaming” between wireless location systemslocated in different
cities or operated by different wireless carriers. If a first wireless transmitter has
subscribedto an application on a first Wireless Location System, and therefore has an
entry in the Tasking List in the first AP 14 in the first Wireless Location System, then the
first wireless transmitter may also subscribe to roaming. Each AP 14 and TLP 12 in each

_ Wireless Location System contains a table in which a list of valid “home” subscriber
identities is maintained. Thelist is typically a range, and for example, for current cellular
telephones, the range can be determined by the NPA/NXX codes(or area code and
exchange) associated with the MIN or MSID of cellular telephones. When a wireless
transmitter meeting the “home”criteria makes a transmission, a TLP 12 receives
demodulated data from one or more SCS’s 10 and checksthe trigger information in the
Signal ofInterest Table . If any trigger criterion is met, the location processing begins on
that transmission; otherwise, the transmission is not processed by the Wireless Location
System.

Whena first wireless transmitter not meeting the “home”criterion makes a transmission ing

a second Wireless Location System, the second TLP 12 in the second Wireless Location
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System checks the Signal of Interest Table for a trigger. One ofthree actions then occurs:
(i) if the transmission meets an already existing criteria in the Signal of Interest Table, the
transmitter is located and the location record is forwarded from the second AP 14 in the

second Wireless Location System to the first AP 14 in the first Wireless Location System;
(ii) if the first wireless transmitter has a “roamer” entry in the Signal of Interest Table
indicating that the first wireless transmitter has “registered” in the second Wireless

Location System but has no triggercriteria, then the transmission is not processed by the
second Wireless Location System and the expiration timestamp is adjusted as described
below;(iii) if the first wireless transmitter has no “roamer” entry and therefore has not
“registered”, then the demodulateddatais passed from the TLP 12 to the second AP 14.

In the third case above, the second AP 14 uses the identity ofthe first wireless transmitter
to identify the first AP 14 in the first Wireless Location System as the “home” Wireless
Location System ofthe first wireless transmitter. The second AP 14 in the second Wireless
Location System sends a query to the first AP 14 in the first Wireless Location System to
determine whetherthe first wireless transmitter has subscribed to any location application
and therefore has any triggercriteria in the TaskingList ofthe first AP 14. If a triggeris
presentin the first AP 14,the triggercriteria, along with any associated fields and flags, is
sent from the first AP 14 to the second AP 14 and entered in the Tasking List and the
Signal of Interest Table as a “roamer” entry with triggercriteria. If the first AP 14

respondsto the second AP 14 indicatingthat the first wireless transmitter has no trigger
criteria, then the second AP 14 “registers” the first wireless transmitter in the Tasking List
and the Signal ofInterest Table as a “roamer” with no trigger criteria. Thus both current
and future transmissions from the first wireless transmitter can bepositively identified by
the TLP 12 in the second Wireless Location System as being registered withouttrigger
criteria, and the second AP 14 is not required to make additional queriesto the first AP 14.

Whenthe second AP 14 registers the first wireless transmitter with a roamerentry in the
Fasking List and the Signal of Interest Table with or withouttriggercriteria, the roamer
entry is assigned an expiration timestamp. The expiration timestampis set to the current
time plus a predeterminedfirst interval. Every timethe first wireless transmitter makes a
transmission, the expiration timestampofthe roamerentry in the Tasking List and the
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Signal ofInterest Table is adjusted to the current time of the most recent transmission plus
the predeterminedfirst interval. If the first wireless transmitter makes no further

transmissionsprior to the expiration timestampofits roamerentry, then the roamer entry
is automatically deleted. If, subsequentto the deletion, the first wireless transmitter makes
another transmission, then the process of registering occurs again.

The first AP 14 and second AP 14 maintain communications over a wide area network.
The network may be based upon TCP/IP or upon a protocol similar to the most recent
version of IS-41. Each AP 14 in communications with other AP’s in other wireless
location systems maintainsatablethat provides the identity of each AP 14 and Wireless
Location System corresponding to each valid range ofidentities of wireless transmitters.

Multiple Pass Location Records

Certain applications may require a very fast estimate of the general location of a wireless
transmitter, followed by a more accurate estimate of the location that can be sent
subsequently. This can be valuable, for example, for E9-1-1 systems that handle wireless
calls and must makea call routing decision very quickly, but can waitalittle longerfora
more exactlocation to be displayed upon the E9-1-1 call-taker’s electronic map terminal.
The Wireless Location System supports these applications with an inventive multiple pass
location processing mode, described later. The AP 14 supports this mode with multiple
pass location records. For certain entries, the Tasking List in the AP 14 contains a flag
indicating the maximum timelimit before which a particular application must receive a |
rough estimate oflocation, and a second maximum time limit in which a particular
application mustreceive a final location estimate. For these certain applications, the AP 14
includes a flag in the location record indicating the status of the location estimate
containedin the record, which may, for example, be set to first pass estimate(i.e. rough)
or final pass estimate. The Wireless Location System will generally determinethe best
location estimate within the time limit set by the application,that is the Wireless Location
System will process the most amount of RF data that can be supportedin thetimelimit.
Given that any particular wireless transmission can trigger a location record for one or
more applications, the Wireless Location System supports multiple modes simultaneously.
For example, a wireless transmitter with a particular MIN can dial “911”. This maytrigger
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a two-passlocation record for the E9-1-1 application, but a single pass location record for
a fleet managementapplication that is monitoring that particular MIN. This can be
extended to any numberofapplications.

Multiple Demodulation and Triggers

In wireless communications systemsin urban or dense suburban areas, frequencies or
channels can be re-used several times within relatively close distances. Since the Wireless
Location System is capable of independently detecting and demodulating wireless
transmissions withoutthe aid of the wireless communications system, a single wireless
transmission can frequently be detected and successfully demodulated at multiple SCS’s
10 within the Wireless Location System. This can happenboth intentionally and
unintentionally. An unintentional occurrenceis caused bya close frequencyre-use, such
that a particular wireless transmission can be received above a predetermined threshold at
more than one SCS 10, when each SCS10 believesit is monitoring only transmissions
that occur only within the cell site collocated with the SCS 10. An intentional occurrence
is caused by programming more than one SCS 10 to detect and demodulate transmissions
that occur at a particular cell site and on a particular frequency. As described earlier, this is
generally used with adjacent or nearby SCS’s 10 to provide system demodulation
redundancyto further increase the probability that any particular wireless transmissionis
successful detected and demodulated.

Either type of event could potentially lead to multiple triggers within the Wireless
Location System, causing location processing to beinitiated several times for the same
transmission. This causes an excessandinefficient use ofprocessing and communications
resources. Therefore, the Wireless Location System includes meansto detect when the
sametransmission has been detected and demodulated more than once, andto select the
best demodulating SCS 10 as the Starting point for location processing. Whenthe Wireless
Location System detects and successfully demodulates the same transmission multiple
timesat multiple SCS/antennas, the Wireless Location System uses the followingcriteria
to select the one demodulating SCS/antennato use to continue the process ofdetermining
whetherto trigger and possibly initiate location processing (again, thesecriteria may be
weighted in determiningthe final decision): (i) an SCS/antennacollocated at the cell site
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to whichaparticular frequency has been assignedis preferred over another SCS/antenna,
but this preference may be adjustedifthere is no operating and on-line SCS/antenna

collocated at the cell site to which the particular frequency has been assigned,(ii)
SCS/antennas with higher average SNR are preferred over those with lower average SNR,
and (iii) SCS/antennas with fewerbiterrors in demodulating the transmission are preferred
over those with higherbit errors. The weighting applied to each of these preferences may
be adjusted by the operator of the Wireless Location System to suit the particular design of

each system.

Interface to Wireless Communications System

The Wireless Location System contains meansto communicate over an interface to a
wireless communications system, such as a mobile switching center (MSC) or mobile
positioning controller (MPC). This interface may be based, for example, on a standard
secure protocol such as the mostrecent version of the IS-41 or TCP/IP protocols. The
formats, fields, and authentication aspects of these protocols are well known. The Wireless
Location System supports a variety of command / response and informational messages
overthis interface that are designedto aid in the successful detection, demodulation, and
triggering of wireless transmissions, as well as providing meansto passlocation records to
the wireless communications system. In particular, this interface provides means for the
Wireless Location System to obtain information about which wireless transmitters have
been assignedto particular voice channel parameters at particular cell sites. Example
messages supported by the Wireless Location System overthis interface to the wireless
communications system include the following:

Query on MIN / MDN / MSID / IMSI/ TMSI Mapping — Certain types ofwireless
transmitters will transmit their identity in a familiar form that can be dialed over the
telephone network. Other types ofwireless transmitters transmit an identity that cannot
be dialed, but which is translated into a numberthat can be dialed using a table inside
of the wireless communications system. The transmitted identity is permanentin most
cases, but can also be temporary. Users oflocation applications connected to the AP
14 typically prefer to place triggers onto the Tasking List using identities that can be
dialed. Identities that can be dialed are typically known as Mobile Directory Numbers
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(MDN). The othertypes of identities for which translation may be required includes
Mobile Identity Number (MIN), Mobile Subscriber Identity (MSID), International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), and Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity
(TMS). If the wireless communications system has enabled the use of encryption for
any ofthe data fields in the messages transmitted by wireless transmitters, the Wireless -

Location System mayalso query for encryption information along with the identity
information. The Wireless Location System includes meansto query the wireless
communications system for the alternate identities for a trigger identity that has been
placed onto the Tasking List by a location application, or to query the wireless
communications system for alternate identities for an identity that has been
demodulated by an SCS 10. Other events can also trigger this type of query. Forthis
type of query, typically the Wireless Location System initiates the command,and the
wireless communications system responds.

Query / Command Change on Voice RF Channel Assignment — Manywireless
transmissions on voice channels do not contain identity information. Therefore, when
the Wireless Location System is triggered to perform location processing on a voice
channel transmission, the Wireless Location System queriesthe wireless
communication system to obtain the current voice channel assignmentinformation for
the particular transmitter for which the Wireless Location System hasbeentriggered.
For an AMPStransmission, for example, the Wireless Location System preferably
requires the cell site, sector, and RF channel number currently in use by the wireless
transmitter. For a TDMA transmission, for example, the Wireless Location System
preferably requires the cell site, sector, RF channel number, and timeslot currently in
use by the wireless transmitter. Other information elements that may be needed
includes long code mask and encryption keys. In general, the Wireless Location
System will initiate the command,andthe wireless communications system will
respond. However, the Wireless Location System will also accept a trigger command
from the wireless communications system that contains the information detailed
herein.
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The timing on this command/ response messagesetis very critical since voice channel

handoffs can occur quite frequently in wireless communications systems. Thatis, the
Wireless Location System will locate any wireless transmitter that is transmitting on a
particular channel — therefore the Wireless Location System and the wireless

communications system mustjointly becertain that the identity of the wireless
transmitter and the voice channel assignmentinformation are in perfect
synchronization. The Wireless Location System uses several meansto achievethis
objective. The Wireless Location System may, for example, query the voice channel
assignmentinformation for a particular wireless transmitter, receive the necessary RF
data, then again query the voice channel assignmentinformation for that same wireless
transmitter, and then verify that the status of the wireless transmitter did not change
during the time in which the RF data was being collected by the Wireless Location
System. Location processingis not required to complete before the second query, since
it is only importantto verify that the correct RF data was received. The Wireless
Location System mayalso, for example, as part of the first query commandthe
wireless communications system to prevent a handoff from occurring for the particular
wirelesstransmitter during the time period in which the Wireless Location System is
receiving the RF data. Then, subsequentto collecting the RF data, the Wireless
Location System will again query the voice channel assignmentinformation forthat
Same wireless transmitter, commandthe wireless communications system to again
permit handoffs for said wireless transmitter and then verify that the status of the

wireless transmitter did not changeduring the time in which the RF data was being
collected by the Wireless Location System.

For various reasons,either the Wireless Location System or the wireless

communications system mayprefer that the wireless transmitter be assigned to another
voice RF channelprior to performing location processing. Therefore, as part of the
command / response sequence, the wireless communications system may instruct the
Wireless Location System to temporarily suspend location processing until the
wireless communications system has completed a handoff sequence with the wireless
transmitter, and the wireless communications system has notified the Wireless
Location System that RF data can be received, and the voice RF channel upon which
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the data can be received. Alternately, the Wireless Location System may determine

that the particular voice RF channel which a particular wireless transmitteris currently
using is unsuitable for obtaining an acceptable location estimate, and requestthat the
wireless communications system commandthe wireless transmitter to handoff.

Alternately, the Wireless Location System may request that the wireless

communications system commandthe wireless transmitter to handoff to a series of

voice RF channels in sequencein orderto perform a series of location estimates,
whereby the Wireless Location System can improve uponthe accuracy ofthe location
estimate through the series of handoffs; this method is further described later.

The Wireless Location System can also use this command / response messageset to
query the wireless communications system aboutthe identity of a wireless transmitter

that had been usinga particular voice channel (and timeslot, etc.) at a particular cell
site at a particular time. This enables the Wireless Location System to first perform
location processing on transmissions without knowingthe identities, and then to later
determine the identity of the wireless transmitters making the transmissions and
appendthis information to the location record. This particular inventive feature

enablesthe use of automatic sequential location of voice channel transmissions.

Receive Triggers — The Wireless Location System can receive triggers from the
wireless communications system to performlocation processing on a voice channel
transmission without knowing the identity of the wireless transmitter. This message set
bypassesthe Tasking List, and does not use the triggering mechanismswithin the
Wireless Location System. Rather, the wireless communications system alone
determines which wireless transmissions to locate, and then send a commandto the
Wireless Location System to collect RF data from a particular voice channelat a

particular cell site and to perform location processing. The Wireless Location System
respondswith a confirmation containing a timestamp whenthe RF data was collected.
The Wireless Location System also responds with an appropriate format location
record whenlocation processing has completed. Based uponthe time of the command

to Wireless Location System and the response with the RF data collection timestamp,
the wireless communications system determines whetherthe wireless transmitter status
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changed subsequent to the commandand whetherthere is a good probability of

successful RF data collection.

Make Transmit — The Wireless Location System can commandthe wireless

communications system to force a particular wireless transmitter to make a

transmission at a particular time, or within a prescribed rangeof times. The wireless

communications system responds with a confirmation and a time or time range in

which to expect the transmission. The types of transmissionsthat the Wireless

Location System can force include, for example, audit responses and page responses.
Using this messageset, the Wireless Location System can also commandthe wireless

communications system to force the wireless transmitter to transmit using a higher

powerlevelsetting. In many cases, wireless transmitters will attempt to use the lowest

powerlevel settings when transmitting in order to conservebattery life. In order

improvethe accuracy ofthe location estimate, the Wireless Location System may
prefer that the wireless transmitter use a higher powerlevel setting. The wireless

communications system will respond to the Wireless Location System with a

confirmation that the higher powerlevel setting will be used and a timeortime range
in which to expect the transmission.

Delay Wireless Communications System Response to Mobile Access — Someair

interface protocols, such as CDMA,use a mechanism in which the wireless transmitter

initiates transmissions on a channel, such as an Access Channel, for example, at the .
lowest or a very low powerlevel setting, and then enters a sequence of steps in which
(i) the wireless transmitter makes an access transmission; (11) the wireless transmitter

waits for a response from the wireless communications system; (iii) if no responseis
received by the wireless transmitter from the wireless communications system within a
predetermined time, the wireless transmitter increases its powerlevel setting by a

predetermined amount, and thenreturnsto step (i); (iv) if a responseis received by the
wireless transmitter from the wireless communications system within a predetermined
time, the wireless transmitter then enters a normal message exchange. This mechanism
is useful to ensure that the wireless transmitter uses only the lowest useful powerlevel
setting for transmitting and does noi further waste energy or battery life. It is possible,
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however, that the lowest powerlevel setting at which the wireless transmitter can

successfully communicate with the wireless communications system is not sufficient
to obtain an acceptable location estimate. Therefore, the Wireless Location System can
command the wireless communications system to delay its response to these
transmissions by a predetermined time or amount. This delaying action will cause the
wireless transmitter to repeat the sequence of Steps (i). through (iii) one or moretimes
than normalwith the result that one or moreofthe access transmissionswill be at a.

higher powerlevel than normal. The higher powerlevel may preferably enable the
Wireless Location System to determine a more accurate location estimate. The
Wireless Location System may commandthis type of delaying action for either a
particular wireless transmitter, for a particular type of wireless transmission (for
example, for all ‘911’ calls), for wireless transmitters that are at a specified range from
the basestation to which the transmitteris attempting to communicate,orfor all
wireless transmitters in a particular area.

Send Confirmation to Wireless Transmitter — The Wireless Location System does not
include meanswithinto notify the wireless transmitter of an action becausethe
Wireless Location System cannot transmit; as described earlier the Wireless Location
System can only receive transmissions. Therefore, if the Wireless Location System
desires to send, for example, a confirmation tone upon the completion ofa certain
action, the Wireless Location System commandsthe wireless communications system
to transmit a particular message. The message mayinclude, for example, an audible
confirmation tone, spoken message,or synthesized message to the wireless transmitter,
or a text messagesent via a short messagingservice or a page. The Wireless Location
System receives confirmation from the wireless communications system that the
messagehas been accepted andsent to the wireless transmitter. This command /

response message set is importantin enabling the Wireless Location System to support
certain end-user application functions such as Prohibit Location Processing.

Report Location Records — The Wireless Location System automatically reports
location records to the wireless communications system for those wireless transmitters
tasked to report to the wireless communications system, as well as for those
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transmissionsthat the wireless communications system initiated triggers. The Wireless
Location System also reports on any historical location record queried by the wireless
communications system and which the wireless communications system is authorized
to receive.

Monitor Internal Wireless Communications System Interfaces, State Table
In addition to this above interface between the Wireless Location System and the wireless
communications system, the Wireless Location System also includes means to monitor

existing interfaces within the wireless communications system for the purpose of
intercepting messages important to the Wireless Location System for identifying wireless
transmitters and the RF channels in use by these transmitters. These interfaces may
include, for example, the “‘a-interface”and “‘a-bis interface” used in wireless

communications systems employing the GSMairinterface protocol]. These interfaces are

well-known and published in various standards. By monitoring the bi-directional messages
on these interfaces between basestations (BTS),base station controllers (BSC), and
mobile switching centers (MSC), and other points, the Wireless Location System can
obtain the same information aboutthe assignmentofwireless transmitters to specific
channels as the wireless communications system itself knows. The Wireless Location
System includes means to monitorthese interfaces at various points. For example, the SCS
10 may monitor a BTS to BSCinterface. Altemately, a TLP 12 or AP 14 may also monitor
a BSC where a numberofBTSto BSC interfaces have been concentrated. The interfaces
internalto the wireless communications system are not encrypted and the layered
protocols are known to those familiar with the art. The advantage to the Wireless Location
System to monitoring theseinterfaces is that the Wireless Location System may not be
required to independently detect and demodulate control channel messages from wireless
transmitters. In addition, the Wireless Location System mayobtain all necessary voice
channel assignmentinformation from theseinterfaces.

Using these meansfor a control channel transmission, the SCS 10 receives the

transmissions as described earlier and records the control channel RF data into memory
without performing detection and demodulation. Separately, the Wireless Location System
monitors the messages occurring over prescribed interfaces within the wireless
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communications system, and causesa trigger in the Wireless Location System when the

Wireless Location System discovers a message containingatrigger event. Initiated by the
trigger event, the Wireless Location System determines the approximately time at which
the wireless transmission occurred, and commandsa first SCS 10 and a second SCS 10B

to each search its memory forthestart of transmission. This first SCS 10A chosenis an

SCSthat is either collocated with the base station to which the wireless transmitter had

communicated, or an SCS whichis adjacent to the base station to which the wireless
transmitter had communicated. Thatis, the first SCS 10A is an SCS which would have

been assigned the control channel as a primary channel. If the first SCS 10A successfully
determines andreports thestart of the transmission, then location processing proceeds
normally, using the means described below.If the first SCS 10A cannot successfully
determinethestart of transmission, then the second SCS 10B reports the start of
transmission, and then location processing proceeds normally.

The Wireless Location System also uses these meansfor voice channel transmissions. For

all triggers contained in the Tasking List, the Wireless Location System monitors the
prescribed interfaces for messages pertaining to those triggers. The messagesof interest
include, for example, voice channel assignment messages, handoff messages, frequency
hopping messages, powerup / power down messages, directed re-try messages,
termination messages, and other similar action and status messages. The Wireless
Location System continuously maintains a copy ofthe state and status of these wireless

transmitters in a State Table in the AP 14. Eachtimethat the Wireless Location System
detects a message pertaining to oneofthe entries in the Tasking List, the Wireless
Location System updatesits own State Table. Thereafter, the Wireless Location System
maytrigger to perform location processing, such as on a regular timeinterval, and access
the State Table to determine precisely whichcell site, sector, RF channel, and timeslot is
presently being used by the wireless transmitter. The example contained herein described
the means by which the Wireless Location System interfaces to a GSM based wireless
communications system. The Wireless Location System also supports similar functions
with systems based uponotherair interfaces.
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Forcertain air interfaces, such as CDMA,the Wireless Location System also keeps certain
identity information obtained from Accessbursts in the control channelin the State Table;
this information is later used for decoding the masksused for voice channels. For

example, the CDMA air interface protocol uses the Electronic Serial Number (ESN) of a
wireless transmitter to, in part, determine the long code maskusedin the coding of voice
channeltransmissions. The Wireless Location System maintains this information in the

State Table for entries in the Tasking List because many wireless transmitters may
transmit the information only once; for example, many CDMA mobiles will only transmit
their ESN duringthe first Access burst after the wireless transmitter become active in a

geographicarea. This ability to independently determine the long code maskis very useful
in cases wherean interface between the Wireless Location System and the wireless

communications system is not operative and/or the Wireless Location System is not able
to monitor oneof the interfaces internal to the wireless communications system. The
operator of the Wireless Location System may optionally set the Wireless Location

System to maintain the identity information forall wireless transmitters. In addition to the

abovereasons, the Wireless Location System can provide the voice channeltracking for
all wireless transmitters that trigger location processing by calling “911”. As described
earlier, the Wireless Location System uses dynamic tasking to provide location to a

wireless transmitter for a prescribed time after dialing “911”, for example. By maintaining
the identity information for all wireless transmitters in the State Table, the Wireless

_Location System is able to provide voice channel tracking for all transmitters in the event

of a prescribed trigger event, and not just those with prior entries in the TaskingList.

Applications Interface

Using the AP 14, the Wireless Location System supports a variety of standards based
interfaces to end-user andcarrier location applications using secure protocols such as
TCP/IP, X.25, SS-7, and IS-41. Each interface between the AP 14 and an extemal

application is a secure and authenticated connection that permits the AP 14 to positively
verify the identity of the application that is connected to the AP 14. This is necessary
because each connectedapplicationis granted only limited access to location records on a
real-time and/orhistorical basis. In addition, the AP 14 supports additional command /
response, real-time, and post-processing functionsthat are further detailed below. Access
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to these additional functions also requires authentication, The AP 14 maintainsa userlist
and the authentication means associated with each user. No application can gain accessto
location records or functions for which the application does not have proper authentication
or access rights. In addition, the AP 14 supports full logging ofall actions taken by each
application in the event that problemsarise ora later investigation into actionsis required.
For each commandorfunction in thelist below,the AP 14 preferably supports a protocol
in which each action or the result of eachis confirmed, as appropriate.

Edit Tasking List ~ This command permits external applicationsto add, remove, or
edit entries in the Tasking List, including anyfields and flags associated with each
entry. This commandcan be supported on a single entry basis, or a batch entry basis
wherealist of entries is included in a single command.Thelatter is useful, for
example, in a bulk application such aslocation sensitive billing whereby larger
volumesofwireless transmitters are being supported by the external application, and it
is desired to minimize protocol overhead. This commandcan add or delete
applications for a particular entry in the Tasking List, however, this command cannot
delete an entry entirely if the entry also contains other applications not associated with
or authorized bythe application issuing the command.

Set Location Interval — The Wireless Location System can beset to perform location
processing at any interval for a particular wireless transmitter, on either control or
voice channels. For example, certain applications may require the location of a
wireless transmitter every few seconds whenthe transmitter is engaged on a voice
channel. Whenthe wireless transmitter make an initial transmission, the Wireless
Location System initially triggers using a standard entry in the Tasking List. If one of
the fields or flags in this entry specifies updated location onaset interval, then the
Wireless Location System creates a dynamictask in the TaskingList thatistriggered
by a timerinstead of an identity or other transmitted criteria. Each time the timer
expires, which can range from 1 second to several hours, the Wireless Location
System will automatically trigger to locate the wireless transmitter. The Wireless
Location System usesits interface to the wireless communications system to query
Status of the wireless transmitter, including voice call parameters as describedearlier.
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If the wireless transmitter is engaged on a voice channel, then the Wireless Location

System performslocation processing. If the wireless transmitter is not engaged in any
existing transmissions, the Wireless Location System will commandthe wireless

communications system to make the wireless transmitter immediately transmit. When

the dynamictask is set, the Wireless Location System also sets an expiration time at
which the dynamictask ceases.

End-User Addition / Deletion — This commandcan be executed by an end-user of a
wireless transmitter to place the identity of the wireless transmitter onto the Tasking
List with location processing enabled, to remove the identity of the wireless transmitter
from the Tasking List and therefore eliminate identity as a trigger, or to place the
identity of the wireless transmitter onto the Tasking List with location processing
disabled. When location processing has been disabled by the end-user, known as
Prohibit Location Processing then no location processing will be performed for the
wireless transmitter. The operator of the Wireless Location System can optionally
select one of several actions by the Wireless Location System in responseto a Prohibit
Location Processing commandbythe enduser: (i) the disabling action can override all
other triggers in the TaskingList, includinga trigger due to an emergency call such as
“911”, (ii) the disabling action can override any othertrigger in the Tasking List,
excepta trigger due to an emergencycall such as “91 1”, (ili) the disabling action can
be overridden by other select triggers in the TaskingList. In thefirst case, the end-user
is granted complete control overthe privacyof the transmissionsby the wireless
transmitter, as no location processing will be performed onthat transmitter for any
reason. In the second case, the end-user may still receive the benefits of location
during an emergency,but at no othertimes. In an example of the third case, an
employer whois the real ownerofa particular wireless transmitter can override an

end-user action by an employee whois using the wireless transmitter as part of the job
but who maynotdesire to be located. The Wireless Location System may query the
wireless communications system, as described above, to obtain the mappingofthe
identity containedin the wireless transmission to other identities.
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Theadditions and deletions by the end-user are effected by dialed sequences of
characters and digits and pressing the “SEND”or equivalent button on the wireless

transmitter. These sequences maybeoptionally chosen and made known by the
operator of the Wireless Location System. For example, one sequence may be “*55

SEND”to disable location processing. Other sequencesare also possible. When the
end-usercan dialed this prescribed sequence, the wireless transmitter will transmit the

sequence over oneofthe prescribed control channels ofthe wireless communications

system. Since the Wireless Location System independently detects and demodulates all

reverse control channel transmissions, the Wireless Location System can

independently interpret the prescribed dialed sequence and makethe appropriate
feature updates to the Tasking List, as described above. Whenthe Wireless Location

System has completed the updateto the Tasking List, the Wireless Location System
commands the wireless communications system to send a confirmationto the end-user.

Asdescribed earlier, this may take the form of an audible tone, recorded or
synthesized voice, or a text message. This commandis executed over the interface

between the Wireless Location System and the wireless communications system.

Command Transmit — This commandallows external applications to cause the
Wireless Location System to send a command tothe wireless communications system
to makea particular wireless transmitter, or group ofwireless transmitters, transmit.
This command maycontainaflagorfield that the wireless transmitter(s) should
transmit immediatelyor at a prescribed time. This commandhasthe effort of locating
the wireless transmitter(s) upon command,since the transmissions will be detected,
demodulated, andtriggered, causing location processing and the generation of a
location record. This is useful in eliminating or reducing any delay in determining
location such as waiting for the next registration time period for the wireless
transmitter or waiting for an independent transmission to occur.

External Database Query and Update ~ The Wireless Location System includes means
to access an external database, to query the said external database using the identity of
the wireless transmitter or other parameters contained in the transmission or the trigger
criteria, and to merge the data obtained from the external database with the data
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generated by the Wireless Location System to create a new enhancedlocationrecord.

The enhancedlocation record may then be forwarded to requesting applications. The
external database may contain, for example, data elements such as customer

information, medical information, subscribed features, application related information,
customer account information, contact information, or sets of prescribed actions to

take upona location trigger event. The Wireless Location System may also cause

updates to the external database, for example, to increment or decrement a billing
counter associated with the provision of location services, or to update the external

database with thelatest location record associated with the particular wireless

transmitter. The Wireless Location System contains means to performedthe actions

described herein on more than one external database. Thelist and sequence of external
databases to access and the subsequentactionsto take are contained in one of the fields

contained in the trigger criteria in the Tasking List.

Random AnonymousLocation Processing — The Wireless Location System includes
meansto perform large scale random anonymouslocation processing. This function is

valuableto certain types of applications that require the gathering of a large volume of
data abouta population ofwireless transmitters without consideration to the specific
identities of the individual transmitters. Applicationsofthis type include: RF
Optimization, which enables wireless carriers to measure the performance of the
wireless communications system by simultaneously determining location and other
parameters of a transmission; Traffic Management, which enables government

agencies and commercial concernsto monitorthe flow oftraffic on various highways
usingstatistically significant samples of wireless transmitters travelling in vehicles;
and Local Traffic Estimation, which enables commercial enterprises to estimate the

flow of traffic around a particular area which may help determinethe viability of
particular businesses.

Applications requesting random anonymouslocation processing optionally receive
location records from twosources: (i) a copy oflocation records generated for other
applications, and (ii) location records which have been triggered randomly by the
Wireless Location System without regard to any specific criteria. All of the location
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records generated from either source are forwarded with all of the identity and trigger
criteria information removed from the location records; however,the requesting
application(s) can determine whether the record was generated from the fully random

processor is a copy from anothertriggercriteria. The random location records are

generated by a low priority task within the Wireless Location System that performs

location processing on randomlyselected transmissions whenever processing and
communications resourcesare available and would otherwise be unused at a particular
instant in time. The requesting application(s) can specify whether the random location

processing is performedover the entire coverage area of a Wireless Location System,
over specific geographic areas such as along prescribed highways, or by the coverage
areas ofspecific cell sites. Thus, the requesting application(s) can direct the resources

of the Wireless Location System to those area of greatest interest to each application.
Depending on the randomnessdesired by the application(s), the Wireless Location

System can adjust preferences for randomlyselecting certain types of transmissions,
for example, registration messages, origination messages, page response messages,or
voice channel transmissions.

Anonymous Tracking of a Geographic Group — The Wireless Location System
includes meansto trigger location processing on a repetitive basis for anonymous
groups of wireless transmitters within a prescribed geographic area. For example, a
particular location application may desire to monitor the travel route of a wireless

transmitter over a prescribed period of time, but without the Wireless Location System
disclosing the particular identity of the wireless transmitter. The period of time may be
many hours, days, or weeks. Using the means, the Wireless Location System:
randomly selects a wireless transmitter that initiates a transmission in the geographic
areaofinterest to the application; performs location processing on the transmission of
interest; irreversibly translates and encrypts the identity of the wireless transmitter into

a new codedidentifier; creates a location record using Only the new codedidentifier as

an identifying means; forwards the location record to the requesting location

application(s); and creates a dynamictask in the Tasking List for the wireless .
transmitter, where the dynamic task has an associated expiration time. Subsequently,
wheneverthe prescribed wireless transmitterinitiates transmission, the Wireless
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Location System shall trigger using the dynamic task, perform location processing on
the transmission ofinterest, irreversibly translate and encryptthe identity of the

wireless transmitter into the new codedidentifier using the same meansas prior such

that the coded identifier is the same, create a location record using the coded identifier,

and forward the location record to the requesting location application(s). The means

described herein can be combined with other functions of the Wireless Location

System to perform this type of monitoring use either control or voice channel
transmissions. Further, the means described herein completely preserve the private

identity of the wireless transmitter, yet enables another class of applications that can

monitorthe travel patterns of wireless transmitters. This class of applications can be of

great value in determining the planning and design of new roads,alternate route

planning, or the construction of commercial andretail space. —

Location Record Grouping, Sorting, and Labeling — The Wireless Location System

include meansto post-processthe locationrecords for certain requesting applications

to group,sort, or label the location records. For each interface supported by the

Wireless Location System, the Wireless Location System stores a profile of the types

of data for which the application is both authorized and requesting, and the types of

filters or post-processing actions desired by the application. Many applications, such as

the examples contained herein, do not require individual location records or the

specific identities of individual transmitters. For example, an RF optimization

application derives more value fromalarge data set of location records fora particular

cell site or channel than it can from any individual location record. For another

example, a traffic monitoring application requires only location records from

transmitters that are on prescribed roads or highways, and additionally requires that

these records be grouped by section of road or highway and bydirection oftravel.

Other applications may request that the Wireless Location System forward location

records that have been formatted to enhancevisual display appeal by, for example,

adjusting the location estimate of the transmitter so that the transmitter’s location

appears onan electronic mapdirectly on a drawn road segment rather than adjacent to

the road segment. Therefore, the Wireless Location System preferably “‘snaps’’ the

location estimate to the nearest drawn road segment.
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The Wireless Location System can filter and report location records to an application
for wireless transmitters communicating only on a particular cell site, sector, RF

channel, or group of RF channels. Before forwarding the record to the requesting

application, the Wireless Location System first verifies that the appropriate fields in
the record satisfy the requirements. Records not matching the requirementsare not

forwarded, and records matching the requirements are forwarded. Somefilters are

geographic and mustbe calculated by the Wireless Location System. For example, the
Wireless Location System can processa location record to determinethe closest road

segment anddirection oftravel of the wireless transmitter on the road segment. The
Wireless Location System can then forward only recordsto the application that are

determinedto be on a particular road segment, and can furtherenhance the location

record by addinga field containing the determined road segment. In order to determine

the closest road segment, the Wireless Location System is provided with a database of

road segments ofinterest by the requesting application. This database is stored ina
table where each road segmentis stored with a latitude and longitude coordinate

defining the end point of each segment. Each road segment can be modeled as a

straight or curved line, and can be modeled to support one or twodirectionsoftravel.
Then for each location record determined by the Wireless Location System, the

Wireless Location System comparesthe latitude and longitudein the location record to

each road segmentstored in the database, and determines the shortest distance from a

modeledline connecting the end points of the segmentto the latitude and longitude of

- the location record. The shortest distance is a calculated imaginary line orthogonalto

the line connecting the two end pointsof the stored road segment. Whentheclosest

road segmenthas been determined, the Wireless Location System can further
determinethe direction oftravel on the road segment by comparingthe direction of

travel of the wireless transmitter reported by the location processingto the orientation

of the road segment. Thedirection that produces the smallest error with respectto the

orientation of the road segments is then reported by the Wireless Location System.
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Network Operations Console (NOC) 16

The NOC 16 is a network management system that permits operators of the Wireless
Location System easy access to the programming parametersof the Wireless Location
System. For example, in some cities, the Wireless Location System may contain many
hundreds or even thousands of SCS’s 10. The NOCis the most effective way to manage a

large Wireless Location System, using graphical user interface capabilities. The NOC will
also receive real timealerts if certain functions within the Wireless Location System are

not operating properly. These real time alerts can be used by the operatorto take
corrective action quickly and prevent a degradation of location service. Experience with
trials of the Wireless Location System show thatthe ability of the system to maintain good
location accuracy over timeis directly related to the operator’s ability to keep the system

operating withinits predetermined parameters.

Location Processing

The Wireless Location System is capable of performing location processing using two
different methods known as central based processing and station based processing. Both

techniques werefirst disclosed in Patent Number 5,327,144, and are further enhanced in
this specification. Location processing depends in part on the ability to accurately
determinecertain phase characteristics of the signal as received at multiple antennas and at

multiple SCS’s 10. Therefore,it is an object of the Wireless Location System to identify
and removesourcesofphaseerrorthat impedetheability of the location processing to
determine the phase characteristics of the received signal. Onesource of phaseerroris |
inside of the wireless transmitter itself, namely the oscillator (typically a crystal oscillator)

and the phase lock loopsthat allow the phoneto tune to specific channels for transmitting.
Lowercostcrystal oscillators will generally have higher phase noise. Someair interface
specifications, such as IS-136 and IS-95A, have specifications covering the phase noise
with which a wireless telephone can transmit. Other air interface specifications, such as

IS-553A, do not closely specify phase noise.It is therefore an object of the present
invention to automatically reduce and/or eliminate a wireless transmitter’s phase noise as a
source of phaseerrorin location processing,in part by automatically selecting the use of
central based processingorstation based processing. The automatic selection will also
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consider the efficiency with which the communications link between the SCS 10 and the
TLP 12 is used, and the availability of DSP resourcesat each of the SCS 10 and TLP 12.

Whenusingcentral based processing, the TDOA and FDOAdetermination and the
multipath processing are performed in the TLP 12 along with the position and speed
determination. This method is preferred whenthe wireless transmitter has a phase noise

that is above a predetermined threshold. In these cases, central based processing is most
effective in reducing or eliminating the phase noise of the wireless transmitter as a source
of phase error because the TDOAestimateis performedusing a digital representation of
the actual RF transmission from two antennas, which maybe at the same SCS 10 or

different SCS’s 10. In this method,those skilled in the art will recognize that the phase

noise of the transmitter is a common modenoise in the TDOAprocessing, and therefore is

self-canceling in the TDOAdetermination process. This method worksbest, for example,
with many very low cost AMPScellular telephones that have a high phase noise. The
basic steps in central based processing includethe steps recited below and represented in
the flowchart of Figure 6:

a wireless transmitter initiates a transmission oneither a control channel or a voice

channel(step $50);

the transmission is received at multiple antennas and at multiple SCS’s 10 in the

Wireless Location System (step S51);

the transmission is converted into a digital format in the receiver connected to each

SCS/antenna (step S52);
the digital data is stored in a memory in the receivers in each SCS 10 (step $53);
the transmission is demodulated (step $54);

the Wireless Location System determines whetherto begin location processing for the

transmission (step S55);

if triggered, the TLP 12 requests copies of the digital data from the memory in receivers
at multiple SCS’s 10 (step S56);

digital data is sent from multiple SCS’s 10 to a selected TLP 12 (step S57);

the TLP 12 performs TDOA, FDOA,and multipath mitigation onthe digital data from

pairs of antennas (step S58);
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the TLP 12 performsposition and speed determination using the TDOAdata, and then
creates a location record and forwards the location record to the AP 14 (step S59).

The Wireless Location System uses a variable number of bits to represent the transmission
when sendingdigital data from the SCS’s 10 to the TLP 12. As discussedearlier, the SCS
receiver digitizes wireless transmissions with a highresolution, or a high number of bits
per digital sample in order to achieve a sufficient dynamic range. This is especially
required when using widebanddigital receivers, which maybe simultaneously receiving
signals near to the SCS 10A andfar from the SCS 10B. For example, up to 14 bits may be
required to represent a dynamic range of 84 dB. Location processing does not always
require the high resolution per digital sample, however. Frequently, locations ofsufficient
accuracy are achievable by the Wireless Location System using a fewer numberofbits per
digital sample. Therefore, to minimize the implementation costof the Wireless Location
System by conserving bandwidth on the communication links between each SCS 10 and
TLP 12, the Wireless Location System determinesthe fewest numberofbits required to
digitally represent a transmission while still maintaining a desired accuracylevel. This
determination is based, for example, on the particular air interface protocol used by the
wireless transmitter, the SNR of the transmission, the degree to which the transmission has

been perturbed by fading and/or multipath, and the currentstate of the processing and
communication queues in each SCS 10. The number of bits sent from the SCS 10 to the
TLP 12 are reduced in two ways: the numberofbits per sample is minimized, and the

shortest length, or fewest segments, of the transmission possible is used for location
processing. The TLP 12 can usethis minimal RF data to perform location processing and
then comparetheresult with the desired accuracylevel. This comparison is performed on
the basis of a confidenceintervalcalculation.If the location estimate does not fall within

the desired accuracy limits, the TLP 12 will recursively request additional data from
selected SCS’s 10. The additional data may include an additional numberofbits per

digital sample and/or may include more segments of the transmission. This process of |
requesting additional data may continue recursively until the TLP 12 has achieved the
prescribed location accuracy.
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There are additional details to the basic steps described above. Thesedetails are described

in prior Patent Numbers 5,327,144 and 5,608,410 in other parts of this specification. One

enhancementto the processes describedin earlier patents is the selection of a single

reference SCS/antennathat is used for each baseline in the location processing. In prior

art, baselines were determined using pairs of antennasites around a ring. In the present

Wireless Location System,the single reference SCS/antennausedis generally the highest

SNR signal, althoughothercriteria are also used as described below. The use ofa high

SNR reference aids central based location processing when the other SCS/antennas used in

the location processing are very weak, such as at or below thenoisefloor(i.e. zero or

negative signal to noise ratio). When station based location processingis used, the

reference signal is a re-modulated signal, which is intentionally created to have a very high

signal to noise ratio, further aiding location processing for very weak signals at other

SCS/antennas. The actual selection of the reference SCS/antenna is described below.

The Wireless Location System mitigates multipath by first recursively estimating the

components of multipath received in addition to the direct path component and then

subtracting these components from the received signal. Thus the Wireless Location

System models the received signal and compares the model to the actual received signal

and attempts to minimize the difference between the two using a weighted least square

difference. For each transmittedsignal x(t) from a wireless transmitter, the received signal
y(t) at each SCS/antenna is a complex combination ofsignals:

y(t) = Sx (t- tran O°" ™, for all n = 0 to N;

where x(t) is the signal as transmitted by the wireless transmitter;

a, and t, are the complex amplitude and delays of the multipath components;

N is the total number ofmultipath componentsin the received signal; and

ap and to are constants for the most direct path component.

The operator of the Wireless Location System empirically determinesa set of constraints

for each componentofmultipath that applies to the specific environment in which each

Wireless Location System is operating. The purposeofthe constraints is to limit the
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amountofprocessing time that the Wireless Location System spends optimizing the

results for each multipath mitigation calculation. For example, the Wireless Location

System maybeset to determine only four components of multipath:the first component

may be assumedto havea time delay in the range 1), to tp; the second component may

be assumed to havea time delay in the range 12,4 to t2p; the third component may be

assumedto have a time delay in the range 13, to 3p; and similar for the fourth

component; howeverthe fourth componentis a single value that effectively represents a
complex combination of manytensof individual (and somewhatdiffuse) multipath
components whosetime delays exceed the rangeofthe third component. For ease of

processing, the Wireless Location System transformsthe prior equation into the frequency
domain, and then solves for the individual components suchthat a weighted least squares
difference is minimized.

Whenusingstation based processing, the TDOA and FDOAdetermination and multipath
mitigation are performed in the SCS’s 10, while the position and speed determination are

typically performed in the TLP 12. The main advantage of station based processing, as
described in Patent Number5,327,144,is reducing the amountofdata that is sent on the

communication link between each SCS 10 and TLP 12. However, there maybe other

advantages as well. One new objective of the present inventionis increasing the effective
signal processing gain during the TDOA processing. Aspointed out earlier, central based

- processing has the advantageofeliminating or reducing phase error caused by the phase
noise in the wireless transmitter. However, no previous disclosure has addressed how to

eliminate or reduce the same phase noise error when using station based processing. The
present invention reducesthe phaseerror and increasesthe effective signal processing gain
using the steps recited below and shownin Figure6:

a wireless transmitter initiates a transmission oneither a control channel or a voice

channel(step S60);

the transmission is received at multiple antennas andat multiple SCS’s 10 in the
Wireless Location System (step S61);

the transmission is converted into a digital format in the receiver connected to each
antenna(step S62);
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the digital data is stored in a memory in the SCS 10 (step $63);

the transmission is demodulated (step S64);

the Wireless Location System determines whetherto begin location processing for the

transmission (step S65);

if triggered, a‘first SCS 10A demodulates the transmission and determines an

appropriate phase correction interval (step S66);

for each such phasecorrection interval, the first SCS 10A calculates an appropriate

phase correction and amplitude correction, and encodes this phase correction

parameter and amplitude correction parameter along with the demodulated data (step
S67);

the demodulated data and phase correction and amplitudecorrection parameters are sent

from the first SCS 10A to a TLP 12 (step S68);

the TLP 12 determines the SCS’s 10 and receiving antennastouse in thelocation

processing (step S69);

the TLP 12 sends the demodulated data and phase correction and amplitude correction

parameters to each second SCS 10Bthat will be used in the location processing (step
S70);

the first SCS 10 and each second SCS 10Bcreatesa first re-modulated signal based

upon the demodulated data and the phase correction and amplitude correction
parameters(step S71);

the first SCS 10A and each second SCS 10B performs TDOA, FDOA,and multipath
mitigation using the digital data stored in memory in each SCS 10 and thefirst re-
modulated signal (step S72); .

the TDOA, FDOA,and multipath mitigation data are sent from the first SCS 10A and

each second SCS 10B to the TLP 12 (step $73);

the TLP 12 performsposition and speed determination using the TDOAdata (step S74);
and

the TLP 12 creates a location record, and forwardsthe location record to the AP 14 (step
S75).

The advantages of determining phase correction and amplitude correction parameters are
most obviousin the location of CDMA wireless transmitters based upon IS-9S5A.Asis
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well known,the reverse transmissions from an IS-95A transmitter are sent using non-

coherent modulation. Most CDMA basestationsonlyintegrate overa single bit interval

because of the non-coherent modulation. For a CDMA Access Channel, with a bit rate of

4800 bits per second, there are 256 chips sent per bit, which permits an integration gain of

24 dB. Using the technique described above, the TDOAprocessing in each SCS 10 may

integrate, for example, over a full 160 millisecond burst (196,608 chips) to produce an
integration gain of 53 dB. This additional processing gain enables the present invention to
detect and locate CDMA transmissions using multiple SCS’s 10, evenifthe basestations

collocated with the SCS’s 10 cannot detect the same CDMA transmission.

For a particular transmission,if either the phase correction parameters or the amplitude
correction parametersare calculated to be zero, or are not needed, then these parameters
are not sent in order to conserve on the numberofbits transmitted on the communications

link between each SCS 10 and TLP 12.In another embodimentofthe invention, the

Wireless Location System mayuse a fixed phase correction interval for a particular
transmissionorfor all transmissionsofa particular air interface protocol, or for all

transmissions madeby a particular type of wireless transmitter. This may, for example, be
based upon empirical data gathered over some periodoftime by the Wireless Location

System showing a reasonable consistency in the phase noise exhibited by various classes

of transmitters. In these cases, the SCS 10 may save the processing step of determining the
appropriate phase correction interval.

Thoseskilled in the art will recognize that there are many ways of measuring the phase
noise of a wireless transmitter. In one embodiment, a pure, noiseless re-modulated copy of
the signal received at the first SCS 10A may bedigitally generated by DSP’sin the SCS,
then the received signal may be compared against the pure signal over each phase
correction interval and the phase difference may be measured directly. In this

_ embodiment, the phase correction parameter will be calculated as the negative of the phase
difference overthat phase correction interval. The numberofbits required to represent the
phase correction parameter will vary with the magnitude of the phase correction
parameter, and the numberofbits may vary for each phase correction interval. It has been
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observed that some transmissions, for example, exhibit greater phase noiseearly in the
transmission, and less phase noise in the middle of andlaterin the transmission.

Station based processing is most useful for wireless transmitters that have relatively low
phase noise. Although not necessarily required by their respective air interface standards,
wireless telephones that use the TOMA, CDMA,or GSM.protocols will typically exhibit
lower phase noise. As the phase noise of a wireless transmitter increases, the length ofa.
phase correction interval may decrease and/or the numberofbits required to represent the
phase correction parameters increases. Station based processingis not effective when the
numberofbits required to represent the demodulated data plus the phase correction and

amplitude parameters exceeds a predetermined proportion of the numberofbits required
to perform central based processing.It is therefore an object of the present invention to
automatically determine for each transmission for which a location is desired whetherto

processthe location using central based processingor station based processing. The steps
in making this determination are recited below and shown in Figure 7:

a wireless transmitter initiates a transmission oneither a control channel or a voice
channel(step S80);

the transmission is receivedat a first SCS 10A (step S81);
the transmission is converted into a digital format in the receiver connected to each

antenna (step S82);

the Wireless Location System determines whether to begin location processing for the
transmission (step $83);

if triggered, a first SCS 10A demodulates the transmission and estimates an appropriate
phasecorrectioninterval and the numberofbits required to encode the phase
correction and amplitude correction parameters (step S84);

the first SCS 10A then estimates the numberofbits required for central based
processing;

based upon the numberofbits required for each respective method, the SCS 10 or the

TLP 12 determine whetherto use central based processingorstation based processing
to perform the location processingfor this transmission (step S85).
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In another embodimentofthe invention, the Wireless Location System may always use
central based processing orstation based processingfor all transmissions of a particular air
interface protocol, or for all transmissions made by a particular kind of wireless

transmitter. This may, for example, be based upon empirical data gathered over some
periodoftime by the Wireless Location System showing a reasonable consistencyin the
phase noise exhibited by variousclasses of transmitters. In these cases, the SCS 10 and/or

the TLP 12 maybe saved the processing step of determining the appropriate processing
' method.

A further enhancementofthe present invention, used for both central based processing
and station based processing, is the use ofthreshold criteria for including baselines in the
final determination of location and velocity of the wireless transmitter. For each baseline,
the Wireless Location System calculates a number of parameters that include: the

SCS/antennaport used with the reference SCS/antennain calculating the baseline, the
peak, average, and variancein the powerofthe transmission as received at the

SCS/antennaport used in the baseline and overthe interval used for location processing,
the correlation value from the cross-spectra correlation between the SCS/antenna used in
the baseline and the reference SCS/antenna, the delay valueforthe baseline, the multipath
mitigation parameters, the residual values remaining after the multipath mitigation
calculations, the contribution of the SCS/antennato the weighted GDOPinthefinal

location solution, and a measureofthe quality offit of the baseline if includedin the final

location solution. Each baselineis included in the final location solution 1s each meets or

exceeds the thresholdcriteria for each of the parameters described herein. A baseline may
be excluded from the location solutionifit fails to meet one or more ofthe threshold

criteria. Therefore, it is frequently possible that the number of SCS/antennas actually used
in the final location solution is less than the total number considered.

Previous Patent Numbers 5,327,144 and 5,608,410 disclosed a method by which the
location processing minimizedthe least square difference (LSD) value of the following
equation:
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LSD = [Q:2(Delay_T12-Delay_O,2)*+ Qi3(Delay_T}3-Delay_Oj3)*+...+ Q:,(Delay_T,,-
Delay_O,,)’

In the present implementation, this equation has been rearranged to the following form in
order to make the location processing code moreefficient:

LSD = © (TDOAg- 1; + to)’w77; overall i=1 to N-1

where N = number of SCS/antennas usedin thelocation processing;
TDOAg; = the TDOAtothei" site from referencesite 0:

1 = the theoretical line of sight propagation time from the wireless transmitter to thei
site;

To = the theoreticalline of sight propagation time from the transmitter to the reference;.and
wi = the weight, or quality factor, appliedto the i™ baseline.

In the present implementation, the Wireless Location System also uses another alternate
form of the equation that can aid in determininglocation solutions when the reference
signal is not very strong or whenitis likely that a bias would exist in the location solution
using the prior form of the equation:

LSD’ = £ (TDOAg- 1;)’w;? — b? © w7?; overall i=0 to Ne]

Where N = numberof SCS/antennasusedin the location processing;
TDOAg; = the TDOAtothe i" site from referencesite 0;
TDOAgpo= is assumedto be zero;

1 = the theoreticalline of sight propagation time from the wireless transmitter to the i"
site;

b =a biasthat is separately calculated for each theoretical point that minimizes LSD”at
that theoretical point; and

Wj = the weight, or quality factor, appliedto the i” baseline.
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The LSD’ form of the equation offers an easier means of removinga bias in location
solutionsat the referencesite by making Wo equal to the maximum value ofthe other

weights or basing woon therelative signal strength at the referencesite. Note that if wo is
muchlarger than the other weights, then b is approximately equal to to. In general, the
weights, or quality factors are based on similar criteria to that discussed abovefor the
threshold criteria in including baselines. Thatis, the results of the criteria calculations are

used for weights and when thecriteria falls below threshold the weightis thenset to zero
and is effectively not included in the determination ofthe final location solution.

Antenna Selection Process for Location ProcessineonFrocessforLocationProcessing

Previous inventions and disclosures, such as thoselisted above, have described techniques
in whichafirst, second, or possibly third antennasite,cell site, or base station are required
to determine location. Patent number 5,608,410 further discloses a Dynamic Selection
Subsystem (DSS)that is responsible for determining which data frames from which
antennasite locations will be used to calculate the location of a responsivetransmitter. In
the DSS,if data frames are received from more than a threshold number of sites, the DSS
determines which are candidatesfor retention or exclusion, and then dynamically
organizes data framesfor location processing. The DSSprefers to use more than the

minimum numberofantennasites so that the solution is over-determined. Additionally,
the DSSassures that all transmissions used in the location processing were received from

_the sametransmitter and from the same transmission.

The preferred embodiments of the prior inventions had several limitations, however.First,
either only one antenna per antennasite (or cell site) is used, or the data from two or four
diversity antennas werefirst combinedat the antennasite (or cell site) prior to
transmission to the central site. Additionally, all antennasites that received the
transmission sent data framesto the central site, even if the DSSlater discarded the data
frames. Thus, some communications bandwidth may have been wasted sending datathat
was not used.

The present inventors have determined that while a minimum of twoorthree sites are
required in order determine location, the actual selection of antennas and SCS’s 10 to use
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in location processing can havea significanteffect on the results of the location

processing. In addition,it is advantageousto include the meansto use more than one

antenna at each SCS 10 in the location processing. The reason for using data from multiple
antennasat a cell site independently in the location processingis that the signal received at
each antennais uniquely affected by multipath, fading, and other disturbances.It is well

known in the field that when two antennas are separated in distance by more than one
wavelength, then each antennawill receive the signal on an independentpath. Therefore,
there is frequently additional and unique information to be gained aboutthe location of the
wireless transmitter by using multiple antennas, and the ability of the Wireless Location
System to mitigate multipath is enhanced accordingly.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an improved methodfor using
the signals received from morethan one antenna at an SCS 10 in the location processing.
It is a further object to provide a methodto improve the dynamic process usedto select the
cooperating antennas and SCS’s 10 usedin the location processing. Thefirst object is
achieved by providing meanswithin the SCS 10 to select and use any segmentof data
collected from any numberofantennasat an SCSin the location processing. As described
earlier, each antennaat a cell site is connected to a receiver internal to the SCS 10. Each
receiver converts signals received from the antennainto a digital form, and then stores the
digitized signals temporarily in a memory in the receiver. The TLP 12 has been provided
with meansto direct any SCS 10 to retrieve segments of data from the temporary memory
of any receiver, and to providethe data for usein location processing. The second objectis
achieved by providing means within the Wireless Location System to monitor a large
numberofantennasfor reception of the transmissionthat the Wireless Location System
desires to locate, and then selecting a smallerset of antennasfor use in location processing
based upon a predeterminedset ofparameters. One exampleofthis selection processis
represented by the flowchart of Figure 8:

a wireless transmitterinitiates a transmission on either a control channel or a voice
channel(step S90);

the transmissionis received at multiple antennas and at multiple SCS’s 10 in the
Wireless Location System (step S91);
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the transmission is convertedinto a digital format in the receiver connected to each

antenna (step $92);

the digital data is stored in a memory in each SCS 10 (step S93);
the transmission is demodulatedat at least one SCS 10A and the channel number on

which the transmission occurred andthecell site and sector serving the wireless
transmitter is determined (step S94);

based uponthe serving cell site and sector, one SCS 10A is designated as the ‘primary’
SCS 10 for processing that transmission (step S95);

the primary SCS 10A determines a timestamp associated with the demodulated data
(step S96);

the Wireless Location System determines whether to begin location processing for the
transmission (step S97); |

if location processingis triggered, the Wireless Location System determines a candidate
list of SCS’s 10 and antennas to use in the location processing (step S98);

each candidate SCS/antenna measures and reports several parameters in the channel

numberofthe transmission andat the time ofthe timestamp determined by the
primary SCS 10A (step $99);

the Wireless Location System orders the candidate SCS/antennas using specified criteria
andselects a reference SCS/antenna and a processing list of SCS/antennas to use in the
location processing (step S100); and

the Wireless Location System proceeds with location processing as described earlier,
using data from the processing list of SCS/antennas (step S101).

Selecting Primary SCS/Antenna

The process for choosingthe ‘primary’ SCS/antennais critical, because the candidatelist
of SCS’s 10 and antennas 10-1 is determined in part based uponthe designation ofthe
primary SCS/antenna. Whena wireless transmitter makes a transmission onaparticular
RF channel, the transmission frequently can propagate many miles before the signal
attenuates belowalevel at which it can be demodulated. Therefore, there are frequently
many SCS/antennas capable of demodulating the signal. This especially occurs is urban
and suburban areas wherethe frequency re-use pattern of many wireless communications
systems can be quite dense. For example, because of the high usagerate of wireless and
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the dense cell site spacing, the present inventors havetested wireless communications
systemsin which the same RF control channel anddigital color code were used oncell

sites spaced about one mile apart. Because the Wireless Location System is independently
demodulating these transmissions, the Wireless Location System frequently can
demodulate the same transmission at two, three, or more separate SCS/antennas. The
Wireless Location System detects that the same transmission has been demodulated

multiple times at multiple SCS/antennas when the Wireless Location System receives
multiple demodulated data frames sent from different SCS/antennas, each with a number
ofbit errors below a predeterminedbit error threshold, and with the demodulated data
matching within an acceptablelimit ofbit errors, and all occurring within a predetermined
interval of time.

Whenthe Wireless Location System detects demodulated data from multiple
SCS/antennas, it examines the following parameters to determine which SCS/antenna shall
be designated the primary SCS: average SNR overthe transmission interval used for
location processing,the variancein the SNR overthe same interval, correlation of the
beginningofthe received transmission against a pure pre-cursor(i.e. for AMPS, the
dotting and Barker code), the numberofbit errors in the demodulated data, and the
magnitude and rate of change of the SNR from just before the on-set ofthe transmission to
the on-setof the transmission, as well as other similar parameters. The average SNR is
typically determined at each SCS/antennaeither over the entire length ofthe transmission
to be used for location processing, or over a shorterinterval. The average SNR overthe
shorter interval can be determined by performing a correlation with the dotting sequence
and/or Barker code and/or sync word, depending onthe particularair interface protocol,
and overa short range oftime before, during, and after the timestampreported ‘by each
SCS 10. The time range maytypically be +/-200 microsecondscenteredat the timestamp,
for example. The Wireless Location System will generally order the SCS/antennas using
the following criteria, each of which may be weighted (multiplied by an appropriate
factor) when combiningthecriteria to determinethe final decision: SCS/antennas with a
lower numberofbit errors are preferred to SCS/antennas with a higher numberofbit
errors, average SNR for a given SCS/antenna must be greater than a predetermined
threshold to be designated as the primary; SCS/antennas with higher average SNR are
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preferred over those with lower average SNR; SCS/antennas with lower SNR varianceare

preferred to those with higher SNR variance; and SCS/antennas with a faster SNR rate of

changeat the on-set ofthe transmission are preferred to those with a slowerrate of change.
The weighting applied to each ofthese criteria may be adjusted by the operatorof the
Wireless Location System to suit the particular design of each system.

The candidate list of SCS’s 10 and antennas 10-1 are selected using a predeterminedset of

_ criteria based, for example, upon knowledgeofthetypesofcell sites, types of antennasat
the cell sites, geometry of the antennas, and a weighting factorthat weights certain

antennas more than other antennas. The weighting factor takes into account knowledge of
the terrain in which the Wireless Location System is operating, past empirical data on the
contribution of each antenna has madeto goodlocation estimates, and other factors that

may bespecific to each different WLSinstallation. In one embodiment, for example, the

Wireless Location System mayselect the candidate list to include all SCS's 10 up toa
maximum numberof sites (max_number_of_sites) that are closer than a predefined

maximum radius from the primary site (max_radius_from_primary). For example, in an
urban or suburban environment, where there may be a large numberofcell sites, the
max_number_of_sites may be limited to nineteen. Nineteen sites would include the

primary, the first ring of six sites surrounding the primary (assuming a classic hexagonal
distribution ofcell sites), and the next ring of twelvesites surroundingthefirst ring. This
is depicted in Figure 9. In another embodiment, in a suburban orrural environment,
max_radius_from_primary maybeset to 40 miles to ensure that the widest possible set of
candidate SCS/antennasis available. The Wireless Location System is provided with
meansto limit the total number of candidate SCS’s 10 to a maximum number

(max_number_candidates), although each candidate SCS may be permitted to choose the

best port from amongits available antennas. This limits the maximum time spent by the
Wireless Location System processingaparticular location. Max:number_candidates may
be set to thirty-two, for example, which meansthat ina typical three sector wireless
communications system with diversity, up to 32*6 = 192 total antennas could be

considered for location processing for a particular transmission. In orderto limit the time

spent processing a particular location, the Wireless Location System is provided with
meansto limit the numberof antennas usedin the location processing to
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max_number_antennas_processed. Max_number_antennas_processedis generally less
than max_number_candidates, and is typically set to sixteen.

While the Wireless Location System is provided with the ability to dynamically determine
the candidate list of SCS’s 10 and antennas based upon the predeterminedsetofcriteria

described above,the Wireless Location System can also store a fixed candidatelist ina

table. Thus, for each cell site and sector in the wireless communications system, the
Wireless Location System has a separatetable that defines the candidatelist of SCS’s 10

and antennas 10-1 to use whenevera wireless transmitterinitiates a transmission in that

cell site and sector. Rather than dynamically choose the candidate SCS/antennas each time
a location requestis triggered, the Wireless Location System reads the candidate list
directly from the table when location processingis initiated.

In general, a large numberof candidate SCS’s 10 is chosen to provide the Wireless
Location System with sufficient opportunity and ability to measure and mitigate multipath.
On any given transmission, any one or more particular antennas at one or more SCS’s 10

May receive signals that have been affected to varying degrees by multipath. Therefore,it
is advantageousto provide this means within the Wireless Location System to
dynamically select a set of antennas which may havereceived less multipath than other
antennas. The Wireless Location System uses various techniques to mitigate as much
multipath as possible from any received signal; howeverit is frequently prudent to choose
a set of antennasthat contain the least amount of multipath.

Choosing Reference and Cooperating SCS/Antennas

In choosing the set of SCS/antennasto use in location processing, the Wireless Location
System orders the candidate SCS/antennas using severalcriteria, including for example:
average SNR overthe transmission interval used for location processing, the variance in
the SNR overthe sameinterval, correlation ofthe beginning of the received transmission
against a pure pre-cursor(i.e. for AMPS,the dotting and Barker code) and/or demodulated
data from the primary SCS/antenna,the time of the on-set of the transmissionrelative to
the on-set reported at the SCS/antenna at which the transmission was demodulated, and
the magnitude andrate of change of the SNR from just before the on-set ofthe
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transmission to the on-set of the transmission, as well as other similar parameters. The
average SNR is typically determined at each SCS,and for each antenna in the candidate

list either over the entire length of the transmission to be used for location processing, or
overa shorter interval. The average SNR overthe shorterinterval can be determined by
performinga correlation with the dotting sequence and/or Barker code and/or syne word,
depending onthe particularair interface protocol, and overa short range of time before,
during, and after the timestamp reported by the primary SCS10. The time range may
typically be +/- 200 microsecondscenteredat the timestamp, for example. The Wireless
Location System will generally order the candidate SCS/antennas using the following
criteria, each ofwhich may be weighted when combiningthecriteria to determinethefinal
decision: average SNR for a given SCS/antenna must be greater than a predetermined
threshold to be used in location processing; SCS/antennas with higher average SNR are
preferred over those with lower average SNR; SCS/antennas with lower SNR variance are
preferred to those with higher SNR variance; SCS/antennas with an on-set closer to the
on-set reported by the demodulating SCS/antennaare preferred to those with an on-set

more distant in time; SCS/antennas with a faster SNR rate of changeare preferred to those
with a slower rate of change; SCS/antennas with lower incremental weighted GDOPare
preferred over those with higher incremental weighted GDOP,where the weightingis
based uponestimated path loss from the primary SCS.The weighting applied to each of
these preferences may be adjusted by the operator of the Wireless Location System to suit

_the particular design of each system. The numberofdifferent SCS’s 10 used in the
location processing is maximized up to a predeterminedlimit; the number of antennas
used at each SCS 10 in limited to a predetermined limit; and the total numberof
SCS/antennasusedis limited to max_number_antennas_processed. The SCS/antennawith
the highest ranking using the above described processis designated as the reference
SCS/antenna for location processing.

Best Port Selection Within an SCS 10es’PorselectionWithinanSCS10

Frequently, the SCS/antennas in the candidatelist or in the list to use in location
processing will include only one or two antennasat a particular SCS 10. In these cases, the
Wireless Location System may permit the SCS 10 to choosethe “‘best port” from all or
some ofthe antennasatthe particular SCS 10. For example, ifthe Wireless Location
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System chooses to use only oneantennaat a first SCS 10, then the first SCS 10 mayselect
the best antennaport from the typical six antennaports that are connectedto that SCS 10,
or it may choosethe best antenna port from amongthe two antenna ports ofjust one sector

ofthe cell site. The best antennaport is chosen by using the same process and comparing
the same parameters as described above for choosing the set of SCS/antennas to use in

location processing, exceptthat all of the antennas being considered for best port are all in
the same SCS 10. In comparing antennas forbest port, the SCS 10 mayalso optionally
divide the received signal into segments, and then measure the SNR separately in each
segmentofthe received signal. Then, the SCS 10 can optionally choose the best antenna

port with highest SNR eitherby (i) using the antennaport with the most segments with the
highest SNR,(ii) averaging the SNR in all segments and using the antennaport with the
highest average SNR,or(iii) using the antenna port with the highest SNR in any one
segment.

Detection and Recovery From Collisions

Because the Wireless Location System will use data from many SCS/antenna ports in
location processing, there is a chance that the receivedsignalat one or moreparticular
SCS/antennaports contains energy that is co-channel interference from another wireless

transmitter(i.e. a partial or full collision between two separate wireless transmissions has

occurred). There is also a reasonable probability that the co-channel interference has a

much higher SNR than the signal from the target wireless transmitter, and if not detected
by the Wireless Location System, the co-channelinterference May cause an incorrect
choiceofbest antennaport at an SCS 10, reference SCS/antenna, candidate SCS/antenna,
or SCS/antennato be used in location processing. The co-channelinterference may also
cause poor TDOA and FDOAresults, leadingto a failed or poor location estimate. The

probability of collision increases with the density of cell sites in the host wireless

communications system, especially in dense suburban or rural environments wherethe

frequencies are re-used often and wireless usage by subscribersis high.

Therefore, the Wireless Location System includes meansto detect and recover from the

types of collisions described above. For example, in the processofselecting a best port,
reference SCS/antenna, or candidate SCS/antenna, the Wireless Location System
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determines the average SNR ofthe received signal and the variance of the SNR overthe

interval of the transmission; whenthe variance of the SNR is above a predetermined
threshold, the Wireless Location System assigns a probability that a collision has occurred.

If the signal received at an SCS/antennahas increased or decreased its SNR in a single
step, and by an amountgreater than a predetermined threshold, the Wireless Location

System assigns a probability that a collision has occurred. Further, if the average SNR of
the signal received at a remote SCSis greater than the average SNR that would be
predicted by a propagation model, given the cell site at which the wireless transmitter

initiated its transmission and the known ‘transmit powerlevels and antennapatternsofthe
transmitter and receive antennas, the Wireless Location System assigns a probability that a
collision hasoccurred. If the probability that a collision has occurred is above a

predeterminedthreshold, then the Wireless Location System performsthe further
processing described below to verify whether and to what extent a collision may have
impaired the received signal at an SCS/antenna. The advantage ofassigning probabilities
is to reduce oreliminate extra processing for the majority of transmissions for which
collisions have not occurred.It should be noted thatthe threshold levels, assigned
probabilities, and otherdetails of the collision detection and recovery processes described
herein are configurable,i.e., selected based on the particular application, environment,
system variables, etc., that would affecttheir selection.

For received transmissions at an SCS/antenna for which the probability of a collision is
abovethe predetermined threshold and before using RF data fromaparticular antenna port
in a reference SCS/antenna determination, best port determinationor in location
processing, the Wireless Location System preferably verifies that the RF data from each

antennaport is from thecorrect wireless transmitter. This is determined, for example, by
demodulating segments of the received signalto verify, for example, that the MIN, MSID,
or other identifying informationis correct orthat the dialed digits or other message
characteristics match those received by the SCS/antennathatinitially demodulated the
transmission. The Wireless Location System mayalso correlate a short segment of the
received signal at an antenna port with the signal received at the primary SCS 10 to verify
that the correlation result is above a predetermined threshold. If the Wireless Location
System detects that the variance in the SNR over the entire length of the transmission is
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above a pre-determined threshold, the Wireless Location System may divide the
transmission into segments andtest each segmentas described herein to determine

whetherthe energy in that segmentis primarily from the signal from the wireless
transmitter for which location processinghas beenselected or from an interfering
transmitter.

The Wireless Location System may chooseto use the RF data fromaparticular
SCS/antennain location processing even if the Wireless Location System has detected that
a partial collision has occurredatthat SCS/antenna.In these cases, the SCS 10 uses the
means described aboveto identify that portion ofthe received transmission which
represents a signal from the wireless transmitter for which location processing has been
selected, and that portion ofthe received transmission which contains co-channel

interference. The Wireless Location System may command the SCS 10 to send or use only
selected segments of the received transmission that do not contain the co-channel
interference. When determining the TDOA and FDOAfora baseline using only selected
segments from an SCS/antenna, the Wireless Location System uses only the
corresponding segmentsofthe transmission as received at the reference SCS/antenna. The
Wireless Location System may continueto useall segments for baselines in which no
collisions were detected. In many cases, the Wireless Location System is able to complete
location processing and achieve an acceptable location error using only a portion of the
transmission. This inventiveability to select the appropriate subset of the received
transmission and perform location processing on a segment by segmentbasis enables the
Wireless Location System to successfully complete location processing in cases that might
have failed using previous techniques.

Multiple Pass Location Processing

Certain applications may require a very fast estimate of the general location of a wireless
transmitter, followed by a more accurate estimate of the location that can be sent
subsequently. This can be valuable, for example, for E9-1-1 systems that handle wireless
calls and must makea call routing decision very quickly, but can wait a little longer for a
more exact location to be displayed upon the E9-1-1 call-taker’s electronic mapterminal.
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The Wireless Location System supports these applications with an inventive multiple pass
location processing mode.

In manycases, location accuracy is enhanced by using longer segmentsofthe

transmission and increasing the processing gain through longerintegration intervals. But

longer segments of the transmission require longer processing periods in the SCS 10 and

TLP 12, as well as longer time periods for transmitting the RF data across the

communications interface from the SCS 10 to the TLP 12. Therefore, the Wireless

Location System includes meansto identify those transmissionsthat require a fast but

rough estimate ofthe location followed by more complete location processing that

producesa better location estimate. The Signal of Interest Table includes a flag for each
Signal ofInterest that requires a multiple pass location approach. This flag specifies the

maximum amountof time permitted by the requesting location application for the first

estimateto be sent, as well as the maximum amountoftime permitted by the requesting
location application for the final location estimate to be sent. The Wireless Location

System performsthe rough location estimate by selecting a subset ofthe transmission for

whichto perform location processing. The Wireless Location System may choose, for

example, the segmentthat was identified at the primary SCS/antennawith the highest

average SNR.After the rough location estimate has been determined, using the methods

described earlier, but with only a subset of the transmission, the TLP 12 forwards the

location estimate to the AP 14, which then forwards the rough estimateto the requesting
application with a flag indicating that the estimate is only rough. The Wireless Location

System thenperformsits standard location processing usingall of the aforementioned

methods, and forwardsthis location estimate with a flag indicating the final status of this

location estimate. The Wireless Location System may perform the rough location estimate

and the final location estimate sequentially on the same DSP in a TLP 12, or may perform
the location processing in parallel on different DSP’s. Parallel processing may be

necessary to meet the maximum time requirements of the requesting location applications.

The Wireless Location System supports different maximum time requirements from
different location applications for the same wireless transmission.
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Very Short Baseline TDOA

The Wireless Location System is designedto operate in urban, suburban,andruralareas.

In rural areas, when thereare notsufficient cell sites available from a single wireless
carrier, the Wireless Location System can be deployed with SCS’s 10 located at thecell

sites of other wireless carriers or at other types of towers, including AM or FM radio

station, paging, and two-way wireless towers. In these cases, rather than sharing the
existing antennas ofthe wirelesscarrier, the Wireless Location System may require the
installation of appropriate antennas,filters, and low noise amplifiers to match the
frequency bandofthe wirelesstransmitters ofinterest to be located. For example, an AM
radio station tower may require the addition of 800 MHzantennas to locate cellular band

transmitters. There may be cases, however, where no additional towers of any type are
available at reasonable cost and the Wireless Location System must be deployed on just a
few towersof the wireless carrier. In these cases, the Wireless Location System supports
an antenna mode known asvery short baseline TDOA.This antenna mode becomesactive
whenadditional antennasare installed on a single cell site tower, whereby the antennas are
placedat a distance of less than one wavelength apart. This may require the addition of
just one antennaper cell site sector such that the Wireless Location System uses one
existing receive antennain a sector and one additional antenna that has been placed next to
the existing receive antenna. Typically, the two antennasin the sector are oriented such
that the primary axes, or line of direction, of the main beamsare parallel and the spacing
between the two antenna elements is known with precision. In addition, the two RF paths
from the antenna elements to the receivers in the SCS 10 are calibrated.

In its normal mode, the Wireless Location System determines the TDOA and FDOAfor
pairs of antennathat are separated by many wavelengths. For a TDOA ona baseline using
antennas from two differencecell sites, the pairs of antennas are separated by thousands of
wavelengths. For a TDOAona baseline using antennasat the samecellsite, the pairs of

antennas are separated by tens of wavelengths.In either case, the TDOA determination

effectively results in a hyperbolic line bisecting the baseline and passing through the
location of the wireless transmitter. When antennas are separated by multiple wavelengths,
the received signal has taken independentpaths from the wireless transmitter to each
antenna, including experiencing different multipath and Dopplershifts. However, when
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two antennasare closer than one wavelength, the two received signals have taken

essentially the same path and experienced the same fading, multipath, and Doppler shift.
Therefore, the TDOA and FDOAprocessing of the Wireless Location System typically
produces a Dopplershift of zero (or near-zero) hertz, and a time difference on the order of

zero to one nanosecond. A time difference that short is equivalent to an unambiguous
phase difference between the signals receivedat the two antennas on the very short
baseline. For example, at 834 MHz,the wavelength of an AMPS reverse control channel
transmission is about 1.18 feet. A time difference of 0.1 nanosecondsis equivalent to a
received phase difference of about 30 degrees. In this case, the TDOA measurement
producesa hyperbolathatis essentially a straightline, still passing throughthe location of
the wireless transmitter, and in a direction thatis rotated 30 degrees from the direction of
the parallel lines formed by the two antennas on the very short baseline. Whenthe results
of this very short baseline TDOAat the single cell site are combined with a TDOA

measurement on a baseline between twocell sites, the Wireless Location System can
determinea location estimate using only twoceil sites.

Bandwidth Monitoring Method For Improving Location Accuracy
AMPScellular transmitters presently comprise the large majority ofthe wireless
transmitters used in the U.S. and AMPSreverse voice channel transmissions are generally
FM signals modulated by both voice and a supervisory audio tone (SAT). The voice

modulation is standard FM,andis directly proportionalto the speaking voice of the person
using the wireless transmitter. In a typical conversation, each person speaksless that 35%
of the time, which meansthat mostofthe time the reverse voice channelis not being
modulated due to voice. With or without voice, the reverse channelis continuously
modulated by SAT, whichis used by the wireless communications system to monitor
channel status. The SAT modulationrate is only about 6 KHz. The voice channels support
in-band messagesthat are used for hand-off control and for other reasons, such as for
establishing a 3-waycall, for answering a second incomingcall while already ona first
call, or for respondingto an ‘audit’ message from the wireless communications system.
All of these messages, thoughcarried on the voice channel, have characteristics similar to
the control channel messages. These messagesare transmitted infrequently, and location
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systems have ignored these messages and focused on the more prevalent SAT
transmissionsas the signal ofinterest.

In view ofthe above-described difficulties presented by the limited bandwidth of the FM
voice and SATreverse voice channel signals, an object of the present invention is to

provide an improved method by whichreverse voice channel (RVC)signals may be
utilized to locate a wireless transmitter, particularly in an emergencysituation. Another
object ofthe inventionis to provide a location methodthat allowsthe location system to
avoid makinglocation estimates using RVC signals in situations in whichit is likely that
the measurementwill not meet prescribed accuracyandreliability requirements. This
Saves system resources and improvesthe location system’s overall efficiency. The
improved method is based upon two techniques. Figure 10A is a flowchart ofa first
method in accordance with the present invention for measuring location using reverse
voice channel signals. The method comprises the followingsteps:

(1) It is first assumed that a user with a wireless transmitter wishes to be located, or
wishesto havehis location updated or improved upon. This maybethecase, for
example, if the wireless user has dialed “911”andis seeking emergencyassistance.
It is therefore. also assumed that the useris coherent and in communication with a
centrally located dispatcher.

(ii) When the dispatcher desires a location update for a particular wireless transmitter,
the dispatcher sendsa location update command with the identity of the wireless
transmitter to the Wireless Location System over an application interface.

(111) The Wireless Location System respondsto the dispatcher with a confirmation that
the Wireless Location System has queried the wireless communications system and
has obtained the voice channel assignmentfor the wireless transmitter.

(iv) The dispatcherinstructs the wireless user to dial a 9 or more digit number and then
the “SEND”button. This sequence may be somethinglike “123456789”or
“911911911”. Two functions happen to the reverse voice channel when the
wireless user dial a sequenceofat least 9 digits and then the “SEND” button. First,
especially for an AMPScellular voice channel, the dialing ofdigits causes the
‘sending of dual tone multi-frequency (DTMF)tones overthe voice channel. The
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modulation index ofDIMF tonesis very high and during the sending of each digit
in the DTMF sequencewill typically push the bandwidthofthe transmitted signal
beyond +/- 10 KHz. The second function occurs atthe pressing of the “SEND”
button. Whetheror not the wireless user subscribes to 3-waycalling or other

5 special features, the wireless transmitter will send a message over the voice using a
“blank and burst” mode wherethe transmitter briefly stops sending the FM voice
and SAT,and instead sends a bursty message modulated in the same manneras the

control channel (10 Kbits Manchester). If the wireless user dials less than 9 digits,
the message will be comprised of approximately 544 bits. If the wireless user dials

10 9 or moredigits, the messageis comprised of approximately 987bits.
(v) After notification by the dispatcher, the Wireless Location System monitors the

bandwidth ofthe transmitted signal in the voice channel. Asdiscussedearlier,
whenonly the SATis being transmitted, and even if voice and SATare being
transmitted, there may notbe sufficient bandwidth in the transmitted signal to

15 calculate a high quality location estimate. Therefore, the Wireless Location System
conserves location processing resources and waits until the transmitted signal
exceeds a predetermined bandwidth. This may be, for example, set somewhere in
the range of 8 KHz to 12 KHz. When the DTMF dialed digits are sent or when the
bursty messageis sent, the bandwidth would typically exceed the predetermined

20 _ bandwidth.In fact, if the wireless transmitter does transmit the DTMF tones during
dialing, the bandwidth would be expected to exceed the predetermined bandwidth
multiple times. This would provide multiple opportunities to perform a location
estimate. If the DTMF tonesare notsent during dialing, the bursty messageisstill
sentat the time of pressing “SEND”, and the bandwidth would typically exceed the

25 predetermined threshold.

(vi) Only whenthe transmitted bandwidth of the signal exceeds the predetermined
bandwidth, the Wireless Location System initiates location processing.

Figure 10B is a flowchart of another method in accordance with the present invention for
30 measuring location using reverse voice channel signals. The method comprisesthe

followingsteps:
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(i) It is first assumedthat a user with a wireless transmitter wishes to be located, or
wishesto have their location updated or improved upon. This maybethe case, for
example, if the wireless user has dialed “911” and is seeking emergencyassistance.
It is assumedthat the user may not wishto dial digits or may not beableto dial any
digits in accordance with the previous method.

(ii) Whenthe dispatcher desires a location update for.a particular wireless transmitter
user, the dispatcher sendsa location update commandto the Wireless Location .

System over an application interface with the identity of the wireless transmitter.
(iii) The Wireless Location System respondsto the dispatcher with a confirmation.

(iv) The Wireless Location System commandsthe wireless communications system to
makethe wireless transmitter transmit by sending an “audit” or similar message to
the wireless transmitter. The audit message is a mechanism by whichthe wireless
communications system can obtain a response from the wireless transmitter

without requiring an action by the end-user and without causing the wireless
transmitter to ring or otherwisealert. The receipt of an audit message causes the
wireless transmitter to respond with an “audit response” messageonthe voice
channel.

(v) After notification by the dispatcher, the Wireless Location System monitors the
bandwidth ofthe transmitted signal in the voice channel. As discussed earlier,
whenonly the SATis being transmitted, and even if voice and SATare being
transmitted, there may notbe sufficient bandwidth in the transmittedsignal to
calculate a high quality location estimate. Therefore, the radio location conserves
location processing resources and waits until the transmitted signal exceeds a
predetermined bandwidth. This maybe, for example, set somewhere in the range
of 8 KHz to 12 KHz. Whenthe audit response messageis sent, the bandwidth
would typically exceed the predetermined bandwidth.

(vi) Only whenthe transmitted bandwidth ofthe signal exceeds the predetermined
bandwidth, the Wireless Location System initiates location processing.

Estimate Combination Method For Improving Location Accuracy
The accuracyofthe location estimate provided by the Wireless Location System may be
improved by combining multiple statistically-independentlocation estimates made while
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the wireless transmitteris maintaining its position. Even when a wireless transmitteris
perfectly stationary, the physical and RF environment arounda wireless transmitter is

constantly changing. For example, vehicles may changetheirposition or another wireless

transmitter which had causeda collision during onelocation estimate may have stopped
transmitting or changedits position so as to no longercollide during subsequent location
estimates. The location estimate provided by the Wireless Location System will therefore

changefor each transmission, even if consecutive transmissions are made within a very
short period of time, and each location estimate is statistically independentofthe other
estimates, particularly with respect to the €rrors caused by the changing environment.

Whenseveral consecutive statistically independent location estimates are made for a

wireless transmitter that has not changedits position, the location estimates will tend to

cluster aboutthe true position. The Wireless Location System combinesthe location

estimates using a weighted average or other similar mathematical construct to determine

the improvedestimate. Theuse of a weighted average is aided by the assignmentof a
quality factor to each independentlocation estimate. This quality factor may be based
upon, for example, the correlation values, confidence interval, or other similar

measurements derived from the location processing for each independent estimate. The

Wireless Location System optionally uses several methodsto obtain multiple independent
transmissions from the wireless transmitter, including (1) using its interface to the wireless
communications system for the Make Transmit command;(ii) using multiple consecutive
bursts from a timeslot basedair interface protocol, such as TDMAor GSM;or (ii1)
dividing a voice channel transmission into multiple segments overa period of time and
performing location processing independently for each segment. As the Wireless Location
System increases the numberofindependentlocation estimates being combinedinto the
final location estimate, it monitorsa statistic indicating the quality of the cluster. If the
Statistic is below a prescribed threshold value, then the Wireless Location System assumes

_ that the wireless transmitter is maintainingits position.If the statistic rises above the
prescribed threshold value, the Wireless Location System assumethat the wireless
transmitter is not maintainingits position and therefore ceases to perform additional

location estimates. Thestatistic indicating the quality ofthe cluster may be, for example, a
standard deviation calculation or a root mean square (RMS)calculation for the individual
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location estimates being combined together and with respect to the dynamically calculated

combined location estimate. When reporting a location record to a requesting application,
the Wireless Location System indicates, using a field in the location record, the number of

independent location estimate combined together to produce the reported location
estimate.

Another exemplary process for obtaining and combining multiple location estimates will

now be explained with reference to Figures 11A-11D. Figures 11A, 11B and 11C

schematically depict the well-known "origination", "page response," and "audit" sequences
of a wireless communications system. As shown in Figure 114A,the origination sequence
(initiated by the wireless phone to make a call) may require two transmissions from the

wireless transmitter, an "originate" signal and an "order confirmation" signal. The order
confirmation signalis sent in response to a voice channel assignment from the wireless

communications system (e.g., MSC). Similarly, as shown in Figure 11B, a page sequence
may involve two transmissions from the wireless transmitter. The page sequenceis
initiated by the wireless communications system, e.g., when the wireless transmitter is

called by another phone. After being paged, the wireless transmitter transmits a page
response; and then, after being assigned a voice channel, the wireless transmitter transmits

an order confirmation signal. The audit process, in contrast,elicits a single reverse
transmission, an audit response signal. An audit and audit response sequencehas the
benefit of not ringing the wireless transmitter whichis responding.

The mannerin which these sequences maybe usedto locate a phone with improved
accuracy will now be explained. According to the present invention, for example, a stolen
phone, or a phonewith a stolen serial number,is repeatedly pinged with an audit signal,
which forces it to respond with multiple audit responses, thus permitting the phoneto be
located with greater accuracy. To use the audit sequence, however, the Wireless Location
System sends the appropriate commands using its interface to the wireless

communications system, which sendsthe audit messageto the wireless transmitter. The

Wireless Location System can also force a call termination (hang up) and thencall the
wireless transmitter back using the standard ANI code. Thecall can be terminatedeither

by verbally instructing the mobile user to disconnect the call, by disconnecting the call at
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the landlineendofthe call, or by sending an artificial over-the-air disconnect message to
the base station. This over-the-air disconnect message simulates the pressing of the "END"
button on a mobile unit. Thecall-back invokes the above-described paging sequence and
forces the phoneto initiate two transmissionsthat can beutilized to make location
estimates.

Referring now to Figure 11D, the inventive high accuracy location method will now be
summarized.First, an initial location estimate is made. Next, the above-described audit or
"hang up andcall back" process is employedto elicit a responsive transmission from the
mobile unit, and then a secondlocation estimate is made. Whether the audit or "hang up
and call back" processis used will depend on whetherthe wireless communications

system and wireless transmitter have both implemented the audit functionality. Steps
second andthird steps are repeated to obtain however many independentlocation
estimates are deemedto be necessary or desirable, and ultimately the multiple Statistically-
independentlocation estimates are combined inan average, weighted average,or similar
mathematical construct to obtain an improved estimate. The use of a weighted averageis
aided by the assignmentofa quality factor to each independentlocation estimate. This
quality factor may be based upona correlation percentage, confidenceinterval, or other
similar measurementsderived from the location calculation process.

_Bandwidth Synthesis Method For Improving Location Accuracy
The Wireless Location System is further capable of improving the accuracy oflocation
estimates for wiieless transmitters whose bandwidth is relatively narrow using a technique
of artificial bandwidth synthesis. This technique can applied, for example, to those
transmitters that use the AMPS, NAMPS, TDMA,and GSMairinterface protocols and for
whichthereare a large numberof individual RF channels available for use by the wireless
transmitter. For exemplary purposes, the following description shall refer to AMPS-
specific details; however, the description can be easily altered to apply to other protocols.
This methodrelies on the principle that each wireless transmitteris operative to transmit
only narrowbandsignalsat frequencies spanning a predefined wide band of frequencies
that is wider than the bandwidthofthe individual narrowbandsignals transmitted by the
wireless transmitter. This method also relies on the aforementioned interface between the
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Wireless Location System and the wireless communications system over which the WLS
can commandthe wireless communications system to make a wireless transmitter handoff

or switch to anotherfrequency or RF channel. By issuing a series of commands, the
Wireless Location System can force the wireless transmitter to switch sequentially and ina
controlled manner to a series of RF channels, allowing the WLSeffectively to synthesize a
widerband received signal from the series ofnarrowbandtransmitted signals for the
purposeoflocation processing.

In a presently preferred embodimentof the invention, the bandwidth synthesis means
includes meansfor determining a wideband phaseversus frequency characteristic of the
transmissions from the wireless transmitter. For example, the narrowbandsignals typically
have a bandwidth of approximately 20 KHz andthe predefined wide bandof frequencies
spans approximately 12.5 MHz, whichin this example, is the spectrum allocated to each
cellular carrier by the FCC. With bandwidth synthesis, the resolution of the TDOA
measurements can be increased to about 1/12.5 MHz; 1.e., the available time resolution is
the reciprocal ofthe effective bandwidth.

A wireless transmitter, a calibration transmitter (if used), SCS’s 10A, 10B and 10C, anda
TLP 12 are shown in. Figure 12A. The location ofthe calibration transmitter andall three
SCS’s are accurately known a priori. Signals, represented by dashed arrowsin Figure
12A,are transmitted by the wireless transmitter and calibration transmitter, and received at
SCS’s 10A, 10B and 10C, and processed using techniques previously described. During
the location processing, RF data from one SCS(e.g. 10B)is cross-correlated (in the time
or frequency domain) with the data stream from another SCS(e.g. 10C) separately for
each transmitter and for each pair of SCS’s 10 to generate TDOAestimates TDOA2; and
TDOA,;3. An intermediate outputof the location processingis a set of coefficients
representing the complex cross-poweras a function of frequency(e.g., Ro3).

For example, if X(f) is the Fourier transform ofthe signal x(t) receivedat a first site and
Y(f) is the Fourier transform ofthe Signal y(t) received at a second site, then the complex
cross-power R(f)=X(f)Y*(f), where Y* is the complex conjugate of Y. The phase angle of
R(f) at any frequency f equals the phase of X(f) minus the phase of Y(f). The phase angle
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of R(f) maybecalled the fringe phase. In the absence ofnoise, interference, and other
errors, the fringe phaseis a perfectly linear function of frequency within a (contiguous)
frequency band observed;andslope oftheline is minus the interferometric group delay, or
T'DOA;the intercept ofthe line at the band center frequency, equal to the average value of
the phase of R(f), is called "the" fringe phaseof the observation whenreferenceis being
made to the whole band. Within a band,the fringe phase may be considered to be a
function of frequency.

The coefficients obtained for the calibration transmitter are combined with those obtained
for the wireless transmitter and the combinations are analyzed to obtain calibrated TDOA
measurements TDOAz2;3 and TDOA);,respectively. In the calibration process, the fringe
phase of the calibration transmitter is subtracted from the fringe phaseofthe wireless
transmitter in order to cancel systematic errors that are commonto both. Since each
original fringe phaseis itself the difference between the phasesofsignals received at two
SCS’s10, the calibration processis often called double-differencing and the calibrated
result is said to be doubly-differenced. TDOAestimate T-ij is a maximum-likelihood
estimate of the time difference ofarrival (TDOA), betweensites i andj, of the signal
transmitted by the wireless transmitter, calibrated and also corrected for multipath
propagation effects on the signals. TDOAestimates from different pairs of cell sites are
combinedto derivethe location estimate. It is well known that more accurate TDOA
estimates can be obtained by observing a wider bandwidth.It is generally not possible to
increase the "instantaneous" bandwidth ofthe signal transmitted by a wireless transmitter,
butit is possible to commanda wireless transmitter to switch from one frequency channel
to anotherso that, in a short time, a wide bandwidth can be observed.

In a typical non-wireline cellular system, for example, channels 313-333 are control
channels and the remaining 395 channels are voice channels. The center frequency of a
wireless transmitter transmitting on voice RF channel number1 (RVC 1) is 826.030 MHz
and the center-to-center frequency spacing of successive channels of 0.030 MHz. The
numberofvoice channels assignedto each cell of a typical seven-cell frequency-reuse
block is about 57 (i.e., 395 divided by 7) and these channelsare distributed throughoutthe
395-channel range, spaced every 7 channels. Note then that each cell site used in an
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AMPSsystem has channelsthat span the entire 12.5 MHz bandallocated by the FCC.If,
for example, we designate cells of each frequencyset in a re-use pattern as cells "A"

through "G", the channel numbersassigned to the "A" cell(s) might be 1, 8, 15, 22, ...,

309; the numbersof the channels assigned to the "B"cells are determined by adding 1 to
the "A" channel numbers; and so on through G.

The method begins whenthe wireless transmitter has been assigned to a voice RF channel,
and the Wireless Location System has triggered location processing for the transmissions
from the wireless transmitter. As part ofthe location processing, the TDOAestimates
TDOA,3 and TDOA23 combined mayhave, for example, a standard deviation error of 0.5

microsecond. The method combining measurements from different RF channels exploits
the relation between TDOA, fringe phase, and radio frequency. Denotethe "true" value of
the group delay or TDOA,i.e., the value that would be observedin the absenceofnoise,
multipath, and any instrumental error, by t; similarly, denote the true value of fringe phase
by $; and denote the radio frequency by f. The fringe phase 4 is related to t andfby:

o=-ft+n (Eq. 1)

where ¢ is measured in cycles, fin Hz and t in seconds; andnis an integer representing
the intrinsic integer-cycle ambiguity of a doubly-differenced phase measurement. The
value of n is unknowna priori butis the samefor observations at contiguous frequencies,
i.e., within any one frequency channel. The value ofnis generally different for

observations at separated frequencies. t can be estimated from observationsin a single
frequency channelis, in effect, by fitting a straight line to the fringe phase observed as a
function of frequency within the channel. The slope ofthe best-fitting line equals minus
the desired estimate of t. In the single-channel case, n is constant and so Eq. 1 can be
differentiated to obtain:

do/df = -r (Eq. 2).
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Independentestimates of t are obtainable bystraight-line fitting to the observations of

vs. f separately for each channel, but when two separate (non-contiguous) frequency
channels are observed, a single straight line will not generally fit the observations of 9 vs.
f from both channels because, in general, the integer n has different values for the two

channels. However, undercertain conditions,it is possible to determine and remove the

difference between these two integer values and then tofit a single straightline to the
entire set ofphase data spanning both channels. The slope ofthis straight line will be
muchbetter determined becauseit is based on a wider range of frequencies. Undercertain

conditions, the uncertainty of the slope estimate is inversely proportional to the frequency
span.

In this example, supposethat the wireless transmitter has been assigned to voice RF
channel 1. The radio frequency difference between channels 1 and 416 is so great that
initially the difference between the integers n, and n4ji¢ corresponding to these channels
cannot be determined. However, from the observations in either or both channels taken

separately, an initial TDOA estimate to can be derived. Now the Wireless Location

System commandsthe wireless communications system to makethe wireless transmitter

to switch from channel | to channel 8. The wireless transmitter’s signalis received in
channel 8 and processed to updateor refine the estimate To. From to, the "theoretical"
fringe-phase $9 as a function of frequency can be computed, equalto (-fto). The difference
betweenthe actually observed phase and the theoretical function $9 can be computed,
wherethe actually observed phase equals the true phase within a very small fraction,
typically 1/50th, of a cycle:

6-0 = -f (t-to) +n; or ng, depending on the channel (Eq. 3)
or

Ao = -Aft-n; or ng, depending on the channel (Eq. 4)

where Ad = oo and At = t—To. Equation (4) is graphed in Figure 12B, depicting the
difference, Ad, between the observed fringe phase $ and the value $9 computed from the
initial TDOA estimate to, versus frequency f for channels 1 and 8.
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For the 20 KHz-wide band of frequencies corresponding to channel 1, a graph of Ad vs. f
is typically a horizontalstraight line. For the 20 KHz-wide band of frequencies
corresponding to channel 8, the graph of Ad vs.f is also horizontal straight line. The

slopes ofthese line segmentsare generally nearly zero because the quantity (fAt) usually
does not vary by a significant fraction of a cycle within 20 KHz, because At is minus the

error of the estimate to. The magnitudeofthis error typically will not exceed1.5

microseconds(3 times the standard deviation of 0.5 microsecondsin this example), and
the product of 1.5 microseconds and 20 KHzis under 4% of a cycle. In Figure 12B, the
graph of Ad for channel 1 is displaced vertically from the graph of Ad for channel 8 by a
relatively large amount because the difference between n, and ng can bearbitrarily large.
This vertical displacement, or difference between the average values of Ag for channels 1
and 8, will (with extremely high probability) be within +0.3 cycle of the true value of the
difference, n; and ng, because the product of the maximum likely magnitude of At (1.5
microseconds) and the spacing of channels 1 and 8 (210 KHz) is 0.315 cycle. In other
words,the difference n, - ng is equalto the difference between the average values of Ag
for channels 1 and 8, roundedto the nearest integer. After the integer difference n, - ng is
determined by this rounding procedure,the integer Ad is added for channel 8 or subtracted
from Ag for channel 1: The difference between the average values of Ad for channels 1
and 8 is generally equal to theerrorin theinitial TDOAestimate, to, times 210 KHz. The
difference between the average values of Ao for channels 1 and 8 is divided by 210 KHz
and the result is added to to to obtain an estimate of t, the true value of the TDOA;this
new estimate can be significantly more accurate than To.

This frequency-stepping and TDOA-refining method can be extended to more widely
spaced channels to obtain yet more accurateresults. If 7) is used to represent the refined
result obtained from channels 1 and 8, to can be replaced by 7; in the just-described
method; and the Wireless Location System can commandthe wireless communications
system to make the wireless transmitter switch,e.g., from channel 8 to channel 36; then 7,
can be used to determine the integer difference ng - ng and a TDOA estimate can be
obtained based on the 1.05 MHz frequency span between channels 1 and 36. The
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estimated can be labeled 12; and the wireless transmitter switched,e.g., from channel 36 to
112, and so on. In principle,the full rangeof frequenciesallocated to the cellular carrier
can be spanned. The channel numbers (1, 8, 36, 112) used in this example are, of course,
arbitrary. The general principle is that an estimate of the TDOA based on a small

frequency span (starting with a single channel) is used to resolve the integer ambiguity of
the fringe phase difference between more widely separated frequencies. Thelatter

frequencyseparation should not be too large; it is limited by the uncertaintyof the prior
estimate of TDOA.In general, the worst-caseerror in the prior estimate multiplied by the
frequency difference may not exceed 0.5 cycle.

If the very smallest (e.g., 210 KHz) frequency gap between the mostclosely spaced
channels allocated to a particular cell cannot be bridged because the worst-case

uncertainty of the single-channel TDOAestimate exceeds 2.38 microseconds(equalto 0.5
cycle divided by 0.210 MHz), the Wireless Location System commandsthe wireless
communications system to force the wireless transmitter hand-off from one cell site to

another(e.g. from one frequency groupto another), such that the frequencystep is smaller.
Thereis a possibility ofmisidentifying the integer difference between the phase
differences (Ag’s) for two channels,e.g., because the wireless transmitter moved during
the handoff from one channelto the other. Therefore, as a check, the Wireless Location
System may reverse each handoff (e.g., after switching from channel | to channel 8,

‘Switch from channel 8 back to channel 1) and confirm thatthe integer-cycle difference
determinedhasprecisely the same magnitude and the opposite sign as for the "forward"
hand-off. A significantly nonzero velocity estimate from the single-channel FDOA
observations can be used to extrapolate acrossthe timeinterval involved in a channel
change. Ordinarily this time interval can beheld to a small fraction of 1 second. The
FDOAestimation error multiplied by the timeinterval between channels must be small in
comparison with 0.5 cycle. The Wireless Location System preferably employs a variety of
redundancies and checks against integer-misidentification.

Directed Retry for 911

Anotherinventive aspect of the Wireless Location System relates to a "directed
retry" methodfor use in connection with a dual-modewireless communications
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system supporting at least a first modulation method and a second modulation

method. In sucha situation, the first and second modulation methods are assumed to

be used on different RF channels (i.e. channels for the wireless communications ,
system supporting a WLSand the PCSsystem, respectively). It is also assumed that

the wireless transmitter to be located is capable of supporting both modulation
methods,i.e. is capable of dialing "911" on the wireless communications system
having Wireless Location System support.

For example, the directed retry method could be used in a system in which there are
an insufficient numberofbasestations to support a Wireless Location System, but
whichis operating in a region served by a Wireless Location System associated with
another wireless communications system. The"first" wireless communications
system could be a cellular telephone system and the "second"wireless

communications system could be a PCS system operating within the same territory
as the first system. Accordingto the invention, when the mobile transmitteris

currently using the second (PCS) modulation method and attempts to originate a call
to 911, the mobile transmitter is caused to switch automatically to thefirst
modulation method, and then to originate the call to 911 using the first modulation
method on oneofthe-set of RF channels prescribed for use by thefirst wireless
communications system. In this manner, location services can be provided to
customers of a PCSorlike system that doesis not served by its own Wireless
Location System.

Conclusion

Thetrue scopethe present invention is not limited to the presently preferred embodiments
disclosed herein. For example, the foregoing disclosure of a presently preferred
embodimentof a Wireless Location System uses explanatory terms, such as Signal
Collection System (SCS), TDOA Location Processor (TLP), Applications Processor (AP),
and the like, which should not be construed so as to limit the scopeofprotection of the
following claims, or to otherwise imply that the inventive aspects of the Wireless Location
System are limited to the particular methods and apparatus disclosed. Moreover,as will be
understood by thoseskilled in the art, many ofthe inventive aspects disclosed herein may
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be applied in location systems that are not based on TDOA techniques. For example, the
processes by which the Wireless Location System uses the TaskingList, etc. can be
applied to non-TDOAsystems. In such non-TDOA systems, the TLP's described above

would not be required to perform TDOAcalculations. Similarly, the invention is not

limited to systems employing SCS's constructed as described above, nor to systems
employing AP's meeting all of the particulars described above. The SCS's, TLP's and AP's
are, in essence, programmabledata collection and processing devices that could take a
variety of forms without departing from the inventive concepts disclosed herein. Given the
rapidly declining cost ofdigital signal processing and other processing functions,it is
easily possible, for example, to transfer the processing for a particular function from one
of the functional elements (such as the TLP) described herein to another functional
element(such as the SCS or AP) without changing the inventive operation ofthe system.
In manycases,the place of implementation (i.e. the functional element) described herein
is merely a designer’s preference and not a hard requirement. Accordingly, exceptas they
may be expressly so limited, the scope ofprotection of the following claimsis not
intendedto belimited to the specific embodiments described above.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A signal collection System (SCS), compnising an antenna, a widebandreceiver module
for multiple reverse control channels (RCC’s), a multiport memory, a digital drop receiver
(DDR), a communications bus, and an address generator.

2. An SCSas recited in claim 1, further comprisinga local oscillator (LO)for use by the
receiver module to select particular RF channels.

4. An SCSas recited in claim 1, further comprising meansfor performing wideband
energy detection for energy in any RF channel.

5. An SCS as recited in claim 4, wherein the SCS measuresthe presenceofsignals, and
formsa spectral map ofthe reverse channel spectrum,

Processors.

9. An SCS as recited in claim 8, wherein the demodulation Processor extracts identifyinginformation about received signals.
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11. An SCSas recited in claim 10, wherein the SCS comprises a DSPthat reduces
demodulatorbits to 150 or less and identifies an MIN, ESN,anddialeddigits in the
demodulated signal.

12. An SCSas recited in claim 11, wherein the SCS comprises a DSP that reduces RF data
bits per sample to that required by the TLP.

13. An SCSas recited in claim 12, wherein the numberofbits per sampleis software
selectable.

14. An SCSas recited in claim 13, wherein the received RCC transmission is divided into
segments of 10 ms for processing and forwardingto the TLP.

15. An SCSas recited in claim 1, further comprising a wideband energy detection means,
demodulation and normalization processors tied, and a communications processor
providing a communicationslink.

16. An SCSas recitedin claim 15, wherein the communications processor queues,
prioritizes, and transmits traffic, including energy data, demodulation data, and RF data.

17. An SCSas recited in claim 16, wherein the communications processor compands
Signals, representing detected energy values within a predetermined dynamic range.

18. An SCSas recited in claim 17, wherein the predetermined dynamic rangeis
represented by 16 levels, using 4 bits; and bits are assigned to optimize the
communications link bandwidth.

19. An SCSas recited in claim 18, wherein the values for compandingare automatically
adjustable by the communications processor.
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20. An SCSas recited in claim 1, wherein the multiport memory is readable at onerate
and writeable at a second rate.

21. An SCSas recited in claim 20, wherein thefirst rate is about 2.5 MHz andthe second
rate is about 10 MHz.

22. An SCS as recited in claim 1, wherein the address generator of each SCS has a known
relationship to the address generator of each other SCSin the Wireless Location System
(WLS).

23. An SCSas recited in claim 22, wherein the known relationshipis represented by the
memory address currently pointed to by the address generator.

24. An SCSas recited in claim 23, wherein the known relationship is maintained by
synchronizing the address generator to a periodic synchronization pulse.

25. An SCSas recited in claim 24, wherein the periodic synchronization pulse is derived
from an external transmission.

26. An SCSas recited in Claim 25, wherein the external transmission is a GPS signal.

27. An SCSas recited in claim 1, wherein the SCS is employed in a Wireless Location
System (WLS)that estimatesthe location of an unknown transmitter, usingafirst
transmission,at least three SCSs, and a TDOA location processor (TLP), wherein the SCS
receives an RF transmission and converts the Sameinto a digital signal at high resolution
and stores it into memory; the TLP determinesthe resolution required per sample and
recursively requests samples from the SCS at low or high resolution; the SCS recursively
and the TLP makes the location calculation.

28. An SCSas recited in claim 27, wherein the high resolutionis at least 12 bits per
sample, and the low resolution is fewer than 12 bits per sample.
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29. An SCSas recited in claim 1, wherein the normalizing process uses a common DSP
for decimation and digital filtering.

30. A method for optimizing a communications link, comprising: receiving a signal at a
signal collection system (SCS); storing the Signal as a plurality ofdigital samples;
determining the fewest numberofbits to produce an acceptable location estimate:
forwarding the fewest numberofbits to a TDOA location processor (TLP) and estimating
location; and determining whether additional bits are necessary and forwarding additional
bits to the TLP.

31. A methodas recited in Claim 30, wherein the numberofbits per sample forwardedis
automatically determined by measuring the signal power level, and stnippingbits that are
not required to adequately represent the sample.

32. A methodas recited in claim 30, wherein the numberofbits per sample is
automatically determined separately for each segmentofthe signal examined.

33. A method as recited in Claim 32, wherein the automatic determination is performed in
part by using an FFT on each segmentofthe signal examined.

34. A method for optimizing a communications link, comprising: receiving a signal at a
signalcollection System (SCS); storing the Signal as a plurality ofdigital samples each
with a prescribed length; determining a shortest length of signal required for an acceptable
location estimate; forwarding the shortest length toa TDOA location processor (TLP) and
estimating location; and determining whether additional length is required and,if so,
forwarding additional length from the SCS to the TLP.

35. A methodas recited in claim 34, wherein the shortest length is less than the entire
length ofthe transmission.

36. A signal collection system for use in a Wireless Location System, comprising:
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one Or More antennas;

at least one wideband digital receiver operatively coupled to said antenna(s), whereby
multiple reverse control channel signals are receivable; ,

a multiport memory operatively coupled to said wideband digital receiver(s) for
temporarily Storing digital samples of received signals;

a digital drop receiver operatively coupled to the multiport memory for selecting data
correspondingto a single channel ofthe widebanddigital receiver(s);

a Communications bus Providing data paths between said widebanddigital receiver(s),
memory, and digital drop receiver; and

an address generator for controlling access to the multiport memory by the wideband
digital receiver(s) and by thedigital drop receiver.

37. A signal collection System as recited in claim 36, further comprising a commonlocal
oscillator (LO) Operatively coupled to said widebanddigital receiver(s) for selectively
generating LO signals ofprescribed frequencies for use by said receiver(s) to selectively
receive a particular channel from the among the multiple channels receivable by said
receiver(s).

38. A signal collection System as recited in claim 36, further compnisingatleast one
widebanddigital receiver capable of receiving multiple reverse voice channel Signals.

39. A signal collection System as recited in claim 36,further comprising a common
wideband energy detection Processor operatively coupled to said widebanddigital
receiver(s) for measuring and reporting the presence of energy,ifany, in the channels
receivable by the receiver(s).

40. A signalcollection System as recited in claim 36, further comprising an interference
filter operatively coupledto said antenna(s); and an RF preamplifier andsplitter unit
operatively coupled between cach said interferencefilter and each said wideband digital
receiver.
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41. A signal collection system as recited in claim 36, further comprising demodulation and
normalization processors operatively coupled to said digital drop receiver.

42. A signal collection system as recited in claim 41, wherein said demodulation processor
comprises means for extracting identifying information about the received signals.

43. A signal collection System as recited in claim 42,further comprising a wideband
energy detection processor operatively coupled to said wideband digital receiver(s) for
measuring and reporting the presence ofenergy,ifany, in the channels receivable by the
receiver(s); and wherein said wideband energy detection unit and said demodulation and
normalization processors comprise digital signal processors (DSP’s), said DSP’s providing
means to detect energy in a particular band, demodulateselected signals, and extract
signals of interest for forwarding toa TDOA location processor.

44. A signalcollection system as recited in claim 39, wherein said wideband energy
detection unit determines the presence ofa transmitted signal in the control channels
monitored by the SCS, wherein the wideband energy detection is performeddigitally by
forming a spectral map of the RCC spectrum, said mapbeing usedin part to determine
whento demodulate signals within selected RCC’s.

45. A signal collection System as recited in claim 44, wherein the spectral map is
forwarded toa TDOA location processor, and when the TDOA location processor has
determinedthat a signalofinterestis Presentit requests RF data for the appropriate
channel and time period from the SCS,and whereinthe digital drop receiver accessessaid
memory and extracts the requested RF data.

46. A signal collection system as recited in claim 42, wherein the demodulation and
normalization processors comprise a DSPthat performsthe following operations on RF
data output from the digital drop receiver: demodulationofsignals on selected RCC’s, and
reduction in the number of sampled bits to provide a messageofless than about 150bits
and containing a mobile transmitter's MIN, ESN, message type, dialed digits, and channel
number.
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47. A signal collection system as recited in claim 42, wherein the demodulation and
normalization processors comprise a DSP that performs the following operation on RF
data output from the digital drop receiver: reduction of the numberofbits per sample from
a resolutionofthe receiver to a resolution required by a TDOAlocation processor (TLP),.

48. A signal collection system as recited in Claim 47, where the number ofbits per sample
Output by the demodulation and normalization processoris software selectable on a
sample by sample basis.

49. A signal collection system as recited in claim 47, wherein a received reverse control
channelor reverse voice channel transmission of varying length is converted into multiple
segments ofabout 10 ms each for processing and forwardingto the TLP.

50. A signalcollection System as recited in claim 36, further comprising:
a widebandenergy detection processor operatively coupled to said widebanddigital

receiver(s) for measuring andreporting the presenceof energyin the channels
receivable by the receiver(s);

demodulation and normalization processors operatively coupled to said common
digital drop receiver; and

a communications processor operatively coupled to the wideband energy detection
processor and the demodulation and normalization processor and providing a
communications link.

31. A signal collection System as recited in claim 50, wherein the communications
Processor queues,prioritizes, and transmits traffic from the SCS to a TDOAlocation
processor, said traffic including channel energy data, demodulated messages for selected
RCCs, and RF data from the normalization processing.

52. A signal collection system asrecited in claim 36, wherein said multiport memory is
readableata first maximum rate and writeable at a second maximum rate, wherein said
first maximum rate is greater than said second maximum rate.
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53. A signal collection system as recited in claim 52, wherein said Memory can be written
to at a rate of2.5 MHz and read from at a rate of 10 MHz.

54. A signal collection system as recited in claim 50, wherein said communications
processor includes meansfor compandingsignals forwarded to a TLP, whereby the
number ofbits employed to represent values within a predetermined dynamic range is
reduced,

55. A signal collection System as recited in claim 54, wherein said predetermined dynamic
Tangeis quantized into 16 levels that are encodedinto4bits, and said 4 bits are assigned to
optimize the performance of the system by maximizingthe useofthe available bandwidth
on the communications link.

56. A signalcollection system as recited in claim 36, wherein the values for the
compandingare automatically adjustable by the communications processor.

57. A Wireless Location System whichis operative to estimate the location of a first
mobile transmitter at an unknown location using at least a first RF transmission from said
transmitter, comprising three signal collection systems (SCSs) and a TDOA location
Processor (TLP) operatively coupledto said SCSs; wherein said SCSs and TLP are
Operative to perform the following functions:

at each SCS,receiving the first RF transmission and converting said RF transmission
into a digital signal composed ofmultiple high resolution digital samples, and
storing the high resolution digital samples into a temporary memory;

within the TLP, determiningthe resolution perdigital sample required to produce a
location estimateofthe first mobile transmitter, and recursively requesting that the
digital samples be sent from the SCS’sto the TLP ateither a low resolution or a
high resolution per digital sample;

at each SCS, recursively extracting the digital samples from temporary memory and
normalizingthe digital samples down to a lower resolution, and forwarding the
digital samplesto the TLP; and
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within the TLP, making location calculations to estimate the location of the first
mobile transmitter.

58. A Wireless Location System as recited in claim 57, wherein the high resolution
samples compriseat least 12 bits per sample, and the low resolution samples comprise
fewerthan 12bits per sample.

59. A Wireless Location System as recited in claim 57, whereinthe normalizing processis
performedin a digital signalprocessor capable of digital filtering and decimation to accept
high resolution digital samples and outputlow resolution digital samples.

60. A method for optimizing the use of communicationslinks in a Wireless Location
System, the method comprisingthestepsof:

receiving a signal from a mobile transmitter at a signal collection system;
storing the signals digitally, as a plurality ofdigital Samples, into temporary memory in

the signal collection system;

determining the fewest number ofbits per digital sample required to produce an
acceptable location estimate;

forwarding the fewest number ofbits per sample from said signal collection system to
the TDOA location processor and estimating the location of the mobile transmitter
on the basis ofsaid bits received from said SCSas wellas bits received from other
signal collection systems; and

determining whether additionalbits per sample are necessary to achieve a desired level
‘of accuracy ofthe location estimate, and, if so, sending additional bits per sample
over the communicationslink from thesignal collection system to the TDOA
location processor.

61. A method for optimizing the use of communications links in a Wireless Location
System, the method comprising the stepsof:

receiving a signal from a mobile transmitter at a signalcollection system;
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storing the signals digitally, as a plurality of digital samples defining a plurality of
signal segments each having a prescribed length, into temporary memory in the
signal collection system;

determiningthe shortest length of signal, or fewest number of segments, required to
produce an acceptable location estimate;

forwardingthe shortest length of signal, or fewest numberof segments, from said
signal collection system to the TDOAlocation processor and estimating the
location ofthe mobile transmitter; and

determining whetheradditional samples or more segments are necessary to achieve a
desired level ofaccuracy ofthe location estimate, and,ifso, sending additional
samples over the communications link from the signal collection system to the
TDOAlocation processor.

62. A signal collection system (SCS)for use in a Wireless Location System that
determines the geographic location ofmobile transmitters by receiving and processing
transmissions emitted by said mobile transmitters, wherein said Wireless Location System
includesat least one TDOA location processor (TLP) operatively coupled to said SCS,
said SCS comprising:

a wideband reverse control channel (RCC) receiver;
a reverse voice channel (RVC)receiver;

a wideband energy detection unit operatively coupled to said RCC and RVC receivers;
a memory operatively coupled to said RCC and RVCreceivers to temporarily store

digital samples of received RCC and RVCsignals: and
a communications processor operatively coupled to said widebandenergy detection

unit, wherein said communications processor provides a communications link to at
least one TLP.

63. A signal collection System as recited in claim 62, further comprisinga digital drop
receiver operatively coupled to said memory, and demodulation and normalization
Processors operatively coupled to said digital drop receiver,
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64. A signal collection System as recited in claim 62, wherein Said memory comprises a
dual port memory that can be read from at a higherrate than it is written to.

65. A signal collection System as recited in claim 64, wherein said memory can be written
to at a rate of2.5 MHz and read from at a rate of 10 MHz.

66. A signalcollection System as recited in claim 62, wherein said communications
processorincludes means for companding signals forwarded to the TLP,whereby the
number ofbits employedto represent values within a predetermined dynamic rangeis
reduced.

67. A signalcollection System as recited in claim 66, wherein said predetermined dynamic
Tange is quantized into 16 levels that are encoded into 4 bits, and said 4 bits are assigned to
optimize the performance of the system by maximizing the use of the available bandwidth.

68. A signal collection System as recited in claim 62, wherein the values for the
companding are automatically adjusted.

69. A signalcollection System as recited in claim 62, wherein said System is programmed
to optimizethe use of communications links by carrying out the Steps of:

receiving a signal from a mobile transmitter at a signal collection system;
Storing the signals digitally, as a plurality ofdigital samples, into temporary memory in

the signal collection system;

determiningthe fewest numberofbits per digital sample required to produce an
acceptable location estimate; ,

forwarding the fewest numberofbits per sample from said Signal collection system to
the TDOAlocation processor and estimating thelocation of the mobile transmitter
on thebasis ofsaid bits received from said Signal collection system as well as bits
received from other Signal collection Systems; and

determining whether additional bits per sample are necessary to achieve a desired level
ofaccuracy ofthe location estimate, and, if so, sending additional bits per sample
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

IMPULSE RADIO POWER CONTROL

Backgroundofthe Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to wireless communications, and

morespecifically, to a system and a method for impulse radio power control.

Related Art

Recent advances in communications technology have enabled an

emerging, revolutionary ultra wideband technology (UWB)called impulse radio

communications systems (hereinafter called impulse radio).

Impulse radio wasfirst fully described in a series of patents, including

U.S. Patent Nos. 4,641,317 (issued February 3, 1987), 4,813,057 Gssued March

14, 1989), 4,979,186 Gssued December 18, 1990) and 5,363,108 (issued

November8, 1994) to Larry W. Fullerton. A second generation of impulse radio

patents include U.S. Patent Nos. 5,677,927 (issued October 14, 1997), 5,687,169

(issued November 11, 1997) and 5,832,035 (issued November 3, 1998) to

Fullerton et al. These patent documents are incorporated herein by reference.

Uses of impulse radio systems are described in U.S. Patent Application

No. 09/332,502, entitled, "System and Methodfor Intrusion Detection Using a
Time Domain Radar Array," and U.S. Patent Application No. 09/332,503,

entitled, "Wide Area Time Domain Radar Array," both filed the same day as the

present application, June 14, 1999, both of which are assigned to the assignee of

the present invention, and both of which are incorporated herein by reference.

Basic impulse radio transmitters emit short pulses approaching a Gaussian

monocycle with tightly controlled pulse-to-pulse intervals. Impulse radio

systemstypically use pulse position modulation, whichis a form of time

PCT/US00/16084
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modulation wherethe value ofeach instantaneous sample of a modulating signal

is caused to modulate the position of a pulse in time.

For impulse radio communications, the pulse-to-pulse interval is varied

on a pulse-by-pulse basis by two components: an information component and a

pseudo-random code component. Unlike direct sequence spread spectrum

systems, the pseudo-random code for impulse radio communications is not

necessary for energy spreading because the monocycle pulses themselves have

an inherently wide bandwidth. Instead, the pseudo-random code of an impulse

radio system is used for channelization, energy smoothing in the frequency

domain andfor interference suppression.

Generally speaking, an impulse radio receiver is a direct conversion

receiver with a cross correlator front end. The front end coherently converts an

electromagnetic pulse train of monocycle pulses to a baseband signal in a single

stage. The data rate of the impulse radio transmissionis typically a fraction ofthe

periodic timing signal used as a time base. Because each data bit modulates the

time position of many pulses of the periodic timing signal, this yields a

modulated, coded timing signal that comprises a train ofidentically shaped pulses

for each single data bit. The impulse radio receiver integrates multiple pulses to

recoverthe transmitted information.

ina multi-user environment, impulse radio depends,inpart, on processing

gain to achieve rejection of unwanted signals. Because of the extremely high

processing gain achievable with impulse radio, much higher dynamic ranges are

possible than are commonly achieved with other spread spectrum methods, some

of which must use power control in order to have a viable system. Further, if

poweris kept to a minimum in an impulse radio system, this will allow closer

operation in co-site or nearly co-site situations where two impulse radios must

operate concurrently, or where an impulse radio and a narrow bandradio must

operate close by one another and share the same band.

In some multi-user environments wherethere is a high density ofusers in

a coverage area or where data rates are so high that processing gain is marginal,

PCT/US00/16084
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powercontrol maybe usedto reduce the multi-user background noise to improve

the numberof channels available and the aggregate traffic density of the area.

Thus, one area in which further improvement is desired is in power

control for impulse radio systems. Briefly stated, power control generally refers

to adjusting the transmitter output power to the minimum necessary powerto

achieve acceptable signal reception at an impulse radio receiver. If the received

signal power drops too low, the transmitter power should be increased.

Conversely, if the received signal powerrises too high, the transmitter power

should be decreased. This potentially reduces interference with other services and

increases the channelization (and thus, capacity) available to a multi-user impulse

radio system.

Power control for impulse radio systems have been proposed. For

example, in their paper entitled, "Performance ofLocal Power Control In Peer

to Peer Impulse Radio Networks with Bursty Traffic," Kolencheryet al. describe

the combineduse of a variable data rate with power control. Kolencheryef al.

propose a system that uses closed loop power control with an open loop

adjustment ofpower associated with each changein data rate to maintain constant

signal to noise during the transient event of changingthe datarate. However, the

system proposed by Kolenchery ef al. does not makefull use ofthe properties of

UWB. Further, Kolenchery eft al. do not describe a system and method for

measuring signal quality and applying such a system and method to power

control.

A need therefore exists for an improved system and a method for impulse

radio power control.
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Summary ofthe Invention

Briefly stated, the present invention is directed to a system and method

for impulse radio powercontrol. A first transceiver transmits an impulse radio

signal to asecond transceiver. A power control updateis calculated according to

a performance measurement of the impulse radio signal received at the second

transceiver. The transmitter power of either transceiver, depending on the

particular embodiment, is adjusted according to the power control update.

An advantage ofthe current inventionis that interference is reduced. This

is particularly important where multiple impulse radios are operating in close

proximity (e.g.,a densely utilized network), and their transmissionsinterfere with

one another. Reducing the transmitter power of each radio to a level that

produces satisfactory reception increases the total number of radios that can

operate in an area without excess interference.

Another advantage of the current invention is that impulse radios can be

more energyefficient. Reducing transmitter powerto only the level required to

producesatisfactory reception allows areductionin the total power consumed by

the transceiver, and thereby increasesits efficiency.

Various performance measurements are employed accordingto the current

invention to calculate a power control update. Bit error rate, signal-to-noiseratio,

and received signal strength are three examples of performance measurements

that can be used alone or in combination to form a power control update. These

performance measurements vary by accuracy and time required to achieve an

update. An appropriate performance measurement can be chosen based on the

particular environment and application.

In one embodiment, where a pulse train including a quantity N,,,;, of

pulsesis transmitted for each bit of information, the output powerofa transceiver

is controlled by controlling the quantity N,,,;, of pulses according to the power

control update. For example, inan embodiment wherethe quantity N,,ain ofpulses

includes a quantity Nyeriog Ofperiods, and each period includes a quantity Npuises-per-

period Of pulses, the output powerofa transceiver can be controlled by controlling
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the quantity N,..i0a Of periods. Alternatively, the output power can be controlled

by controlling the quantity Nouises-per-period OF pulses.

In one embodiment, where the output powerof the first transceiver is

controlled, the power control update is determined at the second transceiver and

then sent from the second transceiverto the first transceiver. Alternatively, the

second transceiver sends at least one performance measurement to the first

transceiver, and the first transceiver then determines the power control update

based on the performance measurement(s).

Further features and advantages of the invention, as well as the structure

and operation of various embodiments of the invention, are described in detail

below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BriefDescription ofthe Figures

Within the accompanying drawings, the convention used to describe

signal connections requires that a signal line end at ajunction with anothersignal

line to indicate a connection. Twosignal lines that cross indicate no connection

at the crossing. The present invention will now be described with referenceto the

accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1A illustrates a representative Gaussian Monocycle waveform in the

time domain;

Fig. 1B illustrates the frequency domain amplitude of the Gaussian

Monocycle of Fig. 1A;

Fig. 2A illustrates a pulse train comprising pulses as in Fig. 1A;

Fig. 2B illustrates the frequency domain amplitude of the waveform of

Fig. 2A;

Fig. 3 illustrates the frequency domain amplitude of a sequence of time

coded pulses;

Fig. 4 illustrates a typical received signal and interference signal;

Fig. 5A illustrates a typical geometrical configuration giving rise to

multipath received signals;

PCT/US00/1 6084
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Fig. 5B illustrates exemplary multipath signals in the time domain;

Fig. 6 illustrates a representative impulse radio transmitter functional

diagram that does notinclude powercontrol;

Fig. 7 illustrates a representative impulse radio receiver functional

5 diagram that does not include powercontro];

Fig. 8A illustrates a representative received pulse signalat the input to the

correlator;

Fig 8B illustrates a sequence of representative impulse signals in the

correlation process;

10 Fig 8C illustrates the potential locus ofresults as a function ofthe various

potential template time positions;

Fig. 9 illustrates an example environment of an impulse radio

communication system;

Fig 10 is an exemplary flow diagram of a two transceiver system

15 employing powercontrol according to one embodiment ofthe present invention;

Fig. 11 is an exemplary diagram of an impulse receiver including power

control functions according to one embodimentof the present invention;

Fig. 12 is a detailed representation of one embodiment of the detection

processin Fig. 10;

20 Fig. 13 is a detailed block diagram of one embodimentof the signal

evaluation process in Fig. 11;

Fig. 14 illustrates an alternate processing methodfor Fig. 13;

Fig. 15 is a detailed block diagram of one embodimentof the signal

evaluation processin Fig. 11;

25 Fig. 16 illustrates an alternate processing method for Fig. 15;

Fig. 17 illustrates a lock detection and signal combination function used

by the signal evaluation function of Fig. 11;

Fig. 18 is a flowchart that describes a method ofpowercontrol according

to the present invention;
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Fig. 19 is a flowchart that describes controlling the transmitter power of

a first transceiver according to the power control updates;

Fig. 20 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamics of one

embodimentof the present invention;

5 Fig. 21 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamics of a system

including Signal to Noise Ratio measurement;

Fig. 22 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamics of a system

including Bit Error Rate measurement;

Fig. 23 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamics of a system

10 employing log mapping of Bit Error Rate measurements;

Fig. 24 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamicsofa system that

incorporates auto powercontrol and cross powercontro];

Fig. 25 illustrates an embodimentofa powercontrol algorithm employing

auto-control with power level messaging;

15 Fig. 26 illustrates an embodiment of a power control algorithm where

auto-control and cross control are implemented in combination;

Fig. 27 illustrates two signals having different pulse peak power;

Fig. 28 illustrates periods of two subcarriers; and

Fig. 29 is a flow diagram illustrating the control dynamics of a system

20 employing gain expansion powercontrol.

In the drawings, like reference numbers generally indicate identical,

functionally similar, and/or structurally similar elements. The drawing in which

an elementfirst appearsis indicated by the leftmost digit(s) in the corresponding

reference number.
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Detailed Description ofthe Preferred Embodiments

I. Impulse Radio Basics

This section is directed to technology basics and providesthe reader with

an introduction to impulse radio concepts, as well as other relevant aspects of

communications theory. This section includes subsectionsrelating to waveforms,

pulse trains, coding for energy smoothing and channelization, modulation,

reception and demodulation, interference resistance, processing gain, capacity,

multipath and propagation, distance measurement, and qualitative and

quantitative characteristics of these concepts. It should be understoodthat this

section is providedto assist the reader with understanding the present invention,

and should not be used to limit the scope of the present invention.

Impulse radio refers to a radio system based on short, low duty cycle

pulses. An ideal impulse radio waveform is a short Gaussian monocycle. As the

namesuggests, this waveform attempts to approach one cycle of radio frequency

(RF) energy at a desired center frequency. Due to implementation and other

spectral limitations, this waveform maybealtered significantly in practice for a

given application. Most waveforms with enough bandwidth approximate a

Gaussian shape to a useful degree.

Impulse radio can use many types of modulation, including AM, time

shift (also referred to as pulse position) and M-ary versions. The time shift

method has simplicity and power output advantages that make it desirable. In

this document, the time shift methodis usedasanillustrative example.

In impulse radio communications, the pulse-to-pulse interval can be

varied on a pulse-by-pulse basis by two components: an information component

and a pseudo-random code component. Generally, conventional spread spectrum

systems make use of pseudo-random codesto spread the normally narrow band

information signal over a relatively wide band of frequencies. A conventional

spread spectrum receiver correlates these signals to retrieve the original

information signal. Unlike conventional spread spectrum systems, the pseudo-

random code for impulse radio communications is not necessary for energy
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spreading because the monocycle pulses themselves have an inherently wide

bandwidth. Instead, the pseudo-random codeis used for channelization, energy

smoothing in the frequency domain,resistanceto interference, and reducing the

interference potential to nearby receivers.

The impulse radio receiveris typically a direct conversion receiver with

a cross correlator front end in which the front end coherently converts an

electromagnetic pulse train ofmonocycle pulses to a basebandsignal in a single

stage. The basebandsignalis the basic information signal for the impulse radio

communications system. It is often found desirable to include a subcarrier with

the basebandsignalto help reducethe effects ofamplifier drift and low frequency

noise. The subcarrier that is typically implemented alternately reverses

modulation according to a knownpattern at a rate faster than the data rate. This

same pattern is used to reverse the process and restore the original data pattern

just before detection. This method permits alternating current (AC) coupling of

stages, or equivalent signal processingto eliminate direct current (DC) drift and

errors from the detection process. This method is described in detail in U.S.

Patent No. 5,677,927 to Fullerton ef al.

In impulse radio communicationsutilizing time shift modulation, each

data bit typically time position modulates many pulses of the periodic timing

signal, This yields a modulated, coded timing signal that comprises a train of

identically shaped pulses for each single data bit. The impulse radio receiver

integrates multiple pulses to recover the transmitted information.

11. Waveforms

Impulse radio refers to a radio system based on short, low duty cycle

pulses. Inthe widest bandwidth embodiment, the resulting waveform approaches

one cycle per pulse at the center frequency. In more narrow band embodiments,

each pulse consists of a burst of cycles usually with some spectral shaping to

contro! the bandwidth to meet desired properties such as out of band emissions
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or in-band spectral flatness, or time domain peak power or burst off time

attenuation.

For system analysis purposes, it is convenient to model the desired

waveform in an ideal sense to provide insight into the optimum behavior for

5 detail design guidance. One such waveform model that has been useful is the

Gaussian monocycle as shown in Fig. 1A. This waveform is representative ofthe

transmitted pulse produced by a step function into an ultra-wideband antenna.

The basic equation normalized to a peak value of 1 is as follows:

—/?

Fnono(t) = Ve (4) er
 

10 Where,

ois atime scaling parameter,

tis time,

Tnono(t) is the waveform voltage, and

e is the natural logarithm base.

15 The frequency domain spectrum of the above waveform is shown in

Fig. 1B. The corresponding equationis:

3 >

Fuono(f) = 22)? o fertee)

The center frequency (f,), or frequency of peak spectral density is:

 ft 1
° Wno

20 These pulses, or bursts of cycles, may be produced by methods described

in the patents referenced above or by other methods that are known to one of
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ordinary skill in the art. Any practical implementation will deviate from the ideal

mathematical model by some amount. In fact, this deviation from ideal may be

substantial and yet yield a system with acceptable performance. This is

especially true for microwave implementations, where precise waveform shaping

is difficult to achieve. These mathematical models are provided as an aid to

describing ideal operation and are not intendedto limit the invention. In fact, any

burst ofcycles that adequatelyfills a given bandwidth and has an adequate on-off

attenuation ratio for a given application will serve the purposeofthis invention.

1.2. A Pulse Train

Impulse radio systems can deliver one or more data bits per pulse;

however, impulse radio systems more typically use pulsetrains, not single pulses,

for each data bit. As described in detail in the following example system, the

impulse radio transmitter produces and outputs a train of pulses for each bit of

information.

Prototypes built by the inventors have pulse repetition frequencies

including 0.7 and 10 megapulses per second (Mpps, where each megapulse is 10°

pulses). Figs. 2A and 2B areillustrations of the output of a typical 10 Mpps

system with uncoded, unmodulated, 0.5 nanosecond (ns) pulses 102. Fig. 2A

shows a time domain representation of this sequence of pulses 102. Fig 2B,

which shows 60 MHZat the center ofthe spectrum for the waveform ofFig. 2A,

illustrates that the result of the pulse train in the frequency domainis to produce

a spectrum comprisinga set of lines 204 spacedat the frequency of the 10 Mpps

pulse repetition rate. When the full spectrum is shown, the envelope ofthe line

spectrum followsthe curve of the single pulse spectrum 104 ofFig. 1B. Forthis

simple uncodedcase, the powerof the pulse train is spread among roughly two

hundred comb lines. Each combline thus has a small fraction of the total power

and presents muchless of an interference problem to receiver sharing the band.

It can also be observed from Fig. 2A that impulse radio systemstypically

have very low average duty cycles resulting in average powersignificantly lower
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than peak power. The duty cycle of the signal in the present example is 0.5%,

based on a 0.5 ns pulse in a 100 nsinterval.

1.3. Coding for Energy Smoothing and Channelization

For high pulse rate systems, it may be necessary to more finely spread the

spectrum than is achieved by producing comb lines. This may be done by

pseudo-randomly positioning eachpulserelative to its nominal position.

Fig. 3 is a plotillustrating the impact of a pseudo-noise (PN) code dither

on energy distribution in the frequency domain (A pseudo-noise, or PN codeis

a set of time positions defining the pseudo-random positioning for each pulse in

a sequenceofpulses). Fig. 3, when comparedto Fig. 2B, showsthat the impact

of using a PN codeis to destroy the combline structure and spread the energy

more uniformly. This structure typically has slight variations which are

characteristic of the specific code used.

The PN code also provides a method of establishing independent

communication channels using impulse radio. PN codes can be designed to have

low cross correlation such that a pulse train using one code will seldom collide

on more than one or two pulse positions with a pulses train using another code

during any one data bit time. Since a data bit may comprise hundredsofpulses,

this represents a substantial attenuation of the unwanted channel.

1.4. Modulation

Any aspect of the waveform can be modulated to convey information.

Amplitude modulation, phase modulation, frequency modulation, time shift

modulation and M-ary versions of these have been proposed. Both analog and

digital forms have been implemented. Ofthese, digital time shift modulation has

been demonstrated to have various advantages and can be easily implemented

using a correlation receiver architecture.

Digital time shift modulation can be implemented by shifting the coded

time position by an additional amount(thatis, in addition to PN code dither) in
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response to the information signal. This amountis typically very small relative

to the PN code shift. Ina 10 Mpps system with a center frequency of2 GHz., for

example, the PN code may commandpulseposition variations over a range of

100 ns; whereas, the information modulation may only deviate the pulse position

by 150 ps.

Thus, ina pulse train ofn pulses, each pulse is delayed a different amount

from its respective time base clock position by an individual code delay amount

plus a modulation amount, where n is the number of pulses associated with a

given data symboldigitalbit.

Modulation further smooths the spectrum, minimizing structure in the

resulting spectrum.

1.5. Reception and Demodulation

Clearly, if there were a large number of impulse radio users within a

confined area, there might be mutualinterference. Further, while the PN coding

minimizes that interference, as the numberof users rises, the probability of an

individual pulse from one user's sequencebeing received simultaneously with a

pulse from another user's sequenceincreases. Impulse radios are able to perform

in these environments, in part, because they do not depend on receiving every

pulse. The impulse radio receiver performs a correlating, synchronous receiving

function (at the RF level) that uses a statistical sampling and combining ofmany

pulses to recover the transmitted information.

Impulse radio receivers typically integrate from | to 1000 or more pulses

to yield the demodulated output. The optimal numberofpulses over which the

receiver integrates is dependent on a numberofvariables, including pulserate,

bit rate, interference levels, and range.
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1.6. Interference Resistance

Besides channelization and energy smoothing, the PN coding also makes

impulse radios highly resistant to interference from all radio communications

systems, including other impulse radio transmitters. Thisis critical as any other

signals within the band occupied by an impulse signal potentially interfere with

the impulse radio. Since there are currently no unallocated bands available for

impulse systems, they must share spectrum with other conventional radio systems

without being adversely affected. The PN code helps impulse systems

discriminate between the intended impulse transmission and interfering
transmissions from others.

Fig. 4 illustrates the result of anarrow bandsinusoidal interference signal

402 overlaying an impulse radio signal 404. At the impulse radio receiver, the

input to the cross correlation would include the narrow bandsignal 402, as well

as the received ultrawide-band impulse radio signal 404. The input is sampled

by the cross correlator with a PN dithered template signal 406. Without PN

coding, the cross correlation would sample the interfering signal 402 with such

regularity that the interfering signals could cause significant interference to the

impulse radio receiver. However, when the transmitted impulse signal is encoded

with the PN codedither (and the impulse radio receiver template signal 406 is

synchronized with that identical PN code dither) the correlation samples the

interfering signals pseudo-randomly. The samplesfrom the interfering signal add

incoherently, increasing roughly according to square root of the number of

samples integrated; whereas, the impulse radio samples add coherently,

increasing directly according to the number of samples integrated. Thus,

integrating over many pulses overcomes the impact of interference.

1.7. Processing Gain

Impulseradiois resistant to interference becauseofits large processing

gain. For typical spread spectrum systems, the definition of processing gain,

which quantifies the decrease in channel interference when wide-band
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communications are used, is the ratio of the bandwidth of the channel to the bit

rate of the information signal. For example, a direct sequence spread spectrum

system with a 10 kHz information bandwidth and a 10 MHZ channel bandwidth

yields a processing gain of 1000 or 30 dB. However,far greater processing gains

are achieved with impulse radio systems, where for the same 10 KHz information

bandwidth is spread across a much greater 2 GHz. channel bandwidth, the

theoretical] processing gain is 200,000 or 53 dB.

1.8. Capacity

It has been shown theoretically, using signal to noise arguments, that

thousands of simultaneous voice channels are available to an impulse radio

system as a result of the exceptional processing gain, which is due to the

exceptionally wide spreading bandwidth.

For a simplistic user distribution, with N interfering users ofequal power

equidistant from the receiver,the total interference signalto noise ratio as aresult

of these other users can be described by the following equation:

2 No*
V“tot = =

JZ

Where V?,,, is the total interference signal to noise ratio variance, at the
receiver;

N is the number of interfering users;

o” is the signal to noise ratio variance resulting from oneofthe interfering

signals with a single pulse cross correlation; and

Z is the numberofpulses over whichthe receiver integrates to recover the

modulation.
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This relationship suggests that link quality degrades gradually as the

number of simultaneous users increases. It also shows the advantage of

integration gain. The number of users that can be supported at the same

interference level increases by the square root ofthe numberofpulses integrated.

1.9. Multipath and Propagation

One ofthe striking advantages of impulse radio is its resistance to

multipath fading effects. Conventional narrow band systems are subject to

multipath through the Rayleigh fading process, where the signals from many

delayed reflections combineat the receiver antenna according to their relative

phase. Thisresults in possible summationor possible cancellation, depending on

the specific propagation to a given location. Thisalso results in potentially wild

signal strength fluctuations in mobile applications, where the mix of multipath

signals changesfor every few feet of travel.

Impulse radios, however, are substantially resistant to these effects.

Impulses arriving from delayed multipath reflections typically arrive outside of

the correlation time and thus are ignored. This processis described in detail with

reference to Figs. SA and 5B. In Fig. 5A, three propagation paths are shown.

The direct path is the shortest. It represents the straight line distance between the

transmitter and the receiver. Path 1 represents a grazing multipath reflection,

which is very close to the direct path. Path 2 represents a distant multipath

reflection. Also shown are elliptical (or, in space, ellipsoidal) traces that

represent other possible locations for reflections with the same time delay.

Fig. 5B represents a time domainplot ofthe received waveform from this

multipath propagation configuration. This figure comprises three doublet pulses

as shown in Fig. 1A. The direct path signal is the reference signal and represents

the shortest propagation time. The path 1 signalis delayedslightly andactually

overlaps and enhancesthe signal strength at this delay value. Note that the

reflected wavesare reversed in polarity. The path 2 signal is delayed sufficiently

that the waveform is completely separated from the direct path signal. If the
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correlator template signal is positionedat the direct path signal, the path 2 signal

will produce no response. It can be seen that only the multipath signals resulting

from very close reflectors have any effect. The bulk of the multipath signals,

which are substantially delayed, are removed from the correlation process and are

ignored.

The multipath signals delayed less than one quarter wave (one quarter

wave is about 1.5 inches, or 3.5cm at 2 GHz center frequency) are the only

signals that will attenuate the direct path signal. This is the reflection from the

first Fresnel zone, and this property is shared with narrow bandsignals; however,

impulse radio is highly resistant to all other Fresnel zone reflections. The ability

to avoid the highly variable attenuation from multipath gives impulse radio

significant performance advantages.

1.10. Distance Measurement

Impulse systems can measure distances to extremely fine resolution

because of the absence of ambiguous cycles in the waveform. Narrow band

systems, on the other hand,are limited to the modulation envelope and cannot

easily distinguish precisely which RF cycle is associated with each data bit

because the cycle-to-cycle amplitude differences are so small they are masked by

link or system noise. Since the impulse radio waveform has no multi-cycle

ambiguity, this allows positive determination of the waveform position to less

than a wavelength - potentially, downto the noise floor of the system. This time

position measurementcan be used to measure propagation delay to determinelink

distance, and oncelink distance is known, to transfer a time reference to an

equivalently high degree of precision. The inventors of the present invention

have built systems that have shown the potential for centimeter distance

resolution, which is equivalent to about 30 ps oftime transfer resolution. See, for

example, commonly owned, co-pending applications 09/045 ,929, filed March 23,

1998, titled "Ultrawide-Band Position Determination System and Method”, and

09/083,993, filed May 26, 1998, titled "System and Method for Distance
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Measurement by Inphase and Quadrature Signals in a Radio System", both of

whichare incorporated herein by reference.

II. Exemplary Transceiver Implementation

II.1.. Transmitter

An exemplary embodiment of an impulse radio transmitter 602 of an

impulse radio communication system having one subcarrier channel will now be

described with reference to Fig. 6.

The transmitter 602 comprises a time base 604 that generates a periodic

timing signal 606. The time base 604 typically comprises a voltage controlled

oscillator (VCO), or the like, having a high timing accuracy and lowjitter, on the

order of picoseconds (ps). The voltage control to adjust the VCO center

frequencyis set at calibration to the desired center frequency used to define the

transmitter's nominal pulse repetition rate. The periodic timing signal 606 is

supplied to a precision timing generator 608.

The precision timing generator 608 supplies synchronizing signals 610 to

the code source 612 and utilizes the code source output 614 together with an

internally generated subcarrier signal (which is optional) and an information

signal 616 to generate a modulated, coded timing signal 618.

The code source 612 comprises a storage device such as a random access

memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM),or the like, for storing suitable PN

codes and for outputting the PN codes as a code signal 614. Alternatively,

maximum length shift registers or other computational means can be used to

generate the PN codes.

An information source 620 supplies the information signal 616 to the

precision timing generator 608. The information signal 616 can be any type of

intelligence, including digital bits representing voice, data, imagery,or the like,

analog signals, or complex signals.
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A pulse generator 622 uses the modulated, coded timing signal 618 as a

trigger to generate output pulses. The output pulses are sentto a transmit antenna

624 via a transmission line 626 coupled thereto. The output pulses are converted

into propagating electromagnetic pulses by the transmit antenna 624. In the

present embodiment,the electromagnetic pulses are called the emitted signal, and

propagate to an impulse radio receiver 702, such as shown in Fig. 7, through a

propagation medium,suchasair, in a radio frequency embodiment.Ina preferred

embodiment, the emitted signal is wide-band or ultrawide-band, approaching a

monocycle pulse as in Fig. 1A. However, the emitted signal can be spectrally

modified by filtering of the pulses. This bandpass filtering will cause each

monocycle pulse to have more zero crossings (more cycles) in the time domain.

In this case, the impulse radio receiver can use a similar waveform as the

template signal in the cross correlator for efficient conversion.

IL.2. Receiver

An exemplary embodiment of an impulse radio receiver (hereinafter

called the receiver) for the impulse radio communication system is now described

with reference to Fig. 7.

The receiver 702 comprises a receive antenna 704 for receiving a

propagated impulse radio signal 706. A received signal 708 is input to a cross

correlator or sampler 710 via a receiver transmission line, coupled to the receive

antenna 704, and producing a baseband output 712.

The receiver 702 also includesa precision timing generator 714, which

receives a periodic timing signal 716 from a receiver time base 718. This time

base 718 is adjustable and controllable in time, frequency, or phase, as required

by the lock loop in orderto lock on the received signal 708. The precision timing

generator 714 provides synchronizing signals 720 to the code source 722 and

receives a code control signal 724 from the code source 722. The precision

timing generator 714 utilizes the periodic timing signal 716 and code control

signal 724 to produce a coded timing signal 726. ‘The template generator 728 is
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triggered by this coded timing signal 726 and producesa train of template signal

pulses 730 ideally having waveformssubstantially equivalent to each pulse ofthe

received signal 708. The code for receiving a given signal is the same code

utilized by the originating transmitter to generate the propagated signal. Thus, the

timing ofthe template pulse train matches the timing ofthe received signal pulse

train, allowing the received signal 708 to be synchronously sampled in the

correlator 710. The correlator 710 ideally comprises a multiplier followed by a

short term integrator to sum the multiplier product over the pulse interval.

The output of the correlator 710 is coupled to a subcarrier demodulator

732, which demodulates the subcarrier information signal from the subcarrier.

The purpose of the optional subcarrier process, when used, is to move the

information signal away from DC (zero frequency) to improve immunity to low

frequency noise andoffsets. The output of the subcarrier demodulatoris then

filtered or integrated in the pulse summation stage 734. A digital system

embodimentis shown in Fig. 7. In this digital system, a sample and hold 736

samplesthe output 735 ofthe pulse summation stage 734 synchronously with the

completion of the summation of a digital bit or symbol. The output of sample

and hold 736 is then compared with a nominal zero (or reference) signal output

in a detector stage 738 to determine an output signal 739 representing the digital

state of the output voltage of sample and hold 736.

The basebandsignal 712 is also input to a lowpassfilter 742 (also referred

to as lock loop filter 742). A control loop comprising the lowpassfilter 742, time

base 718, precision timing generator 714, template generator 728, and correlator

710 is used to generate an error signal 744. The error signal 744 provides

adjustments to the adjustable time base 718 to time position the periodic timing

signal 726 in relation to the position of the received signal 708.

In a transceiver embodiment, substantial economy can be achieved by

sharing part or all of several of the functions of the transmitter 602 and receiver

702. Someof these include the time base 718, precision timing generator 714,

code source 722, antenna 704, and thelike.
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FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate the cross correlation process and the correlation

function. Fig. 8A shows the waveform of a template signal. Fig. 8B showsthe

waveform of a received impulse radio signal at a set of several possible time

offsets. Fig. 8C represents the output of the correlator (multiplier and short time

integrator) for each ofthe time offsets ofFig. 8B. Thus, this graph does not show

a waveform that is a function of time, but rather a function of time-offset. For

any given pulse received, there is only one corresponding point which is

applicable on this graph. This is the point correspondingto the time offset ofthe

template signal used to receive that pulse. Further examples and details of

precision timing can be found described in Patent 5,677,927, and commonly

owned co-pending application 09/146,524, filed September 3, 1998, titled

"Precision Timing Generator System and Method", both of which are

incorporated herein by reference.

Ill. Overview of the Invention

The present invention is directed to a system and method for impulse

radio powercontrol. Fig. 9 depicts an example communications environment

within which the present invention is used. Two or more impulse radio

transceivers 902A, 902B communicatewith one another, possibly in the presence

of an interfering transmitter 908. Each transceiver 902A, 902B includes an

impulse radio receiver 702 and an impulse radio transmitter 602. Fig. 9 depicts

two transceivers 902A and 902B, separated by a distance dl. As shown,

transmitter 602A transmits a signal S1 that is received by receiver 702B.

Transmitter 602B transmits a signal S2 that is received by receiver 702A.

Interfering transmitter 908, if present, transmits an interfering signal S3 that is

received by both receiver 702A andreceiver 702B. Interfering transmitter 908

is Situated a distance d2 from transceiver 902B.

The output poweroftransmitters 602A, 602Bis adjusted, according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, based on a performance

measurement(s) of the received signals. In one embodiment, the output power
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of transmitter 602B is adjusted based on a performance measurement of signal

S2 as received by receiver 702A. In an alternative embodiment, the output power

of transmitter 602B is adjusted based on a performance measurementofsignal

S1 received by receiver 702B. In both cases, the output power of transmitter

602B is increased when the performance measurement of the received signal

drops below a threshold, and is decreased when the performance measurement

rises above a threshold. Several alternative embodiments are described below for

calculating this power control update.

Powercontrol refers to the control of the output power of a transmitter.

However, it is noted that this is usually implemented as a voltage control

proportional to the output signal voltage.

Different measurements of performance can be used as the basis for

calculating a power control update. As discussed in detail below, examples of

such performance measurementsinclude signal strength, signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR), and bit error rate (BER), used either alone or in combination.

Forthe sake ofclarity, Fig. 9 depicts two transceivers 902A, 902B in two-

way communicationwith one another. Those skilled in the art will recognize that

the principles discussed herein apply equally well to multiple transceivers 902 in

communication with each other. Transceiver 902 can represent any transceiver

employing impulse radio technology (for examples, see U.S. Patent No.

5,677,927, incorporated by reference above). Transceiver 902 can be a hand-held

unit, or mounted in some fashion,e.g., a transceiver mounted in a basestation.

For example, referring to Fig. 9, transceiver 902A can represent a hand-held

phone communicating a transceiver 902B that is part of a base station.

Alternatively, both transceivers 902A and 902Bcan represent hand-held phones

communicating with each other. A plethora offurther alternatives are envisioned.

Interfering transmitter 908 includes transmitter 910 that transmits

electromagnetic energy in the same or a nearby frequency bandas that used by

transceivers 902A and 902B, thereby possibly interfering with the

communications of transceivers 902A and 902B. Interfering transmitter 908
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might also include a receiver, although the receiver function does not impact

interference analysis. For example, interfering transmitter 908 could represent

an impulse radio communicating with another impulse radio (not shown).

Alternatively, interfering transmitter 908 could represent any arbitrary transmitter

that transmits electromagnetic energy in some portionofthe frequency spectrum

used by transceivers 902. Those skilled in the art will recognize that many such

transmitters can exist, given the ultra-wideband natureofthe signals transmitted

by transceivers 902.

For those environments where multiple impulse radios of similar design

are operating in close geographic proximity, interference between the impulse

radios is minimized by controlling the transmitter power in each transceiver

according to the present invention. Consider the example environmentdepicted

in Fig. 9 where interfering transmitter 908 represents an impulse radio transceiver

similar in design to transceivers 902A and 902B. Lowering the output power of

interfering transmitter 908 reduces the extent to which S3 interferes with the

communication between transceivers 902A and 902B. Similarly, lowering the

poweroftransmitters 602A and 602B reduces the extent to which SI and S2

interfere with the communications of transmitter 908. According to the present

invention, each transmitter (602A, 602B, and 910 in those situations where

interfering transmitter 908 represents an impulse radio) maintains its output

power to achieve a satisfactory signal reception. The present invention is

therefore particularly well suited to a crowded impulse radio environment.

IV. Power Control Process

IV.1. Power Control Overview

Generally speaking, impulse radio power control methods utilize a

performance measurement indicative of the quality of the communications

process where the quality is power dependent. This quality measurement is

compared with a quality reference in order to determine a powercontrol update.
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Various performance measurementscan be used, individually or in combination.

Each has slightly different characteristics, which can be utilized in different

combinations to construct an optimum system for a given application. Specific

performance measurements that are discussed below include signal strength,

signal to noise ratio (SNR), and bit error rate (BER). These performance

measurements are discussed in an idealized embodiment. However, great

accuracy is generally not required in the measurementof these values. Thus,

signals approximating these quantities can be substituted as equivalent. Other

performance measurements related to these or equivalent to these would be

apparent to one skilled in the relevant art. Accordingly, the use of other

measurements of performance are within the spirit and scope of the present

invention.

Fig. 10 illustrates atypical two transceiver system comprising transceiver

902A and transceiver 902B and utilizing power control according to an

embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 10, receiver 702A

receives the transmission 1008 from transmitter 602B of transceiver 902B.

Signal evaluation function 1011A evaluates the signal quality, and quality

measurement(s) 1012A are provided to the power control algorithm 1014A.

Power control algorithm 1014A then determines a power control update 1016

according to the current received signal quality measurement(s) 1012A

determined by signal evaluation function 1011A. This update 1016 is added to

the signal data stream in the transmitter data multiplexer 1018A and then

transmitted via transmitter 602A to transceiver 902B. Receiver 702B of

transceiver 902B receives a data stream and demultiplexer 1020B separates the

user data and powercontrol command 1016, sending the power control command

1016 to transmitter 602B (or to powercontrol function 1126 as discussed below

in connection with Fig. 11). Transmitter 602B (or powercontrol function 1126)

then adjusts the transmission outputlevel of signal 1008 according to the power

control command, whichis based on the received signal quality measurement(s)

1012A determined by transceiver 902A. A similar control loop operates to
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control transmitter 602A according to the received signal quality measurement(s)

1012B determined by signal evaluation function 1011B of transceiver 902B.

Fig. 11 illustrates a transceiver 902 modified to measure signal strength,

SNR,and BERaccording to an embodimentofthe present invention. According

to this embodiment, an originating transmitter transmits the RF signal 706, which

is received by the antenna 704. The resulting received signal 708 is then

providedto the correlator 710 where it is multiplied according to the template

signal 730 and then short term integrated (or alternatively sampled) to produce

a baseband output 712. This baseband output is provided to the optional

subcarrier demodulator 732, which demodulates a subcarrier as applied to the

transmitted signal 706. This output 1s then long term integrated in the pulse

summation stage 734, which is typically an integrate and dump stage that

produces a ramp shape output waveform when the receiver 702 is receiving a

transmitted signal 706, or is typically a random walk type waveform when

receiving pure noise. This output 735 (after it is sampled by sample and hold

state 736) is fed to a detector 738 having an output 739, which represents the

detection of the logic state of the transmitted signal 706.

The output ofthe correlator 710 is also coupled to a lock loop comprising

a lock loopfilter 742, an adjustable time base 718, a precision timing generator

714, a template generator 728, and the correlator 710. The lock loop maintains

a stable quiescent operating point on the correlation function in the presence of

variations in the transmitter time base frequency and variations due to Doppler

effects.

The adjustable time base 718 drives the precision timing generator 714,

whichprovides timing to the code generator 722, which in turn, provides timing

commandsback to the timing generator 714 according to the selected code. The

timing generator 714 then provides timing signals to the template generator 728

according to the timing commands,and the template generator 728 generates the

proper template waveform 730 for the correlation process. Further examples and
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discussion of these processes can be found in the patents incorporated by

reference above.

It is noted that coding is optional. Accordingly, it should be appreciated

that the present invention covers non-coded implementations that do not

incorporate code source 722.

Referring again to Fig. 11, the output 735 of the pulse summation stage

734 is sampled by the sample and hold stage 736 producing an output 1102 which

is then processedby a signal evaluation stage 1011 that determines a measure of

the signal strength 1106, received noise 1108, and SNR 1110. These values are

passed to the powercontrolalgorithm 1014, which may combinethis information

with a BER measurement 1112 provided by a BER evaluation function 1116.

The powercontrol algorithm 1014 generates a powercontrol update 1016 value

according to one or more of the performance measurements. This value is

combined with the information signal 616 and sent to the transceiver which is

originating the received signal 706. One method of combining this information

is to divide the data stream into time division blocks using a multiplexer 1018.

A portion ofthe data stream 1122 contains userdata(i.e., information signal 616)

and a portion contains contro] information, which includes power control update

information 1016. The combined data stream 1122 is then provided to the

transmitter precision timing generator 608, which may optionally include a

subcarrier modulation process. This timing generatoris driven by a transmitter

time base 604 and interfaces with a code generator 612, which provides pulse

position commandsaccording to a PN code. The timing generator 608 provides

timing signals 618 to the pulse generator 622, which generates pulses 626 of

proper amplitude and waveform according to the timing signals 618. These

pulses are then transmitted by the antenna 624.

It is noted that BER 1112 is a measure ofsignal quality that is related to

the ratio of error bits to the total number of bits transmitted. The use of other

signal quality measurements, which are apparentto one skilled in the relevantart,

are within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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It should be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that the system

functions such as power command 1124 and power control 1126 can be

implemented into either the transmitter 602 or receiver 702 ofa transceiver,at the

convenienceofthe designer. For example, powercontrol 1126 is shownas being

part of transmitter 602 in Fig. 10.

The transceiver originating the RF signal 706 has a similar architecture.

Thus, the received data stream 739 contains both user data and power control

commands, which are intendedto control the pulse generator 622. These power

control commandsare selected from the data stream by a power command

function 1124, which includes the function of receive data demultiplexer 1020,

and delivered to a power control function 1126 that controls the output power of

the pulse generator 622.

IV.2. Impulse Radio Performance Measurements

According to the present invention, the output 1102 of the sample and

hold stage 736is evaluated to determine signal performancecriteria necessary for

calculation of power control updates 1016. The signal performancecriteria can

include signal strength, noise, SNR and/or BER.

First, the signal detection process is described in greater detail in

accordance with Fig. 12, which describes the workings of the detector 738 of

Figs. 7 and 11. The output 735 of the pulse summation stage 734 is provided to

the input of the sample and hold 736, which is clocked by a sample clock signal

1202 at the end of the integration period (pulse summation period)for a databit.

This samples the final voltage level, which represents the integration result, and

holdsit until the integration of the next data bit is complete. The output 1102 of

this sample and hold 736, is supplied to an averaging function 1204, which

determines the average value 1206 ofthis signal 1102. This average function

1204 may be a running average, a single pole low passfilter, a simple RC filter

(a filter including a resistor(s) and capacitor(s)), or any number of equivalent

averaging functions as would be known byoneofordinary skill in the art. This
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average value 1206 represents the DC (direct current) value of the output 1102

of sample and hold 736 andis used as the reference for comparator 1208 in the

determination of the digital value of the instant signal which is output as

Received Data 739. The advantageofaveraging function 1204is to eliminate DC

offsets in the circuits leading up to sample and hold 736. This function, however,

depends on a relatively equal number of ones and zeroes in the data stream. An

alternative methodis to evaluate the average only when nosignal is in lock, as

evidenced by lowsignal strength, and then to hold this value whena signalis in

lock. This will be discussedlater in detail with reference to Fig. 17. This depends

on the assumption that the DC offset will be stable over the period of the

transmission. A further alternative is to build low offset circuits such that a fixed

value, e.g. zero, may be substituted for the average. This is potentially more

expensive, but has no signal dependencies. A fourth alternative is to split the

difference between the average voltage detected as a data "one" and the average

voltage detected as a data "zero" to determine a reference value for bit

comparison. This difference is available from a signal strength measurement

process, which is now described in greater detail in the discussion of Fig. 13

IV.2.a. Signal Strength Measurement

Fig. 13 illustrates the details ofthe signal evaluation function 1011 ofFig.

11. This function determinessignal strength by measuring the difference between

the average voltage associated with a digital "one" and the average voltage

associated with a digital "zero". Noise is determined by measuringthe variation

of these signals, and "signal to noise" is determined by finding the ratio between

the signal strength and the noise.

The process for finding signal strength will now be described with

reference to Fig. 13, which includes two signal paths, each for determining the

average characteristics of the output voltage associated with a detected digital

"one" or "zero" respectively. The upper path comprising switch 1302, average
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function 1304, square function 1306,filter 1308, and square root function 1310

operates when the receive data detects a digital "one." The lower path,

comprising switch 1312, average function 1314, square function 1316, filter

1318, and square root function 1320 operates when the receive data detects a

digital "zero" according to inverter 1322. It would be appreciated by one skilled
in the art that multiple such paths may be implemented corresponding to multiple

states ofmodulation, should such multiple states be implementedin the particular

transceiver system. It should also be noted that a single path mightbe sufficient

for many applications, resulting in possible cost savings with potentially some

performance degradation.

More specifically, the output 1102 of the sample and hold 736 is fed to

either average function 1304 or average function 1314, according to the receive

data 739 and inverter 1322, which determines whether the instant signal

summation(i.e., the instant ofreceive data 739) is detected asa "one" ora"zero".

If the signal is detected as a digital "one", switch 1302 is closed and average

function 1304 receivesthis signal, while average function 1314 receives no signal

and holds its value. If the signal is detected as a digital "zero", switch 1312 is

closed and average function 1314 receives this signal, while average function

1304 receives no signal and holdsits value.

Average functions 1304 and 1314 determine the average value of their

respective inputs over the number of input samples whentheir respective switch

is closed. This is not strictly an averaging over time, but an average over the

numberofinput samples. Thus, ifthere are more ones than zeroesina given time

interval, the average for the ones would reflect the sum of the voltage values for

the ones overthat interval divided by the numberofones detectedin that interval

rather than simply dividing by the length of the interval or number oftotal

samples in the interval. Again this average may be performed by running

average,or filter elements modified to be responsive to the number of samples

rather than time. Whereas, the average over the numberof samplesrepresents the

best modein that it corrects for an imbalance between the number of ones and
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zeroes, a simple average overtimeorfilter over time may be adequate for many

applications. It should also be noted that a number of averaging functions

including,but notlimited to, running average, boxcar average, low passfilter, and

others can be used or easily adapted to be used in a manner similar to the

examples by oneof ordinary skill in theart.

It should also be appreciated that a simple average basedstrictly on digital

"ones" or "zeroes", rather than the composite that includes both "ones" and

"zeroes", can be evaluated with a slight loss ofperformanceto the degree that the

average voltage associated with "ones" or the average voltage associated with

"zeros" are not symmetrical.

The outputs of averaging functions 1304 and 1314 are combined to

achieve a signal strength measurement 1324. In the embodimentillustrated, the

voltage associated with digital "one"is positive, and the voltage associated with

digital zero is negative, thus the subtraction indicated in the diagram, is

equivalent to a summation of the two absolute values of the voltages. It should

also be noted that this summation is equal to twice the average of these two

values. A divide by twoat this point would be importantonly in a definitional

sense as this factor will be accommodated by the total loop gain in the power

control system.

The purpose of square functions 1306 and 1316,filters 1308 and 1318,

and square root functions 1310, 1320 shall be described below in the following

section relating to noise measurements.

IV.2.b. Noise Measurement

Fig. 15 and Fig. 13 illustrate a noise measurement process in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention. This noise measurement process

is contained within the signal evaluation function 1011 of Fig. 11. The noise

measurement is combined with the signal strength measurementto derive a signal

to noise measurement 1110. There are two modesthat must be considered when

determining the noise value.
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The first mode is now described with reference to Fig. 15. This mode is

used before a signal is in lock. In this situation, the pulse summation functionis

not generating ramps because there is no coherent signal being received. To

measure noise in this mode, the samples from sample and hold 736 are evaluated

for statistical standard deviation,i.e. the RMS(root mean square) AC (alternating

current) voltage. This value is then averaged by an average function to provide

a stable measure of the noise. The averaged value can then be used asaninitial

value for the noise after a signal is captured and locked.

Morespecifically, referring to Fig. 15, the output 1102 ofsample and hold

736 is averagedin the average function 1204 to remove any DC offset that may

be associated with the signal. The output of average function 1204 is then

subtracted from the sample and hold output producing a zero meansignal 1502.

The zero mean signal 1502 is then squared by square function 1504 andfiltered

by filter 1506. This result (the outputoffilter 1506) represents the variance 1512

of the noise. A square root function 1508is also applied, resulting in the RMS

value 1510 of the noise.

Fig. 16 illustrates an alternate processing method which mayafford some

implementation economies. Referring to Fig. 16, the zero mean signal 1502 is

provided to an absolute value function 1602 whichis then filtered by filter 1604,

resulting in an output 1606 that may be usedin place of the RMS value 1510.

The second mode to be considered occurs when the receiveris locked to

a received signal. In this mode, the pulse summation function is generating a

generally ramp shaped time function signal due to the coherent detection of

modulated data "ones" and "zeroes". In this mode the desired noise value

measurementis the statistical standard deviation of the voltage associated with

either the data "ones" or data "zeros". Alternatively, as discussed below in the

description ofFig. 14, the absolute value ofthe voltage associated with either the

data "ones" or data "zeros" can be used in place of standard deviation.

Referring again to Fig. 13, the output of average function 1304 is

subtracted from each sample resulting in a value 1326 that is then squared by
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square function 1306, and filtered by filterl308. The filtered result is then

processed by square root function 1310, resulting in an RMS AC value 1325

representing the noise associated with the "ones". A similar process is performed

on the output of average function 1314 by the square function 1316,filter 1318,

and square root function 1320, resulting in a value 1328 representing the noise

associated with the data "zeroes". These two values 1325 and 1328 are combined

resulting in a value 1330 representing the noise in the reception process. If the

noise for the "ones" is equal to the noise for the "zeroes", then this method of

adding the values results in a sum equivalent to twice the average of the noise

value for the "ones".

The noise value 1330 is combined with the signal strength value 1324 in

a divide function 1332 to derive a signal-to-noise value 1334 result. As with the

signal strength measurement 1324, computational economies may be achieved

by using only the result of the data "ones" or data "zeros" processing for the

standard deviation computation, or by using average absolute value in the place

of standard deviation.

The use ofabsolute value in place ofstandard deviation is now described

with reference to Fig. 14. Fig 14 illustrates an alternate solution to the square

function 1306,filter 1308, and square root function 1310 sequence identified as

1336 in Fig. 13. The output of average function 1304 is subtracted from each

sample resulting in a value 1326 that is provided to the absolute value function

1402 and the result is then filtered by filter 1308 to produce an alternative to the

RMSvalue 1325. Other methods of achieving computational efficiency would

be apparent to one of ordinary skill in theart.

The terminology data "ones" and data "zeroes" refers to the logic states

passed through the impulse radio receiver. In a typical system, however, there

may be a Forward Error Correction ( hereinafter called FEC) function that

follows the impulse receiver. In such a system, the data "ones" and "zeroes" in

the impulse receiver would not be final user data, but instead would be symbol
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"ones" and "zeros" which would be input to the FEC function to produce final

user data "ones" and "zeros".

An output combinerfor the two noise measurement modestogether with

a modelogic method is shown with reference to Fig. 17. In Fig. 17 the output of

the noise measurement 1510 from the algorithm ofFig. 15, which is valid for the

unlocked case and the output of the noise measurement 1330 from the algorithm

of Fig. 13, whichis valid for the locked case, are provided to the two alternative

inputs of a selector switch 1702. The switch 1702 is controlled by the output of

a lock detector 1704, which determines the mode. The selected output is then

supplied to the noise output 1106 of the signal evaluation block 1011 of Fig. 11.

The lock detector 1704 comprises a comparator 1706 connected to the

signal strength output 1324 of Fig. 13. A reference value 1708 supplied to the

comparator 1706 is a value that is slightly higher than the ambient noise. For an

impulse radio, and for digital radios in general, a 10 dB signalto noiseratio is

generally required in order to achieve acceptable reception. Thus,it is feasible

to place a threshold (that is, the reference value 1708) betweenthe no-signal and

the acceptable-signal level.

In a simple receiver, the reference value 1708 maybefixed. In a more

advancedradio, the reference value 1708 may be determined by placing the

receiver in a state where lock is not possible due to, for instance, a frequency

offset, and then setting the reference value 1708 such that the lock detector 1704

showsa stable unlocked state. In another embodiment, the reference value 1708

is set to a factor(e.g., two) times the unlocked noise value 1510.

In the embodimentof Fig. 17, the output of lock detector 1704 is also

shown switching (enabling) the outputs of the signal strength 1324 and signal to

noise 1334 signals using switches 1712 and 1714, since these outputs are not

meaningful until a significant signal is received and in lock. These outputs 1324,

1334 are then supplied to the outputs 1108, 1110 ofthe signal evaluation function

1011 of Fig. 11.
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IV.2.c. Bit Error Rate (BER)

Referring again to Fig. 11, the Bit Error Rate (BER) is measured directly

from the received data stream 739. The result 1112 is provided to the power

control algorithm 1014. BER can be measured by a number of methods

depending on the configuration of the system. In an embodiment adaptable for

a block oriented data transmittion system, BER is measured periodically, by

sending a knownbit pattern and determining the numberofbits in error. For

example, a known one-thousand bit message could be sent ten times a second,

and the result examined for errors. Theerror rate could be directly calculated as

the numberoferrors divided by the total bits sent. This block of known BER

pattern data maybe brokeninto sub-blocksand sentas part of the data contained

in block or packet headers. Both of these methods require considerable overhead

in the form of known data sent on the link in order to calculate the errorrate.

In a system adapted to use forward error correction (FEC), the error

correction rate can be used as the raw BER measurementrepresentative of signal

quality. Suitable algorithms including Reed Soloman, Viterbi, and other

convolutional codes, or generally any FEC methodthat yields an error correction

rate can be used.

Ina preferred embodiment, parity or check sumsare used as a measure of

errors, even thoughthey aloneare insufficientto correct errors. With this method,

the user data is used to measurethe error rate and a very small overhead of one

percentor less is required for the parity to detect normalerror rates. For example,

one parity bit added to each block of 128 data bits could measureerror rates to 10°

2. which would be sufficient to control to a BER of 10°. Although double bit

errors within a block will go unnoticed,this is not ofmuch consequencesince the

average of many blocks is the value used in the power control loop.

IV.2.d. Performance Measurement Summary

In the preferred embodiment. the signal strength measurement1324 could

be fairly responsive, i.e. have verylittle averagingorfiltering, in fact it may have
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no filtering and depend on the powercontrol loop or algorithm 1014 to provide

the necessary filtering. The signal to noise measurement 1334 also could be

fairly responsive to power changes because the signal measurementis simply

propagated through the signal to noise divide operation 1332. The noise

measurement 1330, however,typically needs significantfiltering 1308 to provide

a stable base for the divide operation 1332. Otherwise, the SNR value 1334 will

vary wildly due to fluctuations in the noise measurement 1330.

The evaluation of BER 1116 requires a large quantity of data in order to

achievea statistically significant result. For example, if a maximum of 10°? BER

is desired (e.g., in Fig. 22 discussed below, BER reference 2210 = 10°), 1000

data bits must be received to have a likely chance of a single error. 30,000 to

100,000 bits are needed to have a smooth statistical measure at this error rate.

Thus, the averaging requirements for BER 1116 are much longerthan for signal

strength 1324 or SNR 1334, yet BER 1116 is typically the most meaningful

measure of channel quality.

It should be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that, where some

ofthe diagramsanddescription may seem to describe an analog implementation,

both an analog or a digital implementation are intended. Indeed, the digital

implementation, where the functions such as switches, filters, comparators, and

gain constants are performedby digital computation is a preferred embodiment.

IV.3. Impulse Radio Power Control

Fig. 18 is a flowchart that describes a method ofpower control according

to the present invention. Fig. 18 is described with reference to the example

environment depicted Figs. 9 and 10. In step 1802, transceiver 902A transmits

a signal $1. In step 1804, transcerver 902Breceives signal $1. In step 1806, a

power control update 1016 is calculated according to a performance

measurement(s) of received signal $1. Various performance measurements are

discussed below, such as received signal strength, BER, and SNR, can be used

either alone or in combination.
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In steps 1808A and 1808B,the output powerofeither transmitter 602A

of transceiver 902A or transmitter 602B of transceiver 902B (or both) is

controlled according to the power control update 1016. In step 1808A, the power

of transmitter 602A of transceiver 902A is controlled according to the power

control update 1016, whichis preferably calculated (in step 1806) at transceiver

902B andtransmitted from transceiver 902B to 902A. Step 1808Ais described

in additional detail in Fig. 19.

Referring to Fig. 19, transceiver 902B transmits a power control update,

in step 1902. In step 1904, transceiver 902A receives the power control update

from transceiver 902B. Then,in step 1906, transceiver 902A adjusts its output

power(oftransmitter 602A) accordingto the received power control update 1016.

According to this embodiment, the power control for a particular transceiveris

therefore determined by the performance (measured by another transceiver

receiving the signals) of signals it transmits.

Alternatively, in step 1808B, the output powerof transmitter 602B of

transceiver 902B is controlled according to the power control update 1016.

According to this embodiment, the power control for a particular transceiveris
therefore determined by the performance of signals it receives from another

transceiver. This embodiment assumes that the propagation path between

transceivers in communication is bilaterally symmetric, ie., that signals

transmitted between the pair of transceivers undergo the same path loss in both

directions. Consider the example environment depicted in Fig. 9. The

propagation path between transceivers 902A and 902Bis bilateral symmetric if

signal S1 undergoes the same path loss as signal S2. The path loss of S1

therefore provides an accurate estimate ofthe path loss of S2 to the extent thatthe

propagation path approachesbilateral symmetry. According to this embodiment,

the power control of transceiver 902B is determined by the performance of

received signal S1 (which is transmitted by transceiver 902A and received by

transceiver 902B)in lieu of evaluating received signal S2 (whichis transmitted

by transceiver 902B andreceived by transceiver 902A). Impulse radio provides
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a unique capability for implementing this kind of system. In an impulse radio,

the multipath signals are delayed from the direct path signal. Thusthefirst

received pulse in a multipath group will be the direct path signal. If both

transceivers in a transceiver system are configured to find and lock on the earliest

signal in a multipath group, then the symmetry will be assured, assuming the

direct path exists. If the direct path does not exist because of obstruction, then

both transceivers will still likely lock on the same early multipath reflection —

resulting in a bilateral symmetric propagation configuration.

The following two sections describe steps 1806 and 1808in greater detail.

IV.3.a. Calculate Power Control Update

As described above, in step 1806 a powercontrol update is calculated

according to a performance measurement(s) ofreceived signal S1. Those skilled

in the art will recognize that many different measurements of performance are

possible. Several performance measurements are discussed herein, along with

their relative advantages and disadvantages.

IV.3.a.i. Using Signal Strength Measurements

Inafirst embodiment, the signal strength ofthe received signalis used as

a performance measurement. The powercontrol update, dP, is given by:

dP = K(P,er - Ps))

whereK is a gain constant;

P., is the signal strength of received signal $1;

P_.. is a signal strength reference; and

dP is the power control update (whichis preferable in the unit of Volts).

The output level of transmitter 602A (of transceiver 902A) is therefore

increased when Pz, falls below P,.;, and decreased when Pg, rises aboveP,.5. The
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magnitude of the update is linearly proportional to the difference between these

two signals. Note that the power control update can be equivalently expressed

as an absolute rather than a differential value. This can be achieved by

accumulating the differential values dP and communicating the resulting output

level P as follows:

P, =P, + aP,

Where P, is the output level (e.g., voltage level or power level) to be

transmitted during the next evaluation interval;

P,.; is the output level transmitted during the last evaluation interval; and

dP is the output level increment computed as a result of the signal

evaluation during the last interval.

Notealso that the power control update could be quantized to two or more

levels.

A control loop diagram illustrating this embodiment will now be

described with reference to Fig. 20. A signal 2002 (e.g., signal 2002 is

transmitted by transmitter 602A oftransceiver 902A) having a transmitted output

level is disturbed by the propagation path accordingto a disturbance 2004. This

disturbance 2004 may be modeled as either an additive processora multiplicative

process. The multiplicative process is generally more representative of the

attenuation process for large disturbances 2004. The resulting received signal

2006 (received by receiver 702B or transceiver 902B) is evaluated for signal

strength 2008 (P,,) and compared with the desired signal strength reference 2010

(P,.f). The result is then scaled by K, 2012 (K) to produce power control update

2013 (dP). Power contro! update 2013 (dP) is summedorintegrated or possibly

filtered over time by, for example, integrator 2014 to produce a power contro]

commandsignal 2016 to command the powercontrol function 2018 (1126 in Fig.

11) of the transmitter (transmitter 602A of transceiver 902A if the embodiment
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including step 1808A is implemented, or transmitter 602B of transceiver 902B

if the embodiment including step 1808B is implemented) to output a signal 2002

having a new output level (e.g., voltage level or power level). Note that this

diagram ignores a nominal path loss and receiver gain which may overcomethis

path loss. This diagram focuses on the disturbance from the nominal.

If the receiver contains an automatic gain control (AGC), the operation of

this AGC must be taken into account in the measurement of signal strength.

Indeed, some AGC control signals are suitable for use as a signal strength

indicator.

Where the embodiment of 1808B is implemented, the integrating step

2014 should preferably bea filter rather than a perfect integrator and the gain K 1

should be low suchthat the gain correctionis less than sufficient to fully level the

power,preferably less than halfofwhat would level the power. This will prevent

instability in the system. Such low gain K1 would likely be discarded as

unworkable in conventional spread spectrum systems, but because of the

potentially very high processing gain available in an impulse radio systems, and

impulse radio system can tolerate gain control errors of much greater magnitude

than conventional spread spectrum systems, making this method potentially

viable for such impulse radio systems.

It should be apparent to one skilled in the art that the system functions

including the reference 2010, the K, scaling function 2012, and the integrator

2014, can be partitioned into either the transmitteror receiver at the convenience

of the designer.

Those skilled intheart will recognize that manydifferent formulations are
possible for calculating a power control update according to received signal

strength. For instance, the performance measurement might be compared against

one or more threshold values. For example, if one threshold value is used the

output power is increased if the measurement falls below the threshold and

decreased if the measurement rise above the threshold. Alternatively, for

example, the performance measurement is compared against two threshold
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values, where output poweris increased if the measurementfalls below a low

threshold, decreased if the measurementrises above a high threshold, or held

steady if between the two thresholds. This alternative method is often referred

to as being based on hysteresis.

These two thresholding methods could also be used with the remaining

performance measurements discussed below.

In another embodiment, transceiver 902A does not evaluate the signal.

Transceiver 902B evaluates the signal strength of S1 and computes a power

control update commandfor transmitter 602B and for transmitter 602A. The

powercontrol update (dP) commandfor transmitter 602A is sent to transceiver

902A and used to control transmitter 602A.

IV.3.a.ii. Using SNR Measurements

In a second embodiment, the SNR of the received signal is used as a

performance measurement. The power control update, dP, is given by:

dP = K(SNR,.7 - SNRs)

whereKis a gain constant;

SNRg, is the signal-to-noise ratio of received signal $1; and

SNR,,; is a signal-to-noise ratio reference.

The power of transmitter 602A (of transceiver 902A) is therefore

increased when SNRg, falls below SNR,,., and decreased when SNRg, rises above

SNR,,... The magnitude of the update is linearly proportional to the difference

between these two signals. Note that the power control update can be

equivalently expressed as an absolute rather than a differential value. As

described above, those skilled in the art will recognize that many alternative

equivalent formulations are possible for calculating a power control update

accordingto received signal SNR.
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A control loop diagram illustrating the functionality of this embodiment

will now be described with reference to Fig. 21. A signal 2002 (e.g. signal 2002

is transmitted by transmitter 602A of transceiver 902A) having a transmitted

powerlevelis disturbed by the propagation path according to a disturbance 2004.

This disturbance 2004 may be modeled as either an additive process or a

multiplicative process; however, the multiplicative process is generally more

representative of the attenuation process for large disturbances 2004. The

resulting signal 2006 is then combined with additive noise 2102 representing

thermal and interference effects to yield a combined signal 2104 which is

received by the receiver (receiver 702B of transceiver 902B), where signal

strength 2008 and noise 2106 are measured. These values are combined 2108 to

yield a signal to noise measurement 2110 (SNRs;). The signal to noise

measurement 2110 is then compared with a signal to noise reference value 2112

(SNR,,7). The result is then scaled by K, 2012 (4) to produce power control

update 2013 (dP). Power control update (dP) is summedor integrated 2014 over

time to produce a powercontrol command signal 2016 to command the power

control function 2018 (1126 in Fig. 11) of the transmitter (transmitter 602A of

transceiver 902A if the embodimentincluding step 1808A is implemented, or

transmitter 602B oftransceiver 902B ifthe embodimentincluding step 1808Bis

implemented) to output a signal 2002 having a new powerlevel.

Again, it should be apparent to one skilled in the art that the system

functions including the reference 2010, the K, scaling function 2012, and the

integrator 2014, as well as part of the signal evaluation calculations, can be

partitioned into either the transmitter or receiver at the convenience of the

designer.
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IV.3.a.iii. Using BER Measurements

In a third embodiment, the BER of the received signal is used as a

performance measurement. The power control update, dP, is given by:

dP = K(BERs, - BERyo)

where K is a gain constant;

BERg,is the bit error rate of received signal S1; and

BER,,; is a bit error rate reference.

Note that the sign is reversed in this case because the performance

indicator, BER is reverse sensed, i.e. a high BER implies a weak signal. The

powerof transmitter 602A (of transceiver 902A) is therefore decreased when

BER,g, falls below BER,,-, and increased when BERg, rises above BER,,;. The

magnitude of the update is linearly proportional to the difference between these

two signals. Note that the power control update can be equivalently expressed

as an absolute rather than a differential value. As described above, many

alternative formulations are possible for calculating a power control update

according to received signal BER.

Note that BER measurements span a large dynamic range,e.g., from 10°

to 10°', even where the received signal power may vary by only a few dB. BER

measurementsare therefore preferably compressed to avoid the widevariation in

control loop responsiveness that would otherwise occur. One method of

compressing the range is given by:

dP = K(log(BERs,) - log(BER,,,),

Where log() is the logarithm function and the other variables are defined

above.
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Thusfive orders of dynamic range are compressedinto the range from -1

to -6, which makesthe control loop stability manageable for typical systems. An

alternative compression function can be generated by mapping BER into

equivalent dB gain for a given system. This function can be basedontheoretical

white Gaussian noise, or can be based on measurements of environmental noise

for a given system.

Using BER as the measure of performance provides meaningful power

control in digital systems. However, calculating BER requires a relatively long

time to developreliable statistics. SNR is not as meaningful as BER, but may be

determined more quickly. Signal strength is less meaningful still becauseit does

not accountfor the effects ofnoise and interference, but may be determined with

only a single sample. Those skilled in the art will recognize that one would use

these performance measurements to trade accuracy for speed, and that the

particular environmentin whichthe transceivers will be used can help determine

which measurement is the most appropriate. For example, received signal

variations in a mobile application due to attenuation and multipath signals

demand high update rates, whereas high noise environments tend to need more

filtering to prevent erratic behavior.

Combining BER, SNR,and/or signal strength can produce other useful

performance measurements.

IV.3.a.iii.(1) BER and Signal Strength

In a fourth embodiment, BER andsignal strength are combined to form

a performance measurement, where the power control update, dP, is given by:

Pref = K,(log(BERs,) ~ log(BER,.)

dP = K(Prep — Ps)

where K, and K, are gain constants;

BERg, is the bit error rate of received signal $1;
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BER,,; is a bit error rate reference; and

Pg, is the signal strength of received signal S1.

P..- a signal strength reference, is calculated accordingto the first formularef>

5 and substituted into the second to determine the power contro] update. This

composite performance measurement combines the more accurate BER

measurement with the more responsive signal strength measurement. Note that

the power contro] update might be equivalently expressed as an absolute rather

than a differential value.

10 IV.3.a.iii.(2) BER and SNR

In a fifth embodiment and a sixth embodiment, BER and SNR are

combined to form a performance measurement. In the fifth embodiment, the

powercontrol update, dP, is given by:

SNR,op = Kz(BERs, - BER,

15 dP = K)(SNRyo - SNRs)

where K, and K, are gain constants;

BERg, is the bit error rate of received signal $1;

BER,.,; is a bit error rate reference; and

SNRg, is the signal-to-noise ratio of received signal S1.

20 In the sixth embodiment, the power control update, dP, is given by:

SNR,.¢ = K,(log(BERy,) - log(BER,¢)))

where K, and K,are gain constants;
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BERg,is the bit error rate of received signal S1;

BER,,; is a bit error rate reference; and

SNR,g, is the signal-to-noise ratio of received signal S1.

SNR,,,, aSignal-to-noiseratio reference,is calculated accordingto thefirstref>

formula and substituted into the second to determine the power control update.

This composite performance measurement combines the more accurate BER

measurement with the more responsive SNR measurement. Note that the power

control update might be equivalently expressed as an absolute rather than a

differential value.

A control loop simulation diagram illustrating the functionality of an

embodiment based on BER and SNR will now be described with reference to Fig.

22. A signal 2002 (e.g., signal 2002 is transmitted by transmitter 602A of

transceiver 902A) having transmitted powerlevel is disturbed by the propagation

path according to a disturbance 2202, which may include both propagation and

noise effects as in Fig. 21 yielding a combined signal 2104 whichis received by

the receiver (receiver 702B of transceiver 902B). This signal 2104 is evaluated

for signal to noise ratio 2204 (combined functions of 2008, 2106 and 2108) and

then compared with a reference 2206 to yield a result 2210. This result 2210 is

then scaled by scaling function K, 2012 (X,) and summedorintegrated overtime

by integrator 2014 to produce a powercontrol commandsignal 2016 to command

the powercontrol function 2018 (1126 in Fig. 11) of the transmitter (transmitter

602A of transceiver 902A if the embodiment including step 1808A is

implemented, or transmitter 602B of transceiver 902B if the embodiment

including step 1808B is implemented) to output a signal 2002 having a new

powerlevel. The embodimentincluding step 1808A is preferred, because the

embodimentincluding step 1808Bis susceptible to errors from non-symmetrical

noise and interference as in the case where interfering transmitter 910 is closer

to receiver 702B than to receiver 702A. The embodiment including step 1808B
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maybe used in applications that do not need precise power control by using low

gain factors (K, and K,).

Reference 2206 is based on BER measurement 2208 (BER;,) ofsignal

2104. More specifically, signal 2104 is evaluated for BER 2208 and then

comparedto desired BER reference 2209 (BER,,,). The result is then scaled by

K, 2212 andfiltered or integrated over time by integrator 2214 to produce

reference 2206 (SNR,.;). This processresults in the SNR reference 2206 used by

the SNR powercontrol loop. The BER path is adjusted by scaling function K,

2212 (K,) and by the bandwidth of the filter 2214 (whena filter is used for this

function) to be a more slowly responding path than the SNR loop for loop

dynamic stability reasons and because BER requires a much longer time to

achievea statistically smooth and steady result. Note also that to implement the

integrator 2214 as a pure integrator rather than a filter the equations may be

modified to include an additional summationstage:

dSNR,.7 = K,(log(BERs,) - log(BER,.9)

SNR= ASNRyeg +SNRyey

dP = K;(SNR,.- SNRs)

where K, and K, are gain constants;

BER,g, is the bit error rate of received signal $1;

BER,,; is a bit error rate reference;

dSNR,,;is an incremental change in SNRref;

SNR,,; is a calculated reference used in the SNR loop; and

SNR,g, is the signal-to-noise ratio of received signal S1.

Again, it should be apparent to one skilled in the art that the system

functions illustrated on Fig. 22 from the references 2206 and 2209 to the

integrator 2014 as well as part of the signal evaluation calculations 2204 and
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2208, can be partitioned into either the transmitter or receiver at the convenience

of the designer.

A control loop simulation diagram illustrating the addition of the

log(BER)function will now be described with reference to Fig. 23. Itcan be seen

that this Figure is substantially similar to Fig. 22 except that the BER

measurement 2208 is processed by a log function 2302 (/og(BERs,))and

compared with a reference 2304 (/og(BER,,,suitable for the log(BER) value

before being scaled by scaling function K, 2212 (K;) and integratedorfiltered by

integrator 2214 and used as the reference 2206 (SNR,,,) for the SNR controlloop.

One should note that strong signals result in small BER measurement

values or large magnitude negative log(BER) values and that control loop gain

factor polarities need to be adjusted to account for this characteristic.

IV.3.b. Calculate Power Control Update Using Measurements
of a Signal Transmitted by another Transceiver

In each of the above discussed embodiments for performing power

control, power controlfor a particular transceiver(e.g., transceiver 902A) can be

determined based on the performance(i.e., signal strength, SNR and/or BER) of

signals transmitted by the particular transceiver and received by another

transceiver(e.g., transceiver 902B), as specified in step 1808A of Fig. 18. More

specifically, in step 1808A, the powerof transmitter 602A oftransceiver 902A

is controlled according to a power control update, which is preferably calculated

at transceiver 902B andtransmitted from transceiver 902Bto transceiver 902A.

Alternatively, as briefly discussed above, each of the above discussed

embodiments for performing power control for a particular transceiver can be

determined based on the performance(i.e., signal strength, SNR and/or BER), of

signals it receives, as in step 1808B of Fig. 18. More specifically, according to

this embodiment, the power control for a particular transceiver (e.g., transceiver

902A) is determined by the performance of signals it receives from another

transceiver (e.g., signals transmitted from transceiver 902B and received by

transceiver 902A).
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This power control embodiment assumes that the propagation path

between transceivers in communication is bilaterally symmetric. However, an

interfering transmitter (e.g., transmitter 908), when present, will disturb the

system asymmetrically whenit is nearer to one transceiver. As shownin Fig. 9,

interfering transmitter 908 is nearer to transceiver 902B. Thus, wheninterfering

transmitter 908 turns on, the noise level at transceiver 902B will increase more

than the noise level at transceiver 902A. The response of the power control

system can vary depending on the performance measurementutilized. If the

power control system is using signal strength, the control system would be

unaffected by the interference, but if the system is using signal to noise ratio, the

nearby transceiver 902B would increase power to overcome the performance

degradation. In this case, it is an unnecessary increase in power. This increase

in power would be seen as a propagation improvement at transceiver 902A,

which would decrease power, resulting in an even lower SNR at 902B, which

would increase power further. Clearly this is not workable.

In a preferred embodiment, this can be overcome by communicating to

transceiver 902B the power(e.g., relative power or absolute power) transmitted

by transceiver 902A. This allows transceiver 902B to separate power changes

due to powercontrol from changes due to propagation. This communication can

be accomplished according to conventional techniques, such as transmitting a

digital message in a link control header, or transmitting a periodic power

reference. With this information, transceiver 902B may adjust its power based

only on propagation changes and not on power control adjustments made by

transceiver 902A.

Multi-path environments can also disturb system symmetry. A

transceiver 902 can lock onto various multi-path signals as the transceivers in

communication movein relation to one another. If the two transceivers are not

locked on to signals from the same path, the signals will not necessarily match

in attenuation patterns. This can cause erroneous power control actions in the

affected transceiver 902.
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A more general block diagram of a transceiver power control system

including powercontrolofboth transmitters(i.c., transmitter 602A oftransceiver

902A and transmitter 602B of transceiver 902B) from signal evaluations from

both transceivers(i.e., transceivers 902A and 902B) is shown in Fig. 24. For this

discussion, auto-power control refers to power control of a first transceiver’s

(e.g., transceiver 902A) output according to the evaluation ofa signal transmitted

by a second transceiver (e.g., transceiver 902B) and received by the first

transceiver (e.g., transceiver 902A). Thus, auto power control relates to step

1808B discussed above. Cross power control refers to the control of a first

transceiver’s (e.g., transceiver 902A) output according to the evaluation of the

first transceiver’s transmitted signal as received at a second transceiver (e.g.,

transceiver 902B). Thus cross power control relates to step 1808A discussed

above.

Referring to Fig. 24, transmitter 602A transmits a signal 2402 to receiver

702B oftransceiver 902B. This signal 2402 is evaluated by signal evaluation

function 1011B resulting in performance measurement(s) 1012B (e.g., signal

strength, SNR and/or BER) which are delivered to the power contro} algorithm

1014B. The power control algorithm 1014B also receives power control

messages 2404 from transmitter 602A via the receiver data demultiplexer 1020B,

which separates user data and power control messages 2404. These power

control update messages 2404 can comprise data related to the powerlevel of

transmitter 602A and/or signal evaluations (e.g., signal strength, SNR, and/or

BER)of signals 1008 received by receiver 702A (i.e., signals transmitted by

transceiver 902B and received by transceiver 902A).

The powercontrol algorithm 1014B then computes a new powerlevel

2406B to be transmitted and delivers this value to transmitter 602B. Power

control algorithm 1014B can also deliver signal evaluations 2408, which are

based on measurements determined by signal evaluation function 1011B,to the

TX data multiplexer 1018B. Alternatively, signal evaluation function 1011B can

deliver this information 2408 directly to TX data multiplexer 1018B. This signal
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evaluation data 2408 is then addedto the input data stream and transmittedat the

commanded powerlevel 2406B.

Fig. 25 illustrates an embodiment of the powercontrol algorithm 1014B

(of transceiver 902B) employing auto-control with power level messaging.

Referring to Fig. 25, the received signal (transmitted by transmitter 702A and

received by receiver 602B) is evaluated for signal strength 1106B by signal

evaluation function 1011B. Additionally, receive data demultiplexer 1020B (See

Fig. 24) separates user data and power control messages 2404 and delivers the

powercontrol messages 2404 to subtract function 2502B. The power control

messagevalue 2404 (representing the output level of transmitter 602A)is then

subtracted by subtractor 2502 from the signal strength measurement 1106 (which

is based on the strength of a signal transmitted by transceiver 902A). The result

2406 is used to deviate (e.g., decrease or increase) the transmitter output from a

nominal output level. Additionally, a message value that represents the

transmitted output level is generated and sent to the other transceiver 902A.

Thus,it can be seen that ifthe signal becomesattenuated, the output ofthe

subtractor 2504 will decrease, resulting in an increase in the transmitted output

level (e.g., voltage level or output level) and a messageto that effect. On the

other hand iftransmitter 602A decreasesits output level due to a measuredsignal

condition, both the received signal and outputlevel signals will decrease such that

there is no changein the difference resulting in no changeto the output power.

This mechanism prevents a runaway positive feedback loop between the two

transceivers and allowshigher control loop gains than would be workable without

the message.

Fig. 26 illustrates an embodiment where auto and cross control are

implemented in combination. Referring to Fig. 26, the received signal is

evaluated by signal evaluation function 1011B for signal strength 1106B and

SNR 1110B. The output level signal 2404 (representing the output level of

transmitter 602A) is subtracted from the signal strength 1106B resulting in an

auto control signal 2406. This auto control signal 2406 is combined with a signal
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strength 1 106A or SNR measurement1110A determined bythe signal evaluation

function 1011A of the other transceiver 902A and further filtered by

combiner/filer 2602 to produce an output level value 2604 used to control the

output level of transmitter 602B. This output level value 2604 is combined with

the signal strength 1106B and SNR 1110B measurements by multiplexer 2606,

and then further combined with the transmitted data stream by transmit data

multiplexer 1018B. This system takes full advantage of both the auto and cross

powercontro] methods, with the auto power control generally offering speed of

response, and the cross powercontrol offering precision together with tolerance

of link imbalance and asymmetry.

In a preferred embodiment, the power control update is calculated at the

transceiver receiving the signals upon which the update is based. Alternatively,

the data required to calculate the power control update may be transmitted to

another transceiver and calculated there.

IV.4. Transceiver Power Control

Returning to Fig. 18, in steps 1808A and 1808B, the output power of

either transceiver 902A or 902B (or both) is controlled according to the power

control update calculated in step 1806.

In step 1808A, the power of transmitter 602A of transceiver 902A is

controlled according to the power control update. Fig. 19, briefly discussed

above, is a flowchart that depicts step 1808A in greater detail according to a

preferred embodiment. In step 1902, transceiver 902B transmits the power

control update calculated in step 1806 (assuming that, according to a preferred

embodiment, the power control updateis calculatedat transceiver 902B). In step

1904, transceiver 902A receives the power control update. In step 1906,

transceiver 902A adjusts its output level (e.g., voltage level or power level)

according to the received power control update, as described in detail below.

Alternatively, in step 1808B,the power oftransmitter 602B oftransceiver

902B is controlled according to the power control update. Thus here, the power
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level of the signal SJ (sent by transceiver 902A and received by transceiver

902B) is used to control the output level of transmitter 602B. Asa result, there

is no requirement that the update be transmitted betweentransceiver 902A and

902B. Rather, transceiver 902B preferably calculates the power control update

and adjusts the powerofits transmitter 602B accordingly.

Again, it is noted that while power controlrefers to the control of the

output powerof a transmitter, this is usually implemented as a voltage control

proportionalto the output signal voltage.

1V.4.a. Integration Gain Power Control

In both steps 1808A and 1808B, power control of a transmitter 902 can

be accomplished by controlling any parameter that affects power. In a first

embodiment, the pulse peak power(e.g., the height ofpulses) of the transmitted

signal is controlled while keeping the timing parameters constant. For example,

Fig. 27 showstwo signals 2702 and 2704 havingdifferentpulse peak powersbut

the same timing parameters. Note that signal 2702 has a greater pulse height and

thus correspondsto a greater transmitter power than signal 2704.

In a preferred embodiment, however, the numberof pulses per bit is

controlled, thereby controlling the integration gain while keeping pulse peak

power constant. Integration gain relatesto (e.g., is proportional to) the number

of pulses summedorintegrated in the receiver for each data bit. For a constant

data rate, the transmitted power is directly proportional to the numberof pulses

per bit transmitted. Referring to Fig. 11, in one embodiment where power control

commands(e.g., differential commands) are selected from the data stream by a

power command function 1124 (which includes the function of receive data

demultiplexer 1020) anddelivered to a powercontrolfunction 1126(that controls

the output power ofthe pulse generator 622), the numberofpulses may be found

by first, summing the differential commands, and then computing the numberof

pulses based on this summation,as in the following:
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P, = Pia + dP

N,tram K, Pn

Where,P,, is the present commanded output level (e.g., voltage level or

powerlevel);

P.., is the output level transmitted during the just completed evaluation

interval;

dP is the output level increment commanded(also referred to as the

power update command 1016) as a result of the just completed evaluation

interval;

Nirain 1S the numberof pulses per data bit (also referred to as the number

of pulses in a pulse train) to be transmitted during the present evaluation

interval; and

K, is a constant relating power to numberofpulsesperbit.

Note that a check for limits is necessary. N,,i, cannot be greater than full

power, nor can N,,,i,n be less than one. In some cases, N,aj, must be an even

integer or some other quantized level.

In a system with a subcarrieras disclosed in the 5,677,927 patent, it may

be preferable to increment pulses according to complete subcarrier cycles in order

to keep the subcarrier signal balanced. This can be accomplished by adjusting

subcarrier cycle length or by adjusting the numberof subcarrier cycles. This can

be illustrated by example.

For the example shownin Fig. 28, type A pulses 2802 shall be defined as

pulses delayed from nominal by 2 modulation time and type B pulses 2804 shall

be defined as pulses advanced from nominal by 2 modulation time. Thus, the

difference between type A pulses 2802 and type B pulses 2804 is one full

modulation time. Using this nomenclature, with reference to an example system

with 128 pulses per data bit (i.e.. Nyai, =128 pulses/bit), a suitable subcarrier

might comprise eight periods 2806 (1.€., Nyerioa = 8) Of 16 pulses (1.€., Nouises-per-period

= 16 pulses/period) where each period 2806 comprises eight type A pulses 2802
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followed by eight type B pulses 2804 when a data "one" is transmitted. Power

can be reducedby adjusting the subcarrier cycle length by, for example, changing

to eight periods 2808 of 14 pulses each (i.€., Nouisesper-period 1S reduced from 16

pulses/period to 14 pulses/period), where each period 2808 comprises seven type

A pulses 2802 followed by seven type B pulses 2804 and two empty pulses 2810.

This maintains the balance ofpulse types (same numberofeach type) within each

subcarrier cycle, and thus, the whole data bit interval results in a total of 112

pulses per data bit (i.e., Nyain is reduced from 128 pulses/bit to 112 pulse/bit)

excluding empty pulses 2810. It is noted that the location ofthe empty pulses can

be changed. For example, each period 2808 can comprise seven type A pulses

2802, followed by one empty pulse 2810, followed by seven type B pulses 2804,

followed by one empty pulse 2810.

Alternatively, the power may be reduced by reducing the number of

subcarrier cycles. According to this embodiment, to reduce powerthe example

system could transmit seven (instead of eight) periods of 16 pulses (i.e. Nyeiog 1S

reduced from 8 periods to 7 periods), where each period compriseseight type A

pulses followed by eight type B pulses when a data "one" is transmitted. This

would result in a total of 112 pulses per data bit, as opposed to 128 pulses per

databit (i.e., Ny»in is reduced from 128 pulses/bit to 112 pulses/bit). For example,

referring to Fig. 28, to reduce power, a subcarrier cycle can be reduced from eight

periods 2806 of 16 pulses to seven periods 2806 of 16 pulses.

Whereas the balance of subcarrier cycles is preferred, it is not required.

Patterns may be generated that balance the pulse types overthe data bit, wherein

one or more subcarrier periods may be unbalanced. Some systems may even

tolerate an unbalance of pulse types over a data bit, but this will usually come

with some performance degradation. Other patterns can be easily implemented

by one of ordinary skill in the art following the principles outlined in these

examples.

The receiver integration gain should ideally track the numberof pulses

transmitted. If these values are not coordinated, loss ofperformance mayresult.
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For example, if the receiver is receiving 128 pulses for each data bit and the

transmitter is only transmitting the first 64 of these pulses, the receiver will be

adding noise without signal for the second half of the integration time. This will

result in a loss of receiver performanceand will result in more powertransmitted

than necessary. This can be prevented by coordinating the numberof pulses

between the transmitter and receiver. In one embodiment, this information is

placed in the headersor other control signals transmitted so that the receiver can

determine exactly how manypulsesare being sent.

In another embodiment, the receiver employs multiple parallel bit

summation evaluations, each for a different possible integration gain pulse

configuration. The SNR 1110 is evaluated for each summation evaluation path,

and the path with the best SNR is selected for data reception. In this way, the

receiver can adaptively detect which pulse pattern is being transmitted and adjust

accordingly.

IV.4.b. Gain Expansion Power Control

Powercontrol can be improved by expandingthe gain control sensitivity

at high levels relative to low levels. For illustration, an unexpanded gain control

function would be one where the voltage or power output would be simply

proportional to the voltage or powercontrol input signal:

Vosu = Key Vent

Where V,,,, is the pulse voltage output;

K,,, is a gain constant (within powercontrol block 1014, not to be

confused with K,); and

V.. is the control voltage input (power control commandsignal).

An example of an expanded gain control function could be:
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Vou = Kat Vai

With this function, a control input increment of one volt from nine to ten

volts produces a greater power output change than a control input increment of

one volt from one to two volts, hence gain expansion.

An excellent expansion function is exponential:

Vow = Ket exp(Vey)

With this function, the output fractional (percentage) change is the same

for a given input control voltage difference at any control level. This stabilizes

the responsiveness of the power control loop over many orders of magnitude of

signal strength.

This function can be implemented with a exponential gain control device,

or a separate exponential function device together with a linear gain control

device. An embodimentusing a exponential gain control device is described in

relation to Fig. 20. Inthis embodiment, operation is much the sameas previously

described for the linear power control case except that now the power control

function 2018 controls the power output in a mannersuch that the poweroutput,

expressed in decibels (dB), is substantially proportional to the power control

input voltage 2016 (V,,,) (also referred to as, the power control commandsignal).

An alternative embodiment employing a separate exponential function

anda linear gain control device will now be described with reference to Fig. 29.

A signal 2002 (V,,,) having a transmitted power level is disturbed by the

propagation path accordingto a disturbance 2202. The resulting received signal

2104 is evaluated for signal to noise ratio 2204 and compared with the desired

signalto noise reference 2112. Theresult is then scaled by K, 2012 and summed

or integrated over time by integrator 201 4 to produce an output 2902. This output

2902 drives an exponential function 2904 to yield a power control command
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signal 2906 to commandthe power control function 2018 (1126 in Fig. 11) ofa

transmitter to output a signal 2002 (V,,,,) having anew powerlevel.

It should be apparent to one skilled in the art that the system functions

illustrated in Fig. 29 from the reference 2112 to the exponential function 2904

can be partitioned into either the transmitter or receiver at the convenience of the

designer. This embodiment can be modified to use BER information and

log(BER) information as shownin Figs. 22 and 23.

Where exponential power control and integration gain power control

methods are combined, algorithm simplicity can result. The numberofpulsesis

determined by the following relationship:

Np = 2keP

Where Npis the numberofpulses per data bit to be transmitted;

P is the power control command; and

Kp is a scaling constant.

In one embodiment, Np is the only value in the above equation that is

roundedto an integer. In another embodiment, greater implementation simplicity

may be achieved by rounding the product KpP to an integer value. Thus, only

powerof two values need to be generated. In this embodiment, a command for

lower powerresults in half of the present number of pulses per data bit being

transmitted. Conversely, a commandfor more powerresults in twice the present

number of pulses per data bit being transmitted. For example, in a system

designedfor full powerat 128 pulses perbit, the product KpP = 7 commandsfull

power. Thus Kp = 7/P,,,, such that the maximum value of P yields KpP=7.

Becausethis represents fairly coarse steps in power increment, hysteresis can be

used to advantage in the rounding of the KpP value to prevent instability at the
rounding threshold.
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IV.4.c. Power Control In Combination With Variable Data Rate

Impulse radio systems lend themselves to adaptively changing the data

rate according to data needs and link propagation conditions. The combination

of power control methods and variable data rate methods requires special

considerations. This is because it is not always advantageous to use power

control to reduce signal power and minimize interference.

For example, in data systems, itis advantageousto use the maximum data

rate possible for the link range and interference conditions, keeping the power at

the maximum. Thus, power control would only be used where there is excess

received signal at the maximum datarate available to the transceiver system.

That is, where a transceiver is already transmitting at its maximum datarate,

power control could be used to decrease power so long as such a decrease in

powerdoes not cause the data rate to decrease. For a constant messagerate, the

averageinterference is the same whether a high power/high data rate messageis

transmitted for a short time or whether a low power/low data rate message is

transmitted over a longer time. The user of a computer system, however, would

usually prefer the messageto be transmitted in a short time.

In digital voice systems with constant data rate modems and

compression/expansion algorithms, power contro] is the only option. In such

systems, the power should be minimized.(It is, however, possible to send the data

in blocks or packets at a burst rate higher than the average data rate.)

In digital voice systems with variable data rate modems and

compression/expansionalgorithms, the power can be minimized during low data

rate intervals to minimize interference. In this case, it is also possible to maintain

maximum power and maximum data rate, but to turn off the transmitter for

intervals when no datais available.
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Conclusion

While various embodimentsofthe present invention have been described

above,it should be understood that they have been presented by way ofexample,

and not limitation. For instance, although the exemplary system embodimentin

this patent application is an impulse radio using a 2.0 GHz center frequency,

impulse radio systems with a center frequency from below audio to microwave,

millimeter wave, tera-Hertz, and even optical frequencies may benefit from this

invention. In addition, some of the embodiments, such as the power control

embodiments incorporating integration gain power control and gain expansion

powercontrol, may be of benefit to spread spectrum radio systems in general

(that is, spread spectrum radio systems that do not employ impulse radio

communications). Further, the transmission wave may be electromagnetic or

acoustic.

Thusthe breadth and scope of the present invention should not be limited

by any of the above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined

only in accordance with the following claims andtheir equivalents.
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In the Claims:

1. A method for power control in an impulse radio system,

comprising the stepsof:

transmitting an impulse radio signal fromafirst transceiver;

receiving said impulse radio signal at a second transceiver;

determining at least one performance measurement of said received

impulse radio signal;

calculating a power control update according to said at least one

performance measurementof said received impulse radio signal; and

controlling the output powerof at least one of said first transceiver and

said second transceiver according to said powercontrol update.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one performance

measurementis selected from the group consisting of bit error rate, signal-to-

noise ratio, and received signal strength.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of summing

said powercontrol update with at least one additional power control update to

produce a power control command, and wherein said step of controlling

comprises controlling the output powerofat least one ofsaid first transceiver and

said second transceiver according to said power control command.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of calculating is

performed at said second transceiver.

5. The method ofclaim 4, wherein said step ofcontrolling comprises

controlling said output powerofsaid secondtransceiver according to said power

control update.
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6. The method ofclaim 5, further comprisingthe step oftransmitting

a further impulse radio signal from said secondtransceiver, and wherein said step

ofcontrolling said output powerofsaid second transceiver comprises controlling

the integration gain of said further impulse radio signal according to said power

control update.

7. The method ofclaim 5, further comprisingthe step oftransmitting

a further impulse radio signal from said second transceiver, and wherein said step

ofcontrolling said output power ofsaid secondtransceiver comprises controlling

the pulse peak powerofsaid further impulse radio signal according to said power

control update.

8. The methodofclaim 5, further comprising the step oftransmitting

a further impulse radio signal from said secondtransceiver, and wherein said step

ofcontrolling said output powerofsaid second transceiver comprises controlling

the pulse height of said further impulse radio signal according to said power

control update.

9. The method of claim 5, wherein said step of transmitting said

impulse radio signal comprises transmitting a pulse train including a quantity

Nouain Of pulses for each bit of information,train

further comprising the step of transmitting a further impulse radio signal

from said second transceiver, wherein said step of transmitting said further

impulse radio signal comprises transmitting a pulse train including a quantity

Nuain Of pulses for each bit of information, and

wherein said step of controlling said output power of said second

transceiver comprises controlling said quantity Niaing Of pulses accordingto said

powercontrol update.
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10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of providing

said second transceiver with information related to said quantity N,,,i;, of pulses

byincluding said informationin a headerof said impulse radio signal.

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of providing

said second transceiver with information related to said quantity Njai, of pulses

by including said information in control signals transmitted by said first

transceiver.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein said step of controlling said

quantity Niaing Comprises calculating said quantity N,,.in. ofpulses accordingto:

Neain2 = K, (P,,.. + AP)

where K, is a constant relating power to numberof pulses per bit, P,, is the

power level used to transmit a previous impulse radio signal from said second

impulse radio transceiver, and dP is said power control update..

13. The method of claim 9, wherein said quantity N,,.i, of pulses

comprises a quantity N,.iog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Nouses-per-period OL pulses,

wherein said quantity Nyaing Of pulses comprises a quantity Nyeriog, Of

periods, and wherein each period comprises a quantity Nouiscs-per-perioa2 Of pulses,

and

wherein said step of controlling said quantity N,,ain. of pulses comprises

controlling said quantity Nyjises-per-periog2 Of pulses.

14. The method of claim 9, wherein said quantity N,,,;, of pulses

comprises a quantity Nyeriog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Npuises-per-period of pulses,
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wherein said quantity Njainn Of pulses comprises a quantity Nocioa2 Of

periods, and wherein each period comprises a quantity Noutses-per-perioa2 Of pulses,

and

wherein said step of controlling said quantity Nyains of pulses comprises

controlling said quantity N,eroia2 of periods.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of calculating is

performedat said second transceiver,

further comprising the step oftransmitting said power control update from

said second transceiverto said first transceiver between said calculating step and

said controlling step, and

wherein said controlling step comprises controlling said output power of

said first transceiver according to said power control update.

16. The method ofclaim 1, further comprisingthe step oftransmitting

said at least one performance measurement from said second transceiverto said

first transceiver between said determining step and said calculatingstep,

wherein said calculating step is performed at said first transceiver, and

wherein said controlling step comprises controlling said output power of

said first transceiver according to said power control update.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein said controlling step comprises

controlling said output powerofsaid first transceiver according to said power

control update.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step of

transmitting a further impulse radio signal from saidfirst transceiver, and wherein

said step of controlling said output power of said first transceiver comprises

controlling a number of pulses of said further impulse radio signal according to

said powercontrol update.
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19, The method of claim 17, further comprising the step of

transmitting a further impulseradiosignal from saidfirst transceiver, and wherein

said step of controlling said output power of said first transceiver comprises

controlling the pulse peak powerof said further impulse radio signal according

to said powercontrol update.

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step of

transmitting a further impulseradio signal from saidfirst transceiver, and wherein

said step of controlling said output power ofsaid first transceiver comprises

controlling the pulse height of said further impulse radio signal according to said

powercontrol update.

21. The method of claim 17, wherein said step of transmitting said

impulse radio signal comprises transmitting a pulse train including a quantity

Nyuain Of pulses for each bit of information,

further comprising the step of transmitting a further impulse radio signal

from said first transceiver, wherein said step of transmitting said further impulse

radio signal comprises transmitting a pulse train including a quantity Niain. of

pulses for each bit of information, and

wherein said step ofcontrolling said output powerofsaidfirst transceiver

comprises controlling said quantity Nisin Of pulses according to said power

control update.

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step ofproviding

said secondtransceiver with information related to said quantity N,,.i, of pulses

by including said information in a header of said impulse radio signal.

23. The method ofclaim 21, further comprising the step ofproviding

said second transceiver with information related to said quantity N,,,;, of pulses
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by including said information in contro] signals transmitted by said first

transceiver.

24. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of controlling said

quantity Nisin, comprises calculating said quantity N,,.in. accordingto:

Neran2 = K, (P,.1 + AP)

where K, is a constant relating power to number of pulses per bit, P,,, is the

powerlevel used to transmit said impulse radio signal from said first impulse

radio transceiver, and dP is said powercontrol update.

25. The method of claim 21, wherein said quantity N,,ai, of pulses

comprises a quantity Neiog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Npuises-per-perioa Of pulses,

wherein said quantity Nyain2 Of pulses comprises a quantity Noerica2 Of

periods, and wherein each period comprises a quantity Noyuises-per-perioa2 Of pulses,

and

wherein said step of controlling said quantity N,ainz of pulses comprises

controlling said quantity Nouises-per-perioa2 Of pulses.

26. The method of claim 21, wherein said quantity N,,,i, of pulses

comprises a quantity Npeiog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Njuises-per-period OF pulses,

wherein said quantity Niaing of pulses comprises a quantity Nyeioa2 OF

periods, and wherein each period comprises a quantity Nouises-per-perioa2 Of pulses,

and

wherein said step of controlling said quantity Niaing of pulses comprises

controlling said quantity Nperoia2 Of periods.

27. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the signal strength of said received impulseradio signal,
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and wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating said powercontrol

update according to:

dP = K(P,.¢- Psy)

where dP is said power control update, where K is a gain constant, Ps, is the

signal strength of said received impulse radio signal, and P,.-is a signal strength

reference.

28. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio

signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating said power

control update accordingto:

dP = K(SNR,.¢- SNRs)

where dP is said power control update, K is a gain constant, SNRg, is the signal-

to-noise ratio ofsaid received impulse radio signal, and SNR,,,is a signal-to-noise

ratio reference.

29. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determiningthebit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, and

wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating said power control update

accordingto:

dP = K (BER,, - BER,.)

wheredPis said powercontrol update, K is a gain constant, BERg, is the bit error

rate of said received impulse radio signal, and BER,,, is a bit error rate reference.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the bit error rate and the signal strength of said received

impulse radio signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating

said power control update accordingto:

Prep = K(BERs, - BER,.)

dP = K,(P,,.7- Psi)
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wheredP is said powercontrol update, K, and K,are gain constants, BERs, is the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,.- is a bit error rate

reference, and Pg, is the signal strength of said received impulse radio signal.

31. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the bit error rate and the signal-to-noise ratio of said

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises

calculating said powercontrol update accordingto:

SNR,.7 = K(BERs, - BER,

dP = K,(SNR,.,- SNRs,)

wheredP is said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, 1s the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference, and SNRg,is the signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio

signal.

32. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the signal-to-noise ratio and the signal strength of said

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises

calculating said power control update accordingto:

Prep = K2(SNR,e¢- SNRsi)

dP = K, (Prey - Psy)

where dPis said powercontrol update, K, and kK, are gain constants, SNRg, is the

signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio signal, SNR,-¢ is a signal-to-

noise ratio reference, and Pg, is the signal strength ofsaid received impulse radio

signal.

33. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determiningthebit error rate ofsaid received impulse radio signal, and

wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating said power control update

according to:
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dP = K (log(BER,,) - log(BER,,))

where dP is said power control update, K is a gain constant, BERg, is the bit error

rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,,, is a bit error rate reference, and

log is the logarithm function.

34. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determiningthe bit error rate and the signal strength of said received

impulse radio signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises calculating

said power control update according to:

P= K,(log(BER,,) - log(BER,.))

dP = Ki (P,.4- Psy)

wheredP is said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg,1s the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference, log is the logarithm function,Ps, is the signal strength of said received

impulse radio signal, and P,., is a signal strength reference.

35. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of determining

comprises determining the bit error rate and the signal-to-noise ratio of said

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said step of calculating comprises

calculating said power control update accordingto:

SNR,.7 = K2(log(BER,,) - log(BER,,))

dP = K,(SNR,,.,- SNRs)

wheredPis said power control update, K, and Kk, are gain constants, BERg, is the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,.;¢ is a bit error rate

reference, log is the logarithm function, and SNRg,is the signal-to-noise ratio of

said received impulse radio signal.

36. A method for power control in an impulse radio system,

comprising the steps of:

transmitting an impulse radio signal fromafirst transceiver;
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receiving said impulse radio signal at a second transceiver;

determining at least one signal performance measurementbased onsaid

received impulse radio signal,

determining a power control update based on said at least one signal

performance measurement;

determining a power control command based onat least said power

control update; and

controlling the output powerofat least one of said first transceiver and

said second transceiver according to said power control command.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein said step of controlling the

output power comprises controlling the output power accordingto:

Vou = Key Vou

where V,,, is said output power, K,, is a gain constant, and V,,, is said power

control command.

38. The method of claim 36, wherein said step of controlling the

output power comprises controlling the output poweraccordingto:

Vow = Kut Vay

where V,,, is said output power, K,, is a gain constant, and V,., is said power

control command.

39. The method of claim 36, wherein said step of controlling the

output power comprises controlling the output power accordingto:

Vua = Ken expVo

where V,,, is said output power, K,, is a gain constant, and V., is said power

control command.
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40. An impulse radio transceiver, wherein said transceiver

communicates with a second impulse radio transceiver, said impulse radio

transceiver comprising:

an impulse radio transmitter;

5 an impulse radio receiver, wherein said receiver receives an impulseradio

signal from the second impulse transceiver;

a power adjuster that calculates a power control update accordingto at

least one performance measurementof said received impulse radio signal; and

a powercontroller that controls the output power of said impulse radio

10 transmitter according to said power control update.

41. The transceiverofclaim 40, further comprising a signal evaluator

for determining said at least one performance measurement of said received

impulse radio signal.

42. Thetransceiverofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

15 measurementis selected from the groupofbit error rate, signal-to-noise ratio, and

received signal power.

43. The transceiver of claim 40, further comprising an integrator for

summing said power control update with at least one additional powercontrol

update to produce a powercontrol command,and wherein said power controller

20 controls the output power of said impulse radio transmitter according to said

powercontrol command.

44, The transceiver of claim 40, wherein said power controller

controls the output powerby controlling the integration gain ofsaid impulse radio

transmitter according to said power control update.
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45. The transceiver of claim 40, wherein said power controller

controls the output powerby controlling the pulse peak power of impulse signals

transmitted by said impulse radio transmitter, and wherein said controller controls

the pulse peak power according to said power control update.

46. The transceiver of claim 40, wherein said power controller

controls the output power by controlling the pulse height of impulse signals

transmitted by said impulse radio transmitter, and wherein said controller controls

the pulse height according to said powercontrol update.

47. The transceiver of claim 40, wherein said impulse radio

transmitter transmits a pulse train including a quantity N,,,;, ofpulses for each bit

of information, and wherein said power controller controls the output power by

controlling said quantity Nuain of pulses according to said power control update.

48. The transceiver of claim 47, wherein said power controller

calculates said quantity Nyain according to:

Nain = Ky (Ppy + AP)

where K, is a constant relating power to numberofpulses per bit, P,., is the

powerlevel that said impulse radio transmitter used to transmit the previous

impulse radio signal, and dP is said power control update.

49. Thetransceiver of claim 47, wherein said quantity N,,.;, ofpulses

comprises a quantity Noeriog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Nouises-per-perioa Of pulses, and wherein said power controller controls the

output powerby controlling said quantity Npuises-per-perios Ofpulses according to said

powercontrol update.

50. The transceiver of claim 47, wherein said quantity N,,,;, ofpulses

comprises a quantity N,eiog Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a
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quantity Noutses-per-period Of pulses, and wherein said powercontroller controls the

output powerby controlling said quantity N,.:iog Ofpulses according to said power

control update.

51. The transceiver ofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprisesthe signal strength of the received impulseradio signal,

and wherein said poweradjuster calculates said power control update according

to:

daP = K(P,.- Ps)

where dP is said power control update, where K is a gain constant, Ps; is the

signal strength of said received impulse radio signal, and P,..is a signal strength

reference.

52. The transceiver ofclaim 51, further comprising a signal evaluator

to determinethe signal strength of said received impulse radio signal.

53. Thetransceiverofclaim 40, whereinsaid at least one performance

measurement comprisesthe signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio

signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power control update

accordingto:

dP = K(SNR,,.,- SNRs,

where dPis said power control update, K is a gain constant, SNRg, is the signal-

to-noiseratio ofsaid received impulse radio signal, and SNR,,,is a signal-to-noise

ratio reference.

54. The transceiver ofclaim 40, whereinsaidat least one performance

measurement comprisesthebit error rate ofthe received impulse radio signal, and

wherein said poweradjuster calculates said power control] update accordingto:

dP = K (BER, - BER,.)
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wheredPis said powercontrol update,K is a gain constant, BERg,is the bit error

rate of said received impulse radio signal, and BER,,;is a bit error rate reference.

55. The transceiver ofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprisesthebit error rate and the signal strength of the received

impulse radio signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power

control update accordingto:

Py = K,(BERs,- BER,

dP = K,(Preg- Psi)

wheredPis said power control update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, is the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference, and Pg, is the signal strength of said received impulse radio signal.

56. Thetransceiver ofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the bit error rate and the signal-to-noise ratio of the

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said

powercontrol update accordingto:

SNR,.¢ = K2(BERg, - BER,

dP = K,(SNR,.¢- SNRs)

wheredP is said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, is the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,,.; is a bit error rate

reference, and SNRs, is the signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio

signal.

57. The transceiver ofclaim 40, whereinsaid at least one performance

measurement comprises the signal-to-noise ratio and the signal strength of the

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said

powercontrol update according to:

Prep = Ko(SNR,.¢- SNR5y)

dP = K,(Prey- Psy)
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wheredP is said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, SNRg is the

signal-to-noise ratio of said received impulse radio signal, SNRver is a signal-to-

noise ratio reference, and Pg,is the signal strength of said received impulseradio

signal.

58. Thetransceiver ofclaim 40, whereinsaid at least one performance

measurement comprisesthebit error rate ofthe received impulse radio signal, and

wherein said poweradjuster calculates said power control update accordingto:

dP = K (log(BER,,) - log(BER,,))

wheredPis said power control update, K is a gain constant, BERg, is the bit error

rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,.; is a bit error rate reference, and

log is the logarithm function.

59. Thetransceiver ofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprisesthe bit error rate and the signal strength of the received

impulse radio signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power

control update according to:

P,= K,(log(BER,,) - log(BER,.y))

dP = K,(P,.f- Psy)

wheredP is said power control update, K, and K,are gain constants, BERg,is the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,.; is a bit error rate

reference, log is the logarithm function, and Pg, is the signal strength of said

received impulse radio signal.

60. Thetransceiverofclaim 40, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the bit error rate and the signal-to-noise ratio of the

received impulse radio signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said

powercontrol update according to:

SNR,.7 = K2(log(BER,,) - log(BER,.g)

aP = K,(SNR,.¢- SNRsj)
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wheredPis said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg,1s the

bit error rate of said received impulse radio signal, BER,is a bit error rate

reference,log is the logarithm function, and SNRg, is the signal-to-noise ratio of

said received impulse radiosignal.

61. An impulse radio transceiver, wherein said transceiver

communicates with a second impulse radio transceiver, said impulse radio

transceiver comprising:

an impulse radio transmitter, wherein said transmitter transmits an

impulseradio signal to the second impulsetransceiver;

an impulse radio receiver, wherein said receiver receives information

related to said transmitted impulse radio signal from the second transceiver; and

a powercontroller that controls the output powerof said impulse radio

transmitter accordingto said informationrelated to said transmitted impulse radio

signal.

62. The transceiver of claim 61, wherein said information related to

said transmitted impulse radio signal comprises a power contro] update, and

wherein said power controller controls the output powerof said impulse radio

transmitter according to said powercontrol update.

63. The transceiver of claim 61, wherein said information related to

said transmitted impulse radio signal comprises at least one performance

measurementrelated to said transmitted impulse radio signal, further comprising

a poweradjuster that calculates a power control update accordingto said at least

one performance measurement, and wherein said powercontroller controls the

output powerof said impulse radio transmitter according to said powercontrol

update.
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64. The transceiver ofclaim 63, whereinsaid at least one performance

measurementis selected from the group consisting of bit error rate, signal-to-

noise ratio, and received signal power.

65. The transceiver of claim 63, wherein said power controller

controls the output powerby controlling the integration gain ofsaid impulse radio

transmitter according to said power contro] update.

66. The transceiver of claim 63, wherein said power controller

controls the output powerby controlling the pulse peak power of impulse signals

transmitted by said impulse radio transmitter, and wherein said controller controls

the pulse peak poweraccording to said power control update.

67. The transceiver of claim 63, wherein said power controller

controls the output power by controlling the pulse height of impulse signals

transmitted by said impulse radio transmitter, and whereinsaid controller controls

the pulse height according to said power control update.

68. The transceiver of claim 63, wherein said impulse radio

transmitter transmits a pulse train including a quantity N,,,;, ofpulses for each bit

of information, and wherein said powercontroller controls the output power by

controlling said quantity N,,.i, of pulses according to said power control update.

69. The transceiver of claim 68, wherein said power controller

calculates said quantity Nisin according to:

Nerain = Ky (Py. + AP)

where K, is a constant relating power to number of pulses per bit, P,.; is the

power level that said impulse radio transmitter used to transmit the previous

impulse radio signal, and dP is said power control update.
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70. Thetransceiver of claim 68, wherein said quantity N,,.i, ofpulses

comprises a quantity N,.i.4 of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Nouises-per-period Of pulses, and wherein said powercontroller controls the

output powerby controlling said quantity Npuises-per-periog Ofpulses according to said

powercontrol update.

71. The transceiver of claim 68, wherein said quantity N,,i, ofpulses

comprises a quantity N,erioq Of periods, and wherein each period comprises a

quantity Nouises-per-period Of pulses, and wherein said powercontroller controls the

output powerby controlling said quantity N,,.,i.4 ofpulses accordingto said power

control update.

72. Thetransceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the signal strength of said transmitted impulse radio

signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power control update

accordingto:

dP = K(P7 - Psy)

where dPis said power control update, where K is a gain constant, Ps, is the

powerofsaid transmitted impulse radio signal, and P,., is a power reference.

73. The transceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprisesthe signal-to-noiseratio ofsaid transmitted impulse radio

signal, and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power control update

accordingto:

dP = K(SNR,.7- SNRs)

where dPis said power control update, K is a gain constant, SNRg, 1s the signal-

to-noiseratio of said transmitted impulse radio signal, and SNR,,, is a signal-to-

noise ratio reference.
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TA. Thetransceiverofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprisesthe bit error rate ofsaid transmitted impulse radio signal,

and wherein said poweradjuster calculates said power control update according

to:

aP = K (BER,, - BER,.p

where dPis said powercontrol update, K is a gain constant, BERg,is the bit error

rate of said transmitted impulse radio signal, and BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference.

75. Thetransceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the bit error rate and the signal strength of said

transmitted impulse radio signal, and wherein said poweradjuster calculates said

powercontrol update accordingto:

Pg = K,(BERs,- BER,.p

dp = Ky (Peg- Psp

where dPis said power control update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, is the

bit error rate of said transmitted impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference, and Pg, is the powerof said transmitted impulse radio signal.

76. Thetransceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the bit error rate and the signal-to-noise ration of said

transmitted impulse radio signal, and wherein said poweradjuster calculates said

powercontrol update accordingto:

SNR,.7 = K,(BERs, - BER,.)

dP = K,(SNR,.- SNRsy)

where dPis said power control update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, is the

bit error rate of said transmitted impulse radio signal, BER,,,; is a bit error rate

reference, and SNRg, is the signal-to-noiseratio ofsaid transmitted impulse radio

signal.
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77. Thetransceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the signal-to-noise ratio and the signal strength of said

transmitted impulse radio signal, and wherein said poweradjuster calculatessaid

powercontrol update according to:

Pg = Ki(SNR,ee - SNR5y)

AP = Kj (Prep - Psi)

where dPis said power control update, K, and K, are gain constants, SNRg, is the

signal-to-noise ratio of said transmitted impulse radio signal, SNR,is a signal-

to-noise ratio reference, and Ps, is the powerof said transmitted impulse radio

signal.

78. The transceiver ofclaim 63, whereinsaid at least one performance

measurement comprisesthebit error rate ofsaid transmitted impulse radio signal,

and wherein said power adjuster calculates said power control update according

to:

dP = K (log(BER,,) - log(BER,.9))

wheredPis said powercontrol update, K is a gain constant, BERg,1s the bit error

rate of said transmitted impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate reference,

and log is the logarithm function.

79. Thetransceiver ofclaim 63, wherein said at least one performance

measurement comprises the bit error rate and the signal strength of said

transmitted impulseradio signal, and wherein said poweradjuster calculates said

powercontrol update accordingto:

P= K,(log(BER,)) - log(BER,.))

dP = Kj(Pyg- Psy)

where dPis said powercontrol update, K, and K, are gain constants, BERg, 1s the

bit error rate of said transmitted impulse radio signal, BER,,; is a bit error rate

reference, log is the logarithm function, and Ps, is the powerof said transmitted

impulseradio signal.
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(57) Abstract

A wireless communication system employs directive antenna arrays and knowledge of position of users to form narrow antenna beams
to and from desired users and away from undesired users to reduce co—channelinterference. By reducing co—channelinterference coming
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USING GEOGRAPHIC POSITION DATA

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No. 08/729,289 filed

on October 10, 1996, the entire teachings of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

At present, the communications spectrum is at a premium, with projected

high capacity requirements of Personal Communication Systems (PCS) adding to the

problem. Although all modulation techniques for wireless communications suffer

capacity limitations due to co-channel interference, spread spectrum, or Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA), is a modulation technique which is particularly

suited to take advantage of spatial processing to increase user capacity. Spread

spectrum increases signal bandwidth from R (bits/sec) to W (Hz), where W> >R,

so multiple signals.can share the same frequency spectrum. Because they share the

same spectrum, all.users are considered to be co-channel interferers. Capacity is

inversely proportional to interference power, so reducing the interference increases

the capacity.

Some rudimentary spatial processing can be used to reduce interference, such

as using sector antennas. Instead of using a single omnidirectional antenna, three

antennas each with a 120 degree sector can be used to effectively reduce the

interference by three, because, on average, each antenna will only be looking at 1/3

of the users. By repeating the communications hardware for each antenna, the

capacity is tripled.
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Ideally, adaptive antenna arrays can be used toeffectively eliminate
interference from other users. Assuming infinitesimal beamwidth and perfect

tracking, adaptive array processing (AAP) can provide a unique, interference-free
channel for each user. This example of space division multiple access (SDMA)

allows every user in the system to communicate at the same time using the same

frequency channel. Such an AAP SDMAsystem is impractical, however, because it
requires infinitely many antennas and complex signal processing hardware.
However, large numbers of antennas and infinitesimal beamwidths are not necessary

to realize the practical benefits of SDMA.

SDMAallows more users to communicate at the same time with the same

frequency because they are spatially separated. SDMAis directly applicable to a
CDMAsystem. It is also applicable to a time division multiple access (TDMA)
system, but to take full advantage of SDMA,this requires monitoring and
reassignment of time-slots to allow spatially separated users to share the same time-
slot simultaneously. SDMAis also applicable to a frequency division multiple
access (FDMA)system, but similarly, to take full advantage of SDMA,this requires
monitoring and reassignment of frequency-slots to allow spatially separated users to
share the same frequency band at the same time.

In a cellular application, SDMAdirectly improves frequency re-use (the
ability to use the same frequency spectrum in adjoining cells) in all three modulation
schemes by reducing co-channelinterference between adjacent cells. SDMA can be
directly applied to the TDMA and FDMAmodulation schemes even withoutre-
assigning time or frequency slots to null co-channel interferers from nearby cells,
but the capacity improvementis not as dramatic as if the time and frequencyslots
are re-assigned to take full advantage of SDMA.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Instead of using a fully adaptive implementation of SDMA,exploitation of

information on a users’ position changes the antenna beamforming from an adaptive

problem to deterministic one, thereby simplifying processing complexity.

Preferably, a beamformeruses a simple beam steering calculation based on position

data. Smart antenna beamforming using geo-location significantly increases the

capacity of simultaneous users, but without the cost and hardware complexity of an

adaptive implementation. In a cellular application of the invention, using an antenna

array at the base station (with a beamwidth of 30 degrees for example) yields an

order of magnitude improvementin call capacity by reducing interference to and
from other mobile units. Using an antenna array at the mobile unit can improve

capacity by reducing interference to and from othercells (i.e., improving frequency
reuse). For beamforming, the accuracy of the position estimates for each mobile

user and update rates necessary to track the mobile users are well within the

capabilities of small, inexpensive Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers.
In general, the present invention is a communication system with a plurality

of users communicating via a wireless link. A preferred embodimentof the

invention is a cellular mobile telephone system. Each user has a transmitter,

receiver, an array of antennas separated in space, a device and method to determine
its current location, hardware to decode and store other users’ positions, and

beamformer hardware. The beamformeruses the stored position information to

optimally combine the signals to and from the antennas such that the resulting beam
pattern is directed toward desired users and away from undesired users.

An aspect of the invention uses a deterministic direction finding system.

That system uses geo-location data to compute an angle of arrival for a wireless
signal. In addition, the geo-location data is used to compute a range for the wireless
signal. By using the determined angle of arrival and range, a system in accordance
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with the invention can deterministically modify the wireless signal beam between

transceivers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the invention,

including various novel details of construction and combination ofparts will be

apparent from the following more particular drawings and description of preferred
embodiments of the communication system using geographic position data in which

like references characters refer to the same parts throughout the different views. It

will be understood that the particular apparatus and methods embodying the

invention are shown by wayofillustration only and not as a limitation of the

invention, emphasis instead being placed uponillustrating the principles of the
invention. The principles and features of this invention may be employed in various
and numerous embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a cellular communication system.

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of components in a base station and a

mobile unit of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a general adaptive antenna array.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a mobile-to-base communications link in

cellular communications using AAP SDMA.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a base-to-mobile communications link in

cellular communications using AAP SDMA.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a general SDMA communications system

employing geo-location techniques.
FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of two communicating users of FIG. 6.
FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method of operating a cellular telephone system

using geo-location data.
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FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a cellular telephone system using geo-

location data.

FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a steering circuit.

FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a nulling circuit.

FIG. 12 is a schematic block diagram of a receiver module for a mobile unit

beamformer.

FIG. 13 is a schematic block diagram of a transmitter module for a mobile

unit beamformer.

FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram of a receiver module for a base station

beamformer.

FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram of a transmitter module for a base

station beamformer.

FIG. 16 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred base station employing

real-valued FIR filtering at IF.

FIG. 17 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred base station employing

complex-valued FIR filtering at base band.

FIG. 18 is a schematic block diagram of a beamshaping circuit based on an

adaptive-array processing algorithms.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a general land-based cellular wireless

communications system. The geographic area serviced by this communications

system 1 is divided into a plurality of geographiccells 10, each cell 10 having a
respective geographically fixed base station 20. Each cell 10 can have anarbitrary
numberof mobile cellular units 30, which can travel between and amongthecells

10.
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FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of components in a basestation 20 and

a mobile unit 30 of FIG. 1. As shown, each base station 20 includes a transceiver

210 having a transmitter 212 and a receiver 214, control hardware 220, anda set of

antennas 25 to communicate with a plurality of mobile units 30. The mobile units

§ are free to roam around the entire geographic service area. Each mobile unit 30

includes a transceiver 310 having a transmitter 312 and a receiver 314, control

hardware 320, a handset 8, and an antenna or antennas 35 to allow for simultaneous

sending and receiving of voice messages to the base station 20. The base station 20

communicates with a mobile telecommunications switching office (MTSO) 5 to route

10 the calls to their proper destinations 2.

The capacity of a spread spectrum cellular communication system can be

expressed as:

N = (W/R) (No/Ep) (1/D) F G

where W is the bandwidth (typically 1.25 MHz);

R is the data rate (typically 9600 bps);

15 E,/N, is the energy-to-noise ratio (typically 6 dB);

D is the voice duty-cycle (assumedto be 0.5);

F is the frequency reuse (assumed to be 0.6);

G is the numberofsectors per cell (assumed to be 1, or

omnidirectional); and

20 N is the numberof simultaneous users.

As such, a typical cell can support only about 25-30 simultaneouscalls. Space

division multiple access (SDMA)techniques can be used to increase capacity.
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The capacity improvement by using an adaptive array at the base station 20

in the mobile-base link is summarized below in Table I. The results are valid for

various antenna beamwidthsat a fixed outage probability of 10°73.

Table I

Base Station Antenna Beamwidth vs. Call Capability in Mobile-to-Base Link

Beamwidth (degrees) Capacity (calls/cell)

360 (omni)
  

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an M-element adaptive antenna array and

beamformer. Each element has N adaptive linear filters (ALFs) 55, where N is the

numberof users per cell. Each of the ALFs 55 are adapted in real time to form a
beam to and from each mobile unit 30. The ALFs 55 use a variety of techniques to

form an optimal beam, such as using training sequences, dynamic feedback, and
property restoral algorithms. Preferably, the ALFs 55 are single chip adaptive
filters as described in U.S. Patent No. 5,535,150 to Chiang, the teachings of which

are incorporated herein by reference.

The M-element array is capable of nulling out M-1 co-channel interference

sources. However, all the users in a CDMAcell share the same frequency band and

therefore, are all co-channel interferers in the mobile-to-base link. Because the
numberof users, N, far exceeds the number of antennas, M, subspace methods of
direction-of-arrival estimation are not applicable. Instead, a Constant Modulus

Algorithm (CMA) adaptive beamforming approach is more applicable.
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For the base-to-mobile link, the co-channel interferers are the neighboring

base stations. Conceivably, the number of antennas in the adaptive array at the

mobile could be approximately the same as the number of neighboring base stations,

so subspace methods of direction-of-arrival estimation may be applicable to null out

the interfering base stations. The computational complexity of both types of AAP

algorithms is approximately equal.

The majority of the computational complexity incurred by using AAP in a

cellular system is due to covariance formulation and copy processing. The

covariance is a sum of a sequence of matrices, each of which is an outer product of

complex array samples. Each term ofthis outer product is a complex product. The

computation requires on the order of K? computations, where K is the numberof
antennas. Using the covariance, the AAP algorithm computes the antenna weight

vector, which is applied to the received signal vectors. This is a matrix inversion,

which copies the desired signal. The covariance is updated periodically, and each

desired signal is copied in real time.

Overall about 1/2 to 2/3 of the computational complexity incurred by using

AAP SDMAin a cellular system is due to the covariance formulation alone, and the

remaining complexity resides in the matrix inversion for copy weight generation.

The complexity, size, power consumption, and cost of implementing AAP SDMA

has thus far prevented it from gaining acceptance. In preferred embodiments, the

present invention achieves substantially the same results as a fully adaptive
implementation of SDMAbutwith significantly less hardware complexity, smaller

size, lower power consumption, and lowercost.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a mobile-to-base communication link in a

cellular communications system using AAP SDMA. Illustrated are the antenna array

SDMAtransmission beam patterns 150 from the mobile units 30 to the base station

20 along a central direction 155. Also illustrated is interference 170 which would
exist without SDMA.
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Assuming the base station 20 employs a multi-antenna adaptive array while

the mobile unit 30 uses a single omnidirectional antenna, in the reverse channel

(uplink, or mobile-to-base), the base station array reduces interference from other

users both in-cell and out-of-cell, as illustrated in FIG. 4, by pointing its reception

beam only towards the desired mobile unit 30.

For a 120 degree beamwidth, about 1/3 of the mobile units 30 in a cell 10

are visible to the array, so the capacity is approximately tripled. Similarly, for a 30

degree beamwidth, about 1/12 of the mobile units 30 in a cell 10 are visible to the

array, so the capacity is increased by a factor of approximately 12.

Assuming that both the base station 20 and the mobile unit 30 employ multi-

element antenna arrays, for the reverse channel, this system significantly reduces

interference from out-of-cell mobile transmitters, because they are forming beams

toward their own basestation 20. Ideally, this would improve the frequency reuse,

F, from 0.6 to nearly 1.0, thereby increasing the capacity by nearly 2/3.

Simulations on such a system show that a frequency re-use factor of F = 0.8826

with a 60 degree beamwidth from the mobile unit improves capacity by 47% over

the omnidirectional case (F = 0.6).

Improvement due to adaptive arrays on the mobile units 30 are not as

dramatic as those achieved with adaptive arrays at the base station 20. In addition,

complexity, size, power, and cost can make the application of antenna arrays in
mobile units 30 impractical for most situations. The reduction in inter-cell

interference afforded by adaptive arrays in mobile units 30 may, however, be critical

in high-traffic environments and for mobile units 30 near the cell boundaries where
interference is the greatest.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a base-to-mobile communication link in a

cellular communications system using AAP SDMA. Assuming the base station 20

employs a multi-antenna array while the mobile unit 30 uses a single omnidirectional
antenna, in the base-to-mobile link, the base station 20 antenna array reduces
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interference to other users both in-cell 180 and out-of-cell 175, as illustrated in FIG.

4. Results for this channel for various beamwidths are summarized below in Table

Il.

Table II

Base Station Antenna Beamwidth vs. Call Capacity in Base-to-Mobile Channel

Assuming that both the base station 20 and the mobile units 30 employ multi-

 
    

 
element adaptive antenna arrays, for the forward channel, this system significantly
reduces interference from out-of-cell base stations, because the mobile units 30 are

forming beams toward their own base station 20. As in the reverse channel, ideally,
this would improve the frequency re-use, F, from 0.6 to nearly 1.0, thereby
increasing the capacity by nearly 2/3.

FIG. 6 is aschematic diagram of a general SDMA communications system

employing geo-location techniques. As illustrated, a first user 301 and a second
user 302 are in communication. The first user 301 computes the direction of the

desired user 302 and a beam pattern 314 is formed along the desired direction 316.
In addition to desired users 302, the first user 301 wants to avoid projecting a beam

in the direction 317 of an undesired user 303. Furthermore, the first user 301 wants

to avoid receiving a beam from any direction other than the desired direction 316.
These goals are accomplished by utilizing a narrow directional radio beam.
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The radio-beam extends from the transmitting unit at a beamwidth angle By.

The distance from the transmitting unit to the receiving unit is designated as r,,.

The beamwidth at the receiving unit is B,,. In a cellular system, a base unitis

located at the center of a geographical cell of radius R and the receiving unit is

generally mobile and moves with a velocity V.

FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of communicating users of FIG. 6. As

illustrated, the first user 301 and the second user 302 receive geo-location data from

a Satellite system 90. The users 301, 302 communicate using a respective antenna

array 52 controlled by a respective beamformer circuit 34. In addition to the
standard transceiver 310 and control hardware 320, a Global Positioning System

(GPS)circuit 350 communicates with a global positioning satellite system 90 to
command the beamformer 34. Althougha satellite system 90 is illustrated, the geo-

location data can be provided by or derived from a ground-based positioning system.

Furthermore, a differential global positioning system using both ground and satellite

based transmitters can be employed to provide a higher resolution location.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method of operating a cellular telephone system

using geo-location data. Asa part of the initial establishment of the wireless link
(step 500) between the mobile unit 30 and the base station 20, the mobile unit 30
must determine its current position. The GPS receiver may not already be tracking
satellites and couldtake several minutes to get an accurate position estimate (cold

start). If the GPS receiver 350 is cold starting (step 510), the base station 20
provides a roughlocation estimate to orient the GPSreceiver and significantly
expedite the position acquisition (step 512). It can send an estimate of the mobile
unit’s location via triangularization from adjacent base stations. This information

can be sent along with a Channel Assignment Message (which informs the mobile
unit of a Traffic Channel on which to send voice and data) via a Paging Channel.

Users share the Paging Channel to communicate information necessary for the

establishment of calls.
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Then the base station 20 transmits its position to the mobile unit 30 via the

Paging Channel (Step 520). If the mobile unit 30 is employing a directive antenna

array 35’, it uses the base station position and its current position and heading

information to form a beam pattern toward the base station 20 as described above

(step 530). The mobile tunes to the Traffic Channel and starts sending a Traffic

Channel preamble and the current mobile location information to the base station via

a Reverse Traffic Channel (step 540). Every two seconds, the GPS location is

updated andsent to the base station via the Reverse Traffic Channel.

If the mobile unit 30 is employing a directive antenna array 35’, every two

seconds it uses the current heading information and comparesits updated position

information to the stored location of the current base station to update the beam

pattern toward the base station. Also, the base station 20 receives the updated
mobile unit location information and updates it beam pattern toward the mobile unit

(step 550). During hand-off between base stations (step 560), the directivity of the
mobile antenna array, if employed, is disabled (step 570) to allow the user to

communicate with other base stations.

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a cellular telephone system using geo-

location data. A preferred embodiment is an implementation of SDMA using

knowledge of user position in a cellular spread spectrum communication system.
Fixed base stations’-20 communicate with roving mobile units 30 within a prescribed

geographic cell 10. Each base station 20 consists of a transceiver 210, a directional
antenna array 25’ and associated beamformer hardware 24, control hardware 220,
and a transmission link with a mobile telecommunications switching office (MTSO)

5 to route calls. The mobile unit 30 consists of handset 8 with a microphone and a

speaker, a transceiver 310, a GPS receiver 350 (or other hardware to determine
position of the mobile), and an omnidirectional antenna 35 or optionally a directional
antenna array 35’ and associated beamformer hardware 34.
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A preferred embodiment of the invention employs a conventional CDMA

base station 20 but with the addition of a 10-elementdirectional antenna array 25’

capable of forming antenna patterns with a beamwidth of 36 degrees, beamformer

hardware 24, and additional modems to accommodate the order of magnitude

increase in call capacity. The beamformer hardware 24 takes as input the current

latitude and longitude of each mobile unit, compares it with the knownlocation of

the base station 20 to determine the angle of arrival (AOA) of each mobile unit’s

signal, and generates a set of complex antenna weights to apply to each antenna

output for each mobile unit such that the combined signal represents a beam pattern
steered in the direction of the desired mobile unit for both the transmit and receive

signals. The complex antenna weights are calculated to simply steer the antenna
beam.

Instead of calculating the weights in real-time, a set of weights can be stored

in a Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM)for a finite set of angles of arrival,
and can be recalled and immediately applied. The beam pattern is preferably

widened as the mobile unit 30 approachesthe base station 20 (as described below)

because the beam coverage decreases as the mobile unit 30 approaches the base

station 20. Furthermore, the assumption that multipath components propagate from

approximately the same location as the mobile unit 30 becomes less valid as the
mobile unit 30 approachesthe base station. Optionally, the beamformer hardware

24 can track multiple mobile units simultaneously and place nulls on interfering

mobile units, but this is more computationally complex (although not as complex as

a fully adaptive array).

The base station antenna array forms an antenna pattern with beamwidth

By=30 degrees. Assuming the cell radius is R=6 km, the mobile unit is at radius
T,, (m), the maximum velocity of the mobile unit is V=100 (km/h), and the location
estimate is updated at U=2 times per second, examination of the pie-slice geometry

of the antenna pattern reveals that the antenna beam width at the mobile unit’s
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location is B,, = 271,,(Bp/360) meters, which decreases as the mobile unit 30

approachesthe base station 20. Once a location estimate has been determined for
the mobile unit 30 and transmitted to the base station 20, the base station 20 forms

an antenna pattern with the main lobe centered on the mobile unit 30.

In the worst case, this estimate is wrong by T=30 m. In an update cycle,

the mobile travels V/U (m), and as long as this distance is less than B,/2 (half the

beamwidth in meters at the mobile location) minusthe error in the location estimate,

T, then the mobile will remain within the antenna main lobe: V/U < (B,,/2)-T.

Evaluating this equation with the typical numerical values and solving for the mobile

location yields r,, > 167.6 m at a velocity V=100 km/h. Therefore the mobile unit
30 remains in the beam coverage area as long as it is further than 167.6 m from the

base station 20.

The base station 20 uses the location information to sense when the mobile

unit 30 is closer than 167.6 m and widens the beam pattern to omnidirectional (or

optionally to 120 degrees). This widening does not significantly increase
interference to other users because the low poweris used for nearby mobile units

30. The complex antenna weights for the widened beams are preferably stored in
memory fora finite set of angles of arrival, and they can be recalled and
immediately applied.

The mobileunits 30 include a conventional handset 8 preferably augmented

with an integrated GPS receiver 350 and modifications to the control logic 320 to
incorporate the GPS position data in the transmission to the base station 20. Mobile
units 30 embodied in automobiles preferably employ a three-element directional

antenna array 35’ mounted on the automobile and beamformer hardware 34 in
addition to the handset with the built-in GPS receiver as described above. The

beamformer hardware 34 stores the current base station’s latitude and longitude,

compares it with its own currentlatitude and longitude, and computes its current
heading via GPS doppler information to determine the angle of the arrival of the
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base station signal. A look-up table (for example in a ROM)provides the antenna

weights to steer the transmit and receive beam pattern toward the base station.
Optionally, the beamformer hardware can track multiple base stations simultaneously
and place nulls on interfering base stations.

The necessary accuracy of the mobile position determination depends on the
width of the antenna beam. Assuming the location can be determined to within a

tolerance of T=30 m (i.e., the location can be determined with high probability to
be within a circle of radius T=30 m), as the mobile unit 30 moves, the antenna

beam must cover the entire area in which the mobile unit 30 can move in the two

seconds before the position is checked again and the antenna beam pattern is
updated. Because of the pie-slice geometry of the beam pattern, as the mobile unit
30 approachesthe base station 20, the beam coverage decreases and must be
widened to cover the area in which the mobile unit 30 could travel in the two second

update cycle.

Mobile units employing the antenna array 35’ can form an antenna pattern

with beamwidth B, = 120 degrees. Assuming the cell radius is R=6 km,the
mobile is at radius r,, (meters), the maximum rotation of the mobile unit is Q=45
degrees/second (i.e., the mobile can turn a 90 degree corner in 2 seconds), and the
location estimate is updated at U=2 times per second, examination of the pie-slice
geometry of the antenna pattern yields a location tolerance at the base station of
Ty = 360T/(2a1,,) (degrees), which increases as the mobile unit 30 approaches the
base station 20.

In addition to location, the mobile unit 30 needs to know its direction of
travel so it can determine the orientation of its antenna array. This direction vector
can be deduced from GPS doppler data or from a compass.

Oncea location estimate has been determined, the mobile unit 30 forms an

antenna pattern with the main lobe centered on the base station 20. In the worst
case, this estimate is wrong by Ty (degrees) and the mobile unit 30 is turning at
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maximum rotation Q=45 degrees/s. In an update cycle, the mobile’s main lobe

rotates 2/U (degrees), and as long as this angle is less than B,/2 (half the mobile

beamwidth in degrees) minusthe error in the location estimate, T, (degrees), then

the base station 20 will remain within the mobile antenna’s main lobe,

Q/U < (B,/2)-T,. Evaluating this equation with the numerical values above and

solving for the mobile location yields r,, > 45 m. Therefore the base station 20

remains in the beam coverage area as long asit is further than 45 m from the

mobile unit 30.

The mobile unit 30 uses its location information to sense whenit is closer

than 45 m to the base station 20 and widens the beam pattern to omnidirectional.

Again, this widening does not significantly increase interference to other users
because the power transmitted is low. A look-up table in a ROMprovidesthe
antenna weights to change the beam pattern to omnidirectional when the mobile unit
30 is within 45 m of the beam station or during call hand-off when the mobile unit

30 is communicating with more than one base station 20.

A preferred embodimentof the invention includes an aspect which reduces
interference and improves capacity as long as the multipath components propagate

from approximately the same direction as the line-of-sight (LOS) component, which
is a fair assumption. Typically, a multipath signalis limited to a 5-10° arc relative
to the receiver. AS such, various techniques can be employedto identify and null

the multipath componentof a received signal.

Aspects of the invention can be practiced even if some users are not equipped
with SDMAcapability. In the case that a particular user does not employ an

antenna array, the user will not use position information and will default to
conventional omnidirectional transmission and/or reception. Similarly, in the case

that the user does not provide position information, other users will default to
conventional omnidirectional transmission to and/or reception from that user. AS

conventional users are phased out and SDMA equipped users are phased in, the
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capacity of the system will increase as the fraction of SDMA equipped users

increases.

FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a steering circuit. The steering

circuit 52 includes a GPS receiver 522 connected to a GPS antenna 520 for

receiving GPSsignals from satellites. The GPS receiver 522 computes the unit’s

latitude and longitude. A deterministic direction finder 524 processes the mobile

unit latitude LAT), and longitude LNG, data as well as the basestationlatitude

LATs and longitude LNGg data using a first look-up table to compute an angle of
arrival (AOA) and a range (RNG) based on the following equations:

aoa=tan? (LNGENGs= aneS

LATLAT,

RNG =\(LATy-LAT,) 7+ (LNGy~ LNGg) *

The AOA and RNGvalues are processed by a second look-up table in an antenna

steering unit 526 which converts the values into antenna weights. The antenna
weights are calculated to steer the beam in the direction of the angle of arrival.
That is, the antenna weights become unity (.e., omnidirectional) when the range is

below a prescribed.threshold (i.e., the mobile unit is very close to the base staticn)
and for the mobile unit during handoff. The antenna weights are provided to the

beamformer.

FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a nulling circuit. Position data from

each user is processed by a GPScircuit 521,,...,521,. For a particular user "a", a
desired latitude LAT), and longitude LNGy, data are received and for other users
undesirable latitude LATyp,----LATmand longitude LNGyp,.--. LNGyix data are
received. A first look-up table in a deterministic direction finder unit 523 converts

the latitude and longitude data from the mobile units into desired AOA, and

undesired AOA,,..., AOA, angles of arrival and a desired range RNG based on the
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base station latitude LAT, and longitude LNG, data. This information for each

user is passed to a second look-uptable in a nulling unit 525 which computes

antenna weights which are calculated to steer the beam in the direction of the desired

angle of arrival AOA, and away from the undesired angle of arrivals

AOA,,.-.,AOA, (i.e., a circuit nulls undesired users). The antenna weights can

become unity as described above. The antenna weights from the nulling unit 525

are provided to the beamformer.

FIG. 12 is a schematic block diagram of a receiver module for a mobile unit

beamformer. Thecircuit receives a plurality of RF signals IN,, IN,, IN, over a

respective antenna 35’a, 35’b, 35’c of a directional antenna array 35’. The RF

signals are processed into three baseband signal channels by a three-channel receiver

312. Each baseband signal is processed by a programmable filter 342a, 342b, 342c.

A GPSsignal from a GPS receiver (not shown)is received by a steering/nulling

circuit 344 operating as described above. The steering/nulling circuit 344 controls

the programmable filters 342a, 342b, 342c. The outputs from the programmable

filters are combined by a RF combiner 346 to produce an output signal OUT.

FIG. 13 is a schematic block diagram of a transmitter module for a mobile

unit beamformer. The input signal IN is split three ways and processed by

respective programmable filters 341a, 341b, 341c. The programmable filters 341
are controlled by a-steering/nulling circuit 343 based on inputs from a GPS receiver

(not shown) as described above. Three channels of baseband signals result from the

programmablefilters and are fed to a three-channel transmitter 314 which sends RF

signals OUT,, OUT,, OUT, toa respective antenna 35’a, 35’b, 35’c in the antenna
array 35’. Ina preferred embodimentof the invention, the system implements

programmable filtering by including a vector-matrix product processing system as
described in U.S. Patent No. 5,089,983 to Chiang, the teachings of which are

incorporated herein by reference.
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FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram of a receiver module for a base station

beamformer. Asillustrated, the antenna array 25’ of the base station includes 10

antennas 25°),...,25’;9. The input signals IN,,...,INjg are received by a ten-channel

receiver 212 which yields ten channels of baseband signals. Each channel of

baseband signal is processed by a programmablefilter array 242, each of which

includes a respective programmable filter for each of N possible users. The

programmablefilters 242 are controlled by a steering/nulling circuit 244 for each

user based on GPSdata received from each user as described above. The outputs

from the programmablefilters 242 are combined by an RF combiner 246 into N

outputs OUT.

FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram of a transmitter module for a base

station beamformer. The transmitter section receives an input signal IN whichis

split ten ways into ten channels. Each channel is processed by a programmable

filter array 241 having a programmablefilter for each N possible users. The

programmablefilters are controlled by a steering/nulling circuit 243 for each user
based on GPSdata from each mobile user as described above. The programmable

filters yield N baseband signals divided into ten channels which are transmitted to

the antenna array 25’ by a ten-channeltransmitter 214. Each antenna 25’,,...,25’19

receives a respective RF output signal OUT),...,OUT,9 from the transmitter 214.

In a preferred embodimentof the invention, a cellular base station includes

sufficient signal-processing hardware to support the use of geo-location information,
received from mobile transmitters, to optimally shape the receiving antenna-array

pattern. This approachis an alternative to using a fully adaptive antenna-array that

requires a significantly greater cost in terms of hardware and software.
To implement a fully-adaptive base station receiver, an array of antenna

inputs must be processed to yield a set of complex-valued weights that are fed back

to regulate the gain and phase of the incoming signals. The need for multiple

weights applied to a single input signal implies frequency independence. The weight
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or weights are applied to each input signalas either a real-valued Finite Impulse
Response (FIR)filter at a chosen intermediate frequency (IF) (as depicted in FIG.
16 below) or as complex-valued FIR filter at base band (as depicted in FIG. 17
below). Following the application of the appropriate weights, the outputs from each
antenna-channel are summed to yield a beamformed output from the array.

FIG. 16 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred base station employing

real-valued FIR filtering at IF. In particular, the base station 1020 employs a

sample-data beam shaping system for downconverted and bandlimited signals. The
mobile unit 30 communicates with the base station 1020 through a plurality of N
receiver units 1010,, 10105, ..., 1010y. Each receiver includes a respective antenna
1022,, 10225, ..., 1022y. Received signals are transmitted from the antennas
1022,, 10225, ..., 1022, through a bandpassfilter, 1024, 10245, ..., 1024y; a gain
controllable amplifier 1026,, 1026p, ..., 1026; a multiplier 1028, 10285, ...,
1028; and a second bandpassfilter 1030,, 1030, ..., 1030, to form N receiver
output signals.

The receiver output signals are input to a processing chip 1040 which
includes a sampling circuit 1042,, 10425, ..., 1042, and a programmable FIR filter
1044,, 1044), ..., 1044, for each input signal. The outputs of the FIR filters are
summed by a summingcircuit 1046. A postprocessor 1048 communicates with an
off-chip automatic gain control (AGC)circuit 1032 to provide a control signal to the
amplifiers 1026,, 1026p, ..., 1026, to vary the amplifier gains.

The postprocessor 1048 also communicates with an off-chip geo-location
controller 1038 which provides geo-location data to a weighted circuit 1046. The
weighting circuit 1036 provides weights to the on-chip programmablefilters 1044,,
1044,, ..., 1044y.

FIG. 17 is a schematic block diagram of a preferred base station employing
complex-valued FIRfiltering at base band. As with FIG. 16, the base station 1020’
includes a plurality of receivers that provides an input signal to a processing chip
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1050. The processing chip 1050 yields two channels of output to an off-chip

postprocessor 1034 which decodes, encodes and equalizes the channels. The

postprocessor 1034 transmits a signal to the AGC circuit 1032 to control the receiver
amplifiers 1026,, ..., 1026, and is in communication with the geo-location
controller 1038. Geo-location data from the geo-location controller 1038 is

processed by a weight-update circuit 1036’ to calculate weights for a 2N M stage
FIR filter array.

The base station includes a beamshaping circuit using a two channel

downconversion system. The processing chip 1050 includes, for each of N

receivers, a sampling circuit 1052, ..., 1052, and a multiplier 1054;, ..., 1054y,.
The multipliers 1054,, ..., L054 each provide an in-phase (1) channel 1056,-I, ...,
1056y-I and a quadrature (2) channel 1056,-Q, ..., 1056,,-Q. The respective
channels are passed to respective low passfilters 1058,-I, ..., 1058,-Q. Each
channel is then down-converted by downconversion circuit 1060,-I, ..., 1060,y-Q.
The down-converted channels are fed to respective programmable FIRfilters 1062,-

I, ..., 1062y-Q. These filters are programmedbased on the weight inputs from the
weighting circuit 1038. The I and Q channels are individually summed at summing
circuits 1064-I, 1064-Q for output to the postprocessing system 1034.

The effect of the weights is to electronically shape the antenna-array

response. Ideally, mobile transmitters that are interfering with the desired user are
suppressed or nulled out, while the transmitter of interest is given at least unity gain.
Using a fully adaptive antenna array, the weights are updated with time as the
mobile unit moves or as propagation conditions change. The update of the weights,
however, is computationally intensive requiring the computation of the covariance
matrix of the array response.

In comparison, a preferred base station uses position information obtained
from the mobile transmitter (or from the base-station network) to automatically

compute the weights to be applied to the input signals from each antenna. As in the
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fully-adaptive system, the weights are updated as the mobile transmitter moves. The

potential difficulty with this approachis that it does not explicitly account for

changes in the propagation conditions between the mobile transmitter and the base

station.

In an effort to characterize the propagation conditions between a mobile

transmitter and a base station, a series of operations were performed using a fully

operational digital-TDMAcellular system. The base station comprised 6 receiving
antennas that can be located with arbitrary spacings. A single, mobile transmitter is

used to characterize the propagation conditions. Based on the signals received at the

base station, profiles of the signal-propagation delay versus time are mathematically

computed. Using these results, the worst case angle-of-arrival is computed. For
this case, the delayed signal is assumed to arrive from a reflector along a line

perpendicularto a line joining the base station and the mobile.
For geo-location-based array-processing to operate, the true location of the

transmitter is preferably very close to the angle of arrival (AOA)of the primary

propagation path from the mobile.
Whenthe true location and the AOA of the primary propagation path differ,

the beam pattern produced by geo-location information will not exactly produce the
desired gain and nulling of the mobiles’ signal. This condition produces suppression
of the undesired mobile’s signal, but may not completely cancel or null out the

transmission.

For worst-case propagation conditions, this implies that the electronically

synthesized beam pattern does not provide the optimal gain for receiving this
mobile, nor does it completely null out the undesired signals. The difference

between the ideal (fully adaptive) array beam pattern and one constructed using only

geo-location information is not too great, however, whenthetrue position of the
mobile and the AOAof the primary propagation path vary by less than a few

degrees.
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In practice, the preceding situation occurs when the primary propagation

between the mobile and the base station are not line-of-sight. This often occurs in

urban canyons, where large buildings block line-of-sight transmission from the

mobile to the base station (and vice versa); thereby, placing the mobile’s

transmission in a "deep fade." To counteract this effect, a preferred base station

includes partially adaptive array-processing to incrementally refine the initial beam

pattern that is obtained using only geo-location information. Candidate approaches
for partially-adaptive array processing can be readily found in the literature for
fully-adaptive array processing (e.g., "Novel Adaptive Array Algorithms and Their
Impact on Cellular System Capacity," by Paul Petrus incorporated herein by
reference.).

The approaches to computing a mobile’s true location have been investigated
in detail for CDMA signal communication (see "Performance of Hyperbolic Position
Location Techniques for Code-Division Multiple Access," by George A. Mizusawa,

incorporated herein by reference). Implementing a GPS receiver in the phone is one
candidate for providing accurate geo-location information to the base station.
Alternatively, at least three base stations can be employed to triangulate the mobile
location using a variety of algorithms.

FIG. 18 is a schematic block diagram of a beamshaping circuit based on an

adaptive-array processing algorithms. Asillustrated, the circuitry 1080 is essentially
identical to that illustrated in FIG. 17. The postprocessing circuit, however,

communicates with an adaptive-array module 1039 instead of with geo-location data
from a mobile unit. An adaptive-array processing algorithm in the module 1039

provides the weighting signal to the on-chip programmable FIR filters 1062,-I, ...,
1062,-Q. The processing chip 1050 can be similarly employed to accomodate other
cellular communication techniques.

Although preferred embodiments of the invention have been described in the
context of a cellular communication system, the principles of the invention can be
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applied to any communication system. For example, geo-location data and

associated beamforming can be embodied in any radio frequency communication

system such as satellite communication systems. Furthermore, the invention can be

embodied in acoustic or optical communication systems.

EQUIVALENTS

While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference

to preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art
that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. In

particular, the various aspects of the invention can be embodied in hardware,
software or firmware.

These and all other equivalents are intended to be encompassed by the

following claims.
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CLAIMS

The invention claimed is:

1, A communication system comprising:

a first transceiver having a first processor andafirst directional

5 antenna;

a second transceiver having a second processor and a second antenna,

a locator coupled to the second transceiver for determining the

physical location of the second transceiver relative to the first transceiver;
a communication link formed between the first and second

10 transceivers, the link including a first wireless beam from the first antenna to
the second antenna; and

a first beamformerin the first transceiver for shaping the first

wireless beam to be directed toward the second transceiver.

2. The system of Claim 1 wherein the first and second transceivers are movable
15 relative to One another and the beamformerperiodically updates the direction

of the wireless beam.

3. The system of Claim 1 wherein the wireless beam is a radio frequency beam.

4. The system of Claim 1 wherein thefirst transceiver is in a cellular telephone
base station and the second transceiver is in a cellular telephone mobile unit.
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The system of Claim 1 wherein the locator includes input fromasatellite

positioning system.

The system of Claim 1 wherein the locator includes input from a ground-

based positioning system.

The system of Claim 1 wherein the beamformerincludes a nulling circuit for

rejecting signals outside of the direction of the second transceiver.

A cellular communication system comprising:

a base transceiver having a first directional antenna, the base

transceiver having a fixed geographical position;

a mobile transceiver having a second antenna, the mobile transceiver

being movable relative to the base transceiver;

a wireless communication link between the base and mobile

transceivers formed by a signal between the antennas;

a positioning system for detecting the geographical position of the
mobile transceiver, the position of the mobile transceiver being

communicated to the base transceiver over the communication link; and

a beamformerin the base transceiver for modifying the signal in

response to the relative motion of the transceivers.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the beamformer periodically updates the
direction of the wireless beam.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the signal is a radio frequency beam.
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The system of Claim 8 wherein the positioning system includes input from a

satellite positioning system.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the positioning system includes input from a

ground-based positioning system.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the beamformerincludesa plurality of

programmable filter arrays.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the beamformer includes a table stored in

memory for providing antenna weights to modify the signal.

The system of Claim 8 wherein the second antenna is a directional antenna.

A method for operating a communication system comprising:

providing a first transceiver having a first processor and a first
directional antenna;

providing a second transceiver having a second processor and a

second antenna;

forming a communication link between the first and second
transceivers, the link including a first wireless beam from the first antenna to

the second antenna; and

in a first beamformerin the first transceiver, responding to the

physical location of the second transceiver and shaping the first wireless
beam to be directed toward the second transceiver.
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The method of Claim 16 wherein the first and second transceivers are

movable relative to one another and the beamformerperiodically updates the

direction of the signal.

The method of Claim 16 wherein the wireless beam is a radio frequency

beam.

The method of Claim 16 wherein the first transceiver is in a cellular

telephone basestation and the second transceiver is in a cellular telephone

mobile unit.

The method of Claim 16 wherein the locator includes input fromasatellite

positioning system.

The method of Claim 16 wherein the locator includes input from a ground-

based positioning system.

The method of Claim 16 wherein the beamformerincludes a nulling circuit to

reject signals outside of the direction of the second transceiver.

A method of operating a cellular communication system comprising:

providing a base transceiver having a first directional antenna, the

base transceiver having a fixed geographical position;

providing a mobile transceiver having a second antenna, the mobile
transceiver being movable relative to the base transceiver;

a wireless communication link between the base and mobile

transceivers forming by a signal between the antennas;
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in a positioning system, detecting the geographical position of the

mobiie transceiver, the position of the mobile transceiver being

communicated to the base transceiver over the communication link; and

in a beamformerin the base transceiver, modifying the signal in

response to the relative motion of the transceivers.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the step of modifying the signal comprises

periodically updating the direction of the signal.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the signal is a radio frequency beam.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the step of detecting comprises receiving

input from a satellite positioning system.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the step of detecting comprises receiving

input from a ground-based positioning system.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the beamformer includes a plurality of

programmable filter arrays.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the step of modifying the signal comprises

providing antenna weights from a table stored in memory.

The method of Claim 23 wherein the second antennais a directional antenna.
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A cellular communication system comprising:

a base transceiver having a first directional antenna, the base

transceiver having a fixed geographical position;

a mobile transceiver having a second directional antenna, the mobile

transceiver being movable relative to the base transceiver;

a wireless communication link between the base and mobile

transceivers formed by a signal between the antennas;

a positioning system for detecting the geographical position of the
mobile transceiver, the position of the mobile transceiver being

communicated to the base transceiver over the communication link; and

a first beamformer in the base transceiver and a second beamformer

in the mobile transceiver for modifying the signal in response to the relative

motion of the transceivers.

The system of Claim 31 wherein the beamformers periodically update the
direction of the wireless beam.

The system of Claim 31 wherein the beamformers modify the signal to be
omnidirectional when the base transceiver and the mobile transceiver are

separated by less than a specific range.

The system of Claim 31 wherein thesignal is a radio frequency beam.

The system of Claim 31 wherein the positioning system includes input from a
satellite positioning system.

The system of Claim 31 wherein the positioning system includes input from a

ground-based positioning system.
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The system of Claim 31 wherein the beamformers includea plurality of

programmable filter arrays.

The system of Claim 31 wherein the beamformers include a table stored in

memory for providing antenna weights to modify the signal.

A method of operating a cellular communication system comprising:

providing a base transceiver having a first directional antenna, the

base transceiver having a fixed geographical position;

providing a mobile transceiver having a second directional antenna,

the mobile transceiver being movable relative to the base transceiver;

a wireless communication link between the base and mobile

transceivers forming by a signal between the antennas;

in a positioning system, detecting the geographical position of the

mobile transceiver, the position of the mobile transceiver being

communicated to the base transceiver over the communication link; and

in a first beamformer in the base transceiver and a second

beamformer in the mobile transceiver, modifying the signal in response to the

relative motion of the transceivers.

The method of Claim 39 wherein the step of modifying the signal comprises

periodically updating the direction of the signal.

The method of Claim 40 wherein the step of modifying comprises

determining the range between the base transceiver and the mobile

transceiver and, whenthe range is less than a specific range, modifying the

signal to be omnidirectional.
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The method of Claim 39 wherein the signal is a radio frequency beam.

The method of Claim 39 wherein the step of detecting comprises receiving

input fromasatellite positioning system.

The method of Claim 39 wherein the step of detecting comprises receiving

input from a ground-based positioning system.

The method of Claim 39 wherein the beamformers include a plurality of

programmable filter arrays.

The method of Claim 39 wherein the step of modifying the signal comprises

providing antenna weights from a table stored in memory.

A direction finder in a transceiver, comprising:

a sensor for detecting the geographical location of a first transceiver;

a memory having stored therein the geographical location of a second

transceiver; and

a deterministic directional unit for calculating the direction of the

second transceiver relative to the first transceiver.

The direction finder of Claim 47 wherein the sensor includes a global

positioning system receiver.

The direction finder of Claim 47 wherein the first transceiver is moveable

between a plurality of geographical locations.
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The direction finder of Claim 49 wherein the second transceiver is moveable

between a plurality of geographical locations.

The direction finder of Claim 47 further comprising a directional antenna

responsive to the deterministic directional unit for receiving a wireless signal

from the second transceiver.

A method operating a direction finder in a transceiver, comprising the steps

of:

using a sensor to detect the geographical location ofa first

transceiver;

storing in memory the geographical location of a second transceiver;

and

deterministically calculating the direction of the second transceiver

relative to the first transceiver.

The method of Claim 52 wherein the step of using a sensor comprises

receiving geo-location data from a global positioning system.

The method of Claim 52 further comprises the step of moving the first

transceiver between a plurality of geographical locations.

The method of Claim 54 further comprising the step of moving the second

transceiver between a plurality of geographical locations.

The method of Claim 52 further comprising the step of operating a

directional antenna in response to the calculated direction for receiving a

wireless signal from the second transceiver.
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